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SUBJECT: The Black Panther Party v. Edward Levi Civil No. 76-2205 (D. DC)

At a hearing held on November 22, 1978, the court granted
our Motion for an extension of time to respond, inter alia,
to plaintiffs' First Interrogatories and Fourth Request for
Documents. Judge Smith ruled from the bench that we would
have ten days from the date of his ruling on our pending
dispositive motions to respond. A hearing on those motions
will be held on December 14, 1978, and we expect a ruling
from the Court shortly thereafter.

In order that we may meet schedule imposed by Judge Smith
for response to this discovery, if it is not mooted by his
ruling on our motions, we request that you prepare draft
responses and forward them to us for coordination as soon
as possible, but in any event before the hearing on December
14. For your ready reference we have enclosed a copy of the
plaintiffs fourth document request and first interrogatories.

If you have any questions with respect to this matter,
please contact Mr. R. J. Sher of this office who may be
reached at 724-6730.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT POURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., )

Plaintiffs, )

v. ) CVivl Action No. 76-2 05

EDWARD LEVI, et al., T
win egzaonof thei o ionDefendants.

PLAINTIFFS' FIRST INTERROGATORIES, TO THE FEDERALLY
REPRESENTED DEFENDANTS -

Pursuant to Rule 33 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,

plaintiffs propound the following interrogatories to the federally

represented defendants, to be answered by them personally, or by

any authorized officer designated by them; provided, however,

that the person' making the answer, shall, "as provided in

Rule 33(a), furnish all information available to the respective

defendants. Each of these interrogatories shall be answered

separately and fully in writing under oath, within thirty (30)

days from the service hereof.

DEFINITIONS

1. The "agencies or departments subject to plantiffs'

Third Request for Production of Documents' inc ude: the Depart-

ment of Justice, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Central

Intelligence Agency, the Treasury Department including the'

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms and the Internal Rene

Service, the Department of the Army, and the United States stal

Service and its predecessor, the United States Post Offide.

2. "Identify," when referring to a person, 'shall mean

the individual's (a) name, (b) job title or position, (c) division

or section, (d) agency or department, (e) correct mailing address,

(f) length of service with that agency or department, and (g)

whether the individual remains in the emp oy ofthat agency or

department.
cn n t /1 appk aP,
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3. "Identify," when referring to a document, shall

mean (a) its subject matter, (b) its date, (c) with whom the

document originated, (d) to whom the document was addressed,

(e) whether the document is in the possession of one of the

defendants, and (f) the individual, agency, or department in

possession of the document.

4. ."Document" shall mean, without limitation, the

following items, whether printed or recorded or reproduced by

any other mechanical process, or written or produced by hand:

agreements, communications, ,correspondence, telegrams, memoranda,

summaries or records of telephone conversations, summaries or

records of personal conversations or interviews, diaries

reports, notebooks, file cards, logs, summaries or records of

meetings or conferences, drafts, letters, any marginal comments

appearing on any document, and all other writings.

5. Plaintiffs' Request shall mean plaintiffs' Third

Request for Production of Documents.

INTERROGATORIES

1. Identify with respect to each of the agencies or

departments subject to our Third Request for Production of

Documents all individual(s) directly responsible for, or who

carried out, any or all of the following duties as to the

responses submitted by those agencies or departments:

(a) searching that agency's or department's files for documents

responsive to plaintiffs' Third Request for Production of

Documents,- (b) making deletions from the documents produced

to plaintiffs, (c) withholding documents for whatever reasons,

including reasons stated in defendants' Objections to Plaintiffs'

Third Request for Production of Documents, (d) applying deletion

codes to pages containing deleted matter, (e) preparing an index

of deletions, (f) making objections to plaintiffs' Request, or

(g) any other duties involved in the preparation of respnses

to plaintiffs' Request.
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2. Desc ibe n detail the duties relating to plaintiffs'

Request of each individual ,identified in response .to Interrogatory

3c. Identify aniydocument-setting forth or relating to

the duties relating o plaintiffs' Request of any individual.d,

identified in, response tP,.Interrogatory 1. ned t.a-erial

bac As tot eah qdividual -identified - nw esponsec-teetion

Interrogator 1,,Rsriein detail the cedveed.fablowedteria

with regard to the duties outlined in Interrogatory l(a)-(g).

5.tfya oqument setting(forth.orrela ing to

the procedures described ,in response to Interrogatoryr3.- 'rgtry -r

6E . As to each iindivi ual identified intxesponse-ts tL-t

Interrogatory 1, state whether he or ishe received.-any rsuperi'7ision

with regard to the performance of his or her. duties as I-outlined

in Interrogatory, l(a) -(g) . .. : i .c -

7. If. the answer to. Interrogatory 6 is affirmative, Aidentify

each individual who ,acted in a supervisory capacity with regard

to the individual(s) directly responsible for respcs~nding td

plaintiffs' Request. .. 1 d

8. If Ahe a-nswer to Interrpg atory. 6. .s -affirmativea

describe in detail the duties of the supervisor and the nature

and extent of the supervision receiqd JPy.e9achindivdual

directly responsible for responding to plaintiffs' Request.

9. If the answer to Interroqatry.F s affirmative,

identify any document setting forth or relatingto the duties
.a.DC 2 00)3 6

and the nature and extent of the ,Apper v-son-elating to

plaintiffs' Request of any individual identified if response to

Interrogatory 7.

10. As to each individual identified in response to

Interrogatory 1, state whether he or she received any instructions

with regard to the performance of his or her duties as outlined

in Interrogatory 1.

11. If the answer to Interrogatory 10 is affirmative,

identify each individual who issued instructions or gave any other

guidance to those individual(s) directly responsible for responding

to plaintiffs' Request.
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12. If the answer to InterrogatoEry-b is affirmative,

describe in detail the nature of any instructions or other

guidance, whether written or oral.

13. If the answer to Interrogatory 10 is affirmative,

identify any document setting forth or riel ting to an int-ruC

tions relating to plaintiffs' Request given to any individual

with regard to the performance of his or her duties as out-

lined in --- Interroat-ory---inciding any notes or memoranda

generated by an individual identified in response to Interrogatory 1,
. , ±pg FOURii> ' 7'JET FOR PRODUCTION OF

by an ihdividua- identified r

or by an- individual identified In fespode emnterdgadory 11.

2 4. Stard~iwhether there we.e -anyspekrvikion, tinstruttions,

or other guidance given to'.the individua's identfied it redainse

to Interrogatories -1, y7, *ord. 11 Tindlodilit'fbuft iat-2.imited to ,

past or present counsel for the federallyvrepresentd-defendants,

with regard to plaintiffs' Request.

15. If the answer to Int~rrogatortl4.israfffrmativers

identify the individual providing or-givingethe.,-supervision,r 11;

instructions, or other guidance . 3 9 23

16.,- If the answer to Interrogatory 14 is affirmative,

describe in detail the nature6f -the supervision,:instructions

or guidance given.: to t': l e

17. If-the answer toiInterrogataby 1t4;4saffirmative,

identify any document setting forth, describing or relating to

such supervision, instructions oruguida-dde inclIding;any notes

or memoranda generated by any individual identified in response

to Interrogatories, 1, 7, 11, orol.. TERRIS

18. State whether any of the agencies or, Sphrtments

subject to plaintiffs' Third Request for Production of Documents

have any document relating to responses too discoveryhiby federal

agencies, including the production of documents, relating to

litigation or any particular kind of litigation.

19. If the answer to Interrogatory 18 is affirmative,

identify any such documents.
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20. Identify the individual(s) responsible for preparing

the two'lists of objections which appear in Defendants' Objections

to Plaintiffs' Third Request for Production at pages 2-3.

21. State whether these lists were the only instructions

or guidance ever given to the individual(s) directly responsible

for responding to plaintiffs' Request.

22. If the answer to Interrogatory 21 is negative,

describe in detail the nature of any other oral explanations or

definitions of these objections which were given or otherwise

conveyed to the individual(s) directly responsible for responding

or to those who supervised the preparation of responses.

23. If the answer to Interrogatory 21 is negative,

identify any document setting forth or relating to any explanation

or definitions of these objections which were given to the

individuals) directly responsible for responding or to those

who supervised the preparation of responses.

24. State whether each individual identified in response

to Interrogatory 1 as directly responsible for responding to

plaintiffs' Request was given a copy of plaintiffs' Amended

Complaint.

25. State, as to each of the agencies or departments

subject to plaintiffs' Third Request for Production of Documents,

whether counsel for the federally-represented defendants saw,

reviewed, or otherwise approved (a) each of the documents which

were produced to plaintiffs; (b) the materials for those documents

which were deleted; and (c) the objections made as to each deletion.

26. Insofar as the answer to Interrogatory-25-is- -

affirmative, describe in detail the procedures followed and the

actions taken by counsel for the federally-represented defendants.

27. Identify the heads of all agencies or departments-

subject to plaintiffs' Third Request for Production of Documents.

28. Describe in detail all actions taken by the individuals

identified in response to Interrogatory 27 with regard to

defendants' response to plaintiffs' Request.

5
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Identify all documents relating to the actions taken

-y the individuals identified in response to Interrogatory 27.

30. Explain in detail the definition and scope of each

of the following objections as claimed by the federally represented

defendants:

(a) informant information

(b) information received from other agencies

(c) third party information - confidential source

(d) third party information - individual subject of an

investigation

(e) third party information - organization subject of a

current investigation

(f) information privileged from disclosure in the

national interest

information that is not otherwise relevant

classification stamps

file numbers

(j) governmental and attorney-client privilege

(k) administrative markings

(1) third party tax information

(m) information protected from disclosure by the

governmental privilege for intra-agency memoranda.

31. With regard to the definition of the objection for

"informant information," state whether the scope of this objection

includes: (a) information conveyed by an informant whether or

not such information might tend to reveal the identity of the

informant,- (b) -the -identity of an informant whose status as an

informant is already known to the public either through his own

admission or through other litigation, (c) any instructions

relayed to an informant whether or not such information might

tend to reveal the identity of the informant, or (e) the identity

of an agent provocateur who engaged in or provoked illegal or

violent actions.

32. With regard to the definition of the objection for

"information received from other agencies," state whether the

:scope of this objection includes: information other than opinions,



evaluations, or recommendations of government officials.

33. With regard to the definition of the objection for

"third party information - confidential source," state whether

the scope of this objection includes: (a) information obtained

from a third party not an informant, (b) the identity of a

third party not an informant who has conveyed information to

government official, (c) information concerning a third party

34. With regard to the definition of the objection for

"third party information - individual subject of an investigation,"

state whether- the scope of this objection includes: (a) information

obtained from a third party not an informant, (b) information

concerning a third party who was the subject of a closed

investigation, (c) information concerning a third party who is

the subject of an ongoing investigation, (d) the identity of

a third party who was the subject of a closed investigation, or

(e) the identity of a third party who is the subject of an

ongoing investigation.

35. With regard to the definition of the objection for

"third party information - organization subject of an ongoing

investigation," state whether the scope of this objection includes:

(a) information obtained from a third party not an informant,

(b) information concerning an organization not a named party

which was the subject of a closed investigation, (c) information

concerning an organization not a named party which is the

subject of an ongoing investigation,-(d) the name of an organiza-

tion which was the subject of a closed investigation, (e) the

name of an organization which is the subject of an ongoing

investigation.
36. With regard to the definition of the objection

"information privileged from disclosure in the national interest,

state whether the scope of this objection includes matters other

than military or diplomatic secrets and, if so, what these matters

are.

37. With regard to the objection for "information that

is not otherwise relevant," state whether the scope of this

objection includes the "Note" which typically appears at the

7-



end of a memorandum originating with the FBI Director's Office.

State the functional purpose of the "notes" including whether

they generally contain information relating to the same

subject matter as the body of the memorandum.

38. Explain any connection between the two concepts

referred to as "governmental and attorney-client privilege."

39. With regard to the objection for "third party tax

information," state whether the scope of that objection includes:

(a) information concerning the investigation of a named plaintiff

by the Internal Revenue Service, (b) information contained in

the investigative files of the IRS other than opinions, evalua-

tions, or recommendations of government officials, (c) the

fact that a return or other return information has been filed

by a third party, or (d) the fact that IRS has in the past or is

currently conducting an investigation of a third party.

40. With regard to the definition of the objection for

"information protected from disclosure by the governmental

privilege for intra-agency memoranda," state whether the

scope of this objection includes information other than

opinions, evaluations, or recommendations of government officials.

41. If the answer to any of Interrogatories 28-37 and

39-40 is affirmative in whole or in part, explain the reasons

why such matters were included.

42. Identify all documents, including memoranda,

instructions, and notes, relating to the definitions and scope

of the objections set forth in Interrogatory 27, including all

documents setting forth, analyzing, or discussing the reasons

for the definitions and scope. Identify all documents relating

in any way to the responses to Interrogatories 28-41.

43. To the best recollection of each individual identified

in response to Interrogatory 1, state whether any deletions of

material were made, or any documents or portions of documents

withheld, without either (a) a coded objection or (b) inclusion

in the IRS index.



44. If the answer to Interrogatory 43 is affirmative,

explain-in detail the circumstances under which such a deletion

was made or document or portion of a document withheld both generally

and as to each particular document.

45. State what principles and procedures were followed,

when a document or a paragraph of a document contained material

to which an objection was made and material to which an objection

was not made, to determine whether the non-objectionable material

was produced.

46. identify all documents, including memoranda,

instructions, and notes relating to the response to Interrogatory 45.

47. Do counsel for the federal defendants represent that

the documents produced to the plaintiffs and those for which an

objection has been stated, comprise all of the documents in the

possession or control of the federal defendants which are rele-

vant to the subject matter of this case and which are responsive

to plaintiffs' Requests.

48. Explain the discrepancy between the millions of

documents which counsel for the federal defendants claimed ex-

isted which were relevant to this case and the several thousand

pages received by plaintiffs.

Respectfullyv"submitted,

BRUCE J. TERRIS
KAREN H. EDGECOMBE

1526 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 332-1882

Attorneys for Plaintiffs



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., )

Plaintiffs,

V. ) Civil Action No. 76-2205

EDWARD LEVI, et al., )

Defendants.
)

PLAINTIFFS' FOURTH REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS FROM THE FEDERALLY REPRESENTED DEFENDANTS

Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, plaintiffs request the federal defendants to produce

the following documents for inspection and copying at the office

of plaintiffs' attorney, Bruce J. Terris, 1526 18th Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20036 within 30 days of the date of service

of these requests.

1. All documents identified by the federal defendants

in response to Plaintiffs' First Interrogatories to the Federally

Represented Defendants, Interrogatories 3, 5, 9, 13, 17, 19, 23,

29, 42, 46.

2. All documents which were used to answer any of

Plaintiffs' First Interrogatories to the Federally Represented

Defendants or which discuss in any way the subject matter of

those responses.

Respectfully submitted,

BRUCE J. TERRIS
KAREN H. EDGECOMBE

1526 18th Street, N.WG
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 332-1882

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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U ITETF- STATES GOVERNMENT UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE Asst. Dir.:
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION Adm. Servs._

Memorandum ___

Laboratory

Leg al Coun.
TO :Assistant Director DATE: 12/6/78Plan. & nsp.

Records Maigement Rc.Mgnt.-

LegalTraining
FROM :Legal Counsel Public Affs. Off.

Telephsone Rme. ___

Director's Sec'

SUBJECT: THE BLACK PA THER PARTY, et al., v.
EDWARD LEVI, et al. b7
(U.S.D.C., D.C.)
CIVIL ACTION NO. 76-2205

PURPOSE: To request th ,at the Special Projects Review
Unit (SPRU) provide Legal Counsel Division (LCD)

with the factual information responsive to the attached
Interrogatories of plaintiffs regarding the processing of
documents disclosed in discovery in this suit so that LCD
may draft appropriate responses for the Department of
Justice (DOJ) .

SYNOPSIS AND DETAILS: Captioned lawsuit was filed in th AD Ad
United States District Court,

District of Columbia, on 12/1/76, alleging conspiracy on
the part of certain high-level Governmental officials to
ruin the Black Panther Party politically and financially.
The Complaint demands in excess of one million dollars in
general and punitive damages, plus statutory damage~ for
electronic interceptions provided in Title 18, Uni',
States Code, Section 2520.

By memorandum dated 11/28/78 and received by L
12/1/78 (copy attached) the DOJ requested that LCD prepare.~
draft responses to Plaintiffs' First Interrogatories6 1-/Iyv ..
the Federally Represented Defendants (copy attached).t.
These Interrogatories request information concerning the .
processing of documents provided by the FBI pursuant to 16 EC ot 1978
plaintiffs' previous document requests. Also attached hereto
is Plaintiffs' Fourth Request for Production of Docume~on1 ---
from the Federally Represented Defendants which requests the
production of those documents relied upon in responding to
Plaintiffs' First Interrogatories. It is anticipated that
puch,of the requested information will be objected to on the

baiof Attorney-Client privilege.

Jn ,ures 3

1 - Mr. Mintz Mgn t

Publi Afs Off.I

fTelephone Rm.

Dircto's ec'

FBI/DOJ2 JAN juy ffi avings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Saving6 Plan



Memorandum from Legal Counsel to Assistant Director, RMD
Re: THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., v.

EDWARD LEVI, et al.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

requested in this

(1) That Records Management Division,
SPRU, furnish LCD with the information
mUmo L a

~fr

requests for DOJ.

umn and attachments.

pAdml. Serv. -Legal Colin.
APPROVED: Crime. InV, Plan .

Rec M-hnt
Director _ Ident. Tech. arvs.
Assoc. Dir. litell. Training
Dep. AD Adm._ Labor Pubicf A-f
Dep. AD Inv.

(2) That LCD prepare draft responses to
the attached Interrogatories and document

APPROVED: Adm. Serv. Leval Coun.
Crim. Inv. - Pan. A Insp.

Director Rec MWit.

Assoc. Dir. Ident. _ Tech. Servs.
Dep. AD Adm_____ Training

Dep. AD Inv. -- Laboratory Public Affs.Off.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al, )

Plaintiffs, )

v. ) CIVIL

EDWARD LEVI, et al,

Defendants )

STIPULATION JAMES F. DAVEY, Clerk

It is hereby agreed between plaintiff Elaine Brown and

the defendants in the above-captioned case that pursuant to

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(1)(ii) all claims filed

by plaintiff Brown against all defendants are hereby dismissed

with prejudice.

Dated September i .- 1 , 1978

P. 3 EP SH R, Esquire
Main/Building, Room 3330
U.S/ Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530
Counsel for federal

defendants

Respectfully submitted,

BRTUCE J. TERRIS, Esquire
PETER J. EGLICK, Esquire
1526 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 332-1882
Counsel for Plaintiff Elaine Brown

NARD, COH N, GETTINGS & SHER

1400 N. Uhle Stree
Courthouse S are
P.O. Box 742 eArlington, Vi gini 2216
Counsel for d fendant,

George C. oore

UNIT(y STATES DISTRICT J7DC

1200Q 18th Street, N.W.
Was ington, D.C. 20036
Counsel for defendant-

- illiam Sull-iVan

j

b6
-b5

2FTgFU EPCD 76- 2 205

OCT 3 1978 /



b6 DEFENDANT FBI'S ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S .FIRST
b7c INTERRC'ATORIES TO THE FEDERALLY REPRESENTED DEFENDANTS

ANSWER TO [NTERROGATORY 1

(1) Records Manage-
ment Divi ion (RMD), Federar'Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
9th and P ansylvariia Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
27 years, rot presently employed.

2)
RMD, FBI, )th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington,
D.C., 12 . ars, presently employed.

3) _ RMD, FBI,
9th and Pi insylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
2 years, i 't presently employed.

(4) , RMD, FBI, 9th and
Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C., 2 years,
not presently employed.

(5) 1
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue,
2 years, presently employed.

s) |I
9th and Peinsylvania Avenue,
2 years, presently employed.

(7)
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue,
4 years, presently employed.

Northwest,

Northwest,

Northwest,

j RMD, FBI,
Washington, D.C.,

_ RMD, FBI,
Washington, D.C.,

RMD, FBI,
Washington, D.C.,

(8)1
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue,
2 years, presently employed.

Northwest,

(9) |1
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue,
3 years, presently employed.

.10) )
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue,
6 years, presently employed.

Northwest,

Northwest,

JMD, FBI,
Washington, D.C.,

j RMD, FBI,
Washington, D.C.,

s RMD, FBI,
Washington, D.C.,

I



b6

(11) RMD, FBI,
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
4 years, presently employed.

(12) RMD, FBI,
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
3 years, presently employed.

(13) RMD, FBI,
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
1 year, presently employed.

(14) RMD, FBI, 9th and
Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C., 4 years,
presently employed.

(15) RMD, FBI,
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
2 years, presently employed.

(16) RMD, FBI, 9th and
Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C., 1 year,
presently employed.

(17) IRMD, FBI,
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
1 year, presently employed.

(18) RMD, FBI, 9th and
Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C., 2 years,
presently employed.

(19) RMD, FBI, 9th
and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C., 5 years,
presently employed.

(20) RMD, FBI,
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
26 years, not presently employed.

J 21)1RMD, FBI, 9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest,
Washington, D.C., 19 years, presently employed.

(22)
RMfD, FBI, 9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest,

wiasington, D.C., 22 years, presently employed.



b6
b7C 23)

RMD, FBI, 9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest,
D.C., 14 years, presently employed.

(24)
RMD, FBI, 9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest,

Washington, D.C., 20 years, presently employed.

f25)
RMD, FBI, 9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest,

Washington, D.C., 9 years, presently employed.

( 26)11
IRMD, FBI, 9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest,

Washington, D.C., 14 years, presently employed.

(27) RMD, FBI,
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
26 years, presently employed.

(28)1
RMD, FBI, 9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington,
D.C., 6 years, presently employed.

(29) RMD, FBI,
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
11 years, presently employed.

(30) RMD, FBI,
9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D.C.,
34 years, presently employed.

(31)I
RMD, FBI, 9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington,
D.C., 8 years, presently employed.

F - f132)1
LI fRMD, FBI, 9th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest,

Washington, D.C., 27 years, presently employed.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 2

See Answer to Interrogatory 3.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 3

See Exhibit A.
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 4
b6

See Answer to Interrogatory 3. b7c

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 5

See Answer to Interrogatory 3.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 6

Each individual identified in response to
Interrogatory 1 has received supervision in connection with
his or her performance as outlined in Interrogatory 1(a -(g).

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 7

See Answer to Interrogatory 1.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 8

See Answer to Interrogatory 3.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 9

See Answer to Interrogatory 3.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 10

Each individual identified in response to
Interrogatory 1 has received instruction in connection
with the performance of his or her duties as outlined in
Interrogatory 1.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 11

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 12

See Answer to Interrogatory 3 and Exhibit A.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 13

See Answer to Interrogatory 12.

*4-



ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 14

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 15

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 16

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 17

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 18

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 19

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 20

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 21

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 22

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 23

-5-



ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 26

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 27

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 28

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 29

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 30

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 31

(a) The scope of the objection for "informant
information" includes information conveyed by an informant,
only if the disclosure would tend to reveal his identity.

-6-

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 24

Unit Chief, RIMD, and
[uSupervisory Special Agent, RMD, were furnished

copies of plaintiffs' Amended Complaint.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 25



(b) The scope of the objection for "informant
information". does not protect the identity of an informant
whose identity is already known through his own admission
or otherwise.

(c) The scope of the objection for "informant
information" does not include the protection of instructions
relayed to an informant, the disclosure of which would not
reveal his identity.

(e) The scope of the objection for "informant
information" is designed primarily to protect the identity.
of the informant. Information is not withheld solely on the
grounds that it reflects illegal or violent actions of an
informant.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 32

The scope of this objection encompasses all infor-
mation originated by another agency and furnished to the FBI,
which would include information other than opinions, evalua-
tions or recommendations of Governmental officials.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 33

The FBI has not employed "third party information
- confidential source" as a single basis for deleting
information from documents furnished to plaintiffs during
discovery in this litigation. Also, see Exhibit B,
Paragraph 8.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 34

See Exhibit B, Paragraphs 7 and 8(c).

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 3S

See Exhibit B, Paragraphs 6 and 9.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 36

ANSWER TO INTERROGARORY 37

The scope of this objection frequently includes
material contained in a "note." A "note" is an administrative
aid for the reviewing officials at FBI Headquarters who must
approve a given communication by providing these officials



ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 40

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 41

It is generally recognized that selected deletion
or excision of information may be made to documents
disclosed in discovery in civil litigation in order to
safeguard important public interests. Guidelines for
excising information were furnished to the FBI by Gov :n-
ment attorneys handling the defense of this suit. Also,
see Exhibit B.

'ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 42

See Exhibit B.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 43

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 44

with a current overview of the matter at hand, thereby
eliminating the necessity of routing several background
documents with the outgoing communication. Usually, 'iote"
contains some information relating to the subject mat ar of
the body of the communication and appears only on Hea quarters'
copy of the communication.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 38

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 39



ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 45

In instances where a documen or a portion thereof
contains privileged and nonprivileged :Lterial, the
nonprivileged material is released if easonably segregable
from the privileged material.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 461

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 47

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY 48
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11R1I I U CLASSIFIED

SDescription of Position Following headings must be used for all General Schedule (GS) positions: Estimate
1. Duties and Responsibilities; 2. Supervision Received: 3. Supervision Given (for supervisory positions only). % of time

Position Classification Manual should be consulted for detailed instructions. All descriptions for Federal Wage for each
System jobs must be prepared in accordance with headings set forth in Position Classification Manual. duty.

Introduction:

All incumbents have served in grades GS 10 through
GS 14 and introductory material in descriptions for those
positions applies at this level also. Assignment to this
position is based on demonstrated merit and ability of the
employee and is part of a long-range competitive program in the
FBI designed.to develop executives. in order to qualify for
this position, incumbents must be completely available for assign
ment anywhere. Incumbents work up through the ranks of the FBI,
which is a necessary and practical policy in view of the involved
operations of the Bureau which frequently require an official
to make an immediate or split-second decision, such as those
affecting the security of the Nation, the lives of individuals
during the course of raids and arrests, the well-being of
victims of kidnapers and extortionists, and the like. Such
decisions can be made only on the basis of extensive firsthand
knowledge of the operations and responsibilities of the Bureau
based on actual experience in the organization. Incumbents
serve as officials in key executive posts such as the following:
Special Agent in Charge of a small field office; Assistant
Special Agent in Charge of a field office; Legal Attache
assigned to the U. S. Embassy in a foreign country; supervisor
in a Section or Unit at Headquarters or top assistant in one
of the executive offices; Inspector; etc.; and as such have
responsibility for supervising and administering a specific

If more space is required, use additional pages 8 x I0 F01wooJ
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Vsupervisory Special Agent GS 15

phase of the Bureau's operations such as a very important
investigative and/or administrative activity or substantial
segment of such activity having a definite 'and close relationship
to the discharge of the Bureau's investigative responsibilities
in the fields of criminal, security, and civil investigations
covering numerous classifications of cases over which the FBI
has investigative jurisdiction as well as many special inquiries.
These investigative responsibilities are wide in scope and
diversity and involve complex and important matters so that
Special Agents performing investigative and supervisory assignments
are required to exercise a continuing high degree of resource-
fulness, versatility, ingenuity, and originality in planning and
organizing investigations of widest diversity covering major
crimes assigned to the Bureau for investigation. Each incumbent
must have complete general knowledge of the entire scope of
the Bureau's investigative jurisdiction as well as a comprehensive,
authoritative knowledge of the investigative or administrative
activity supervised.

At this level, incumbents are fully qualified Special
Agents and have had extensive investigative, supervisory,
administrative, or executive experience either in the field or
at Headquarters, or both. Incumbents have demonstrated by
sustained performance that they are outstanding in the exercise of
the widest latitude of independent judgment and that they excel
from the standpoint of initiative;imagination; ingenuity; personal
responsibility; leadership; ability to supervise, train, and
develop personnel and promote morale; and must have demonstrated
their continued ability and potential for assuming additional
responsibility. Each incumbent is carefully selected for assignment
at this level in keeping with the provisions and requirements of
the .FBI-Career Development Program.

1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Incumbents may function in any of the following executive-
type assignments and may be rotated to other assignments at this.
level based on the needs of the service and in order to provide
diversified experience on the part of such officials.

(1) May serve as Special Agents in Charge of field
offices which are small in size and as such are the top executive
officials in those offices. Insure efficient utilization of personnel
and direct available resources toward priority programs. Are
fully responsible for administering, directing, supervising, and
co-ordinating all investigative and other Bureau activities within
the territory, keeping Headquarters and other interested field
offices informed on matters of interest, establishing and

- 2 -



.rvisory Special Agent GS 15

maintaining all necessary working liaison with local law
-enforcement agencies, other Federal Government agencies, branches
of local government, and any other individuals or groups necessary
in conducting Bureau business; serving and keeping the public
informed on subjects of interest; and discharging related duties
and special assignments as required. Are responsible for efficient
operation of the offices, including adequacy, on-the-job training,
assignments, and performance of personnel; oversee training
programs, including periodic firearms and defensive tactics, for
Special Agents, as well as certain scientific and technical
training; are responsible for personnel management under centralized
planning and guidance; have responsibility for all phases of matters
pertaining to equal employment opportunity; participate in
co-operative functions as the Director's personal representative,
including local law enforcement conferences and training programs,
news media including television, radio, and other public appearances
for the education of the public, and working conferences with other
federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies; must keep
constantly informed on all investigative and administrative matters
in the respective territories, taking the initiative to advise
the Director by the appropriate means of pertinent information;
assume the lead in major investigations including the planning
and execution of raids seeking the apprehension of dangerous and
armed fugitives from justice; may in some instances be instructed
to proceed to another territory to play a significant role in
direction of a major investigation which possibly may involve
simultaneous activity in many territories; and are expected to
provide the necessary executive, supervisory, and administrative
leadership within their offices.

(2) May serve as Assistant Special Agents in Charge of
FBI field offices, having responsibility for supervision of
investigative matters as well as for certain aspects of office
administration and exercise full associate authority concurrently
with the Spe'cial Agent in Charge in all.matters pertaining to
field office responsibility. Direct and supervise a staff of
Special Agents engaged 'in investigation of a substantial number
of complex and varied matters within the investigative
jurisdiction of the FBI. A large number of these investigations
are nation-wide in character and coverage and frequently involve
a very high degree of controversy; have a significant direct
impact upon the national welfare, economy, and/or .security;
involve highly sensitive issues and investigative problems
requiring the utilization of a very high degree of ingenuity.
Are responsible for insuring that all investigations are conducted
within predetermined deadlines and in accordance with all Bureau
rules and regulations. Are regularly and frequently called upon
to take over control of the entire office in absence of the Special

-3-



5Rerv ry Special Agent GS 15

Agent in Charge, often for extended periods of time, and to take
full charge on the scene of major investigations involving matters
such as kidnaping, bank robbery, interstate crime, organized
crime, and the like. Serve as E4ual Employient Opportunity
counselors.

(3) May serve as Legal Attaches and as such serve as
the Director's personal representative on the U. S. Embassy staff
in a foreign country and are accredited diplomatic officials of
the United States. In execution of the Bureau's domestic respon-
sibilities various matters arise which have international ramifications.
Are responsible for establishing and maintaining liaison with all
necessary foreign agencies in order to insure the exchange of law
enforcement and intelligence information where proper. This work
is by its very nature both confidential and delicate to a high
degree; proper discharge of responsibilities calls for the utmost
in tact, diplomacy, and initiative; and the nature of the work is of
such magnitude as to have a significant relationship to the welfare
of the United States and the international aspects of law
enforcement. Regularly perform related duties, many of which
cannot be described without impairing the essential security of
the Bureau's operations and responsibilities.

(4) May serve as Section Chiefs, Assistant Section Chiefs,
Unit Chiefs, or other top assistants in a Section or Division at
Headquarters or in one of the executive offices, being delegated
extremely wide latitude for the exercise of independent judgment and
originality in planning, developing, directing, and co-ordinating
investigative or administrative programs or major and very
important segments of the Bureau's responsibilities which,
regardless of their exact nature, have the purpose of attaining
maximum results in the execution of the Bureau's broad and
complex investigative responsibilities. Formulate, initiate, and
guide the overall policies of the FBI as they relate to extremely
important matters coming within the jurisdiction of the specific
Unit, Section, Division, or office of assignment. Receive and
review incoming communications from field offices or divisions
at Headquarters in order to follow the progress of investigative
or administrative matters and in order that decisions can be made
with regard to matters of policy or procedure, being responsible
for recognizing specific problems as they develop and thereafter
taking effective steps to analyze and control them. Receive
telephonic inquiries relating to problems and matters of policy
and in response provide suggestions, direction, instruction, and
guidance in such matters. Review and approve outgoing correspon-
dence emanating from the particular organizational segment
supervised including intra-Bureau communications as well as those
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uperviory Special Agent GS 15

directed to other Government officials and the general public,
insuring that such correspondence is factual, complete, in accord
with prescribed rules, statutes,.orders, and policies, and that
proper and complete action has been taken both in the field and
at Headquarters. Are responsible for establishing policies and
procedures which will insure that information being disseminated
is factual, thorough, and unbiased, and that all matters are
complete and adequately covered. Analyze proposed, pending, and
new legislation, court decisions, Presidential directives,
Departmental orders, and other pertinent regulations or
decisions insofar as they may have application to matters supervised
in order to recommend required changes in investigative or
administrative procedures and policies and if same are approved to
follow through to insure compliance. Direct the preparation of
instructional and policy material which may be used for guidance
and training of the staff. Attend divisional or other conferences,
discussing and recommending action to be taken in connection with
investigative, administrative, operational, personnel, or budget
matters, etc. May appear in an official capacity before Bureau
training classes to provide instruction and guidance and answer
questions or before personnel of other agencies or other groups
for the purpose of outlining Bureau policies and procedures. Are
responsible for developing and maintaining contacts of great
significance in other Government agencies, law enforcement agencies,
private enterprise, etc., in furtherance of the particular phase of
operations and for the purpose of conferring on matters of highest
policy. May serve as the Bureau's official representative in such
contacts before conferences, committees, meetings, etc., with
authority within certain limits to commit the Bureau to a course
of action or to recommend that the Bureau adopt a change or
abandon a particular policy or procedure. May be called upon
to serve as the Bureau's representative in high level interagency
committees where Government policies, particularly those affecting
the national security or welfare, are formulated. Are regularly
called upon to substitute for officials in the higher echelon,
at such times assuming responsibility for co-ordination and
direction of matters coming within the scope of the particular desk.

Fulfillment of these responsibilities often requires the
services of a substantial staff to assist in the discharge of
assigned responsibilities including investigative personnel in
grades GS 10 through GS 14 and a substantial staff of service and
support employees and subject matter specialists, some of whom may
be in grade GS 13 or GS 14. Where this latter situation applies, the
type supervisory control exercised includes top-level work planning
and organization; work assignment and review; the full range of
supervisory personnel functions and, with some exceptions of a
top policy nature, full technical responsibility for work
operations. Are responsible for placing employees in positions
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supervisory Special Agent GS 15

for which they are best suited; establishing working conditions
which promote efficient performance; gaining the co-operation of
the working force; controlling employee absences within reasonable
limits; and assuring all employees consistent and equitable
opportunities for advancement in line with the Bureau's Upward,
Mobility and Equal Employment Opportunity Programs. Must
maintain a force of employees to adequately and economically meet
production requirements. Are responsible for developing adequate
employee training programs in order to enhance the value of such
personnel to the particular organizational segment and to increase
the value of such employees to the Bureau generally. Follow on such
matters as employee development and performance; recommend promotions,
reassignments, administrative action; assess and participate in
deployment of resources by program needs; make budgetary estimates
regarding personnel, facilities, programs; etc. Conduct necessary
conferences to discuss administrative or operational problems,
assist in working out solutions and advising of changes in policy,
procedure, etc.

(5) May serve as Inspectors and as such are the
Director's personal representatives in the particular offices or
divisions being inspected. Direct in-depth examinations of FBI
investigative and administrative operations including such matters
as utilization of personnel, direction of available resources
toward priority programs, and financial operations. Submit
comprehensive reports of inspection findings for information of the
Director in assessing and evaluating office or divisional operations.
May be designated as investigator to conduct inquiries into
allegations or complaints of discrimination under the Equal
Employment Opportunity Act.

Incumbents who serve at Headquarters, regardless of their
specific assignments, must continue to participate to the fullest
extent in the training programs and related activities required
of all Special Agents. Illustrative of the continuing status of
each incumbent as a Special Agent is his regular participation
in firearms training, expert firearms training, and defensive
tactics. Incumbents have complete responsibility for maintaining
familiarity with the contents of the various Bureau manuals as
well as manual inserts, SAC Memoranda, and other communications
containing information of a policy nature. They are required to
attend periodic In-Service training and to participate in the
various specialized schools. They are called upon to perform
investigative duties in cases of the highest sensitivity and
importance and frequently in such cases act in a supervisory
capacity. Such assignments may involve any task falling in the
investigative jurisdiction of the FBI. Perform related duties or,
in accordance with the needs of the service, may be given special
assignments as a result of special skills, training, knowledges,
abilities, or aptitudes, which assignments may involve physical
hardship or hazard.
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supervisory Special Agent GS 15

. It is emphasized that none of these assignments are
static; all are subject to change in accordance with exigencies
of the service; all are part of a long-range, competitive
program of career development.

2. SUPERVISION RECEIVED:

Special Agents in Charge and Legal Attaches are under
administrative control of the Director and Associate Director of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In such assignments
incumbents must operate with a maximum degree of good judgment
and initiative and serve as the Director's on-the-spot represen-
tative in the specific territory. Assistant Special Agents in
Charge receive general administrative supervision and guidance
from the Special Agent in Charge of the particular office;
incumbents are regularly and frequently designated to personally
represent the Special Agent in Charge and to assume responsibility
for administration of the office. Incumbents who are assigned to
Headquarters receive general administrative and policy supervision
from an Assistant Director, Section Chief, or other top official
of the Bureau, depending on specific assignment. The progress
and administrative potential of incumbents of this position are
-carefully followed and evaluated on a continuing basis.
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9 Description of Position - Following headings must be used for all General Schedule (GS) positions: Estimate1. Duties and Responsibilities; 2. Supervision Received; 3. Supervision Given (for supervisory positions only). % of time
Position Classification Manual should be consulted for detailed instructions. All descriptions for Federal Wage for each
System jobs must be prepared in accordance with headings set forth in Position Classification Manual. duty.

1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Analyze and evaluate for document classification purposes, 90%
material consisting of Bureau files and other documents containing official
investigative information on which disclosure litigation is pending. Keep
up to date on FBI investigative techniques and methods as well as guide-
lines set out in Executive Orders and correspondence from Department
Review Committee (DRC) In order to classify. information accurately keep-
Ing in mind impact on future investigations and safety of confidential
Informants. Recognize classified material and Identify that which origi-
.nates in other agencies and intelligence organizations and as necessary,
submit appropriate correspondence to these organizations while safe-
guarding documents and maintaining confidentiality of the material. Review
files, contact employees assigned to other Divisions and/or utilize any
other resources available to identify informant and status of the informant
as well as the investigative cases involved; identity of informants is oftpn
disguised. Consider nature of information being obtained by informants a d
its effect on Intelligence gathering methods and techniques or interest in
foreign Government matters. As necessary on cases where deadlines are
short, search indices to determine identity of subject.

F,1,ooJ
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Insure each paragraph of correspondence ta classif led properly
by following strict guidelines set out in Executive Orders, guidelines of
Department of Justice and the like. Determine whether classification is
warranted, assign appropriate levels of classification, Insure that each
classification is made In accordance with appropriate procedures and
suggest further excisions to documents proposed for release in civil
action cases against the FBI based on the personal review given at the
time. Correct any incorrect classifications previously made and advise
appropriate personnel. Make inquiries of the Department of Justice
becurity Office or of other components of the Intelligence community to
develop substantive Information to be considered in determining whether
classif Led information must remain classif Led, can be declassified,
should be upgraded, or further classified. Prepare addenda covering
portions of documents which have been classified/declassified setting
out basis for the action and recommending referral to other agencies of
documents which originated in these agencies and have been furnished
to the bureau. As necessary, provide training and guidance to less
experienced personnel.

Review communications from DRC setting forth decisions on 10%
classification matters. Abstract, List and cross-Lndex specific information
contained in the communications by date, topic, intelligence techniques,
organizations, country, and the like. Transfer pertinent information to
index cards which are maintained in the office and used for immediate
reference.

2. SUPERVISION RECEIVED:

Immediate supervisor is Supervisory Special Agent GS 15 who
serves as Unit Chief. Duties are performed Independently however
supervisor and other Special Agent personnel are available to answer
questions and provide guidance as necessary. A variety of guidelines
and policy material is available for reference purposes. Completed
work is reviewed by an Agent prior to being released from the Unit.

/ /
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Description of Position - Following headings must be used for all General Schedule (GS) positions:
L Duties and Responsibilities, 2. Supervissin Received: 3. Supervision Given ifor supervisory positions only).

Position Classification Manual should be consulted for detailed instructions. All descriptions for Federal Wage
System jobs must be prppored in accordance with holdings set forth in Position Classification Manual.

2. SUPERVISION RECEIVED:
Delete first sentence. Add: Receives supervision from Supervisory Special
Agents GS-14.

It more space is required, use additional pales B z 1O'6 FsIooJ

Estimate
%. of time
for each
duty.
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9 Doiscripfion of Position - ollowing heading$ must be used for all General Schedule (GS) Positi/ s-
IDuties mnd Reopmmrsizities: 2. Supervision R~eceived;. Supriion Given (fo i v or W #ian only).

Position Classification Manual should be consulted #fa detailod-WstfuClir %. Ali dscrI;4*W'& lot Fiderol Wagqe
Sytmjobt; must be prepared in accordance with heading% set forth it, Position Classification M~anual. E
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duty.

fleccive comple-x. assignmentac to aknalyze a broad Lvc:,pe OO
of records k-cpin- responsibilities, with continuing
accountability for research and studj. Asit nrcnts dceal with
many phases oif mail processing functions, at both Haeac,;uar tern
and in thc field, nnd include filinG procedures, equipment usarac,
and work mc-asurctient. Study is based on extensive knowledge of
mail proccesing procedures and their relation to Bureau pAicy
and needs of users of the f ilcs. Use volurainous juidcliac
material and evaluate vame. Conduct surveys and cunsullt with
operating a-ad supo-zvisory personnel to obtain allocil
information rnd conzider allI ranIfications in ar,-iving at
conclusions and inclkIn,- suCgestiofls or recome-ndatiorwli.

Conduct studies of cxzls-inj iuaials and iidclincc for
various subuni2ts and assure only current iiateri is retained.
Conduct worlkruloti studies and compile descc.-iptive reports, along
with cu-gestioris iuvr ncussaxry chanL2e-s or Lplnenitn fle

*procedures. Consider impact of proposed new prucedure-s on
current wirk opernrions nnd study areas rcwuirint new or
modified work procedures. Study, in COnhICetion W-Kth VpcciiC

assignmnts, the various cispects WE position chan:;Cs to be cure
they operate in thc most ciective £ftshi-,t. Dcvciopi nev foznas
for worl: mansurent, wor1kflow, and rridLuction naiy.s n
recormcnd specific tchnicucs and procedures to bc used to insuare
method is responsive to needs and to insure nio important fac tors
are overlooked.

If sore space is required, use additional pages 8 x 10',;
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baja.v..th asote eqitpmentc 'equip'en c will, be placaled ine.

.%Divis ion, ,and relatea d procedures '&nd technique. Plust be
, VE..tfamilixar with-'computer -jargon. necessary. in -frequent: 'contact

., ~ W2.thtecnican'in Gomputer-System3 DivisioriLsur
-,-,;,tan iti'OT to~tation proceedzi'. anWffcie 'and'.,44

efficient~~ nran~ n ilrot imapede: wo -flo -AnaJlyze' impact
K>.~o'various *autcomated: functiong:-on currant w:rk ,Operationc; and

6;* tudy, areac Vhich rccq'ure -new or substantially mnodif ied, work
~ pqccdre' Cons truct work'- alignr-iant 'for. position..to. assure

-areiwt cvrdanti ar efficient an in lie
'-with ,new procedures and'I mal~e:.'wiork apace studies in' this -. ra-ard.

-'+KAssot n esablshig atraining..program'intheuze f e
*.4t- .,, equipment .and new -rcdua.operations, .11.,- -'' ~*A

1-''Maintain contact 4 adliaison wth'the: proper--
air rso' n a1 'intho vzrious Headquartdrs: 'divicions, -field2o offe,

-'-p0the:Govrnment £igencies,.and those' in'industry, as-.-
-~ :r8 e~cssay.'to accr~pishspecifi6'-assinua~ntv.',',Attend'

a -~slctdtrade shoiws, achooJls","s-emirnar,- .and- visit 'other, *

~~fcittie' .nclCLLLg' field of fices,0' relative'to a.sCiF -an~
~:/an eMain current reg-,ardinL2 elected, areas 'of 'assigninente.

.. depend'onL seconed judzmeant i'--initiative, and. ika,,fn!_.aftve approach -:
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R"'~*eceive very general'aupervis ion f rom 'Sup.--iec'Pay .-
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?..-gvsacsistnnc regarding unusual'-policy matters, and fOVEo~

~'*.&on pro~gress made. Resol~ve a~l-but most unusual problcms.
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Description of Position - Following headings must be used for all General Schedule 'GS) poitions: I Estimate
1. Duties and Resiponsibilities: 2. Supervision Received: 3. Supervision Given (for supervi.,ry positions. only). 0 % of time

Position Classification Manual should be consulted for detailed instructions. All descriptions for Federal Wage for each
System jobs must be prepared in accordance with headings set forth in Position Classification Manual. duty.

2. SUPERVISION RECEIVED:

Change receives general supervision from Training
Administrator GS 12 instead of Program Analyst GS 12.

If mole space is required, us' add:Lio'zol pagi~s ~f x IO~ v8 l/ooJ
F 01too.If more space is required, use additional pages 8 x 10%
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9 Description of Position* Following beadings must be used for all General Schedule (CS) ositimes: Estimate
L Duties and Responsibilities; 2. Supervision Received. 3. Supervision Given ifor supervisory positions only). % of time

Position Classification Manual should be consulted fo, detailed instructions. All desCriptions for Federal Wage for sock
System jobs must be prepared in accordance with headings set forth In Position Classification Manal. dut.

1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

l~iculfetsof taoatfol lirei ii iijiervisi at 100
eRlbye who are handling and proc-
easing incoming Freedomof Info mation-Privacy Acts (FOIPA)
requests, conducting the necessary research and preparing
correspondence connected with these requests received by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. Serve as final review authority
on correspondence over the Director's or Branch Chief's signature
with the exception of extremely controversial requests. Daily
correspondence averages from 50 to'over 100 letters per day
per each incumbent. Replies are addressed to persons from all
walks of life: the general public, authors, attorneys, his-
torians, legislators, students, the news media, and other
numerous and varied sources. Each incumbent supervises eight
to ten employees responsible for preparing replies to FOIPA
requests. Each shares supervision of about 20 other employees
involved in initial processing of FOIPA requests, duplication
of records to be released under provisions of the FOIPA, and
the day-to-day operations of the FOIPA Reading Room. Above
duties necessitate incumbents being involved in active and
direct participation on numerous occasions as it is imperative
that an even flow of mail and work from the above subunits is
maintained.

If more space is required, use odduional pages 8 z 0wo
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Utilize in-depth knowledge of numerous violations
over which the FBI has jurisdiction, and exercise a high degree
of competence and judgment based on experience and a thorough
knowledge of the FBI records system, review in final form
correspondence prepared by team members which is directed to
requesters and material prepared for Disclosure Units for
processing; evaluate requests and insure the initial reply is
.responsive to the request. Insure all replies are tactfully
forthright and accurately define the FBI's position; replies
are designed to establish or assure continued understanding of

a the Bureau's policies and responsibilities under the Acts, as
well as to build and retain the loyalty, confidence, cooperation
and support essential to the continued long-range effectiveness
of the FBI. Since correspondence may be read by persons antag-
onistic to the FBI and/or law enforcement in general and unfavor-
ably disposed to accepted policies, replies must not only set
forth and define Bureau's position in the matter at hand but
often must attempt to change the opinion of the reader as well.
At times it is necessary to correct misconceptions of fact or
purpose regarding accessibility of information in the FBI files.

Upon completion of review of correspondence which is
both proper and responsive to the inquiry, sign out mail on
behalf of Branch Chief or forward for signature of Director,
if appropriate, again serving as final review authority.

Must personally process extremely complex or urgent
requests, particularly Congressional inquiries which may necessi-
tate consultation with officials of other divisions at FBIHQ
having substantive responsibility concerning the information
being sought by the requester in order to formulate a single
responsive reply. As necessary, has regular and frequent tele-
phonic contact with requesters from all walks of life; contacts
may be to ascertain whether information requested is still
desired, to supply information relating to requirements of the
Acts, or the estimated date of completion of the action, or
other information, as appropriate.

Review all incoming correspondence concerning a past
request to insure the request has not been modified to increase
or reduce the scope of the request. If correspondence has
modified the initial request, then it must be insured that
appropriate action is taken to comply with the current request
and that the necessary records are also changed to show appro-
priate action has been taken on the confirmation sent to the
requester.

2337
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Are responsible for assigning work to employees on
initial correspondence teams or assigning employees on teams
to urgent or specialized projects based on a selective con-
sideration of such factors as difficulty and requirements of
assignments, availability, capability and special qualifications
of employees and other related factors to be considered. Insure
equitable distribution and variety of assignments. Plan to meet
changes in a workload which is highly variable and unpredictable.

.Regular workload, unexpected specials, or unforeseen developments
necessitate processing work under an almost continuous pressure
,situation. Must insure that timely response to inquiries is
accomplished as statutory guidelines prescribe a maximum ten day
initial response period. In addition, as unit work processes
directly affect further FOIPA Branch work operations, they must
be completed accurately and efficiently. Follow on progress of
work and assign specials, adjusting workloads in order to meet
deadlines and comply with existing rules, policies, and legislated
regulations. Remain cognizant of unit work production, workload,
accomplishments, deficiencies, and trends; devise measures to
counteract undesirable trends or practices; streamline operations
on an ongoing basis to provide for the most effective and efficient
processing of requests for information at this initial processing
level. Make changes in the organization of work plans and schedules
for the accomplishment of work to meet program goals, objectives,
and policies established by superiors.

Are responsible for quality and quantity of work
produced. Check completed work insuring finished product is
acceptable; note any recurring errors, discuss with employee,
make suggestions for improvement, and institute necessary
training or other measures. Personally resolve any of the
more difficult and involved questions on grammar, punctuation,
format and similar matters. Issue written instructions re-
garding policies or procedures to be followed and specific
types of work. Must insure Research Assistants handle initial
processing of FOIPA correspondence adequately and efficiently
not only to comply with FOIPA statutes, etc., but also to
.insure this large volume of mail is processed and handled
consistent with Bureau policies and procedures. Specifically,
must monitor, coordinate and review information and corres-
pondence which has been searched and prepared for excising and
review by Research Analysts assigned to Disclosure Units. This
necessitates close and careful scrutinization of material
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insuring that it has been searched correctly, comprehensively,
and properly synthesized, adequately packaged, appropriately
duplicated, indexed and numbered for dissemination to Disclosure
Units for final processing. It should be noted that incumbents
serve as final review authority for above-completed material
released to Disclosure Units and there is no need for further
search or review of indices or files.

. Formulate training plans for assigned employees as
well as conducting on-the-job and cross training for all
phases of work on the teams to broaden employee skills;
develop additional training phases.as the need arises.
Specifically, training must include preparation of search
slips, whether type of information being sought is or is not
retrievable, knowledge of different types of classifications,
knowledge of Service Unit abstracts and Numbering abstracts,
applicable Bureau regulations and policies, and preparation
and review of correspondence and material furnished to Dis-
closure Unit teams. Receive instructions regarding new policies
or procedures directly from superior or through attendance at
supervisory conferences. As necessary, consult with other
supervisors in Branch, elsewhere in Records Management Division,
or in other Divisions to work out mutual problems. Conduct team
conferences to discuss and interpret change of regulations or
procedures.

Prepare performance ratings, provide orientation,
counseling and guidance of employees, resolve most personnel
problems and refer most involved cases to superior with rec-
ommendations for administrative action as warranted. Advise
subordinates of requirements for promotion; make formal rec-
ommendations to superior regarding promotions and recognition
in form of commendations and awards, reassignment of employees,
and need for additional personnel or equipment. Schedule
employees for special duty, overtime or relief assignments.
Inform employees about the policies, procedures and goals of
management as they relate to the work of the unit; and inform
superiors of employees' participation, suggestions, and re-
actions. Prepare reports and maintain records reflecting unit
work accomplishments, status of work, and other matters.

Perform related duties.

Have available for reference the FOIPA Reference
Manual, various general guides, precedents, and instructions,
and other necessary reference material as appropriate..
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In order to perform adequately in this position,
incumbents must have a comprehensive knowledge of FBI's
on-going operations and policies as they pertain to proc-
essing FOIPA requests; in-depth knowledge of FOIPA Acts per se
gained through on-the-job application of the Acts and guidelines
set up for interpretation of the Acts. Must have extensive
knowledge of FBI correspondence and/or searching procedures and
demonstrated capability in the preparation and review of corres-
pondence and records. Records and research knowledges are
mandatory, gained either through work in lower grade positions
in FOIPA area or in Records Branch proper.

2. SUPERVISION RECEIVED:

Receive general supervision from Supervisory Special
Agent GS-15, who serves as Unit Chief. Independently carry out
assignments to their completion by exercising a very high degree
of initiative, judgment, tact, and discretion. With few excep-
tions serve as the final review authority on all correspondence
and FOIPA requests processed and prepared in the unit.

3. SUPERVISION GIVEN:
an identifible team-o-

Supervise, in manner described above,/approximately
20 employees each;.Research Clerks GS-7*"Poposed) , Research
Clerks GS-5, GS 0301-05-75-04-209, Supervisory Clerk GS-5
GS 0301-05-76-04-005, Lead Office Machine Operator GS-4
GS 0350-04-77-04-227, Clerks GS-4 GS 0301-04-76-04-006, Clerks
CS-4 GS 0301-04-75-04-128, Data Transcriber GS-4 GS 0356-04-
77-04-267, Clerk GS-4*JReading Room)4Pcopose4d, Clerk-Typists
GS-3 GS 0322-03-76-04-158, and Clerks GS-3 GS 0301-03-77-04-269.
For the major portion of time, GS-3s and.GS-5s will predominate
within the staff being supervised.

*CS 0IO01-0-78-D4-57
**GS 0301-04-78-04-075

SI
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9 Description of Position Following headings must be used for all General Schedule (GS) positions:
1. Duties and Responsibilities; 2. Supervision Received; 3. Supervision Given (for supervisory positions only). Position Clas *

sification Manual should be consulted for detailed instructions. All Wage Board (WS) jobs must be prepared in accordance
with headings set forth in Position Classification Manual. Estimate

1. DUTIES AND RESPOSIBILITIES: te
for each

duty.

Serves as supervisor in charge of the overall operations
of the Section on the day and night shifts in the Justice Building.
Organizes, coordinates, and directs operations of the Section in
the Justice Building with the operations of the Section in the
Identification Building and the Division, and with operations of
other divisions of the Bureau.

Directly supervises the Unit engaged in locating files 55%
and serials, including difficult, extensive, and urgent requests.
Examines work on hand and requests, as received during course of
the day, and makes regular and special assignments based on per-
sonnel available and tO ir experience, including the dispatching
of employees as needeG to other buildings wherein Bureau office
are located to perform locate and serial removing operations.
Remains constantly aware of status and progress of work and follows
closely on urgent and special requests, particularly those from
the Office of the Director, Associate Director, and other Bureau
officials. As deems necessary shifts personnel and/or obtains
additional employees from outside the Unit to prevent a backlog.
Ensures employees are properly trained and, as deems necessary,
provides for additional on-the-job training or recoinends addition 1
classroom training be a2forded employees. Ensures employees perform
a satisfactory amount and quality of work. Answers questions of
employees and guides them in resolving complex work problems.
Explains to employees current and newly instituted procedures. As
necessary, clarifies erroneous application of work methods and
explains proper interpretation of rules and regulations. Conduct,

if more space is required, use additional pages 8 x 100



or directs, a spot check of work sheets and locate records turned in
at the end of each day. Directs the maintenance of production and

.error records and the preparation of production and accuracy reports
of subordinate employee. Evaluates work performicd and, as neces-
sory, discusses work performance with employees and furnishes
constructive criticism and assistance on specific problems. Prepares
performance ratings and submits them to supervisor. Makes recom-
mendations to supervisor regarding personnel actions, including
promotions, commendations, transfers, and reassignments. Resolves
personal problems and less involved matters of a personnel and
administrative nature, referring more serious problems to supervisor.
Approves annual leave requests and grants sick leave as required.

Supervises through a File Supervisor O- -4S 6 popousedl' 3
the Unit engaged in operating the Incoming Table, delivering items
received, looking files up-to-date and forwarding them destined
for Bureau personnel in Justice Duilding and other buildings wherein
Bureau offices are located, collecting and boxing files being returned
to Identification Building, maintaining and safeguarding master reels
of all microfilmed investigative file material, maintaining microfilm
:viewing equipment in Justice Building, servicing requests to view
this microfilmed material, and file rehabilitating operations performed
in Justice Building and through a File Sunervisor -5--fGa 6 repreefl
supervises the night shift of the Section in the Justice Building.
As required by work Loads, emergency situations, or heavy delinquencies,
shifts personnel within the Units in the Justice Building and makes
temporary or permanent reassignments with approval of supervisor.
Guides subordinate supervisory personnel in solution of work problems
relating to any or all phases of Section operations. Directs and
participates in the performance of periodic inspections which cover
physical conditions and special features of the work. Studies regular
and special reports submitted by subordinate supervisors prior to
sending same to supervisor. Reviews performance ratings and personnel
recommendations made by subordinate supervisors before forwarding
came to supervisor; confers with them on administrative and technical
matters; clarifies changes in policies and procedures; and the like.
Conveys te the night shift supervisor current developments on expedi-
tious locates, delinquencies, special requests, or other related
projects which require attention.

Maintains close liaison with Units of the Section in the
Identification Building. Coordinates and directs special and urgent
pro ects for other divisions. Frequently has contact with Bureau
officials, supervisors, and clerical personnel to answer questions,
resolve work problems, and provide special services.

Attends conferences conducted by supervisor to discuss
changes in, or institution of, new policies and procedures relating
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co the vodk of the Section; to present suhanes
orlt flow, work methods, priorities or procedures; and to discuss

matters 2relting to work or personnel problems. Keeps subordinate
supervisors and employees under direct peision apprisedk of
results of the conference and initiates procedural changes as
necessary. On occasion, when matters of organization or work plan-
ning, including problems of work priorities and procedures, affect
other entities in the Branch, or other divisions in the Bureau,
participates with supervisor in discussions to work out changes and
achieve necessary coordination.

Maintains pertinent records relative to operations of the
Unit and other necessary records to permit an effective control of
all work operations and personnel efforts of the Units of the Section
in the Justice Euilding. Conducts special surveys and compiles
data requested. Submits reports on accomplishments and on pending
and delinquent work and, as necessary, special reports requested by
Bureau officials.

p/ Is responsible for working conditions and strict conformance
with security regulations and safeguarding of highly sensitive files
and material. Makes periodic checks of Unit and Section space and
takes corrective action, or ensures same is taken, regarding any
delinquencies noted. remains constantly alert for new methods and
techniques to streamline work operations. Estimates future expansion
needs relative to space, equipment, and personnel and submits same
to supervisor for budgetary projections. Performs related duties
as necessary.

Must have a very thorough knowledge of all phases of work
operations in the Section; must have a knowledge of functions and
work flow in each division; mist remain current as to case assignments
of Special Agent personnel throughout the Seat of Government; and
must have a good knowledge of the organizational set-up of the Bureau.

2, SUPERVISION RECEIVED:

Receives very general supervision from the File Super-
visor GS 16i Perfonts duties independently, exercising a high degree
of initiative, resourcefulness, good judgment, tact, and discretion.

3. SUPERVISION GIVEN:

Is responsible for supervision of approximately 35 to 41
employees in grades GS 2 through GS 6 4prepese+-. Serves as inmediate
supervisor of a group of approximately 2) employees in grades GS 4,
GS 5 4=9044;- and 41- -P -6--%'p~ne*
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s soescrapson, ot rostion *oqowing headings must be used for all General Schedule (GS) positions n
1. Duties and Responsibilities; 2. Supervision Received; 3. Supervision Given (for supervisory positions orny). Position Clos

sificaton Manual should be consulted (or detailed instructions. All Wage Board (WS) jobs must be prepared in occordance
with headings set forth in Position Classification Manual. Estimate

% of time1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: .o eareh
duty.

Serves as supervisor of.mail and file operations in
connection with confidential and sensitive files kept in separate
space from regular investigative and administrative files for
the purpose of affording maxitrum security and control. Is
responsible for exercising complete control over access to these
files containing restricted intelligence information.

Supervises all unit operations including utilization of 60%
space, supplies, adequacy of personnel, assignment of work, work
procedures, correlation of unit functions with other units and
with work of other divisions, and application and interpretation
of policy. O own initiative makes changes in unit and assigns
functions to positions when such changes do not effect costs of
operation or established policy. Puts into effect changes in
working procedures when such is deemed necessary. Schedules
assignments to provide equal distribution of work load and follows
on progress of same to insure timely completion of all necessary
operations. Independently resolves questions raised by subordinat s
during the processing of their daily assignments.

Oversees preparation and revision of policy folders and
instructions relating to processing material and the security of
material in the special files. Affords training and instructions
to employees in procedures, regulations, and operations of the unit.
Utilizing an extensive background in work of the Records Branch

If more space is required, use addiliunal pages 8 x 11),
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and thorough knowledge of Bureau's rules and regulations, resolves
questions referred by officials, supervisors and subordinates
regarding work problems. Holds conferences with clerical personnel
as.necessary and partici.pates in Section conferences, relaying
changes in policy and procedures to soordinates. Notifie-

...appropriate official in Demsette'- Intelligence Division regarding
any changes in personnel in the unit...Approves leave and
'holiday schedules; prepares performance ratings; and evaluates

.'potential of employees for advancement, following on progress
:.and submitting formal recoumendations. Counsels subordinates

and resolves personnel problems referring the more serious
matters to superior along with recommendations for action.

Reads and-analyzec the more difficult highly sensitive 40
material, exercising independent judZment in determining the
Bureau's interest in espionage and foreign intelligence operations
for purpose of- designating information for appropriate officials
or supervisory personnel. Participates in processing mail for
files and oversees such duties as typing index cards End preparing
material for file. Utilizing independent judgment Lnd without C
further review, destroys incoming intelligence items deemed to
be of no interest to the Bureau. Possesses thorough knowledge of
work and operations of other divisions as well as current and

.,'%:detailed information relating to individuals and organizations of
interest to Bureau, including international, economical, and

'..political situations especially in potential war.zones as
reported by highly confidential sources. Must be alert for
supporting or conflicting information as may appear in material.
reviewed. Must be completely familiar with procedures and
regulations relating to the processing and disclosure of highly

,* classified material and alert to any violations of these regulations.
Is responsible to assure certain newly assigned Special Agent
supervisory personnel in Ic Intellience Division are made
aware of instructions for security-of handling certain highly
classified material. Is responsible to assure mail dealing with
specially classified intelligence matters has been given proper
security cLassification.

'Supervises review of records to eliminate obsolete and
Unnecessary references from the General Index and the disposal
of material no longer of value to Bureau's investigation of
espionage and foreign intelligence operations. Receives requests
for confidential information in files and determines whether

.;individual making request is authorized to receive it. Reviews
Sfile Material,' come highly technical in nature, including world-
wide intelligence and counterintelligence data of the highest
security classification. Pursuant to specific request, reviews
and analyzes file references to establish identity, eliminate
non-pcrtinent data, or locate specific information or activity

1V' 2
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and presents in! ori=-ion in'toaraphrase f orm, as ne cessary to
7..,pro tect source While at the snrrke time beino accurate and

complete so that in4:ortiation can be used in Bureau operations
*and correspondence.

"..Perfozms related duties. a ...

21SUPOW1ViJI RIECEIVED: -

*Receives very gene -ql.,supe .visit f rom File Supervisor Gs' {0,
'~who is in che.-ge of th~e 9c~nand available to resolve questions

regarding policy. Is expected to operate with wide laitude for
.independent judin 'and initiative in regaird to processing and

Filing highly cla.s~ifie d m~aterial1 and assuring ccmpliaflce. with
..special security re-lations. :.''

3. SUPERVISION GIVENU: .'*. >,* aa

1-:Supervices end coordinates th~e wor-k of 3 employees 'in grade
5 jp.reei3L

:, S ~ - a-.. . . . . . . ..A
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9 Description of Position - Following headings must be used for all General Schedule (GS) positions:
1. Duties ad Responsibilities; 2. Supervision Received; 3. Su- revision Given tfor supervisory positions only).

Position Classification Manual should be consulted for desoiled instructions. All deserijaons for Federal Wage
System jobs must be prepared in accordance with headings set forth in Position Classification Manual.

1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Has overall responsibility for, and directs through subordinate super-
visors, employees engaged in reviewing investigative and administrative re-
cords and evaluating material information to identify and isolate pertinent
data relating to subjects of inquiries. Oversees operation of Subumit on day
and night shifts In widely scattered work areas and is responsible for objec-
tives consistent with maximum efficiency and security and optimum economy.
Organizes, plans, coordinates and directs subunit operations including utili-
zation of space, equipment, supplies, budgeting, flow of work, work proce-
dures, adequacy of personnel, training program, personnel management,
leave matters, correlation of subunit functions with all other functions of the
division, other sections and divisions of the Bureau, application of policy and,
regulations for changes in policy. Resolves technical work problems not cov
ered by precedents or established policy. Anticipates on a long-range basis
changes In volume of work, personnel and equipment needs, and work methordzi
and evaluates and advises In solution of operational problems. Is constantly
alert for streamlining methods to provide maximum production, accuracy andi
efficiency. Directs the compilation and preparatAon of special statistical,
survey, production and accuracy reports; assures the work performed re-
flects the goals and objectives established by higher management levels.

I[ more space is required, use additional pages 8 x 10 FIo
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Estimate
% of time
for each
duty.

100%

I
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Through subordinate supervisory personnel directs continuous
training program including issuance and revision of manuals and
instructional material and orientation of newly assigned employees.
Administers and spot checks current work methods and accomplishments.
Observes work flow and takes action to eliminate bottlenecks. Assigns
and explalas work requirements to subordinate levels of supervision for
new or changed methods, functions. goals and processes.

Is responsible for strict conformance with security regulations
and for the safeguarding of highly sensitive files and material and males
regular inspection thereoi. Utlizing an extensive background in the
work oi the Division and thorough knowledge of Bureau arules and
regulations, resolves questions referred by subordinate supervisors
regarding work problems, personal matters, and interpretation of policy.

*' ntorviews employees concerning work and personal problems, offers
suggestions and guidance, commends or criticizes where warmait1ed,,
and composes memoranda regarding their work status including performance
ratings anI recommendations for promotions, commendations, incentive

-awards, quality within-grade promotions and disciplinary actions.
Devises special training programs or counseling methods to deal with
difficut attitudinal or motivational problems.

Ias frequent contacts with other divisions of Bureau relative
to urgent requests, arrangements for emergency projects, and
personnel matters, and with representatives of other Government
agencies concerning research, procedures and record systems. Attends
staff conferences in office of Assistant Director and regular meetings
held by supervisor. Conducts periodic conferences and others as
required with subordinate supervisors, gives instructions implementhng
changes in policy or procedures, and discusses various programs and
work problems. Follows to conclusion any changes or regulations
resulting iom these conferences.

2. SUPERViSI RECEIVED: .

Eece Ives administrative supervision from Supervisory Special
Agent who serves as chief of jnit. .or the most part, works
independently resolving most personnel and all technical problems.
Consults superior principally on matters of new and questionible pol icy.

3. SUPERVISION GIVEN: . . . .

Is responsible personally or through subordtnate supervisors
for approdimately 140 employees on day and night shift In grades GS 2

'through GS 10, the majority being in grades CS 4 and GS 5.

3.9. ~ ~~ ~ 4-..
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9 Description of Position - Following headings must be used for all General Schedule (CS1 positions Estimate
1. Duties and Responsibilities: 2. Supervision Received: 3. Supervision Given (for supervisory itions only). % of time

Position Classification Monual should be consulted for detailed instructions. All description. for Federal Wage for each
System jobs must be prepared in accordance with headings set forth in Position Classification Manual. duty.

L. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Review, research, analyze, and evaluate incoming request 1001
La regard to civil court pleadings, discovery matters or interrog*
stories from Bureau Field Offices, Headquarters Divisions and
outsidee sources. Determine the degree of action necessary to
Lusure requests requiring special attention receive immediate actktm

Upon receipt of a request, review main files and refemmcn
Listed on search slip and obtain necessary files for penetrating
review. Exercising judgement based on experience in the work,
perform research and evaluate the pertinence or relevance to the
request of information located in FBI records, and assign appr
documents for ;eroxing. Perform a line-by-line review of each
locument to determine what data meets the evaluation of the scope
)f matter under discovery. Excise all information to which an
Exemption may be cited to matters subject to discovery, information
thich is not relevant, privileged data such as informant idnntifi-I
:ation and classified data; materiaL must be thoroughLy reviewed in
>rder to make determinations to excise such data prior to release.!
Edit records to be disseinated, deleting any information necessary
to protect informants, sources, individual's privacy and investi- I
native techniques. This includes data relating to FBI policy and in
some instances, references to formulation of ouch policy and the
establishment of official Bureau attitudes relating to matters I

F01100J



within Its jurisdiction. Insure records or portions thereof to be
released are stamped accordingly in order that a permanent record of
disseminated information can be maintained.

Where necessary, forward data to appropriate-Division-at FBI-
..Aeadquarters so determination can be made as to whether classified data
must remain classified, be subject to declassification or if particular
unclassified data should be marked classified. Special consideration is
given to relevant data contained in documents which orginated in another
Government agency. Similar consideration is given to data originating
with another Government agency. Similar consideration is given to data
originating with Another Government agency but set forth in an FBI
document. In such instances, make copies of these documents for referral
to the originating agency together with an explanation of the request
for discovery and that the referred data was deemed relevant. Designate
a copy of the transmittal letter for the particular attorney of the
Civil Division of the Department of Justice.

As required, review files and summarize information for use of
another Division in responding to inquiries when no dissemination of
documents is involved.

Compose and dictate communications transmitting excised records
and appropriate memoranda clearly and concisely presenting facts and
conclusions pertaining to any information which has been denied in
accordance with the stipulations described above. Communications and
memoranda must be composed with utmost care and judgement and must be
responsive to each specific request. Must adhere to policies pertaining
to dissemination of information under existing regulations, Federal
rules of civil procedure concerning production of documents sought under
discovery and/or subpoena duces tecum and various decisions handed down

V by the Attorney General or U. S. courts since every request or portion
of request denied is subject to appeal.

It( cases in which the denial of information is appealed, must
explain orally in detail to a Department of Justice Attorney the reasons
for action taken. The decision to refuse information must be made on a
solid basis since the denial action can be subject to close scrutiny in
V. S. courts and must be defensible. In instances where Department
Attorney decides to release additional information and incumbents do not
agree with such action, a detailed memorandum setting forth Bureau's
grounds for a denial must be prepared for the use of Bureau officials.

Perform related duties.

Must have had experience in research assignments and
preparation of correspondence at the CS-5 level prior to assignment
in this position. Experience may be obtained in this Unit or
elsewhere in Bureau having work of comparable difficulty and

2-
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complexity. Must be able to work under pressure especially that
caused by short or unscheduled deadlines, must be mentally and emotionally
stable, must have an excellent Bureau service record In previous
assignment(s), and must be physically fit.

2. SUPERVISION RECEIVED:

As assigned to specific teams within the Unit, receive very
general supervision front Special A3ent designated as team captain. Work
is assigned and reviewed upon completion by the team captain who is
available to answer any questions and to provide guidance during on-going
assignments. Exercise independent initiative and judgement when performing
majority of assignments; may receive some training and guidance from team
captains as required, especially as concerns new or increasingly difficult
projects.

-'I.-
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9 Description of Position - Following headings must be used for all General Schedule (CS) positions: Estimate
1. Duties and Responsibilites: 2. Supervision Received: 3. Supervision Given (for supervisaory positions only). % of time

Position Classification Manual should be consulted for detailed instructions. All descriptions for Federal Wage for each
System jobs must be prepared in accordance with headings set forth in Position Classificotion Monual. duty.

1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Paragraph 3, Lines 1-2, delete: Division at FBI Headquarters; add: Unit
- in the Section I
Paragraph 3, Line 4, delete: classified.; add: classified, or if unclassified, '

to appropriate Division with responsibility for substantive matter. Special...
Paragraph 3, Lines 6-7, delete: Similar consideration is given to data orig eating

with another Government agency.

51 more apace is rrguurd. use oddfaoraal paj:es 8 z WY, r em DOJ
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9 Descrptio of Position . roiowing headings must be used for all General Schedule (GS) posill
1. Duties and Responsilitsaes; 2. Supervision ReceIved; 3. Supervision Given for supervisory aOsitions only).

Position Classification Manual should be consulted for detailed instructions. All descriptions for * deral 'Ajq
System jobs nust be prepared in accordance with headings set forth in Position Classification Manual. s te

1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: for en
.111 duty.

As supervisor of the Unit is responsible for coordinatin 100%
the operations ofiight subunits engaged in servicing and main-
taining the Bureau's administrative and investigative files in
assuring the-irmediate availability and access of the files to the
Director, Bureau officials, and other authorized personnel. 'Unit
operations are carried out on the day, nigRTh YEday, and weekend
shifts. Insures the objectives of the Unit are acc6islfihed
consistent with maximum efficiency and optimum economy.

Organized, plans, coordinates, and directs Unit opera-
tions including flow of work, work procedures, adequacy of
personnel, personnel management, leave matters, and policy
changes. Is responsible for the efficient utilization of space,
equipment, and supplies. Prepares budget estii-ates. Coordinates
Unit functions with other functions of the Division and assures
operations are a satisfactory adjunct to each of the other
Divisions of the Bureau. Anticipates on a long range basis
fluctuations in volume of work, personnel and equipment needs,
and work methods. Advises and recommends solutions to operational
problems. Is constantly alert for streamlining methods to
provide maximum production and accuracy. Conducts research into
records systems and procedures, and consults on records systems
problems to determine effectiveness and need for revision.
Directs the compilation and preparation of special statistical
and survey reports, Organizes and directs surveys to determine
if Bureau records and obsolete material should be preserveC,

If nore space is required, se additional pages 8 x 101;
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work * rrntwork ecthods- and accomplishments. Observes
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peronnlas necessary,. in orler to, provide expoelitiou
j'*..gJ*-..-'... proces-sing of special requests.: .Is responsible for physical
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ftions .referred by'subordinate supervisors regarding vork

~ >problnstv personnel matters and -interpretation -of policies.
.~.S'?orule. an IsSues ins tructions -irnplem''enting changes in

- ~;* ,..?'plicy 'and/or 'procedures.. - eco = - nds, -reviewvs, andi approves
<.p. ~ personnel -actions relaitifig 'to training,. pr6r.otions,trnfr,:

_;,, .comiendations,- and performance ratings. -Conducts personnel
;;_.,-~!interviews, and- prepares mmranda. 14a1kes. recorimendations

."reardnq iscpliaryaction. .Approves or disapproves
<y: usrdinatesl. leave including vacation. schedules. - .

-,~Maintains 'contacts with commerciall equipr-.'ent
y;~~rpesnatvsin,order to stay ahreast of new types of

V .-~ 1 .equipnzent 'iand 'material in effort to, uprd prtisan
l' 7J'ith .representatives of other Government agencies concer-Incl -

.*>t.6,.'i ,ecords' systems and procedures '.. Receives, or makes inau iries
-,,. .of other Divisions ofDfureau, re 'lative to urcent requests,

* .. arrangements for emergency case projects, -purchasing, end
,.. .personnel. matters.:* Attendh weekly staff conferences in-office

.:,j::of AEsistant Director and reglar' meetings held by supervisor.-
4,Conducts nionthly'conferences-and others 'as required with,

'''> subordinate supervisors to' discuss various programs, work
/',~'prbleasandchanges in 'policy and procedures.. Follows to *

{A;.~~:~.;.cncusonany changes or reco-,mendations that Might result ''
* 4~' ..... from -these. conferences. , . - , .. .. -. ,*

-. *. . Approves dv si~ona* eroraoa'relative to Aisposal
~ ., :t~ blk exibtsbeing retained in connection with investi-
-gativo matters.' Prior- to such'approval,' must insure retention.

A C '

7. ~ ' 4 1''

i .'* * ,'*4, '~ *..4 ~ 2, !.
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-. -riteria'-is satisfied and that womorandun along with bulky
e 'exhibi t, is properly routed to and approved by substantive,

, i supervisor. Thereafter, gives fi nal approval for filing'
1 "~acedon-designated action of reviewing substantive supervisor..

* Performs related duties'as required.

) "~2.SUPERVISION RECEIVED; . .* ~ A *, .:

Receives very-general supervision-from Supervisory,
S:.~.peciAl A~gent who is in charge of-.the Unit. 171as broad
latitude for independent'judgmient in resolving all technical

Problemss..' ~~,*':'~

-* '-3~ SUPERvisiori GriVE:* -, .. *,*''

- - -Xs --reSpc)On9ible' for' a'viork force of approxfrately 252"
.'employees in grades GS 2 through GS 10. Serves as the iir'ediate
supervisor of approxirmately. 18 employees In. grades- GS -3 through i-

'''.G andgrade GS -10. ' ~

1 -4 . . . . . .

.if' .4

is.,~~ W.5.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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FILES AND COMMUNICATIONS
RECORDS BRANCH
FILING

FILE SUPERVISOR CS PXESX3315XID-DXDR23
11, 305-11-74-D-23

UTD
UTD
UTD
W0

FILE SUPERVISOR GS-0305-11-75-04-221 in
Change Records Section to Records Branch

1. DELETE: EIGHT
ADD: TEN

2. Delete: Holiday & weekend shifts

3. Delete: Underlined portion

4. Delete; Underlined sentence.

5. Delete: 252
Add: 166

12-10-70
12-8-71
2-19-74
7.27-75

,q. 21-75

1~-"-~

0~

f~L

lieu of GS-305-11-75-D-221
4/27/77

4/6/78

6/26/78

W
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9 De*c*iptio * f Position .Following headings must be used for all General Schedule (GS) position ,y Estimate
' 1. Duties and Responsibilities: 2. Supervision Received: 3. Supervision Given (for supervisoryA sitions onl) %, of lime

Position Classification Manual should be consulted for deitled instructions. All descrilions4 for Federal Wage for each
System jobs must be prepared in accordance with headings set foth in Position Classification Manual. duty.

1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Receive, review and analyze incoming requests such as civil court 100%
pleadings, discovery matters, or interrogatories from Bureau Field Offices,
Headquarters Divisions and outside sources; determine the degree of action
necessary to insure that requests requiring special attention receive
immediate action. Receive the less complex assignments requiring limited
research and review of files and records.

Upon receipt of the request, review and analyze as to the Issues
presented In the pleading documents and evaluate the scope of the matters
under discovery. After this determination, have indices searched, and
secure all files and records deemed necessary for a penetrating review.
Perform a line-by-line review of each document to determine what data meetA
the evaluation of the scope of matter under discovery.

Applying a working knowledge of various objections that may be cited
to matters subject to discovery, information which is not relevant, privi-
leged data such as informant identification and classified data, review
material thoroughly in order to make deternmations to excise such data
prior to release. Insure records or portion thereof which have been
released are stamood accordingly in order to maintain a permanent account

Lof disseminated iniormiation. -04
If more space is required, use additional pages 8 x 10%. FOS/DOJ
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7

Compose and dictate communications transmitting
documents and also memoranda to clearly and concisely present
facts and conclusions pertaining to any information which has
been denied. Upon completion of review, compose and dictate
answers to interrogatories. In instances where Departmental
Attorney elects to release additional information and incum-
bents do not agree with such action a detailed memorandum
setting forth Bureau's grounds for denial must be prepared for
the use of Bureau officials. Perform other related duties.

Must be able to work under pressure, especially that
caused by short or unscheduled deadlines, must be mentally.
and emotionally stable, must have an excellent Bureau service
record in previous assignments, and must be physically fit with
demonstrated excellent sick leave record.

2. SUPERVISION RECEIVED;

As assigned to specific teams within the Unit, receive
very general supervision from Special Agent designated as team
captain. 'Work is assigned and reviewed upon completion by the
team captain who is available to answer Lny questions and to
provide guidance during on-going assignments. Incumbents exer-
cise independent initiative and judgment when performing majority
of assignments.

W 2 *

Where necessary, forward data to appropriate Division
at FBI Headquarters with substantive responsibility so determi.
nation can be made as to whether classified data must remain
classified, be subject to declassification or if particular
unclassified data should be marked classified. Special consid-
eration must be given to relevant data contained in documents
which originated in another Government agency. Similar consid-
eration must be applied to data ori-inating with another Gov-
ernment agency-but set forth in an 1BI document. In suclh
Instances, copies are to be made of these documents for referral
to the originating agency together with an explanation of the
request for discovery and that the referred data was deemed
relevant. A copy of the transmittal letter must also be des-
ignated for the particular attorney of the Civil Di'siion of
the Department of Justice.
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I more space is required, use additional pages 8 z 10'

o Description of Position - Following headings must be used for all General Schedule (GS) positions: Estimate
1. Duties and Responsibilities; 2. Supervision Received: 3. Supervision Given (for supervisory positions only). % of time

Position Classification Manual should be consulted for detailed instructions. All descriptions for Federal Wage for each
System jobs must be prepared in accordance with headings set forth in Position Classification Manual. duty.

Introduction:

Incumbents have had service in grades GS 10 through
GS 13 and the introductory material in the descriptions for
those positions applies herein. Are subject to provisions and
requirements of the FBI Career Development Program, and
assignments at this level are in accordance with same. May be
assigned to-divisions at Headquarters or to field offices with
specific authority for supervising and administering a major
investigative and/or administrative activity or substantial
segment of such activity having a definite close relationship
to the discharge of the Bureau's investigative responsibilities.
Such investigative responsibilities embrace the fields of
criminal, security, and civil investigations covering the
numerous classifications of cases over which the FBI has investi-
gative jurisdiction. These investigative responsibilities are
wide in scope and diversity and involve complex and important
matters. Are required to exercise resourcefulness, versatility,
ingenuity, and originality in planning and organizing investi-
gations which may involve major crimes assigned to the Bureau
for investigation. Must have complete general knowledge of the
entire scope of the Bureau's investigative jurisdiction as well
as a comprehensive, authoritative knowledge of the investigative
or administrative activity personally supervised. May be
assigned to serve as Assistant Legal Attache assigned to the
-U. S. Embassy in a foreign country. IX

SuefVISo(-1

FvI/ooJ

A ,-ot r, S 14



.rervisory Special Agent GS 14

Incumbents have had extensive FBI investigative
experience and have demonstrated by sustained performance that they
are outstanding in the exercise of the widest latitude of
independent judgment and that they excel from the standpoint of
initiative, ingenuity and personal responsibility. May have had
extensive supervisory experience either at Headquarters, in the
field, or both. The status of each incumbent is periodically
reviewed and assignments are adjusted as appropriate.

1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

May be assigned to supervise an investigative or adminis-
trative program or a major segment of such program which, regardless
of its exact nature, has as its purpose the attainment of
maximum results in the execution of the Bureau's broad and complex
investigative responsibilities. For example, at Headquarters,
through review of investigative reports, memoranda, letters,
teletypes, airtels, etc., will follow the progress of investigations
conducted by Special Agents in certain categories of cases through-
out the entire field service or a major segment of the field
service; determine the extent of coordination, guidance or direction
necessary to achieve maximum investigative results and afford
same by issuing appropriate instructions, suggestions, or guidance
to pertinent field offices; evaluate the effectiveness of the
overall investigative program of individual offices as it pertains to
the subject matter being supervised and provide guidance and
direction based on a knowledge of techniques used with success in
comparable situations; participate in evaluation of deployment of
resources among field offices on a program basis; keep fully
informed of new legislation, court decisions, Presidential
Directives, Departmental Orders, and other pertinent regulations
or decisions insofar as they may have application to matters
within the field of assigned responsibility and submit recommen-
dations to superiors as to changes necessary in investigative
or administrative procedures and policies and if same are
approved follow to insure compliance. Fulfillment of these
responsibilities may require the services of a substantial staff
of clerical employees and subject matter specialists. Where this
latter situation applies, the type of supervisory control exercised
includes top-level work planning and organization; work assignment
and review; the full range of supervisory personnel functions;
and with some exceptions of a top-policy nature, full technical
responsibility for work operations.

Incumbents may be assigned to a field office as a
Field Supervisor or Supervisory Senior Resident Agent and in this

-2-
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supervisory Special Agent GS 14

capacity will administer a major section of the field office.
Direct and supervise a staff of Special Agents, in grades GS 10
through GS 13, engaged in investigations of a substantial number
of the complex and varied matters within the investigative
jurisdiction of the FBI. A large number of these investigations
are nation-wide in character and coverage and frequently involve
a very high degree of controversy; have a significant direct impact
upon the national welfare, economy, and/or security; involve
highly sensitive issues and investigative problems requiring the
utilization of a very high degree of ingenuity. Insure that
all investigations are conducted within predetermined deadlines
and are in accordance with Bureau rules, policies, and regulations.
Provide close analysis to the work of the squad or resident agency
with responsibility for identification of specific investigative
objectives for concentrated attention by the squad or resident
agency; assure investigative effort is expended on the basis of
established program priorities in order to concentrate investigative
effort on major criminal or security problems; and direct the use
of new and innovative methods as warranted. May, as assigned at
headquarters city, be called upon to take over control of the.
office in absence of the Special Agent in Charge and Assistant
Special Agent in Charge, and, in either capacity, to take full charge
on the scene of major investigations involving such matters as
hijackings, kidnapings, bank robberies, organized crime and the like.

Incumbents may be assigned at Headquarters to supervise
an administrative program or Unit which has as its primary purpose
the support and furtherance of the Bureau's investigative respon-
sibilities. Such assignment may take the form of directing a
major segment of the Bureau's complex personnel program, or its
records operations, or its fingerprint operations, or related
programs. In supervising activities of this nature at Headquarters,
incumbents must apply a thorough comprehension of the investigative
activities of the Bureau based upon extensive experience as field
investigator in order that the function or program supervised
may achieve maximum results in servicing the investigative staff
of the FBI. In this latter type of supervisory assignment
incumbents are expected to develop new and improved techniques within
the scope of the program being directed which will have the general
overall effect of facilitating the execution of the investigative
responsibilities of the FBI. In either case, incu.ibents are
responsible for extensive planning, the results of which have a
significant relationship to the work of a large force engaged in
a wide variety of dissimilar and complex investigations, many of
which have the broadest national or international implication.

May be assigned to the Laboratory Division or other
division having forensic science or other technical responsibilities.

3 -



Supervisory Special Agent GS 14

Provide direction by reviewing reports or memoranda dealing
with the particular investigative situation and issuing instructions
to the appropriate office as to the scientific or technical
procedures required to bring thd investigation to a successful
conclusion. Frequently it may be necessary for incumbents to
proceed to the field to provide on-the-scene direction of the
scientific and technical aspects of highly important and involved
cases, e.g., may proceed to the scene of a major kidnaping case
to take full charge of the many complicated technical aspects of
such investigations. Are expected to originate or develop new scien-
tific techniques of criminal detection, particularly as related
to the investigative jurisdiction of the FBI. Represent the Bureau
in important contacts with law enforcement agencies throughout the
country relative to scientific aspects of crime detection. Serve
as technical consultants to local and state law enforcement organi-
zations and to various federal agencies. Conduct a wide variety
of highly technical scientific examinations of irreplaceable physical
evidence and testify as expert witnesses in state and federal court
proceedings.

Are regularly and frequently designated to personally
represent the Assistant Director of the division to which assigned
or the Special Agent in Charge of the field office to which
assigned and to act for that official after the close of regular
business hours, including weekends, holidays, and at night. In
this capacity receive communications from the field, the Bureau,
law enforcement or government agencies, or from private individuals,
particularly those of an urgent nature, as well as personal and
telephone calls dealing with investigative and/or administrative
matters under the jurisdiction of such Assistant Director or
Special Agent in Charge. Make appropriate disposition of the vast
majority of such matters by issuing instructions in the name
of the Assistant Director or Special Agent in Charge, referring the
matter to other Special Agents in the division for further handling,
by taking whatever emergency measures are necessary, or, in
instances of the most delicate urgency, contact the As-istant Director
or Special Agent in Charge, recommending appropriate action and
receiving instructions as to action to be taken and following through
to insure such instructions are carried out.

Are responsible for developing and maintaining contacts
of significance in other Government agencies, law enforcement
agencies, or in private enterprise in furtherance of the investi-
gative or administrative program to which assigned. Serve as the
Bureau's official representative in such contacts and frequently
as the Director's personal representative before conferences,

-4 -



Supervisory Special Agent GS 14

committees, meetings, etc., with authority within certain limits
to commit the Bureau to a coursV of action or to recommend
that the Bureau adopt a change or abandon a particular policy
or procedure. May be called upon to serve as the Bureau's
representative in high level interagency committees where Govern-
ment policies, particularly those affecting the national security
or welfare, are formulated.

May lecture to training classes of new Agents, In-Service
Agents, National Academy classes, special schools, or may be
designated to appear before groups of Special Agents in field
office conferences or to participate as experts in some phase of
law enforcement or related endeavor before special groups-as
assigned. Regardless of the specific assignment in this connection
must have acquired an outstanding comprehension of the subject

matter.

May serve on the inspection staff by participating in the
periodic review and analysis of investigative and administrative
procedures to detect weaknesses, recommend corrective action, and
foresee potential problems or needs that may arise in the future.

Incumbents at Headquarters, regardless of their specific
assignments, must continue to participate to the fullest extent
in the training programs and related activities required of all
Special Agents. Illustrative of the continuing status of the
incumbents as Special Agents is their participation in regular
firearms training, expert firearms training, and defensive
tactics. Incumbents have complete responsibility for maintaining
familiarity with the contents of the various Bureau manuals as
well as manual inserts, SAC Memoranda, and other communications
containing information of a policy nature. They are required to
attend periodic In-Service training and to participate in various
specialized schools as appropriate. Incumbents are called upon
to perform investigative duties in cases of the highest sensitivity
and importance and frequently in such cases act in a supervisory
capacity. Such assignments may involve any task falling in the
investigative jurisdiction of the FBI. Perform related duties or,
in accordance with the needs of the service, may be given special
assignments as a result of special skills, training, knowledges,
abilities, or aptitudes, which assignments may involve physical
hardship or hazard.

It is emphasized that none of these assignments are static;
all are subject to change in accordance with exigencies of the
service; all are a part of a long-range, competitive program of
career development.

- 5 -



supervisory Special Agent GS 14

2. SUPERVISION RECEIVED:

Receive general direction from the Special Agent in
Charge, Assistant Special Agent 'in Charge,-Assistant Director,
Section Chief, or other official as appropriate as assigned to
a field office or division at FBI Headquarters. Are responsible
for planning and organizing work and for developing methods and
carrying out work in accordance with established policies.
Receive supervision, guidance, and advice regarding matters of
policy.

- 6-



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Assistant Director 00
Records Management Divisio

FROM : Legal Couns

[ u nsV

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG

DATE: 11/

SUBJECT: THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., v.
EDWARD LEVI, et al.
(U.S.D.C., D.C.)
CIVIL ACTIOMMU. 76-2205

- - Assoc. Dir.

Dep. AD Adm.
Dep. AD Inv.

JUSTICE Asst. Dir.

ATION Adm. Servs.
Crim. Inv._ _

Ident.

Intell.

Laboratory
9 / 78 Legal Coon.___

9/78 Plan. & sp.
Rec. Mgnt.
Tech. Servs.
Training

Public Affs. Off.
Telephone Rm.

A Director's Sec'y

PURPOSE: To request a review of the excisions in t'a d
documents to verify that all deletions were made in

accordance with the guidelines furnished by the Department
of Justice for this litigation.

SYNOPSIS AND DETAILS: Captioned lawsuit was filed in the
United States District Court, District

of Columbia, on 12/1/76, alleging conspiracy on the part of
certain high-level Governmental officials to ruin the Black
Panther Party politically and financially. The Complaint
demands in excess of one million dollars in general and
punitive damages, plus statutory damages for electronic
interceptions provided in Title 18, United States Code,
Section 2520.

The attached documents were appended to plaintiffs'
Motion to Compel dated 9/20/78 and represent both documents
furnished in discovery in this litigation as well as dis-
closures under the Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA).
Appendices A, C, E, F, G and K deal with FBI documents.
Plaintiffs complain in their Motion that the FBI improperly
withheld information under a claim of informant privilege
and lack of relevancy, that certain deletions were made
without explanation and that etions to material produced
in discovery differ from ef v material provided under
FOIPA. In order that we may respond to these all _

Enclosures ( 6 1 A(Encscs.7
1 --- (Encs.) 1 - ____

1 - Mr. Mintz

MFK:bbh\

/4)

(CONTINUED - OVER

61k U.S. savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings PlanIFEB F BI/oJ

0,1V ,
I



Memorandum from Legal Counsel to Assistant Director, RMD
Re: THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., v.

EDWARD LEVI, et al.
b6
b7C

it will be necessary for Records Management Division to
conduct a review of the excisions in the attached documents
to verify that all were made in accordance with the excision
guidelines used in this litigation. This matter has been
discussed with

RECOMMENDATION: That SPRU conduct the requested review of
excisions in the attached documents and

furnish Legal Counsel Division with the results.

Adm. Serve, Legal Coun.
APPROVEY ---- Pan, & Insp.

Crime. Inv. Rc Mfnt.
Director Ident. Tech. Serves.
Assoc. Di r. - - Intell. _ _____ Trainng
Dep. AD Adm._- ry P A O
Dep. DIv aoaoy ulcA s



APPENDIX A

Appendix A contains documents which plaintiffs obtained

from the FBI reading room and which plaintiffs contend

are relevant and are within the scope of our Request but

which were not produced by defendants.

1. Memorandum dated 4/27/7i from [*} to W.C. Sullivan,

(1 page) which contains the statement, "To afford additional

security to our sensitive techniques and operations, it is

recommended the COINTELPROS operated by the Domestic Intelli-

gence Division be discontinued."

2. Memorandum dated 4/28/71 from Director, FBI to

SAC, Albany (1 page) discontinuing Cointelpros except in cer-

tain circumstances.

3. Memorandum dated 12/23/70 from Director, FBI to

SAC, Albany (3 pages) concerning investigation of Key Black

Extremists and ordering the commencement of an "intensified 4

investigation" of each individual "with the objective of

developing complete and detailed information on their day-to-

day activities and future plans." This investigation was to

include informant coverage, monitoring of bank accounts and

safe deposit boxes, and obtaining of handwriting specimens

for each individual. The memorandum also ordered an annual.

check of each individual's federal income tax returns.

4. Memorandum dated 11/10/70 from Director, FBI to 39

SACs (2 pages) forwarding a column proposing that union members

refuse to handle shipments of BPP newspapers and recommending

IS UCTASS!'ID -'



that each office anonymously mail copies to unions and others

who could encourage such a boycott.

5. Memorandum dated 11/2/70 from G.C. Moore to [*]

(2 pages) seeking authority to "expand the use of concealed

recording devices'in covering" public appearances of black

extremists.

6. Memorandum dated 10/11/69 from New York to Director,

FBI (2 pages) stating that, "the BPP is charged general rate

for printed material at this time, however, following a dis-

cussion with [**] it was determined that beginning with this

shipment, [**] will charge full legal rate allowable for

newspaper shipment." This it was noted would constitute a

40 percent increase in shipment costs. It was recommended

that this be done throughout the United States.

7. Memorandum dated 10/10/68 from G.C. Moore to W.C.

Sullivan (2 pages) recommending that a certain item be given

to the news media. The statement to be circulated was:

"According to zoologists, the main difference between a panther

and other large cats is that the panther has the smallest

head." The memo states, "This is biologically true. Publi-

city to this effect might help neutralize Black Panther

recruiting efforts."

8. Memorandum dated 4/5/71 from SAC, New York, to

Director, FBI (2 pages) suggesting that because the [*] faction

of the BPP is outside the United States they will be more

susceptible to counterintelligence than the Newton faction.

9. Memorandum dated 12/2/68 from Director, FBI to SAC,

Baltimore (1 page):

[**] signifies a deletion which ap.geared in the document as reviewed



[F]or the information of recipient offices
a serious struggle is taking place
between the Black Panther Party (BPP)
and the US organization. The struggle
has reached such proportions that it
is taking on the aura of gang war-
fare with attendant threats of murder
and reprisals.

In order to fully capitalize upon
BPP and US differences as well as to
exploit all avenues of creating further
dissension in the ranks of the BPP,
recipient offices are instructed to
submit imaginative and hard-hitting
counterintelligence measures aimed at
crippling the BPP.

10. Memorandun dated 9/30/69 from Director, FBI to SAC,

Milwaukee concerning the anonymous mailing of information to a

University about an employee who was a supporter of the Black

Panther Party. -

11. Memorandum dated 11/6/69 from Director, FBI to SAC,

Springfield concerning coverage of speeches by a member of the

Black Panther Party.

12. Memorandum dated 4/7/70 from SAC, Miami to Director,

FBI concerning FBI contacts with the media.

13. Memorandum dated 6/17/70 from Director, FBI to SAC,

Philadelphia .authorizing the mailing of an anonymous letter to

Huey Newton designated to create dissension within the Party.

14. Memorandum dated 5/19/71 from SAC, New Haven to

Director FBI concerning publicity generated about the Party by

the FBI.



15. Memorandum dated 12/30/68 from G. C. Moore to

W. C. Sullivan concerning the furnishing of information by the

Crime Records Division to a cooperative news source.

16. Memorandum dated 10/31/68 from Director, FBI to

SAC, Los Angeles regarding capitalizing on BPP and US differences.

17. Memorandum dated 9/3/68. from Director, FBI to

San Francisco concerning acceleration of the counterintelligence

program against the BPP.

18. Memorandum dated 3/4/68 from Director, FBI to

SAC, Albany concerning expansion of the counterintelligence

program.
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REY DLACK EXTREHIST PROGRAM I
RACIAL A A L / . / R7

.*.I- * ,-j~ *~ ~*I .I-- f f , - .

During your ivestif'tions ox o ktrinitt orlani
nations and individuals, you have furnis.hod information ini.-
cating that certain individuals are extremoly active and noat
vocal in thoir anti-Covernmont statemonts and th.er calls fom
terrorismr and violence. Although tho violence. potential la a2
black extremists noccssitatos continued priority attention by
all offices, there are cort.in individual ledors and activity
vbo can bo coasidered rs Noy Black Extremits (K)7). 

C'

r At this ti:co, the Durau is~ desinating thoco :on the
attached list as RnEs. 'lCo term- KBE does not require that an
> individual actually hold an official position in an organization
._ut is to include others of oqual importance bocauso.of-tho .

influence as _black extromiet..

An intohsified invcstigation'of each person on the
-Attached list muot bo immediately instituted with tho objoctive

of developing com-plete and detailed information or. their day-
to-day activities and futuro plans. Each office must continually
remain alert for additions to the KBE list. Submit all recommon-
dations to make specific subjects K3Es to the Duroau for approval,
Thoseo cases must be givon intensive investigative attention and
close supervision by all offices, Raintain a high level of

Enclosure J /
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Airtel to SACO 'Albany * *

elhli'-ant coverage on the subjects. All nvonues of -nvc~Et,
f-ativc nttcntiou MISt bo explored and necessnxy roco~xoend,--iotlo

* ~ jo tbo Duronu nuct Ie m~ade pror~ptly,

'The desirable coverage must in clude, but not b
limited too the folloxving investigation. These investigationO,
must be conducted with 5.ntintivo and imaa nation in order "Chat
the desired results nre nchioved. Bench og these? cftss vill
~receive close tacrutiny at the Bureau.,

(I) All Yi3~s must- be included in Priority X~:
the Secur.ity Indez. it not ready so included, pronptly
submit 2YD-122,

(2) All V-D~s nus' be included In t'hoe M3ach
nationalist Photograph Albun (3NA) Proitptly submit
photograph and required background on each iZBE tot

*-presently in the I3NPA and when a subject Ise designated

(3) Aill nspocts o' the finances of 10l3S riust K

be doterminecd. Blank nccounts nust be Loonitored. SafeA.
deposit boxes, Inve mot, and hidden. assets must bo

repor Led.

(4) Continued consideration muust be given by
- - each office to develop means to'neutrzlize thc offecliveness

of each M1E, tiny counterintelligence proposal must be approved
by the Bureau prior to 3japlementation.

*(5) Obtain su~tablo handwriting specimens of each
J3Eto be placed in tho NationILI Security File In thc

'Laboratory. Vrlhen posLsible, obtain apecimcns from public
records, Jaw cnforccmcnt agencies, nnd similar sources.
Send spocimec to the Bureau under separate cover letter
by registered nil for the attention of the I'DI Laboratory,
V'Ihen thoy tire of value 'ns evidence, so Dtato in the transmittal
letter and request their return after copies h1ave 'been made,
Specimoens should be sufficient to periait future comparison by.
the LaborAtory.



77,752,Z /70,.
See incinorAnduo 0. C. 71ooro to C. D1. Brennan, datled
cap~tiQDod ZaO sbovo, propa~red by CEG:ekv..
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Airtol to S3AC, Albany
KEY MACK UT~'RtMI PflR'TAJ

(G) Particular oc orts should bi iro to o bt al)r ec or (In
f and/or roliablo witncsocs to, Infi x-toatory atatemontra r~i o

i1hich Viay sujbsequently bocome subject to crininal proceedI~o
omptly record all tjuch ifornation In Inerview' report £~,~

(7) VThero there nppears to be *a possiblo vic'2ntion
of a statute within the investilga"Cvo jurisdiction of the
Bureau, the subst,,ntivo violation character ihould- be 5.1cluded
in subsequent communications and tho possible violaticn
vigorously investigated In nccordanco vitb enist ing instCruct ions.

(8) Particular Attention must be paid to travel by
a N133E and every effort unde to detornino financial arrall'e'0
mnents gor such travel. Xf P. credit cnxd is urgod, deot~ine
I~ts validity and the tiount.boing charged to that card on a
continuing basis, Travel infox-miatlon must be submiltted to

*the B~ureau and Intereste6 offices by appropriate communication
to pemidt coverage of the h{Di,. It will be Tho responbility
of the office oAf origin to Insure that the ractivlties o2 tho
JKBB are covered by auxiliary officeD.

(0) the Vederal Incom~e tax returns of all KBls imu ot
be checked annually in accordance trith existing& Instru.-ction:-i.

If no Investigative suruory Xeport has been submitted
I n each -caseI such P. report must be subrit-ted to the Bureau by

* 2/15/71. 713ercaftor, nn investigntivo report should be vub-
mitted at least every 90 Llays. F'urtherm~ore, approPriato
con'onicat ions suitable for dissemination should be promptly
submitted in the interim to Lkeep the B~ureau fully advi~ed of
the activities of each jU3E. The N?ords (K~ey Dinck Extremnt:)
obould be Included In the- character of each coinicatoz
submitted except those conrzunications includingg reports)
which are .prepared gor dissemination.-.

eT
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To: SACs, Alexandria (Enca - 50)
Atlanta (Enc - 50)
Baltimore (Ence - 50)
Boston (-nes - 50)
)UDuffalo (Ence 50)
Charlotte (Enca - 50)
Chicago (nexs - 50)
Cincinnati (Ence - 50)
Cleveland (Enca - 50)

.. Columbia (Encs - 50)
Dallas (7.nce - 50)
Denver (Encs - 50)
Detroit (Encs 50)
Houston (Enc - 50)
Indianapolis (Ence - 50)

Jacksonville (nce - 50)
Kansas City (Docs - 50)
Los Angeles (Encs - 50)

.- Miami (Encs - 50)
Milwaukee (Ence - 50)

From: D
0

00UNTERI
BLACK PA
RACIAL M

director, FBI (100-448006)-T-115

NTELLIGF2NCE MEASURES
NTHER PARTY
MATTERS

Enclosed for each office are 50 reproductions of
a column written by Victor Rieseregardtng Black Panther
Party, (BPP); .*i. r cah T~lm

MEIN 1 UtiCLASSIFILD/ NLOURE xcerr EX ar IF Spns . '
.~ ~ -F pra11.4 *

IE1:bid (88) SEEROTE PAGE TO,

171970 T U
MAJ!. J10C)oke4LJ r YJE uNrrF-j

'IT
'I *.4

I .. 1

g -AY

* ~ --
C 4, (1)

.r. J. P. Hohir
Mr. C. D, nrenn an
M.r. J. J. Caspr .

1 - Ur. G. C. XNoor-

1117

Niewark (Mnes - 50)
New Haven (Encs - 50)
rew Orleans (Encs - 50)

t1ev York (Encs .50)
Norfolk (Enes 50)
Omaha (Encs - 50)
Philadelphia (Encs - 50)
Pittsburgh (nsc3 - 50)
Portland (Ric3 - 50)
Richmond (Ence - 50)
Sacramento (Encs - 50)
St. LOuS (Encs - 50)
San Diego (Encs - 50)
San Francisco (Encs - 50)
Savannah (Encs - 50)
Seattlc (Encs 50)
Springfield (Encs - 50)
Tampa (Encs - 50)
TFO (Encs - 50)

a NOV 18 197
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Airtel to SAC, Alexandria
E: NTRTELLIGNCE IEASURFS

BLACK PANHIER PARTY .
0 06

Portion of column deals wfith proposal that unioI:
embers refuse to handle shipirnts of DPP newspapers.

Obviously if such a boycott gains national support it w1il
result in effectively cutting off BPP propaganda and finances;
therefore, it is most desirable this proposal be brought to
attention of members and officials of unions such as Teamsters
and others involved in handling of shipments of 1W newSpaperz.
These shipments are generally by air freight. The column also
deals with repeated calls for tmurdier of police that appear in
BPP paper; therefore, it vould also be desirable to bring
boycott proposal to attention of members and officials of police
associations who might be in position to encourage boycott.

Each office anonyrously mail copies of enclosed
to officials of appropriate unions, police organizations oz.

- other individuals within its territory iho could encourage
such a boycott. Use commercially purchased envelopes and tale

* appropriate measures to insure mailing cannot be traced to
Bureau. Make no dissemination of this column other than

Handle promptly and advise Bureau of any positive
results noted. Any publicity observed concerning proposed

* boycott should be brought to attention of Bureau,

Be alert for any other opportunities to further
exploit this proposal. Submit any suggestions to Bureau
for approval prior to taking action.

By memorandum G. C, Foore to C. D. Brennan,
10-28-70, captioned "Racial Conference, October 22-23, 1970,
Recorm.endatIon for Counterintelligence Action Against Blcik
Panther Party" the reproduction and anonymous mailing of

attached Column was approved. .

-2r



UNITE) STATES ( R NMFNT 1 - ir C. Sullivan -
1 N-r. J. 1-. I-1ohr t-.M emorandum - -:N,;I;rvmb.rD, :renn_

I 1- r. A. RZosen -
m. 1 . BRERNE )ATE:/Ovember 2, 1970 -

1 - Mr. J. J. Casper -

FRohl %G. C. KOPR'I.-

RACIAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER ?2-23, 1970, 1 -
Jc REMMNDATION;TO MDDIF aSTRUCTION4S

ONCERNIIG ECORDINGS OF BLACK AND NE10d
LE PUBLIC APPEARANCES . ft

To obtain authority to send attached airtel to all field
offices concerning the recording of public appearances of black aid
New Left extremists, . ..

Memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. V. C. Sullivan 5/21/69 obta
ed authority to instruct the field to expand the use of concealed

. recording devices in covering such appearances. Since that tim, t-I field has reported a large number of such appearances and Special
Agents in Charge (SACs) have always demonstrated sound judgmen in

,affording such coverage under secure conditions. On a number 6f
occasions, because of extremely short notice concerning appear s,
there has been insufficient time to obtain bureau authority. Becau
of this, valuable evidentiary material has been lost, Recordings a-
the best possible evidence of extremist statements actually made in
the-dvent of prosecutive action. This matter was discussed in depth
at captioned conference with field supervisors. It was the unanimaL:
recommendation of those supervisors that present instructions con-
cerning such recordings should be modified in one respect to allow
SACs to arrange on their own initiative for recordings. 8

Th eomnt Mion has merit. SACs have uniformly demon-

strated excellent judgment in making such recordings to date and

should be given authority to record public appearances by black and
t~ew Left extremists whenever full security can be assured excpg.t whe
such appearances are at educational institutions. When at education?
institutions, the field must still obtain prior Bureau authority.
This will give the field necessary flexibility to record public
appearances even when advance notice is extremely short. The modi-
f cati~on will in no way supersede or conflict with authority to-re-
c.rd statements given in individual cases under investigation such
a* the Antiriot Jaw investigations which arose out of violence at tlh

8oational Convention on subjects known-as-the 'JCh'vag
7" and their defense attorneys William M. Kunstler and Leonard I.

We.i 9 CglaS TIND "I OVER
Encloskr, Pc.-

-(9) . CONTINUED' OV;ER
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If approved, attached airtel V1o be sent

all1 field offices in accordance vith the above. .l0

changes are necessary.
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TO .. ~4 uG *i VAT.

C. sr 9 Ctolber 10, i1'cs

- -

~9IX COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROOPJI-t'.M.: ..

BLACK N~ATION1ALIST - 11A GRlOUPS

4'(BMCK .PANTJH PARTY)

PURPOSE** 7 . .. i;...

To recorwnend attached it-eii L4- given n c r .;r ~e d r
soulrce on conf Idential. basis as ionmitelgn e ~asure.
to help neutralize extremist Black Panthers and foster split
between them and Student Nonviolent Coordinating Coriitea

BACK~GRO1.mD:

bak There Is n :feud bctweeja the two oost prominen~
bl I a5onnaSigt extreilif;t proupis 'The P, nc% Pan t he C ' Y-;

IoNCC. Attach-ed itco. not-cs that the fcud ;-s being ContinBued
*by SNCC circulatIng the statement tha:....

. Accor-ding to z-oologisto, the main difference bcti7ce.n
4.~...a. Panther and other large eats is that the panther bas theI

smallest head."~.- .... ,...~...

This is biologically true. Publicity to thick eff~ect'.
might belp neutralizec Black Panther recruiting cffor:t u,'.

ACTION: . .... ... .: .jP( T

Tieord Dvisonon cofientalbasis. We ill be alort
I j - for other v'ays to exploit this Iten. -....

Enclosure /

t~r~r. C.D. Deb!acb~ ~ . . 0
11r. 1-7 C Sulivnp jA.a

,- T. E. / '

ILI'



has i -li ratr S. e

gonie over toLi f 'n~br &n 01" Latbrf eqt
Upst43gln. the older S iCC - r. o .-.

I1omv S14CC Is retslinting.b1V ccrculatin, sub rasa

'Accordt~m, to zoologltoo~ t.he min~df'rr
been a panthers ar~c1 otlic-r large cats 0~ Uit, t 0 ,- anerhcr

Xn sort, the P'ontflers' are I rdie~c5 a : el

PII

G A xq..

F1,

14 ...

11-r. Tel~ 74

T~c. ;'xm------

.?.1rCandy POO
Li.
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Memo rand un
To :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44006) AI /5/71

SAC, NEW1 YORK (100-161140) (P)

super: / / COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS

ReNYlet to the Bureau, 3/2/71.

Referenced letter pointed out that the Black Panther
Party (BPP) had undergone a complete bouleversement in Its
organization and operations in the New Tork City area which left
its local operations in a state of chaos.

Since the date of referenced letter, the BPP has split
into two factions in the New York City area, namely the CLEAVER
and NEWTON supporters. This dichotomy apparently has been instru-
mental in the shooting and killing of ROBERT UEBB, a functionary
of. the Cleaver faction in New York City.

These tumultuous events have made it difficult for the
NYO to formulate specific and practical counterintelligenc-e propo-.i
sals which would be timely and producLive.

New York feels that while at this time there are no
specific proposals to be submitted, it is obvious that it would
-0e detrimental to the continuing efforts of the BPP as a whole to .

'keep the two opposed factions froi2reaching a detente or at least
seeking a rapprochement in their future dealings.

Inasmuch as the leadership of the Cleaver faction is with
out the continental boundarles'of tie United States, it will

n.make it more difficult for that group to coramnicate with and
control the operations of the rank and file membership of that

oa group.

Therefore, this will make that faction more susceptible
t to counterintelligence techniques than the Newton Eaction.

New York will in th M e future submit counter-
intelligence proposals against ''leaver faction of the BPP
designed to widen the existing rift.within the BPP.

. . .0 APR r 171
(2YBurcau (RM)

;, 1-New York (AOI.m "'" 3 .. .



... 7.

iY 100-161140 .

. .From what I could quickly peruse in the papers hown
that pertain to your organization it would appear that you

ink. operating in some East Coact city who is reporting
directly to the Government 0  . .-

'The only things I could.gather that could describe this
informer' is that he apparently is a white Jew boy who works.

in some professional or executive capacity and handles some
financial aspects of yoar operations. . .

"I am a white liberal who holds no truck with your
aims or objectives,- but I cannot stand by and watch this K"GA
country become a fascist police state.

."Pro Bona Publica"

b .r. o -o K etter is an attempt to discredit-
an advisor of the national BPP,

u.i turje ea .Ls wit he BPP. -

. f It is-felt that the above-described format could be
used for many other situations with a counterintelligence -

aspect and is not intended to be limited to this one proposal .

New York believes that the proposed letter could b>
.. prepared in a manner that could not be traced to the Bureau.
-No action on this matter will be taken without prior Bureau
approval.

-2-
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ror the information of recipient office a serious
struggle is taking place bereen the Black Panther Party (OPP)
and the US organization. The struggle ha3 reached ruch proportions
that it is taking on the aura of gang warfare with attendant
threatss of inurdor aid reprisals.

In order to fully capitalize upon BPP and US
differences as well as to exploit all aventes of create ng

further dissension in the rankis of tha B1P recipient offic-
instructed to submit knoginative and hard-hitting

counterIntolligonce neasures obed at crippling the BMT. /

Conmencing December 2, 1963t and every two-vee!: period
thereafter, each office is instructed to submit a letter under
this caption containing counterintelligence vesures aimed
against the BPP. The bi-weekly letter should also contain
I cconplishnients obtained during the previous two-wee; period under
captionod program.

All counterintelligence actions must be approved
at the Bhtreau prior to taking steps to implement them.

2 - Boston J

2 - chicago
2 - Cleveland NOV25 1968
2 - Denver
2 - Indianp.9lis---AMI

. ___ 2 - Los Angeles *r u..

2 - evYork

**mo 2 - Nw rk'el ---- -:. sacramento
"*- 2 - San Dlcgo
* __-_ 2 - San Fronc

-- 2 - Seattle

fY 
UIJITED

V i (~.{;-3 5
* r ~

- --

1NOE PACE THO

Ireator, FBI (100-448005)

RAIA IN1.1

- 1

- 1

BLACK 1RATICHALIST.-. 1VTiE GROURS..
. RtACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PARTHER-PART)

(BUDED 12/2/68)

to DEC 12j53

1 .
r *

r- tSi

r. C. D. Delioach
- . C. Sulliv

- th G.,C Doom

-. '..
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0/30/69BAC, 1lilwaukee (157-459)

EX-JOG06 -~
Director, 781 (100-448006)-

COUNTINTELLIGYENCE PROGRAM
BLACK 1ATIONALIST - UATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PATHEd R PAR7 (BPP)

ReMairtel 9/22/69.

Permission is granted to anonymously Sail tb
article mentioned in referenced airtel to the Chief
Administrators of the University of wisconsin. Strict
security must be maintained and the Bureau not identified
as the source of this mailing. The D9t- Ehi.cslhni4
accompany.the article should refer to aE
an employee of the University. Advice the Bureau of the
results of this Mailing.

U

1*

1

If **

raftI " :)il
r, CJJ - ~g

Gcrndr I4.U TELETYPC UNITi~ ~*

Milwaukee has furnished information indicating that

is listed as a sponsor of the

"InternatioDal Coummittee to Defend Eldridge Cleaver." Cleaver
is a DPP leader who has fled from the U. S. to avoid tritl.
MilwauJkee is recommending that this information be anonymously
furnished to officials at the University of 1Wisconsin. WTe
are authorizing this anonymous mailing. It is extremely impor -.
tant ' that followers of this notorious black nationalist
group are exposed especially if they are in the education field.

t2~W
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M~r. G. ,110

TO B AC9 Albry N-1.S01LA7N

REcZ

P.ACXA1I lirrYJ.LGEI1CE

LO Title iG5 c1hOnge(d to SUI.stittO ROi~ci IntelligOuCC
Lor znterna1 Security for B~ureaui vouting pupoes

S OIZAL RITMV1O11 P3 ALL TIM MW MIG S11 AC-

BosD~itiio 2-No 11ave

2 flufno al i'ev Or ICa as
2-Charlotte . -Ncv7 York~

2 -chicazgo 2* . 2- lih
.: 2 -Cincinri~t5 2 -Phil ROCpIlil-

2 .- Cleve)~nd 2 - Phoenix
2 - ]Denver 2 - ittsburgh
2 - rotrolt 2 - Por~tland
2 - Houtston 2 - Richmiondl
2 -Xndinnipolir3 .2 - 3crnicntGO4 ( 2 - Jackson 2 a - &:fl

- 2 - Jacks3onville . Sa- n ra ncisco ?D
2- nnar3City 2-Scattle

2 -1,o3 Angee S pringf ield

2 imri 2 *.T~inpa*

a ____ l~iviakC- *.2.-tnUFO

____ JD:r". (88) .
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61"fcrdiin bnc" itoflita.ut bo IlleetiC tac
. ..~Au'~ ayd You~uutdiuara:dit t1coa r -roup- aii3,o'~

elc11v~(1ualu~ too" MaIt o tho r3os.pAbYO V'egro CoF.amuflev~>~&
1Soc0nd(Yte r13t' bo Ol cre-died to th! aU- CrJ1.Mu11it.u17r *.ji;

. * * 9



~~V.

21 3LOau-c the A-tei " ROUPoes .iid --Jrz cou,- 1-i at-

pscrcdSted In tty. N,7 ~ Of ! ,tir 70 7v

trscticaj from~ the fi~x'ot te Prubielt but vl~olen tonio

t* t O JairSt CT'11 'i Odl& C Q.- L 1-0tnbiiit4ff01
V, - .** 7, - .

bo~n ~to proVei 'th V 1
m: * g a gvo.,ith of rA tni 1) X rnii~ P.-! t-0af10t0vE , t10r

O1O~C1a v 7-F, Okq yolith. spofL5:c tficic to piceverpt tcc .

groups : fco Cort~in-3 0u ng -,Op!2 e 0 d v 0 10 r, -611

* Iesider those gvo gol 'couriterinteliec L
P- alnio P.rt o m reulay iveisigai-ve poz-ra t

* llck~to~t.~ThoGrou M r37iotlc be tb13 eOL.3t v 0 F -'a

And. ''. dicald &rZ'ups 0 Z, d t 1 .2 0adc f3C?" goC rou-c !1 (7 mp a9
tboso Teadre cind o) nizni~ons tha C' r 0 1!.:' 11 d z7 C,01

a nd arc. aost cDpadbt0 of ~ui x~cousnpt-Y. T1hr
~. targetss a~houl~ 5nc~ucio tbo mi-icl anti vtieola 4_O

student 1-Toi5oent Coori -% lv CotruvitUCO NSCO*
Southern Christivin L~ed h! r31 ~ enQ(3C,)-

f OS CLc, 0gA~txd 13~~ ?1 1 cl c- ~
poloU n.o.. gbt.o a4t~o OcrlCci'rmit0Th.., 0 nc

V... ......

-T f-* tlin 30 enya Ok Ml 41^11 of Tlbiz 2Iftter lbaoh ojfl.dz

/)h01114

7L~ 0. (10in f11igtO -^Z ofd.u tA) _ta ~~.~

ey.'



YZE:~~ ~ ~ ~ .ODMR NTR ,1

5 UA3 Om- VL 0Vr s1'0 It0J2 skmnr O-~ th

O[e ntumbi3x of mombers V. 1 ( 60greo& of activity' of each bi'"

ir ~ r~t ~ iolncz. -it; It 'for : rge t evsauaon i2 z

4ot for record VU'~Y5f2 v pse ond.1st bble-Ioaor Inue-la

.*. ubject.5ith1 o areO nillltnrt W~aclk ja-tiounhltss and 3n Ota

torgotv o cc-u nt c--intoe 11Ircnce o tobcue ofte"i~

T. on enl cudsrpiv ,C i

L.iet. thosd brgazito m "n 1 £nit
you Comidet~r of Cuch potential 4ango;, ns to be conzi&'.

f .,.. or Curront couatcrintolligotica fictioli. Briefly us t I .

4J.-'.- S ubm~it a ay s~uggestiwon ytbavo, gor oors&.1

progrkia I. sufgest5-On1 for' 3etion ngiWJna tnfly Op091,. .

x*.. u~-ct hould b& in-Aittod~b 230n,_-to A...

eoamtcrintc.1igoncc7 action vp n s t13ao tr g ct o -,
.~'listed a~ fi,-,de Thrsc oliould not I),- _ nor oip c ±

p W c3 'pbiiC Stoke1% Carilchnel's -trVOl to m'L1111Tk,_S16

- to 1)0 donoo vim contact ar -to' 1*a -used, vd OA. OiUo
* 9nfonrtaticon, iocded Yor ILLe Bueauto. approvo a Coun &Ci 'C_

7 7 Thern~ftc-r0 on a ninety ~l-basils eacli off le,
ic to submit 'n progsrtio lotorc Cst ar)zinv OnO!1'r

* Oppr1pto!l; ocl during tho. e2o1lct
and tnniblo results. A'ny~ clianfcs ri the Ovorcill

1' *Thio iohould. Include Mci OrrP111Zntorf 3 p 'peu l.Cadcr5iD an Oft

chages *in datn M.istd'LndoV Dwabo t-o nbove. - SuO'intzcfl
f ~ or counterintelliqene o y3vationJ3 should riot be ao CO"U

in AU pro.,ros Oj1Y55 ttor. UOU the )~5$ o~i1

torr.-.untorduo a o 73nvtmO00 6,elvo C f £O- 'a I' ~

S.-,LIP



I

1 6.5-

-ertl to 3CMbay'..'.

9..-.. - ~ V*

*i~'~'~ Th ffectincss of counterdntellgelco' 0-.1;6

-,o th6 quality a nfd quantity of pos 1Aive infornati.~ rl

* . VL11a9bie regarding. the targct7 .a nd on-.the Irma inn.tlo'
Initiative of Agents working the proZmn~ sh cponso '02
tho field to the Counterintell gnco .Proram agafnt, thq'

- Co muniist *Party, USA,' indicates~ta V~ superb . ob can. bL a

-CoC~nterintelligecflC o'eratGions Ynust Ns 8Prov~d, .- i
* by the Blureau. DBecause of*h a~ur oZthif Prograr. caCh.
corporationn r..wust L-- designed to ,)rotectjtiic B3ureauv jUC~A

c o that there 1. no Possibility og embarrassment t ~
* * Bureau. Beyond this tW3.lDoreu'ill give OvO!1Y possblt

consideration to your' proposal 0  . * ,-.

S ... See mexnorandurn G. C. Iloore to Mr. 17. C. Sullivs

*c optioned as a~bove dated .2/29/630, prepared by

4 4or4-.C

*. --.. -



SA1,C, Springrild (157-802) .. ?z1 4r6.o 1969

Director, FBI3 (100-1448D0,50

OWN RMELLIGINW1E P~0RC~ 41

IJ.~tCK NIJ 101AAIT- - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL I r FL Gal CS

Re~atrcl10/31/69 captoned pcechi of -

Ramp~. 1&htoinL Ch.a rP n~ n inofis 75)1a cI k Pather r-aetj (PPv

1o'i-aa1 l111inoiv, 1029 6 9 D R ; ZS 6 DS * *.-: -

1Realrt-el note that a t a vopeech by F'red flarptollrJ
challman or bc Xl11noilo c,~ P -Y Payety (EPP1) 00 ot cyeae

* Vero e -uireAd to Ouitd to comI2relh naive sicarclies of tbdr
f . .person vitlout prior notice. Ilie earches ere conducteri b,7

vhaite perns dreascAe En hippic clothino .

Chicago EmilSpr~n'-i3eld 07-Iou Id &UT) -,rc m-iZ C

for coontcrtn tcellf ence acton to exploit thi al/ton
5. to c'vent fut)urC teaYrci'je8 Of thf, I)C, 1w.hic ht2

fere ith our coverat~ge of public 5 ces~ 'by h Oh ctre-ai- tIConsideraion r.ig1bt be viven to pvcparing let-terr, to CwTPuI-0 02
1ocal n ipapera protestin- "fcist ornd p-olice Otate tactic"'-

The Uce of 0i".. hippieC3 Umiecr5ty §'or ia &pp eavance o'4 P

Blsck, ~'N Uier leader r~t A 2~ 'a apopr5.ately brci-0" tof
the a 1baton of BPPi hcadjlrtorg. CIAC0, alld SprSn"1 iei

sboul give th-'Ia n~amter P~afriativ 071it can" urn
r ~ c-coizAnd at tons aa noon ais possibe, Vio Cowutedtell-enca

CON action should be Ule4fl vAthout Durewu authOr~t%.. . . .'.s.-

CO s

Spc.l . %.1'-

VO~h~ These OcarCihes 1cs~itCatA pca c.etcitfd
theeh pulca arance to Fem~Ove conce al c.. recordilig deviCea am'

'v'- ~rcvnt&! ou~rccorcing o thin 3ro h .. * ~

I 
I. ..
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ecjao genbt in Chatgo

F B I

Date: 4/7/70

Transmit the following in -
.[Type in plainlext or codel

Via AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTORs FBI

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-2414)(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - IATE GROUPS
RACIAL MATTERS

RoBuairtel to Miami dated 4/1/70.

On 4/7/70, the public source material set forth
in Miami airtel of 3/25/70 was furnished to

6~W~irtrY(~tiA ai acCiT7~rte~1si Afro
Militant Movement and in all probability, .
will favorably consider doing a half-hour T 'V progtha
on this organization. lie reported that further con-
sideration will be given to the matter before any
final decision is reached.

Miami will follow this matter and keep the
Bureau advised. The confidential nature.of this matter
is fully understood byc

(2- Bureau *,

1 - Miami u~
IP: s 11 070
(3).9

40c * - /V
IR :RATO 2C N

--
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CONROU>LLIENC P J3LjGM11.
A C ..).a...*'T h t - A E G O P

RAIA INTELLIGENCE

(BLAC, !1U1TPY MTY

letter to
tra ced to
'results.

Enclosure

CEG: ek'i

urairtel 6/1240.L

You are authorized to send the original of the enclosed
Nuey -P, Newton. Assure that the letter can-not be
the Bureau.' Advise the Bureau of any tangible -

APMPR'IATE.AGECIESr
AND FIELD OFFICES
AVIs I SE DY ,

DATSLS&F

V~OTE: former 13FF official Sn Yb ladeiphia,
was expelld5)10 "%idelphin, signingUj j .1Y naine,
sent a letter to Black Panther Party (BPP) national',headquarters
accusing Philadelphia BP? members of stealing food, clothing, and
drugs collected for poorcrchildren. Allt-the accusations vere true
Since this letter was sent, Philadelphia BP? has been severely
criticized by national headquarters which is report -d,-7y thinking

lof closing the chapter in Philadelphia.. Philadelphia wants to
send follow-up letter to.ilucy N1ewton, national BPP.lcader. to
"keep the pot b>oiling" and add..to the 13FF problems in Philadeiphi.

, tta 
t. 

. *

- IIALt PZKeYkf LI iL T-YPC UNL)T[= :-!-,.':.'-.~



In referenced NJew Mw en letter.

Shortly after the 'InIt5,pD.j f-bi-nrt h_

,7!aUevera merchAnt

V 'I 1: P iaqatr 259 Dixvell .Avenue~

tba~h ~d beeiniled to~C o esn. *~-.. .~ -

hleaf let had caused a great dea of colic 6 f 1,:
the tixwell area and advised that Dia ny o2' the merchants
stated that If any incident or requests were made by the BPP

~ ~ ~ -u tthat the police Vould be inwmedialely notified.
C _ hat the. generalI tone of the merchants was of

non-support of The 1BPP in the Dixwell area and many stated they
would flatly deny the Black Panthers free food or tierchapciise.

7 T,

arain whidi the Bhaquarters is now housed and that...
S,. numerous community residents have approached hin concerning

th BPstkting they lt an n!;1 -in1fg if wihat
thle leaflet said was rvl*ifme
these persons that this leaflet was very accurale in its
description of the BPP. lie also advised community wei-i'bers to
heed the earnings, of this leaflet-and to stay aay fror-I all j3P?

* . 1( 3 ureau REM_
1Tr * 710,-, caop t? !Z tAY 24 1971..

.- IHG:131g .410
~~*~***(3)

11 .GI ~STE RED MiA I IJS.

(pir

4.,.f. .. ~. . -

-. -. k{,,l~ iU~CIiW

Bjy U.S. Savbz~t D.~nJ: 11f41!y'c1 ;1r Payrol! S~win.~: Pk~i

N
CI r. . :-.- *-

UNITED SAE RMN

DIR FCO't FBI DA-O-Ilay01), 19171'-Y.:1y.

FrmC, 1: I HAME (157-765) 4. .... ... -

COINTLPRO D1,4j-% XTflEMISTS
RACIAL Mr- I/knm

Re VI~a e letter to N 10a, ,*3/25/1719 an'd .-J3ur'ea q
airtelto Albany, 4/28/71..

Pusun tofureau's instructions, all Cointeipre -

operations, New Haven, have been disconitinlued. Prior to thL,
discontinuance of the Program, however, NIfew Haven had7
initiated a Cointeipro measure directed at the New IlaV011

Chaterof the Black Panther Party, This proposal 1s outlinoei



If U. 15 -8

I Is evdetbyte ac f upot adatiu

of th me-at'n/rrsdns nteimd enrc

of t. BP htti auehs enhgl ucs-
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UNITED STATES RNMENT

Me77ora Iwn 2
TO :Mr. I7 C. Sulliv1 u fh

FROM . G. C. HooreA

SuBTar: COUNTERINZTELLIGENCE PROGR
STOKELY CARMICIAEL; ELDRI
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PA

1 This is to reco
of black extremists

DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Sullivan

DATE: 12-30-63

AM
DGE CLEAVER
NTHER PARTY

'1
1
1

-* -4

..

1s eMedia,
.

mmwend item about danger to this country
hn voec an a rch ton.J te. +, th t*6p g a y o yoube furnished a cooperative news source on a confidential basis

by the Crime Records Division.

Many individuals in this country have belittled the
strength of black extremists, While the number of black extremist
may not be large at this time, they can have an incalculable effect
on this country by spreading a doctrine of revolution and anar 9hy
primarily to audiences of youth.

Since the Fall of 1966, black extremist, StokIly
Carmichael, has spoken to live audiences of well over 1/4 million
people in the United States including appearances at over fifty
college campuses advocating a black revolution of violence and
guerrilla warfare. He has also made frequent appearances on

A television, held many press interviews and written a book, as well
as numerous articles. In addition, during a five-month trip abroad
in 1967, Carmichael gave many speeches before large audiences
advocating unity of the blacks throughout the world by violent
revolution. y

Black extremist, Eldridge Cleaver, who is currently a
fugitive from justice, has in the past year spoken to over 35,000
people primarily at college campuses. If anything, Cleaver has
been more vitriolic than Canichael.

* actionCTIO:

That attached item be furnish d a. cooperative news.media
A.surce.on a confidential basis b Criie-Records Division.

(9 Enclosure

* TB-sd (9) 17 JAN U69

r /71 1 1-



- Some individuals in this*country have belittled
e strength of black extremists. While the number of
ack extremists may be small at this time, they can have
incalculable effect on this country by spreading a

docbine of revolution and anarchy in speeches before
audiences of college students and other young people.

Since the Fall of 1966,.black extremist,
Stokely Carmichael, has traveled extensively throughout
the United States advocating a black revolution of
violence and guerrilla warfare. He has spoken to live
audiences of vell over 1/4 million people. Carmichael
was one of the principal speakers before 125,000 at
the Spring Mobilization Committee to End the War in
Vietnam held in New York City on April 15, 1967. The
remainder of his talks were primarily at over fifty'
university and college campuses.

This is only part of the story as Carmichael
has also made frequent appearances on television, held
many press interviews and written a book, as well as
numerous articles. His exposure to the public has been

. formidable. Nor has Carmichael restricted his speech
making to the United States. In 1967 he took a five-
month trip abroad including Cuba, North Vietnam, China
and seventh countries in Africa and trope making frequent
speeches before large audiences where he advocated unity
of the blacks throughout the world by violent revolution.

Another black extremist, Eldridge Cleaver, who
is presently a fugitive from justice, during the past
year has also been active in giving speeches to over
35,000 people. -These were primarily college audiences.
If anything, these speeches were more vitriolic than
Carmichael's in advocating a black revolution through
violence.

B -\ 0



1 eea (157-1751) October 37, *;063

-- 7:

COUNIMrLLIGICE t'RCwru I
DULCK ITAT1OI1A\LIST HATL CRULS **

ULACIAL I t ITh.LL IGE I M
* (nL', I) At- T IMR F MRJ1) . .:. v~.

Peulet 10/1416S. Q

Ili'e four specific countcrt.nte11igen)CC n-C-SIMSc

to disrupt the JIPeck Painthor Party (MWI) suggested In ree
nliot irmagintion and insight on your part. For your -

inforwn3tion, nw-,icrou3 counterintelifgelce proposals n

being considered 'at th e Blureaut concatei-ig the BPP) mny of, 7

eac~ rrco~nlndtion involving anon* oiis lettec t.iocdh b1jo

Ita irit, 0 oppioval3 fo ech ':7ntTic;vA0c,-.- ic#1Mte overuse of tbisi tecliiie mrny vicce its r- ct3tvcne5;,

Your vuggcstion to cap italiz,-c on 3P? difcren 5c
~ (~~Tf~ re appeon tg a~nd coild result in an "OV."

and I 1. e--.

Sbntfor YDrcnt appr-oval your proposed anonymO~

letter in thic~ regard.
Co

IM - Also subinit to the fl'ira for approval the anonyrmolu4 ) 0 etter yo'.i propose to scnda to a uclectiad individdual in tltv'
'o cec aild Freedomi t'crty (I'l tdvise of the idcntity of 0t1,-
tndividual in tlie IT~ to vlhom you Inftend to sentd the -

C) -olrrull [cation.

VD1 c, - 7 S ,F IT 7,TIDT1

A" W if. 1C 1



...... ..................

Let te r to SAhC, Los t ngele3
RM- MU' RINTELLXIr&NGi rz(GR4?4 J DUjCK MITHiEw P;1IYr

Insdee vlw o f counterintellgence CUugge s ~n
Cosdee nt th present tina 1ich involve the mail ing 0.1

anonofIlus letters to Eidridoc C lavr, the JMireou does nb.~ .-

desire that you prepare an anonyruoun letter to Cleave ..-

Con~erningI~j: 2 ~~..Y'' For Ue ;arne reason, tha

Bureau does"lll Iif r Thr.ii ddtLUG1o 1 anonymous~ t~ c
53eit to the 1.P f-- lYdounrtern in Oakland% Caif~ornia 0..'..

Z. n re t ul cptclizc upon MIe follinp, out ot

as - ,.. as you excllt~LL s coin i

-fn a-* !:e-n; b zioeCA in Lo z Akgeles for the dcfcusc- Of Jlucy
Newton are being disvipate-d by DIT rix-mbers in Los Ani~cles,4
the foflouiug vorlotiof on your. Ideza lo) ba.ncg oubm fitted for
your consideration end dcvelopmnto0 .. ~ .

rl Prepare an envelope rich nppears to have b-een peparcd
1; and dsrbt by th'e L-os iugeleo, JW'11 aoll i tilflg e'rnlti~wr) D

k . .. the Oefen.ei-fHuL 14e"En * 1: Th c nvclopa can tppear to La on'eti ma ny preprinted e-jivelope-W d.trc l n t pLc_
contribution in th. envelope vit i1s ic6 ions to n."'ilkt

I . envelope to the nailing oddress of ~<i> a~ m
Jr ddreurs or Vhnt oC Vie local Yos iWv' ' at r UP -cul -t

1 preprinted on the envelope. Ghsev~p ih inl~ ni~.

.-. donation can b-a forvsaided to th Oziklmnc IWL' be tlarte x lng

wt spa ritio eqpes cod 2 inBVertnently ber.n oth
*: address of N~eoro donor frm,. obituary colvm~n of Losi Angelen <:

ne wspe . .~ul T e tr o ve te co ld inadve rtnt y b en t o t o tha -. D?

impression that a considerable amount of vionny wns beino colleclite
inl-s Angeles for Vcwton buat the money vas not being forwarchd

to the defc.nse rund but rather being POCk'eted by 1,oz Angelec-
P>an tbers n -;-a.

}-5k !.fi 1 cPeclftc rocomm~nrnation3 concerning oi al of t
Love iacu c o tm1terintp31igecne nctions. I-C e 1nos"L~

pc i n u tiu prio r Purcou autiorll:y'. . 1



87;'

Letter toSCO 1-013 e 1eC rs
HTCR RJTLLX GNC-P FROGRA41 D GlAC PANT1IMP P'RT

WIM24BO6*..

-. In relet LOO Angeles submits Four prps o.In ter,

intelligence techniques aiincad a ga 1nst ie IMPP', Ench sugge st ton.
involves the vv 1Y..1n,, of anoriymouo letter, In thosc ins tanCC5
where anonyio-u letters, under captionc program, are n~ot
a lrea~dy being conasidered, Los i ngeles Is~ being instruceczdto
go alic-d and u ib, L z tlair amonriyTous letters for B~ureau approval
An a Itern atoc suggestion intended to obtzin the some resvilts
bet.n& forwarded to Los Angeles for fits consideration to cove-Z
the tw.?o instances ubere Onofl iouo3 letters r-re not prrt...
for the reasons st.ited above. Upon receipt of .3p cifi.e
recomnmendations for znction f'romn Los tagele~o a detailejV -- :-
memorar m' will be prepared in order to obtaiin niutbority
to. implemrit the -otove ccotwte'rintefllgenca measures.

f. . . . - -



- .1. ? . 1 C. SUU Fkvan

(in Trmco ~- , /O
I so-

~1Irectorc T-,13 (1C-0$3MG) $C9  y~-1~,CCor

COUITTI11M ThLTIZ~ PR.. CK lf..

BLAK VArrlu u'AY),

(BUDED 10/14/68) .-

L~T

Yn view of the continued inc-case of vtojohj
Octivitlc3 on po, 'rt of t Ii,- 13locl: Prmthsr Prtsty (51'')

I . t Is ,iDi a t ory i at t I)e coun tern tclligence pro-IMM.
oa t hi -)ntv Ix, accelerated, Ench aiv;is Ion --. c ce IVIw*,

X ~thdz letter cither I= on fictive BYP Chapter in itD d31visiort"
or occordirig to infcoxation received the I' BP i 1'Z *

Dy 011/60each divllst _-stsi~mtcar~

os uuj.gestioxsast lvat acincon L,, taken ogninst I
DIT oil a ri-atioaal level. In ke-eping 4th D~ircau policy no K
actioij should be tkenon. thoac proposals iwithoi-t prtar

__ __ _ ireciu c,., itI o r ity0. ..

4.'oT I linj iith Vi~e ntove, cons i dern t to; shoi~d be n :

A ven os to how fQctional-.i can1 be created kt'!Mu localA a cs venl as tnctiori ulcers and iicar 13U' o rzai z at DI.o
I - f forts can be~ ne-otraized. Givec cons iderat ion, tO OctLOTns 7c.

C3~ii create smpi3)cioii irtong th:- lepde-ro vith resteCt to thoctr

2 - Albany . .wl1ark i (%
2 -Atlarnta .fe York

-~~B I t , 2 Yrk.r'.

.1 oso pittsurh -I

~ t~e~Oit 2 - St0tou.o .* .

_ a 2 -San Mega

2 - -2 -Scattle

S2 -Loi; ie I cs, 2 -

SJjl SEE4rTP -d1 110TE P A aJ,'1110

1.~MAIL PoMfjJ... *. . T



7tto tt to SACO San Frn'ictocc,

O 2GKIATIM'~iLIST -1T M~t E -. -S

RACIAL 71r I UC; C 3?.
*~ ~ ( -t '(BL/L P'A) MI~h n ATI2). j

finanic-4 aioir cci o uepiton concor l{ng tT*I ! ? -v 'w-Ct~v
OtOCO siv-)pV.clon flI to L,41o tany Be copm at~ tj-C vtt
erorc :r-C 0.11 Gwd picimn CLO to %?iho may b'3 atte-PIp1.ng t'o ~~%

C oiplete Co rl 0! 010 Orgr'n[~t~on f-Or hTAU nm privntm tx!t- . :'
want. Th adition, eonsi &ritlon ahoulid bea given to tha ?>-,t

well ams th-a be aot.1od cf crextugs Opcto to 0& n'~t
oil the pat f "he Tun JorJ.ty of thl, i-"cents ' .~~h~

P. rr

See meiorann G. C. M~ore to U:, 11. C. Sulliv-a
calptioned als above, c 3ted 9/27/68 prepared by JGD:-4n,

V . *



APPENDIX C

The following constitutes a partial list of deletions
O

which have been made without codes where it.was evident that

an attempt had been made to conceal the deletion.

1. Memorandum dated 12/4/70 from SAC, Albany to Direc-

tor, FBI. (4 pages -- COINTELPRO; and same memorandum pro-

duced to plaintiffs--(6 pages). In the copy plaintiffs

received on discovery only the last few lines of the first

page are present but have been moved up so that it looks as

if the memo started there. cf. COINTELPRO version. The

two codes which appear on this page do not represent the

deletion thus described. The "I" refers to the deletion of

a file number, and the "C" refers to portions of a paragraph

deleted on the grounds that it is third party information

from a confidential source. No deletion code appears for

the deletion of three full paragraphs.

2. Memorandum dated 11/3/70 from Director, FBI to

SACs Chicago, New York, and San Francisco, and attached Memor-

andum dated 10/29/70 from SAC, New York to Director, FBI (5

pages -- COINTELPRO; and same memoranda produced to plaintiffs--

5 pages). On page two of the October memorandum the first

full paragraph has been deleted in the copy plaintiffs received,

and the remaining paragraphs have been moved up to the top

of the page to conceal this fact. Po deletion code appears

on this page at all.

3. One unidentified page of a document produced by

the United States Postal Service. It appears that part of



one page was matched up with part of another page as evidenced

by the paper punches and new page heading on the lower half

-of the page. No deletion codes were supplied.
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* UNITED STATES GO VERNMENT

The following quarterly counterintelligence
letter is submitted in accordance with current Bureau
instructions:

1. Operations Under Consideration

Efforts are being made to organize a national
Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCF) Chapter at Ithaca,
New York. If such a chapter is, in fact, organized
vigorous investigation will be conducted to identify the
leaders. When identified, Bureau authority will be
requested to conduct a survey -to determine the feasibility
of installing Misur arnd/or.Tesur coverage

- - RREINCLASSIFIAM
2. Operations Being Effected Exceg

OT ISE* *LS
It should be noted that the persons involved

in this matter are reliable, established sources, who .
have been in intermittent contact with the Syracuse

esident Ageny -z7
but,

also matters re ating to the New Left and racial fields.

______ ___ 7

admira tion for working' the internal secux
field. Recently, the.visited the Syracse resident A

Bureau (Encs. 2)
Albany DC 71 179

Yt.? leos

ncy

S

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, ALBANY (157-231) (P*)

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS

/Ie Albany letter to Bureau dated,

SUBJECT:

At

'iz,
~ri~~oVf

-I .

DATE: 12/4/70.

8/31/70,

*
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since the problems of the

ty were really handled by the administration.

-2-
F

AL1 .

and request ent material prepared by the Bureau
concernin SDS, the New Left, the Black Panther Party,,J
etc. Theyaw efrrthvd!Li Director's Testimony

"before the House Subcommittee on Appropriations on
April 17, 1969, regarding Communist, racial, and ex-
tremist groups, together vi tements made
by-the Director concerning the New Le f and the BPP,

wel vesedonsuch matters since he had recentlye~i~j~ tated that hew f 11y anxious to

V-1

The
committee desires to increase involvement on the part
of U not only in the Syracuse
.nea, but throughout the United States. It is desired
that certain firm answers be received from the admin-
istration and Student Government, as to how student
activity fees are allocated, including the identities
--of all organizations and individual s po noty ends
from Student Government. _________

specifically interested in learning of the identities
and-organizational affiliations of all speakers appear-
ing and a precise compilation of funds paid these
speakers. It was - view that the Student
Government, guided certain faculty members with question-
able motives, have provided an imbalance, insofar as
the political philosophies of the speakers are concerned.,

1so related that the sum of the
a dministration R Lcials did not desire active part-
icipation in exploring University operations,
In fact, he had been discoura ed somewhat b .

I
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157-231 ..

In addition to the above public information,
was furnished a copy of a flyer dated, 5/26/70

ca toned "Dear Colleague" which had been circulated a
The flyer contained details concerning the formation

o an Ad Hoc Committee to raise funds among the
faculty for Black Panther defense.

It is noted that a LEM has been furnished the
Bureau concerning the 48 faculty members who have
pledged money to the Black Panther Legal Defense Fund.

stated that it would be perfect
ormal fOr u t ain access to such a flyer since

-Since it is public information, they
said -that t is information could be very useful to them
in their discussions with the Chancellor and other ad-
ministration officials. They were both cautioned, -of
course, that under no circumstances should they reveal
that the flyer had been received from the FBI.

3. Tangible results

It vas learned on j
-_)ncerning tie

forts o aculty mem ers in solicitin financial
support for the Black Panthers.

- Additionally, it is expecte at
can an will continue to apply pressure to

o officials concerning this matter, particularly
t rough the T -e.- t has been determined that 7

_______- --. has been

n orme the situation and has receive a.copy of
the flyer.

It is not recommended that any additional
action be initiated at this time. It it; felt that a

significant Step has been taken by in con-
fronting SU officials.with some of the nefarious f
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DIPECDJRP FBI (100-448006) DATEm: 12/4/70

BJECr: ~COINTELPRO BLACic EXTr.EmisTs

RMI

* * Cetra or ~f~~iaVe U(Ln expressed an
auamira t3on f or the Buk is work in the internal secuxity
field. Recently, theyy-,isited th yac se Resident Agenc

n4.

Alban -j

WMilew .9-

Bj U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on tht Payroll Savins Pla
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concerning the Black Panther Party,
etc. They were turnis ea the Director's Testimony
before the House Subcommittee on Appropriations on
April 17, 1969, regarding Communist, racial, and ex-
tremist groups, together with ther statements made
b the Director concerning th and the BPP.

-. - stated that he was especially anxious to
be well versed on Aunrh mattpe- Rinr-p hP had ,rPePnflv

b6
b7C
b7D

a The
committee desires to increase involvement on the part
of parents of SU students, not only in the Syracuse
ana, but throughout the United States. It is desired
that certain firm answers be received from the admin-
istration and Student Government, as to how student
activity fees are allocated, including the identities
-of all organizations and individuals who receive funds
from'Studcnt Governmnt.QL stated that he is
specifically interested in learning 6f .the identities
and organizational affiliations of all speakers appear-
ing At Sg and precise compilation of funds paid these
speakers. It wa view that the Student
Government, guided by certain faculty members with question-
able motives, have provided an -imbalance, insofar as
the political philosophies of the speakers are concerned.

-* also related that. the sum of the
admini ration officials did not desire active part-
icipation by parents in exploring University operations.
In fact, he had been discouraged somewhat by [

L* who had told him a few weeks
ago that he was not expected to spend any time on the
above described committee, since the problems of the
University were really handled by the administration.

. * ..

f ~1
r-i.

V
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In addition to the above public information,
TI was furnished copy of a flyer dated, 5/26/70,

captioned "Dear Colleague" which.had been circulated at
' .?SUI, The flyer contained details concerning the formation

of an Ad Hoc Committee to raise funds among the t
faculty for Black Panther defense.

It is noted that a LHM has been furnished the
Bureau concerning the 48 faculty members who have
pledged money to the Black Panther Legal Defense Fund.

(!Y 0 -~. - '- stated that it would be erfectly
normal for him to gain access to such a flyer[

Since it is public information, they
said tat information could be very useful to them
in their discussions with the Chancellor and other ad-
ministration officials. They were both cautioned, of
course, that under no circumstances should they reveal
that the flyer had been received from the FBI.

3 -Tangible Results

. It was learned on October 28, 1970, thatc
. had contacted Chancellor [*] concerning Me

e sorts of SU faculty members in soliciting financial
support for the Black Panthers. Attached to this
letter is a copy of a letter written by= :.g to Q
Chancellor [*1 Itogether with a copy of Chancellor

1 response. Additionally, it is expected that
can and will-continue to apply pressure to

SU officials concerning this.matter, particularly
through the SU trustees. It has been determined that 41

L*]; President of the SU Trustees, has been .
informed of the situation and has received a copy of
the flyer.

It is not recommended that any additional
action be initiated at this time. It is felt that a
significant step has been taken by in con-
fronting SaU officials with some of the nefar s

-3-



activities of certain radical students and faculty.
stated that he intended to recommend that

parents not only read the "Daily Orange," the SU
student newspaper, but that they also attend open
meetings which feature controversial speakers.
He noted that with this exposure, he fel@ that parents
could then deal in specifics when they discuss their
gripes with Chancellor [*1 and his jtaff.

4. Development of Counterintelligence Interest

Vot applicable at this time..
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Sinccrely,

* ~* *a.
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Uina.~ Or ?Zzl Cu,.,~cUoj.
SYI-%ussN:w Yu .... -*so

. I have your letter of October 21 and the attached.
. list of faculty members who were supporting the Black

Panther Fund-and urging others to do so. You should
.note that these forty-eight faculty members are only a
small portion of our approximately 1,200 teaching faculty
at Syracuse University. We have faculty mer-'bers with
a diverse range of ideas and opinions a'out almost every
matter on our campus. We operate under the policy that
teaching within the classroom should be as objcctivc as
possible but that each faculty member has a rig't to teach
his subject as he sees fit, as a part of his academic freedom.
We also s'ipport the idea that any'iaculty member may cxcr-
cise his citizenship rights as any other citizen car.. We do
not coindone any illegal activities on the part of our faculty,
however. I hope this response will be of some value to you.:

Octob :r234 1970
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COUNTERINTELLICENCE PROGRAMi
BLACK NATIONALIST - hATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE .

UeNYairtel 10/29/70.

'T~ 7

Bureau authority is granted for Chicago and
New York to prepare and mail the anonymous letters pro-

* posed in reairtel. Take the usual precautions to insure
that action taken cannot be traced. to the Bureau.

1Recipients should be alert for any results
* * from this operation.

b VLS:drl
2b7D4T * 2

MAILED 24 ECP i~R HW

1 ~orE NOV n-1; "s~s

was arres
4 0 / I V I L
was arrested withL
: racial informant has

- advised that I I
,J% u e r e New York suggests that

anymous letters. be mailedato Ebony magazine (postmarked
t icago, Illinois) and Village Voice (postmarked New York Cit)
-Bth are publictions pushed by and primarily for Negroes..
The letters would cast ifuty.P, Newton, EPP Ninister of Defen e
and Supreme Commander. as the "finger man." Suggestion approved

an1 cd have a disruptive effect in the black nationalist
eldabetween the Commuis Party, USA - New

v ~ ~ #v -- --- 1?t nn IV? thr''

SACS, Chicago
new York (100-161140)
Sa Francisco

D ItBEC-20
Director, FBI 0(100-448006) f14v

To .

pgJ

.

11/3/70 -- -

.4;.*....



TO:

FaoX:

1
DIRECTOR, EBI (100-48006)

SACO MEW YORK (1oo-16114o)

C COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

. RACIAL INTLLIGENE " 'YT -

* Enclosed for the Bureau Are two copies each of
two suggested letters designed to cause disruption with BPP.

As the Bureau is aware lop
Ten t vs arrested by Bureau Agents, New York City
10/3/70. Arrested a ad charge
violation of Harboring Statute was

b7C

7D

source stated that he had heard rumors that Lbony magazine,
a weekly negro magazine was presently attempting to determine
if this rumor had any semblance of credence. Source stated
that these rumors were not confined to Brooklyn, NY but -vas

. under impression Ebony Magazine was receiving similar
rumblings" from Chicago and Los Angeles.

ureau (Ends. 4) Rm)
S1-Chicago (Encle.. (RM)

1 San Francisco (Encl 2)(RM)
.Hew York. .

L MA:ems . 7 larn VCSIED )
(6) fff XCEPT E 04

Approved: ./ SR 1 Per
. - - chor e *

Fbi .

Date: 10/29/70

Trrunit i olloWD9 113 i

V A EL

*- - --- -- -- - --- -- - --- - -- -- ---- -- - -- - - -- -- -

SUBJE



*activites in the Black Rationalist field a.re -

* nominal, at the best.

~.! te * n View of the fact tht there is suspicion i-n
tenegro. comunity that m was seet up",'NYO Sugges ts

that ILUEY ?iEWTOr, Supremnet;r nnder of the D3PP be o&st in,
or the light as 'fingerman. If much a ploy could be suoceBstull.

carried out it might result in disruption ia the Black
"t NiationA- ist field "L well. as divorcing BP? frcn GI'USA and

M 3ilitan~t N~ew Letrt groups.

F or-thb.further information of the Bureau,
D P? bas taken little or no activity- in the defen-ae oft:j
sbsequent to her arrest,

* t is the proposal of the NYO that handwritten
letters anonymously be forwarded to Ebony Magazine.. 1820
S. Hichigrm Avenbe, Chi~cago, ill. 60616 %nd to the Village

* Voice, 80 University Pla~ce, NYC.

Xf this proposal meets with-the satisfaction of
the Bureau the letter designated for Ebony Magazine, which
begiris with the words, Dear Brothers and Sisters viould be
m ~ailed fkom a negro area in Chicago, 111. The second letter
:or the Vill.age Volce Would ba ;ziled from NYC.,

2
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r Brothers and Sister(t-

As of' this writing, our lovely SisterE ll
la dishes in jail and her chances of freedom' seem remote.'

. She ' got to pay the man, right? But the question I put to
you Is: Who did the uan pay? .

Yron know and I know the pigs can't come up with
Black in a Black community just by driving around the
street andanseling the Brothers. I tell you that
-Sister |would still be free i her capture was left.
to the feeal pigs alone. Of course, it was not that Way
at all. There was bread - lots of pure cash rye - put
into an eager black hand which in turn twisted the knife of
treachery in our Sister's back.

N Now, the big question is who? Vho was the c't
who dishonored his skin and took the 30 pieces of silver?
Some of the ca in w York and Chicago point their finger
at says no. Naturally, he says 3no.
You wouldn't ext M no say "yes' would you? Well, naybt
he's right. just donst fit the picture.... no
brains, and he's a r.

Some of the west coast cats are looking hard at
Brother Newton. Shit, you say., Huey would never sell out
to pig country, Hets a dedicated Nationalistp leader of the
Brothers and Sisters and a cat with real soul. 1.aybe it's
bullshit, but let's look at fuey a little closer. He gets
sprung from a stiff rap in August.. The man suddenly turns
kind and sets our Brother free. In that same month Sister

Is among the missing as the result of a frame the
* isaid on her. What did Huey give for the sunlight and
flowers? Or better still, what did the man give sweet Huey?

- How come Hueyes size 12 mouth has been zippered since our
Sisters bust? Nothing, he says. Absolutely nothing.
Not one appeal for justice. No TV, no papers, no radio, no
nothing. He got five grand, so the cats say. It's enough
to make a man wonder. Wouldn't be surprised if Huey didn't
split the scene soon. I, for one, will be most interested.

A friend of Sister

.1' . *1:
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Sister. in jail. isrfree.

ji y Newton is free. is a dumo-neaa ar da hop
hda Forget him. But Ruey s smart. Gets along well
with the MAN. IThe question is: Did this cat bank five

big bills lately,...a gift from the federal pigs?
->

Concerned Brothat,

3<
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I.

SACs, Chicago

1iiiNew 
York

Sar Francisco 4

. REC-20
Director, FBI J(100-448006).,;..f,f

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST ATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReNYairtel 10/29/70.

S. . . . .

Bureau authority is grautea for Cnicago and
New York to prepare and mail the anonymous letters pro-
posed in reairtel. *Take the usual precautions to insure
that action taken cannot be traced to the Bureau.

.-. .Recipients .should be alert for any results
from this operation. . -. .
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FBi

* "1:7. , .. . . Date: .10/2.9/70

nsmit the'following In
(Typ in plitx o oe

* AIiRTELJ~~ . .. :. 
. .;j: J

(Priority)

~~ TOV DIRECTOR, ?BI (100-WI.8oo6): .. i.

P AC,9 NEW YORK 'W;Ki>

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
-* . .- BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS

RACIAL IN~TELLIGENCE .-..

two sgetdltesdesigned to cause disruption with B??.

As th~e Bureau is-aware .,To
-Ten Fugitive was arrested byBureau Agents, New York Cj 1 V

-. Z C C'S)

1:77 77 ._"7 71 747 . .a.

....................
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2En view of tefact that there isssiinin
"the -negro cornmunty tha was "-set up", NYO suggests-
that* HUEY. NEWTON., Supreme Commander -of the BPP be cast, in

cq -ther;i ots "fnemn." i .sc a ploy could'-.be -successfullyl.
ijatrionajout' fil result in disruption in-.the Black

liaionalst' ildaswell*as~divorcing BPP fro*M-CPUSA:and_
Militant,N1ew Letgro p. i. ** -

J2S

-Ybritht'afurther information of the Bureau. 'the
B?? has'taken little or no activity.-in .the defense of[*

- .. It is the proosal, of-t, Y tat- handrte
'letters ..anonymously.be. forwarded .t6:;EbonY: Magazine, "1820

~7~S.'Nichigan Avenue,'-Chicago-. 1 . 0~ 616and to the':.-illage
'Nvoice,:80 Xini'versity..Place, .Y. § *.~*~. ~ *7..

ft this'proposal -meets with the satisfaction of
.,L- .the Bureau the letter designated for Ebony Magazine, which -

.. -'t'begins"With the vords,flear'Brothers and Sisters would be "

~ailed from a n'egro: area in:,Chicago,:111. The, second letter ,

*;-- for .''the i.T ilage *oice'rwould be . mailed-,from NYC' c

*.. 
* .. d

J .9-.. r6. 1 ..

-- .. :.J~u.: .7
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.Dear. Brotherand.Sisters. .

. ..... As of. this'writing, our lovely'Sister
languishes in jail and her chances of freedom seem remote.

. She's got to pay the man, right? But the question I put to
. . yoU is: Who did the man pay? . .

. You know and I know the pigs can't come up with a
lllacklita Black community: Just-,by. driving around' the ....
streets and' hasseling the Brothers. :I tellyou,:that-: :
Sister [1*] would. still':be free if her..capture wasleft
-rto ,thefederaI' pigs alone iOf course- "it :was not"that; way
at all.':.'There was bread -- lots of pure cash rye -put
into an eager black hand which in turn twisted the knife of
treachery in our Sister's back. -

Now;: the big question-is.who? --Who was.the..cat .

-who dishonored his skin. and took the .30 piecesof ..silver?
-Some of :-tht tts.- in New. York.:andChicago..point their fingers

at.says. -no.-. Naulyhsays no,
.Yoii wouldn't eexpe&t'him' t ay "yes would you? ellmaybe
he's right. Little [*] just don't fit the picture......no
brains, and he's a shooter. . . .

. . Some of the west coast cats are -looking hard at
Brother Newton. Shit, you say,. Huey would never. sell out
to pig country.- Hess.a dedicated Nationalist,;leader of the
Brothers-and Sisters 'and a cat with rel- soul. .Maybe it'st
bullshit but. let's look at,Huey- a little. closer. .He gets
sprung from a stiff rap in August. The man suddenly turns-.
kind and sets our Brother free, - In that.-same month Sister.

iis among the missing as the result of -a,:f rame :the'.
pigs laid on her. What did Huey give for the sunlight and
flowers? Or better still, what did the man give sweet Huey?
How come Huey's size 12 mouth has been zippered 'since our
Sister's bust? Nothing, he says. Absolutely-nothing.

'Not one appeal for justice. No TV, no papers, no radio, no
nothing. He got five grand, so the cats say. It's enough
to make a man wonder. Wouldn't be surprised if Huey didn't
-split the scene soon. I, for one, will be most.interested..

. . - - *

A friend of Sister

to~ -&'i tw

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .
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Eudy tori I~f~ee : iI~1 isa~umb-head'.and' a& hop-V
heAd, Forget-~him. But Iiuey Is smart. -Gets along well .

'with the MAN. The question is: Did this cat bank five
b)ig bills latel~y....... a gi; t from the federal pigs?
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TlE LACK PANTI U: ..

The Black Panther newspaper is the official
.anther Party (BIP). The Party was started
Oakland to organize black people so they ca
Dolitics. and the dastinv of the black comr

9.

.0AIGJAND, CA

newspaper of the Dlack i
during December 1966, in

n take control of the life,
unity, It was organized

1..~*

9 9 .

.1*

., *q* *.

9'..

a

*:7 0
* 1E BLACK PANT (Contd.) *

by BPr Chairman, and 11ucy P. N7ewton, BPP Kinister
of Defense. Ncwton is presently serving a sentence of too to 15 years

'on a conviction of rmanslaughter in connection with the killing of an
Oakland police Officer.

An article entitled "Organizing Self Defense Groups" (Exhibit 3) was
printed in serial form in issues Nos. 17, 18, 20, and 22 of Volume

cIV, dated March 23, April 6 and 18, and May 2, 1970, respectively.
This article includes instructions for handling weapons and recipes
for a self igniting molotov cocktail and a "people' s handgrenade."
1hile we are unable to provide a copy of each issue mentioned, a

copy of issue No. 20 is enclosed as Exhibit E with a copy of page
17 of issue No. 22.

'

. - .*
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APPENDIX E

The following constitutes a partial list of documents

with deletions plaintiffs cpntend were improperly withheld

on grounds of relqvancy:

1. Memorandum dated.11/3/70 from Director, FBI to

SACs, Chicago, New York, and San Francisco and attached

Memorandum dated 10/29/70 from SAC, New York to Director,

FBI authorizing an anonymous mailing to the effect that Huey

Newton was the finger man in the arrest ofl

Several key sections.of this memorandum were deleted. (COINTEL-

PRO and same memoranda produced to plaintiffs -- 5 pages each).

2. Memorandum dated 2/10/71 from Director, FBI to

SAC, San Francisco authorizing the anonymous mailing of a

letter to the brother of a named plaintiff containing an

implied threat on his life designed to have come from followers

of [*] and intended to reach Huey Newton and promote dissension

and distrust. The Note at the bottom of the first page which

explains the significance of this action was deleted. (COIN-

TELPRO --. 1 page; same memorandum plus an additional one --

3 pages).

3. Memorandum dated 2/2/70 from Director, FBI to SAC,

San Diego authorizing a letter to be sent to an employer from

a fictitious person advising them that the employee was a

supporter of the Black Panther Party. Again, the Note at the

bottom of the Director's Memorandum gives the details and

significance of this action. (COINTELPRO -- 1 page; same

memorandum plus another with attachment -- 3 pages).



4. Memorandum dated 4/24/69 from Director, FBI to

S'AC, San Francisco discusses the disruption of the mailing of

BPP publications. The Note instructing the San Francisco

office to review their files with this goal in mind is deleted.

5. Memorandum dated 1/28/71 .from Director, FBI to

SACs, Boston, Los Angeles, New York and San Francisco.

6. Memorandum dated 11/6/70 from Director, FBI to

SAC, San Francisco.

7. Memorandum dated 5/21/69 from Director, FBI to

SAC, Chicago.

8. Memorandum dated 12/28/70 from Director, FBI to

SACs, Atlanta, Cincinnati, New York, San Francisco.

9. Memorandum dated 11/3/69 from Director, FBI to SAC,

Baltimore.

10. Memorandum dated 4/10/69 from Director, FBI to

SAC, New York.

11. Memorandum dated 3/16/71 from Director, FBI to

SAC, San Francisco.

12. Memorandum dated 3/10/71 from Director, FBI to

SAC, San Francisco.

13. Memorandum dated 6/5/69 from Director, FBI to SAC,

Boston.
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RESETM FE=AIlY NINE LAST,

13UREAU AU=ORITY GflW~ED) FOR MAILING OF COWMUICATUoMr

TO flflO'zI= or rWy NE~Trt=iIMPLYING =1IJMET TO NEW1'ONr'. LIFE*

INS1=h RAILfING CAN=iO BE TRACED TO THIE fltmEAUT. ADVISE 0

A)lY POSITM VESUvTS

- ~ BF afla CO-T JTV-L(?

authority to direct special delivery communication to IL
.5 brother of Hluey Newton, U3P leader, containing Implied

* threat to his life by followers of Eldridge Clexver, anothier-
B~PP leader and fugitive in lgerla. Letter being directed
-to Newton's brother since It is logical to assume be will
*pass letter on to Newton. Director advised by Informatite

[ r.73renn,,nCD.Q 1S. -

Sr. COTlp?- l'L R~~ filA~

fr. Cofjte7. COMMUNICATIOINS SECTK)

fr.Ck. FEB3.O9 10.~ 1971.

* rq F E_ EB8 197~ T11-'
_________~~~~~ Uivr rDr r, I MYr~'tns ~
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Pn014 DInREMfl, FBI (100-448006) ~
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K) FEOEItAI. [~UREAU OF INVEST.CAT~ON
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*

I
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I
UAL. UKid' all .SJLAI e

2:45PM URGENT 2/9/71 MCC

~DICTOR (100-448006)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) 2?
* ' . .. . .4 . *

COINTELPRO)- BLACK EXTREMISTS, RACIAL MATTERS,.

. TO PROMOTE DISSENSION AND DISTRUST BETWEEN

4.

HUEY NEWTON AND'

, BUREAU PERMISSION IS REQUESTED TO FORWARD

FOLLOWING COMMUNICATION SPECIAL DELIVERY FROM SANTACRUZ, CALIFORNIA,

To - HOFHUEY NEWTON, IN OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA.

THE "AC" MIGHT BE CONSTRUED BY NEWTON TO BE * , WHOSE

WHEREABOUTS HAVE NOT BEEN KNOWN TO THE BPP FOR SEVERAL WEEKS.

'"DEAR BROTHER-- . . 7.

"PLEASE WARN HUEY. HE DOESN'T KNOW THE DANGER HE IS IN.

HUEY HAS HANDED.OUT SUSPENSIONS AND DISCIPLINE WHOLESALE WITH

NO IDEA OF WHO IS Tofic AND WHO IS NOT.

"WHERf' DOES H THINK ALL OF OUR TROUBLE STARTED. NHY

w DOESN'T HE LOOK TO ALGIERS AND FIGURE IT OU7 FIRST HE LOST

3 N AGE ONE . 0 q1

-LT IIOJ!ATsOI . ,01tTA11

-k jo .f( .)uIm54 Il UIEdU

. t SMRUN FOR TE DIRECTOR

FEDERAL CUREAU OF INVISrA.GTO

COMMUNICATIONS SI ACTION

FE B 91971
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THE SUPPORT OF A GOOD PART OF THE WHITE RADICALS AND NOW THE

NEW YORK CHAPTER.

"WE STILL HAVE PEOPLE AT NATIONAL WHO ARE CLOSE TO NEW

YORK AND ALGIERS. HUEY SHOULD BE CAREFUL BECAUSE WHEN ....

ARRIVES HE MAY END UP LIKE . .

"I

I
I
.1
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPEa rtel .0

To: SAC, San Diego (100-14192)

From: DirectorYqVI5 (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BPP)

JReurairtel 1-22-70.

San Diego is authorized to send the letter set out
in referenced airtel. Take the usual precautions to assure
that this mailing cannot be traced to the Bureau.

You should be alert.for any results from the
mailing of the letter, and furnish any pertinent information
developed to the Bureau.

(5)

San Piez t=1
white male

a jund raising activities on behalf of the extremist Black
Panther Party (BPP). San Diego has suggested that -a letter

m bearing a fictitious name be sent to Union Carbide Company
w officials, in both Son Diego and in New York. This action

should neutralized iiiE2 activities on behalf of the
Black Panther Party. Since the name appearing on the letter
is~fictitious, there is no possiblity of embarrassment to
the Bureau.

P.1 rpL A ~~'

iIl CLLl'r~ wvl
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To: SAC,, San, Diego (100-14192)

From:. Director,'15 1 00-448006) r

'K- COUNTERINTELLIGENTCE PROGRAM!

BLACK NATIONALIST -HATE GROUPS
RACIAL~ XNT1L;LIGENCE . *N

RoEurairtel 1-22-70.

*San.Diego is authorized to send the letter set out
In referenced airtel. Take-the usual precautions to assure
that this mailing cannot be traced to the B~ureau. -- -.

TOVq should be alert for any results from the
mailing of the letter, and furnish any pertinent information
developed to the Bureau, .~-

(5).- .
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nsmnt the'follog 'in :<- r* 1270*~*A4~~ ~ .*.~(.Type i lntxofcode) ~

AXTL-_ AI AIL REGISTER

* *. . .3..(pririty). -

-- -- -------- -- -- - ----------

-s.,T ~.DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006). * b6
r.1 * ~ .. * *. b7C

xv AC I-NDIEGO (10112) (P)

A. BLACK HATION ALIST R ATE 'GOP''.
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE .3 .

SFor the informati tATitf
,who is repor

* Carbide Corporation, San.Diego, ,*

-..Calif ornia,.-has been dentifed as a financial contributor
of the BPP. []'o sa individual of the Caucasian .

)race, has,, in addition to financially contributing to the -

~party,- held fund raising ~meetings at his home and additionally
, attempted to influence other*Union Carbide personnel to support

tteBPPe ',;::.,.'* s ..

9 '- *Bureau permiss ion is'.therefore requested. to send,
the f ollovingletter to L* I Vice President,-
"UionCarbide Corporation, 8888 Balboa Avenue, San Diego,"'

I.California, and to [] President,'Union Carbideg,
Corporation,' 270 Park Avenue, :New York, Nev'York: .

(.; (~)Bureau (AM) (REGISTEII'ED) .... . .'

15-San Francisco (Info) (157-601) (Al) (REGISTERED)'
2.-San Diego

., RLB:beaf 1,4.- .

JA 9.0

;.A$1; .e: SentM Pe

~~ Speciazl Agent in Charge



"Rcty cons idering 'the- purchias6-of .. a ,-ra~ther,.
kVk1AWOf Un"T~ii: aibid6e s to*ck-.' In'dcuin this

~~tranzict~~~o' is~.~Qneo :6,aso&t i ts is

"ne~tt oetht has:'(l urtdbW4

;her,.'ar~tK6 :inancial-ly;',' (2)y. hns"-hold "'Meetng tKji
:residenc toraisd funda 'for the Black- 'Panther

o ()~a Ibe ate~tn t~n uence "the .pars onne1>L
Mrbide,;--An - ,San ig,;7 - support l.BlaCPaflnth er.:-Party.,

.

gad~ypol :as bi~: t yI,.i

4t)in e tq n y 4 or p o a on v s 7rankin g 'em pl y e
,ss t 2 and encourage -:ny' ognaton~vhi ch opEonly:_ -i.

:th,;v~~en o~rthofo.our.; Xree'enterprise -systema.,

~'I'i~bct&of An.r~~b~e'ii~ti;1ai-

,to,.br in g.t his.si tqat ion'.4to .our,; atLnton
.31

T.- 4W~ 9.

'"'r~''~s~ nDiogo;CaClif 0 nia ;? :,

Vor'Kthe1:add ititonal; inform ation'-,ofjte3ra,
'-ELLIS is coploesly, ictitiou , and ,Post -Ofi >*'"

~ trce ~to-te FB "be4
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UMERNLLIGECE PROCRAZ --

BLA&cr, PAmTh PARTY (TSP?)

Voice Is taken of the fact tl'zat the B1'P pul Ic8t icmn
are W~aled from~ headquarters thr-oughout the country. fete
~ecCAmnterintelligence weasures could be taken against the
publicationsIf certain Information Is available frau2§.m-
San Frahcjsco Office files and throug-h Informants,

* :~--San Francisco should Teview its files concerning
publication and distribution of F?? literature to deteriiin-e
vb~ether ve are In possession of the tools necessary to t315direct

*and othervi! e c-au-se confusion In the m~ailings cf these
publications. Tour review should be con-ducted vith the thought

* ~In mind of disruption and specific proposals shcnild be r'.dc
* . together vith the results of your reviewv.

JAX:ra (5)

4J 7 .

*. Sn rancisc', is office of orIg~n In the B??. Aw:-"
such the B?? publications are wraileZ frnnr !latS'nnal le ad6qar terrZ

Ve re Instructing San Trancisco to review files to detirinr
whether there- tire areas wherein we can cau'ep dissen~fnn on
4irp iIn the mailings of these blcton..

1969
I-TO

~A 3A

£ ,- ~ -M.

SAC, San Francisco (117-169

1~j3
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* ~UTE lIN 2-1-. P

SAC, San Francisco (157-601) 4/24/69

'Director, FBI (100-448006) 1- Mr. G. C. Moore

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGPJM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE .
E1ACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Notice is taken of the fact that the BPF publications
are nailed from headquarters throughout the country. Effective
counterintelligence treasures could be taken against the
publications if certain information Is available from
San Francisco Office files and through informants.

San Francisco should review its files concerning
publication and distribution of BEP literature to determine
whether we are i possession of the tools necessary to misdirect
and otherwise cause confusion in the nalings of these
publications. Your review should be conducted vith the thought
in mind of disruption and specific proper als sh-ul d be made
together with the results of your yevi ew.

JAM:ra (5)

NOTE:

aV.

23

AR2,3 1969 2

r99 MAY 2 TmrIt ff GQQ J TE TYPr UNIT EDJ ~ ,j~~<~~O\
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COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS

1 f1 --. -, 1*

RACIAL MATTERS k*...

1- ' eSFtel to Bureau and recipient offices 1/25/71
captioned 'BPP - Disciplinary Action, PH."

In addition to disciplinary action outlined in
retel, latest issue of BP newspaper (1/23/71) ind+eate.
BPP leader uey P. Newton also expelled n the

his companions and denounce
so recently suspended by Newton-we-Ztant-

since reinstated) and 411

It appears that Newton responds violently to any

.question of his actions or policies or reluctance.to do his
bidding. He obviously responds hastily without getting all
the facts or consulting with others.

The Bureau feels that this near hysterical reaction

by the egotistical Newton is triggered by any criticism of
his activity, policies or leadership qualities and some of
this criticism undoubtedly is result of our counterintelligeP

projects now in operation.

NB:drl : - 171
(14) L ' "dlSEE NOTE PAGE TWO

COMM.FIM

197~ I~h. 2:D

-------- MATrL nOOuM TELETYPE UNIT)

ii

T~o: SACal Boston
Los Angeles
Niew York

Ct.,.y~Le~Jt\ an Francisco.
From*& DirectJz, FBI

%r

T1 QN 1,9

1128171-

- Z

1 ............1 - '-~;F~4~-7

rrtei



-2 -

rtel to Boston et al

COINTEIRO Black Extremists .

The present chaotic situation within the BPP mus
be exploited and recipients must maintain the present high .
level of counterintelligence activity. You should each give
this matter priority attention and immediately furnish Bureau

.recommendations for further counterintelligence activity
designed to further aggravate the dissension within BPP leader
ship and to fan the apparent distrust by Newton of anyone who

questions his dishes.

NOTE:

Huey P. Newton has recently exhibited paranoid-
like reactions to anyone who questioned his orders, policies,
actions or otherwise displeases him. His Hitler-like
hysterical reaction, which has very likely been aggravated
by our present counterintelligence activity, has resulted
in a number of suspensions of loyal BPP workers. It
appears Newton may be on the brink of mental collapse and

e must- intensify our counterintelligence.

.*.

. * . . .
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this criticism. undoubtedly is result.bf.:. our counterintelligence

projects now in operation.
MAILED 2Z S

.RNB:drl

(1 4 ) A C281-FB1 SEE NOTE PAGE THO
COMM-F8 .

. . .... ALL f .0 or;TAI;
FFE84 8197rzs .m
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TO: SACs, Boston
Los Angeles
New York..

Fro. Director ni FBI

.. V..~)

COINTELPRO) - BLACK EXTREISTS
1AoIAl MATTERS

.R. 0 .eStel 'to Bure an eiient offices 1/25/71
-captioned IBPP Disciplinary Action, RM.

In addition to disciplinary action outlined i
retel, latest issue of BPP newspaper (1/23/71) indicates
BPP leader Huey P. Newton also expelled Panther *

I his companions and den . s CIA a ent
Also recently suspended by Neut were Panthers 1

(since reinstated) and n

It appears that Newton responds violently to any -
question of his'actions or policies or reluctance to do his

bidding. He obviously responds hastily without getting all
.the facts or consulting with others..

. The Bureau feels that this near hysterical readition
by the egotistical Newton is triggered by any criticism of

ohis activity, policies or leadership qualities and some of
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE
1116/70

AI -___

TO: SAC, San Francisco (157-601)

1< From:i Director* kh 10-448006)-

* GOIMTIYRO - BLACK ETREH~ISTS

R~ACIAL. MATTERS

ReSFairtael 10/28/70.

Your proposal to send tle anonymous note to
Huey P. Newton regarding drugs Is approved. Insure that
mailing c~annot- be traced to Bureau.

Advise Bureau of tangible results of this
* counterintelligence proposal.

C01 N TEl? Ro is recent designated code word for
(0r counterintelligence program.

San Francisco propo3ed aIoqynous not. bt senft to
Newton., BPP Supreme Coisrnnder, criticizing Eldridge Cleaver,

* ~ lMnister of Information, In Algiers, for i tplaying footsie".
~~/ with Tim- ( Leary, the iaped~convict. fromn California who 1/

Is ardent ndvocsto- of LSD and seeking asylum with Cleav-!r *

)n Algiers. The J3PP has published newspaper articles
ttb.~_ blasting. use of drugs. The anonymous note could cause

dIssen81on~be5ijenN "ton and Cleaver over this issue.

Cole. NOV V"197V

I N alEFTYPF unITFl1



Tsonsmit t e following in

-6

FBI -
7.

(Type 14 rld"LCia of cod*)

A IItTEL A . 1!AIL (PEGISTTFrt) I

--- - -- - -- - - - -y - - - -

TO:DIRECTOR( FBI (1UU-4400b)

FROM: AN RANCISCO (157-601)

0 b6
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM b7C
BLACK NATIONALIST -=HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTBHR PARTY

As the Bureau is aware, TI1 LEAP.Y,the escaped convict
from California who is an ardent advocate ofLSD, has sought
asylum with ELDRIDGE CLEAVE. in Alcern and/is known to have
travelled in the Far East with uAnasmuch as the
"Black Panther Party" has publisTh_ articles blasting the use
of drugs it is suggested that San Francisco be allowed to forward
the following anonymous letter to HUEY NEWTON:

"San Francisco, California
Date

'Mr. N~ewton: 7T tj T D~F

t"Dope plus capitalism equals genocide.

"If that is true I can't believe that Eldridge Cleaver,
and are playing footsie with .TimPLeary. ,p'Leary is .the
greatest acid head and dope addict there is. I think Cleaver
like any other Black Panther Party member should take orders from
you before he starts associating with a drugger.

- Bureau (PM)
2 -- San Francisco
LS/ jr

ALL oPJnA oNCounTAIED

EXCE? I I FMR
0 L WISE..

r to the People*

I2N

~-. i

Via

"

'-I *~

V WISE-

Date: 10/28/
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*-~ Airtel 
.

TO: SAC San Francisco

Frm.-r. - e~oI'M 10-48006)

"CINEPR L- Z MEMf~ISTS
R~ACIAL. MATTERS 

.

* ~ --eSFairte1lO/28/70. 
* K---

*You1r.proposal -to send tb io~osnt t1{uey P. '-'ewton'regarding drugs is approe nuetafailing cannot be traced t6 Bureau.

.Advise Bureau of tangible resutt fths'. .
*:' COUnterIntelligence proposal. s of this

-~ 
El,.4

. .. n ........



Y.fl ggtno . s.22-so4 ( I .4 ***:

FB
W~ B I.

. Date: 10/28/70 . 1

Transmit t oIolowing~ inSt efoll wi i (Type in plainscxt or code)

IRTEL IR MAIL (REGISTFPD)M
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) b7C

FROM: , FRANCISCO (157-601)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY. -.

4 As the Bureau is aware, L*1 the escaped nvict
from California who is an ardent advocate of LSD, has sought
asylum with L*] "in Alq ria and is known to have
travelled in the Par -East with L*J Inasmuch as the
"Black Panther Party" has published articles blasting the use
of drugs it is suggested that San Francisco be allowed to forward

A the following anonymous letter to HUEY NEWTON:.-

A -"San Francisco, California

. -Newton:

Dope plus capitalism equals genocide.

4"If that is true I can't believe that
and [*lare playing footsie with *is
greatest acid head and dope addict there is. I think [t
like any other Black Panther Party member should take orders from
you before he starts associating with a drugger.

r to the People"

Bureau (PM) A.
2 -. San Francisco
LS]J/jr 1

Approved: Sent M Po

Special Agent in Charge .
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-SAC, Chi cao CPO

7,~

MTflTERIM~ELLGEM~E PRGAll -~;*,. .

. .b tk}TXOAII~..TATEGROUP

WY.~l PAIrJ2 PARTY __ B*F?).
(COFIE 1572209

*BJFL 100-449618---~-

- ~ e I. .eOG t 511169.

Authority Is granted to Instruct selected BEF '*

Infrmatsfor use In creating a rift betveen the BPF and
teStudents for a Democcratic Society. These sources sL--u3U

1begiven different arguments so that this does not In*k like
plain. Tour selection of the sources should b~e of those-

0'r t are in a position to influence BPP thinking. Be careful -

E hat the sources do not find tbeniselves Isolated from the P

The articles appearing Si the 4/24/69 edition of
"New Left Vates"' "n 'The Guardian!' sreblng reviewed for ,7;
reproduction as suggested In relet, Ycu vill be advi,.ed a *

concerning this. t) /iir- ....

QJMM:ra--.6)-F.Ay21

The Students for a DemocratIc Society (SDS) arnd
the B31'are cooperating In several vay s to expinit their "

como revolutionary al Together these organirz-t".ns os"
~cf idable threat Ch cago has proposed that BPP inf ormknt5

SEE NOTE COMTINUEI PACE TWO
Cie .. --

21al C!C 4 m rt111iii 3 40O
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SIetter to SAg -C I c -, o

RE~: -~ 4)U T ER XkE4G2CE PROGRA.$ '--- *i~'

_ *~~~f - 7T-:-

'be Instructed to plant tb-e Idea that th~e SDS In -exp~o~t~ng the ';>N
Th. -7ere are various good ..rguments available to a ccoipM I a

",t-:. -this such as the SDS Is using the BPP for their dirty w~rk or thr?
7-~~'x$PSvili relegate the PP to the status of ser-vants.' The 'plnting

Sof this idea In the minds of UP leaders should pocse n- problem.*.
2 t vould be a definite advantage If these tv#o groups tvere' alfeenat
We are nuthorS zirg Chicago tn instruct selected n~rat '...

~-'~-~- plant Ideas and c"utirning then to make sure that the a'~
.. Ideas--are different In nature and,-of course, vill not heave BET

Aegders w1i the Idea th-at this Is a plan. Chicago baes also ':

za5de aMiailable zorme newspaper articles with the thought In v'lnd
ofanonync),s mailings. These articles question'tbt SDS - BP1.*-.

TT alliance. V~e :Ire rPprocaucing these articles and viii c~,nsider,.-.*
Fo use as counterintel ligence.

%.. ... ... ... .... ... .

-. 2--~

..A ~-~-- ~ **54~,~.*'A

.1~ 4-
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L
SAC, Chicago

pirector, FBI

OUNTERINTELLIGNCE PROGRAM
-BCIAK-NATXONALIST_- HATE GROUP
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
(CGFILE 157-2209)
(BUFfI.E 100-448006)

COINTELPRO - NEW LEF

ReCGlet 5/1/69.

I:

5/21/69

[*1

I

~2,ZL~SI L~
-~

Authority is granted to instruct selected BPP-
informants for use in.creating a rift between the BPP and
the Students for a Democratic Society. These sources should
be given different arguments so that this does not look like

plan. Your selection of the sources should be of those
L who are in a position to influence BPP thinking. Be careful
52 i that the sources do not find themselves isolated from the BPP

. k leadership.CV 2*

The articles appearing in-the 4/24/6 edition or
"New Left Notes" and "The Guardian" are being reviewed for
reproduction as suggested in relet. You will be advised
concerning this. / - q.,[

JTAMra (6 MAY 21 1969Q
... ~..,, V

NOTE: P

*/SEE NOTE CONTINUED PACE T1O 70/

.2 AjZ]TELETYPE WVlT .y j!
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-. * .-. '. 12/ $7

F -'i-irtel .4

To: AsAana(nclosure) 2
Cincinnati (Enclotrure)
New York (Enclosure)
San Trancisco (Enclosure)

From: Dir 1u /..'~' 
"-

.COIMTLPRO -. BLACK~ IRE1~ISTS

RACIAL I'AmTRs

XRe~Yet with enclosures 12/10/70.

* 0

Enclosed for recipients is a copy of the zemoranaumn
addressed to "All SNCC EIbrkers" submitted by New York as
enclosure to relet but which bears Blight alterations on pages,.
one and two made at the bureau,

Bureau authority is granted for Atlanta to prepare
and mail copies of the enclosed Student National Coordinatirg

. Committee (SNCC) memorandum and its enclosure to. individuals and
Black Panther Party (MPP) locations as recommended by New York.
The memorandum should bear a date in proximity to the. items' .-

mailing. Atlanta should note, however, correct mailing address
to be utilized in directing these items to the BPP in ' -
Philadelphia should be Black Panther Party, 3625 Wallace Street,
Philadelphia, .Pennsylvania, hile those to be directed to
Eldridge Cleaver should be mailed to him at the address -
Boite Postal 118, Crande Poste, Algiers, Algeria, hb.

b7C
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* Airtel to SACs, Atlanta et *1 . ..
. o . IRC - BACK EXTREMISTS---- . - ...

. J * . ." * 4*** '. *

St448006 -4*,. . '

*jv 9

Atlanta is instructed to insure reproductions ad
mailing of these items are handled in a manner to preclude
tracing of this counterintelligence proposal to the Bureau,

pis.

IE

Recipients should advise of positive counterintel'j1
ligence benefits derived from this technique.

fop9 7

NOT.E: New York has suggested ailing of a so s -
um- prepared by the current leader of SNCC, E-1-ME

and addressed to "All SNCC Workers," to various BPP offices
leaders, andcertain BPP-spphlogikts. The memorandum is to"

. !enclose an article which appeared 1n the 6/20/70 issue-o'e.
"The Black Panther," as written.by BPP leader Eldridge Cleav ' er

BPP f presiding in Algeria,'criticizing SNCC leader'
as a do-nothing revolutionary. The supposed

SNCC memorandum not only defends - status as a '
revolutionary, but severely crit cizes Cleaver as a coward

"living in exile while the revolutionary struggle is carried..
on at homne by SNCC and The proposed memorand
submitted by New York has been altered at the Seat of -

Government to indicate the BP? article was only recently:#.-
brought to SNCC's attention and.to include a brief final
statement indicating thEa SNCC memorandum was also being
brought to the attention of Cleaver and the BPP organization,
This counterintelligence activity is designed to further
disrupt an already-strained relationship between the BPP and .
SNCC.

, ft * Sd

... ,~., .

. *1*

1 0.
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12/28/70

*** ** db 4.

-. - - Airtel- -

p.

* .. .*-

* .*.....

To; SACs, Atlanta (Enclosure)
Cincinnati (Enclosure)

,!n P New York (Enclosuie)
.-San Francisco (Enclosure)

From; DjirI (100448006)

COINTELPRO . BACK EXTREMISTS
RACIAL HATTERS .. N

. . . . -ISU S

1ReNYlet with enclosures 12/10/70.

Enclosed for recipients is a copy of the memorandum

addressed to "All SNCC 1rkers" submitted by New York as an

enclosure to relet but vhich bears slight alterations on pages

one and two made at the Bureau.

:*--:-.Bureau authority is granted for Atlanta to prepare

and mail copies of the enclosed Student National Coordinating

Committee (SNCC) memorandum and its enclosure to individuals and

Black Panther Party (BPP) locations as recommended by New York.

The memorandum should bear a date in proximity to the items'

mailing. Atlanta should note, however, correct mailing address

to be utilized in directing these items to the BPP in ;

. Philadelphia should be Black Panther Party, 3625 Wallace Street,

. . Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,. while those to be directed to

L*J should be mailed to him at the address

Boite Postal 118, Grande Poste, Algiers,. Algeria.

PE 11: ekw fb II2)i

[ J (13)1

DEC281970
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~ ~ Airtel 'to SACs, lanta et al
~ Th;COINTELPRO -BLACK P.X=RJIsTS-'

,.I.~OQ448O6f.'i ~ g,. r-

*-Atlanta is instructs toinsure reproductions and'

mailing of these items are handled in a manner to preclude
j-, tracing of this counterintelligence proposal to the Bureau.

R ec* .ipients should avs of .. positive cutrne-

~~ ~-LgtLLI.. benefits derived from' this .technique. '~ .

4~~~~~_ . I. T I, r r ;?. . ... b . . ~ *'

s~ ~ ... - ~ ~ ~ ;5.-77.
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.- *'-- EH:bad (27)
G!11 SEE NOTE PAGE TO

.4X SoP' 0 TI E198 *AETW

1. If EPP branches in your territory are sending
reports on tape to national headquarters or to other branches,

2. If tapes are generally dictated by the same
person, if so, vbo? . -

3. The extent of use, that is, are tapes sent
on a regular basis or sporadically, If regularly, are they
sent out on a particular day of the veek? . . ... ..

4. Tull description of tape utilized including
brand, size, etc. 4 5

I - Boston 1 -e-J Uaven

1 - Chicago 1 w - or c_
1 - Cleveland 1L .- laboma CitjeNOV 7
1- Denver .. a1

-* Detroit - Philadephia
1 - Indianapolis .. 1 - rortIand
1 - Tansas City . 1 - Sacr ento
1 -os Angeles . San Diego
1 - iake - . 1 -rancsco
S- inneoli 1 -Seattle

Springfield

* .**S.

ROU E IN ENVELO 7
- *. ....... . .... *..

SAC Baltfore.. -. .. - -- ~ 11369.

~le t r* Y - I - . .. . 3..* *_ __*_

rector, FBI .L

iTERIMTELLIGENCE PRPGAM -

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
DLACK PANTHE PARTT (BPP) 7:. *!.

Recent consunications received at the Bureau
indicate that various BPP branches are forarding taped
reports to national BPF headquarters at San Francisco.
In abeffort to determinne if this procedure vill lend
itself to successful counterintelligence operations, it is . -

requested that the recipient offices determine the following.



Letter to SAC,, E-Mltirmre

-. - .- 1DUCK H{ATIOHALIST - 1VAT GDUFS *...:

RACIAL INTLLG2 = -

5. ?Fet1~od of pcRaging, addressing and afng
* Xn this connection it would bea helpful to Ia-ov. if protective"

* packaging is utilized or vbether regularly available con~xarciftl
trailing carton is used, ,***..

6. Any other available..5nfornmation readn thau
* gjanujljlxi ofL these~ tapes.

The use of tapes for transmnittinig reports to nationA..'-
h~eadquearters suggests the counterintelligence possibility of
preparing anid ailing tapes containing disruptive,, erroneous
Information. Also under cetdncruienest be-

~ 7 .** feasible to e-ra-e or distort these tapes zi& g them valusleas
to th recipient.,.

possibilities which they may suggest them'selves are~

-. - otedD oret frcpetofie ocrigteeo

Trandle prom~ptly and furnish results to Bureau end

Mie recent information concerning the 'se of tape
-- to send reports to B?? 7-eadqu~aters suggests the,- possibility'""'i

of certain counterintelligence techniqties. as outlined aoe$
in addition to others v4dch may b~e suggested by the field. -17 In order to determine if further consideration along tee-

lines is warranted, the primary survey as requested in tis.
-. etter is in order. ..... . -. **-.

.. S.... - . ..... . .... . ....

-ft-. .0



RO AE IN EN,
SAC, Baltimore

Director, FBI

CO N1TERINTELLICENCE PROGRAM

11-3-69

1 -
[*],

.BLACK NATIONALIST - HAT GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

* BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
. - .. . ............ .C

* ~*

Recent communications received at the Bureau
indicate that various BPP branches are forwarding taped
reports to national BPP headquarters at San Francisco.
In an effort to determine if this procedure will lend
itself to successful counterintelligence operations, it is
requested that the recipient offices determine the following.

1. If BPP branches in your territory are sending
reports on tape to national headquarters or to other branches.

r717
L0

0 5

2. If tapes are generally dictated by the same
person, if so, who?

3. The extent of use, that is, are tapes sent
on a regular basis or sporadically. If regularly, are they
sent out on a particular day of the week?

4. Full description of tape utilized including
brand, size, etc. -, /,- y
I - Boston

c i - Chicago L. 1IG
I - Cleveland -

I - Denver

1 - Detroit
1 - Indianapolis
1 - Kansas City
1 - Los Angeles
1 - Milwaukee
1- Minneapolis
1 - Newark

HEH:bad (27)
NOV' AIOY

- MAIL itoom~l T jY E UN~IT=

- New Haven --

- New York
- Oklahoma Cit) 8 NOV 7 1969
- Omaha
- Philadelphia
- Portland

- Sacramento
- San Diego
- San Francisco
- Seattle
- Springfield

SEE NOTE PACE TWO
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Letter to SAC, dAoimore
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

. BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE . . .

BLACK P.ATRER PRY(pP

. i 5. Method of packaging, addressing and mailing.
In this connection it would be helpful to know if protective
packaging is utilized or whether regularly available commerci 1
mailing carton is used. ..

: 6. Any other available information regardIng the .
handling of these tapes... . . j. - :

The use of tapes for transmitting reports to national
headquarters suggests the counterintelligence possibility of
preparing and mailing tapes containing disruptive, erroneous
information. Also under certain circumstances it may be
feasible to erase or distort these tapes making them valueless
to the recipient. . -. * '..:--.

Comments of recipient offices concerning these or
other possibilities which they may suggest themselves are
invited.

1' andle promptly and furnish results to Eureau and
San rancisco. ..

NOTE:

2-5

. ....... . .....
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nKRINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM PERSON ATTENTION
BLACK NATIONALIST - H{ATE GROUPS
RACIAL ITELLIGENCE --- -
(BLACK ramia ralR) RT
DUDED: APRIL 18, 1969 JLr INOAiTOTA IR .Is

I'If&'Lt 2 ' -~ , 1 .1. ) fA

t-r'-co this airtel ts being furnIshed for
New To file10-129802,91Comiunist Party, United States of

A ij~.J& ~ LSLIJ~ *'JLI~ & ~Ab ~ L~ -~

i41j

Miami aitrtel dated 316169 captioned "Comuniat .
Infiltration in Racial Matters," copies furniahed Nev York and
San Francisco, New York file 100-153735, contained information
that the CPUSA Commission on Black Liberation adopted a motion
that the CPUSA accept the program of the Black Panther Party
(BPP), work closely with the BP?, and join it. It can be -

ticipated that this proposal vill bPe presented to the CPUSA
ational convention vhich in scheduled to begin in Vev York City
n 4/- . . .. .. .. .

In order to effectively thwart any support for tha
PP by the CPUSA and in addition to disrupt factions within*

CPUSA, it is believed that counterintelligence action

Enclosure - .. .

£1 - an Francisco
00-3-104-34 (CPUSAppouqterintcl1i ence Program

F115S T PAA t (/

F4 I r ih;

cr)

1. 0

_:C)

; R 1.I

- tN

1

1

SAC, New York (100-161140)

: Director, FBI (100-448006)
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* AIrtel to SAC, V1ey York .:.c 1 - -. ~
CJNTERNTF-LL1GECE PROGRAM, DLh2K IIATIONALIST-HXIS GROUPSP

SRACIAL 2JNTELLIGME. BAC-TN AF Z

.as. h Id 1 e taken &tgeinst the proposal of the Co~~isslon c'n
Black Liberation. The Bureau feels that the zost effective ~~

a means of doing this is throlagh an anonym~ous "~Irving"lette t.

Dueu nre~hC Xa~o rbe-aEion s t-ei
fromroi such letters in tMa past cft the CHISA-Jewish "sticoi.,.-
d It to believed that the time Is right for another ouch letter
* uhich would strike a double 'blow against the BF'? ard the Ci'USA

by emphasizing. tc2=ha anti-Semitic and pro-Chinese eovaxuniat
line of the B??. .. a *..

-'At cord i nglyt N~ew York should prepare an "Irving" ~ -

~p;.letter in the dialect previously used t~hich vill contain U.. '~
: dAta outlined 'belov aimed at denying CUSA support to the 131'

* and, to further -disrupt the CPUSA on the eve of itsa convention.,-
In connection with the =ue of an "tIrv~ing"l letter,, Wew York~-
zhould coordinate thics r"-atter with the Agent handling the CI'VSA -
coUnterintelli Pence progra=a..

-. Ths "Irvine" letter should point out to ____ that

There i~ -a faction in the CIIJSAO led by its former residential
'candidate Charlene Mitchell, that vaflts to align the CUSA vitb

the DF'i and adopt the latter's 10 point progreta. . "Irving"
should express alarm at this 'because of the extreme anti-Semitim.
of the B??. in support-of this position, "Irving" should furntah-

with the following editions of the official B?? nev paper

TheMak anther" and point out the below listed articlezr: ~

#'Palestinia~n Commandos Attac~k
-. ~~Israeli Airport" - .. %,

*-'*..1217/68, page 10 Lete frm all. D erg,

th p a er .
.,

4 1 do

2 *.*.a -



Mirtel to M, VewTork --.

JWIUEITELLICG iCE PRcXGRAM, BLACK~ NATI ONALI ST -RATE GIDUP aS.;j
~ ~A 1 ThTLLG2i0 (DLCK PThRPARY) Z4-~

96 14Utesi nwro

4--.- - . ~attackin& himi "n Israel. .. ~.-

.; ~'*-***114169, page 13 '- Falestine Guerrill" VS -

Copies of these edition-,81:1ouJd b~e obtained for~
=5. forwarding~ Iq "Itrving" v ith appropriate rezarkz er

<atvnderlinin~g on each ,irticle,'In the event 1raor Tork -do-e3 not....
,.~.have opie3 of these edition:,,' tho Bureau 'viii. furnish thiez~

-w to ?ew Tork on te-gu"- t. ~ pitot......

DPP? ideology in Chin,23e cowrinat, orlent-ed uhich cc>mplete1
'rrcontradicta the CPUSA policy of support for theLSo~ietZ, ub

a.re mm ew -ngaged'dn a serious confrontation vith China. -Th
£~suppaort of thin' contention "Irtving" could point m~~t to.1E:- 77

~ :th4_ f ollovina articles in tbh- above-rnentloned editions3 of -.-

11The Black ranther":

12121168, page 19 -"China Views US Student R~evol.t"

J*'4**~~~~ clateUh ~K n4  
-.. 4. ~ ,

1/41,9, pse 3"Maiman aolzVorkPubl i shed
.45~~I Mnexico" I.

J*.~1/4159, paze 11. " Chairma~n Mao's Vork ln:Columbi

* In addition, the DPF ' Eighit'Vointa of Attention" iand.'
"Three Main Rules of Di.s-cipline" vhich appear in each edition -

Of 1"The Black Fant-her" are taken directly from~ ae 256 of th~

.4 ok .(otto. f- rm Cha v-a lfa .4 - n OW,~ * .



.CTTMRMLLIECE FROGRMO[ DUCCK 11ATIO. ALIST-M1TE ft~~ OR -

"Irving" a3hould also poiat ouxt that eveni the
imperialistic capitalistic press recognize3s the pro-cin-4a.5

~* ?elief3 of the ZI'P and a copy of the 12/15168 edjion of
~ "Combat" should 'ba furnished This issue of "Combat"f

tpeci ficallyr poiatb out ivhera in th-a Ried Book~ th * a -
--~*taken ?Mao'ap btatemZita and adopted then a ~

Xerox copy of the pertinent part of this iashue of tCmbit"- S

Is attached for you: a~zistance wnd you sbould obtain a copy
of 'this issue to Ihe tent, to safter It ha~s been marked and.
handled to Ztvm it a~ "used" T h. *-. ._

lot,
0 In order to effectively utilize thib econt-erSlntelligenc.

~ *echic~ieprior to the CFtXSA conveatiofolie T orl obould VcdT4,...
. its proposal in accordance viith thz above for Bureau approVal (:

by 4118169. N~ewe Yorl-k should also submit 5.ts observations of
$ thisA proposal along vith any other poposal it feels will1 zerva

to'negate CFUSA W-Upport For the B??. ~-

OT E~ lew York has ina the past effectively utilized the

W.I..-'coun terin tell t ente tCbflqua of having "Irvin~g," a disgruntled
Jeish zeinber of the CI'USA, rite top- in Wr fe

eg7-72-sn turn uses the information furn d by Irvingtt t
A; Ljt C18 Vin' - __--: have proven to teembarra

* mg and inju r osto eif effective in this Ins tance,,
inich an article vculd not only further disrupt the C!'USA on the,

* * eve of itz convention but it riay prove effective In forcing tba
CPUSA not to adopt the proposal for aligntnentith the BPP uhichb

a is Ieing pushed b7y a j~tiitant faction of the CPUSA. This would
deny to the B?? aniy -aid or support which might be forthcoming'
from the UFUSA.

. * . -



Miami airtel dated 3/6/69 cautioned "Comunist
Infiltration in Racial M1atters," copies furnished New York and
San Francisco, New York file 100-153735, contained information
that the CPUSA Commission on Black Liberation adopted a motion
that the CPUSA accept the program of the Black Panther Party
(BPP), work closely with the BPF, and join it. It can be
anticipated that this proposal will be presented to the CPUSA

to national.convention which is scheduled to begin in New York City
Son 4/30/69.

a In order to effectively thwart any support for the
C PP by the CPUSA and in addition to disrupt factions within

CPUSA, it is believed that counterintelligence action I

iEnclosure

E*]
(CPuilSA. C ,ncc- Program

1 ': *)*GL

-&.1967 TEUrTYPr:UNITDX

jpr-1 10 1969

Airtel
4 E*

To: SAC, New York (100-161140)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM PERSONAL ATTEHTI01i
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

U (BLACK PANTHER PARTY) P .o

BUDED: APRIL 18, 1969 ,L . RMATION CONTNE

An extra copy this airtel is being furnished .for
New York '}7-w "Communist Party, United States of
America (CPUSAT Cunterintelligence Program, IS - C."
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Airtel to SAC, New York
Lk-.d..,'.cUfiTERINTELLIGENCRCUNTEINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS,

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE, (BLACI0'PANTHER PARTY)
. -448006 ;. . : .. . . . .. ...

should be taken against the proposal of the Comission on
Black Liberation. The Bureau feels that the most effective.
means of_,oin this is through an anonymous "Irving" letter

--. z. - .. The New York Times." Tire
Bureau as noted men p easure t Pefavorable reaction stemm#i g

from such letters in the past on the CPUSA-Jewish question.
It is -believed that the time is-right for another such letter
which would strike a double blow against the BPP and the CPUSA
by emphasizing to [*1 \the anti-Semitic and pro-Chinese communist
line of the BPP. . .

Accordingly, New York should prepare an "Irving'
letter in the dialect previously used which will contain the

5' data outlined below aimed at denying CPUSA support to the BPP
jo. and to further disrupt the CPUSA on the eve of its convention.

In connection with the .use of an "Irving" letter, -New York
should coordinate this matter with the Agent handling the CPUSA
counterintelligence program. .

.... :The !'Irving" letter should point out to that44% f ~tJ~oninth
thereisa f the CPUSA, led by its former presidential
candidate L*LJ , that wants to align the CPUSA with .

'the BPP and adopt the latter's 10 point program. "Irving"
should express alarm at this because of the extreme anti-Semitism
of.the BPP. In support of this position, "Irving" should furnish

4v ~- with the following editions of the official BPP.newspaper
"The Black Panther" and point out the below listed articles:

11/16/68, page 9 - "Mao Condemns US-Israeli Link"
"Palestinian Commandos Attack

. Israeli Airport"

-12/7/68, page 10 - Letter from [*1

-Jew,. attacking anti-Semitism in
the paper.. . .

*.-4-
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Airtel to SAC, New York
COUNTERINTELLICENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE, (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

:110C-448006' . . . . .. .

12/21/68, pages

9 &14 Letters- in answer to
attacking him and Israel

.. 4/69,: page 10 "Arab Protests UN Partitioii

3 .

, -- -of Palestine".

1/4/69, page 18 "Palestine Guerrillas VS
Israeli pigs"

Copies of these e ions should be obtained for

.forwarding byCIrig"t with appropriate remark ad
declining onpeach article. In the event New York does not

have copies of these editions, the Bureau will furnish them
to New York on request. . .

"Irving" should then point out to that the
BPP ideology is Chinese communist oriented i completely

~ ... contradicts the CPUSA policy of support for the Soviets who
are now engaged .in a serious confrontation with China. in

.<Y. support of-this contention '.Irving" could point out to
th& following articles in 'the .above-mentioned editions or

/ PThe Black Panther": - . . . .

12/21/68, page 19 - "China Views US Student Revolt"

. .datelie "Peking" .

* 1/4/69, page 8 - "Chairman Mao' s Work Published
. ~in Mexico" ..

1/4/69, page 11 - "Chairman Mao's Work in Columbia"

In addition, the BPP "Eight Points of Attention" and
"Three Main Rules of Discipline" which appear in each edition

. of 'The Black Panther" are taken directly from page 256 of the
Re Book (quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-tung). .

* . . .
* * 3a
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Airtel to SAC, New York
COUNTERINTEILIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS,
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE, (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

0-448. - ..

16 -s -4....

"Irving" should also point out that even- the
imperialistic capitalistic press recognizes the pro-Chinese
beliefs of the BPP .and a copy of the 12/15/68 edition of

."Combat" should be furnishedC -. (his issue of "Combat"
specifically points out where in the Red Book the BPP has
taken Mao's. statements and adopted them as .BP policy. A

;e-V ';XeroX copy of the pertinent parts of this issue of "Combat" .
. is attached for your assistance and you should obtain a copy

of this issue to be sent toE- after it has been marked and
handled to give it a "used" look. (L

In order to effectively utilize this counterintelligence
technique prior to the CPUSA convention, New York should submit.

'its proposal in accordance ith the above for Bureau approval
by'4/18/69. New York should also submit its observations -of.
this proposal along with any other proposal it feels Vill serve'
to negate CPUSA support for the BPP.

~ ~ NOTE:

.f *

F. .

.- 44



To:CIAC' Sa Fracico(17-i
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I.

flcurtce1 3/11/71 captiolled "J3PP - )i11r- And .....

Publications 9 RM - BPPi" .. *~.

You aro authorized to iwaediately send by air retail
three copies of the 3/13/71 issue of "T7ho Black Pathor"
now'spaper to Eldridge Cleaver in Algeria. An unsigned, *

t3'povritten note should nccoqipa ny the papers~ stating "This
Is what ve think~ of punk'.s and cordsi" Xnsuiro the 13ur aa u.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

cannot, ba i&-ntif iod with this mailing. .*.

RN I3:pjc ... .-

3/13/71 issue of 'rThe Black Pan their" contains !Eull

page caricature of Fldrd iie Cleaver indicating, extreme~

co'varcice. 'Thk miailing to Cleaver will insure he receives the

.paper and vill exacerbate the Intense divergences between

Cleaver and flucy P. Nev'ton and 13PP? National flacdquarters. *

Z ..

MME 22*-~

B 1~IERET 
T

rCk 
E Tl 

r " "

F
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-- ROUTE'mqTELiE .~q*

3. -

J.94

Pro:*-Director, FBI (100-448006) B'N~co

-- ' town BI1Ac E=RMS3.4.r

Reuttel 3/11/71 captioned '1fl1' - r3.xs and.

Publications, fl -
/P~

- You are authorized to inimedintely nend by a ir =il

tbre oe of the 3/13/71 issue of "The BlcPanther"~

typeritefnote should ncCompanY the P2nPors statinlg "h~i)s

C nnot be 
.dniidwt ti aiig

-4$

* . .* * .. *;. 
* . 4 j

7-7 7777
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To: SAC, San Francis-co (157-601) E

From: D~irector, FI~p (ioo-44ncDO6) .-. *.-..--

~.COINTELPRO *- M3ACK EXr~r,1STS.= '

Unless informaation in your possession Indicates it
Inappropriate, you at-o authorized to inodiately send by air na~ill
threc copies of the 3/6/71 issue of "Thei fllacc Panther"' nc'ispaper
to Eldridge Cicavor In Algoria. An unsigned typcwritten note
r:,iould accompany the papers stating 'his is vhat we think oZ
punks and cowards."' Insure the Durean cannot be Identified with.

teent tomachingit nonades n~o~ga oy

Also you should submit to the Bureau for approval a.
proPosed letter. to the D.1ropean 13?) Solidarity Com ' ttC~es to ba
3/6/71 Issuo c. "he M~ae% Panther" . . . . . . . . :

713e proposed letter should follow the theme that 12
they align with Cleaver, they can expect to bo disavowed by '
National Zeadquarters. This letter should be quite short,
unsigned and zmoro in the torm of a notice than a letter. .

-The-.;/6/71 issue of 1"The Black Panther" is very
critical*Vcgf Eldridge Cleaver and a-ccuses Cleaver of boldinc;
his wi;V* prisoner and xnurdering her lover. The mailing to Cleave
will insure he receives the paper and will -&hcerbate the'
Intense divergences between Cleaver and Ntewton. -.The proposed

S mailing to J3PP European aolid, city Commuitt6es is to divide the
allegiance of these groups who haVe looked to Cleaverfo

Tel"'. -gu dance In texat 1i~
~ ~I . ?AI!LED 9 LL~~

MA IAi V,71

______ MAIL RlOOM LF gITYPE VNITEJ1 IL-



"TIN ENVEL( ui
o) An /p7,v

To *~ S Frncsc

."Pro, :DrctrFI10-406
.. ~~; p **f.**4 *-

COIN~pno- DUK E~pdim

CIA MTEZ

Jo ASn rnic

Unes ifraini yorpseso cxtsits

inappropriate,~~~~~~~ yo r uhrzdt uoitl edb i ail
.thre__irec tr he 3/6/71 isse l Th .3a.c aAhbk ntipaer

to !i lera n usge tpw.ttant

Uhomlnlesifraininyu ossin niae ti

* nporAto yu shouluthorizod t e B~redaue~ Xedyar niatiiI

the p4e fte3/6/71 -Issue o "The lack Panthi"nesaer.
to--The prpoe lgter Anul followed tyewrhittn oe

the* Yuh Rin cwards. Inurhe a expct ctnot be d entific'd byiMTV J

Naioa lsoq~re. yisoete should be~ toit thtDheufortbv1a
unoioned letteire the frmoeA4 aP notidarityn aoinrttbes to
seNt toachcmitelt 'nw ddrs nlsn oyo
N307o iseo Th 1cl ater".
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MAC VAINLS BAEMD

Aietr revie (0-Cof & refrece letrdicoesta

nPlanc fthe t Stdet fort ca D~eorati &u~Sio-ie o2

It trould be to the benefit of the Blureau that this split
In the J3PP, Boston~, ?assacbus-tts, is Widened. Boston m --

should revicer pertinent files, vith a view in nind of -

~*, ~.. . disrupting the alliance between EP'P and f3DS. Forward a
specific counterintelligence program concerning thi2n
rttcar,

Several BPP iermbers1, Boston, lfassacbusettz,
resigned from the P;Lr ty b-eca usae the BPP and SDS Rbaye bee6n
cooperating. 'Va are instructing Boston to eeprtex>

flsand submtit :C specific counterintelligence prog a-
A- 0. it ertains 'to this alliance.

-%A ,- - .

-IREG-4.

- S. *~ 4

JU 5 . -Sl 4 . .~

j * *
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ROgTIE ENill~VEILUj1-L
011E

. SAC, nlston

-Director, II (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

- - -- -... a .... -

ReBSairtel and LE 5/21/69 captioned Black
Panther Party - Boston Racial Matters, Submission of
Intelligence Data,

A review of referenced letter discloses that
various members of the BPP have submitted their resignations
in view of the fact that the BPP is accepting the aid and
alliance of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS).
It would be to the benefit of the Bureau that this split
in the BPP, Boston, Massachusetts, is widened. Boston
should review pertinent files, vith a view in mind of
disrupting the alliance between BPP and SDS. Forward a
specific counterintelligence program concerning this
matter.

. JAM:rel

*NOTE: -

yALEID5
tU JU69SSE LE 5. 

1JUNj 9-L5%-.
JUN5 1969

S comuF81

*1~~
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APPENDIX F

The following constitutes a partial list of documents

which were produced by the FBI to Huey P. Newton, Plaintiff,

pursuant to an FOIA request, but which were not produced in

the same manner to plaintiffs on discovery. Deletions were

made on grounds of relevancy.

1. Memorandum dated 4/4/69 from Director, FBI to SAC,

San Diego concerning the anonymous mailing of cartoons designed

to "further differences between the BPP and US." This statement

of purpose was deleted from the version supplied to plaintiffs

on discovery.

2. Memorandum dated 11/3/70 from Director, FBI to

SACs Chicago, New York, and San Francisco. This same memorandum

was also produced in full to the public and appears in the

FBI reading room. It was produced to Huey Newton on an FOIA

request in the same undeleted condition. Two relevant paragraphs

were deleted from the version supplied to.plaintiffs on dis-

covery. Our deleted version and the COINTELPRO version appears

in Appendix A. The FOIA version is not duplicated here as it is

identical to the FBI COINTELPRO version.

~"T; j)
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AC, San, D Ico (100-141D.2)

Lrectors P131 (100-443006)-

=X~i NATIONALIST-11ATS G"L.GU1'
~CIAL IMrELLIGINCE
~LACK~ PAN'flER PARTY)

IReurairtc.1 3-27-69.

4- G -.

3.
1*]

1-
-- V

Authority is- -r.-nted to rcnro-'Ia:c th three cprtaont
iChL were .enclosccl -~ti. ~istribution

crnmcnto, San Dic-o, ind Snn racin-cc.

The reproduction and distribution of 91iacsc cartoons
should be made in rccorchrnce- rith D~urcnu inr. cin %.oI
tnined in, Bureau nirtcl to'your -off ice cOrtccl 2-27G9, captibont
as above, ~

*Keep thc i;,areu ndviscd oT rKd.ccvc~op!-2nt, n~rd
resultss obtained tlirougl., this countw- tclicnc i~cmer

2a

0~N

C

*i.

i/I
)TE:

:7 -A-7

.7q

1-
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1.2246). * a

0
Date: 3/27/69

s=It the following In'

AIRTEL

(Typi IA plainted or codej

AIR MAIL REGISTEED
(Fuiorisy)

------O---- - --- - - -1 (1004480

TO DIRECTOR ?BI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192) (P)

COUNTINTELLIGE'Cz PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHIR PARTY)

Enclosed for the Bureau are three cartoons which
are self-explanatory.

For the information of the Bureau, caricature
Number 1 resulted from a recent article in the Black Panther
Party (BPP) newspaper in which the US organization ras
referred to as a bunch of-snakes.

Vnber 2 is a take-off on the' MAO TSE TUNG
terminology of "the paper tiger."

In which
cultural

Munber 3 was also inspired by the BPP newspaper
US has been referred to as a "bunch of pork chop
niggers."

. , Bureau approval is requested to reproduce the
'enclosed caricatures and thereafter distribute them in
-accordance with previous Bureau approved procedures.

Bureau (Encs.
San Diego

- 3) (Ay (REGISTERED)

Ive- a .. d
\RLB:bef
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*SACO San Diego (100-14102)

I Director. I'DI (100-4AS00G)

..................... ...............

Ieurairtel 3..27-69.

Authority Is granted to reproduce the three cartoons
'hlch vere enclosed v'ith rosirtel Sor anonymous distribution
to I3Thck Pznther Pzrty (BPP) =embers in Los An-eles, Ncv York-
S acr2Jaento, San Die-o. and'San Francisco..-

The reproduction and distribution of those cartoons
I should bo znde in nceorC~nnce with iDurcau instruction-s con-

tained in Blureau airtel to your office dlated 2-27-69t captioned
as aboove,

Xcepthe B~ureau advised of all developments andI- results obtained through this counterintelligence nnneuver.

(9)

*In renirtel San fliego requests 2athority to repro-
Q duce and distribute three cartoons containing czricat'-urcs
~ of Bpp officials and RonKprenga, US lender,, vihich czrtoonS

belittle the Panthers 2nd are designed to further df. recc
between-the BPP and US, tao black extremist organizations.
These cartoons are a sequel to live cartoons whichh eealt

A With the same subject natter and vere previously, mailed
outstanding results through the initial mailing., Lureau

& iirtc3. to San Dliego 2-27-69 instructed San Dicego1 to insure
fte railings Vere n'rade under secure conditions in corzmorcinlly

f _~p.urchnscd envelopess .- Iich could not be trzcocd to ti-2 source.
-San Diego Vwas further instructed not to use Iureu nfrmnt

.to ,ssist in thc~distribution of thbse cartoons.

j '8O.R'I OISGSZI :IL;YPUA vnrMAS~) TM
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Attached are three cartoons fo'war
to FBIHQ by San Diego letter 4/10/69.
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APPENDIX G

The following constitute a partial list of deletions

on grounds of relevancy which plaintiffs submit are suspect:

1. Memorandum dated 3/21/70 from Director, FBI to

SAC, [*] authorizing an anonymous mailing. The next page and

a half is deleted which, if this memorandum follows the pattern

of the others listed above, probably contains more specific

instructions and the actual version to be sent. Attached

to these pages is the originating memorandum requesting per-

mission and from this it can be inferred that the deletions

are of relevant material. The mailing is to be directed

against the Black Panther Party as if written by another black

group in Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

2. Memorandum dated 2/2/71 from Director, FBI to 29

SACs recommending that each field office devise at least two

counterintelligence proposals. The last page of this memor-

andum has been deleted.

3. Memorandum dated 3/29/71 from Director, FBI to

Sacs discontinuing a requirement for 90-day progress letters

summarizing counterintelligence operations related to black

nationalists. A paragraph following this statement was deleted

on grounds of relevancy:

Extent of your office's participation,
in contributing to the program's objec-
tives will be followed at the Bureau,
and your participation will be analyzed
during field office inspections.

4. Memorandum dated 3/5/69 from SAC, San Diego to

Director, FBI recommending a certain individual for commendation

-f T

7-t f



with regard to certain counterintelligence activities including

the planting of information to the effect that *a local BPP

'member was a police informant and resulting in the discreditation

of the member by the Party.
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2'TO: SACs * (157-6109)

.'.~~r~ 
Directo 1 ( 1 00..08 6)!

*COU TE~flTELLIrGmCE PROGR~
BL -KNATIONALIST*- PATE GROUP

RACIAL INTEUIGIN2CE.
RACIAL I4ATTEPS F LC ANnhM PARTY

.j

you are &uthorized to PrePar

.2 ne~ssheat set forth in referene i
ne A. %, +.Ar to the Bureau. dvi

o f ices-. of positive results aclhleved

n.~ *fFracisco

2 .

tel Inur lette

Ls Bureau 
an iteese
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D 0r

~ ~:~ -*. ~ .~~ ate: 8/17/70
lon5mint the following In - t"..

*AIRTEL. .

-Pir7 - - -. --. - *--.*- 
- - -

TO: DIRECTOR.' FBI .(i00-4480Q6)

COUTEINELIGNC PROGRAM -'?

S R * ACIALTLtEN- 4

J. (BLAC P' ANTHMI' PARTY)*'. ~~ ~ '

aiztel to Bureau, 814t/70. -

- oed that uder* the name'S.V.R.?.; 'hich'
allJegedly stands for: the Southern Vanguard Revolutionary

* Party, [*1 babe~bitn wsletter'with' the
caption 'News of Interest to the Black Citizens of Winston -Sa em.
:This letter is -written in the vein that it is a ne'wsstieet
from a black group at Winston-Salem-o' a slightly higher cali z-

~ .?*.-~. ~*~Y.<These 1.etterd.have been primarily derogatory

~concerning the leadership; --At the present time, the group
financial dif ficulty and is pushing for- donat ions, in the:

blacksa community, primarily from businesses,' either black o'wne
-. jor ith predomninantl.y black:ztrade. In this connection,

Li desired to institute the 'following plan, noting*-.-. .

.w/ that it' Is to be. aimed primarilyat. business and religious-
*. ou~~~~~ps and is to, be written in terms of aiie reg~oho
o, oganization with religious orienta tion.

The caption of this newsshet which is to be
repared and mailed in Winston-Salem 'ill be :"The Cormmittee
oTwenty-FIve" and will. read as follos-

Bur ea u 14JIM)--
San Francisco(R US /e

T 17

__________ 'Sent

V. N, 1AiaG rlc It 0-usm-.j



. Date:.

Tenor m he following In.'
(*,e . .T pa n

V4-a
CE 1 7-6109.

c M~~Te Committee o'f.'Twenty-1ire was organized .
by.-.responsible'black.people- of East-inston'and

-, 1vtWas-formed:-ini_-secret;.to.-avoid repression'by the
hoodlum element -Its-reason for -existence'is t

.expose and destroy any group which is enslaving
our people. .. .. ..

.The chains of past slavery are almost g'one;-
yets ja new master, Chinese-style .Communism in

the name o f the Win ston-'Salem Committee to Combat
Fascism, is nom 'using tthe'blood of .our childrenV-.-

. to'-lead us back-.into .slavery -The Black Panther
Party which-operates* in Winaton-Salem' as' the .
Winston-Salem National Committee to Combat Fascism

his the purpose of overthrowing the present 'system
of Government by force, using our children as

cannon fodder,. dying for a godless, impossible,

and. unjust cause. .. ...

ve .want *everyone to knr6,,tha~t e-ach time
you pay 25 cents-for a Black Panther newspaper,
one half 'of this money goes to support Black
Panther leadership in California and the rest.

. to support those-who peuonus local people

*~ _ t .1. --- -

-A mall amount of the money donate by oell-..
intentioned but ill-informed people actually
feeds chitdrn in the Panther breakfast program
while a much larger part supports the local.
Black Panther leadership who then have no need

. to do honest work and can prey upon the local-
people. The rent, electricity, andfood for a

dozen people, even if they are goingunder the
pretext of helping the- community is quite an
amount.

A proved: Sent e a Per *
n Charge , .. c. .. o. o -s-***

.. a.. .N rT R M y ctIls



. B I

*. ... . . Dateo:

Trewrmt the folly oin n
. * *ype 

in paintext or code) 
7..

. c* 6 0

* -. --.....

f-interested In improving thelot of the..
black peoplein Ea tyWin they coulddo much*.

In ~ more good-by -vorking 'for .better* educaEffon-'-
ployent-pportunities--and-ifch.:They -now**%

in fact, preach the gospel' of" dropping out- of"

-U school and "getting your education in the
s~treetan which is not the way that we have .made
progress... . . - . (. ....

- The Panthers publicly oppose our fathers,
SC..sons and -daugh~terah fpogh in Korea and now'

*qHqL __ -610

nam since.they support thetec5g .
V. T ING of'Red China and KIM IL SUNG of

Norh eKorea who were'the leaders of the enemy
during theKoreaniWat-and-support.the North

VtZamese at the present time.-

/ The Committee of T eny-Pive- will fro

X. 0 r_

time to time point( out these things -to-the:
coplen in o prarth e to our limited funds ,

owe Cl ad - ttle but we hope that if other.
.citizens are interested they will f orma similar

!.--groups in their immediate areas and will make
contact with the Committeeof tenty-five ina
order that we may go forward together..

progr*se .e- .* "* ... . . . . . * ~. ** .

.proposes to prepare the above on
unwatermarked., commercially-purchased blue or red paper,
usI inexpensive envelopes, not like those used by the

. RP * projects in order they will not be connected..

.,* - On receipt of Bureau approval, approximately 200

copies will be mailed out to churches* and businesses in .
the eastern half of Winston-Salem, N. C. It is hoped that
thisproject will-coreate enouGh opposition to theirs
tout down their funds and generate some type community

. -group in opposition.: . . . .

approved Sent M Peir

fv. orperil hat Ie Chayrgo forwardY.U toehr Its. 0 -* .*. - ~l
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U A6 0

1.* M W. C.'tl

.*.* , ~ . 1.Mr. 11. C. Mooreva

-Too., ;,.Cso Albany .7 New Haveni I ~-
Atlanta 7 :Ne Orleans :

. Baltimore ~ .New Yor1 --

?. Boston .*Philadelphia * .

':' ~ Charlotte* -. Pittsburgh -*.

-~ *.* Chicago .Portl~and

. . Cincinnati Richmond
Cleveland Sacrcinento

* Columbia.... San Francisco. .

:=:-Detroit Seattle -. *

*' ~ *-Indianapolis. Springfield
**.Las Vegas .Tampa .

-. Ls Angeles 14FO

From& Director, FI(0-406

Q11 nPRO- 13UACK PAITTCfEM PARTY -(IPP).-DSESO

9712'
FDME-qc~h 0171 'j

Incrasig eidece oins t riingdissension viatbin
BP? causing serious morale prbeardsrid ~e~inslip amo

Pater hierarchy. Primary cause of these~ intrnia Prol~

k) appears to be dictatorial, irrational an. c ous conduct of
.!Q, luey P. Newton. His extreme sensitivity rto any criticism-,

4ealousness of other leaders and'belieE he is s' m of delt
are causing severe problems within the j oup.\$. 1"thUon' s -relation

-ship vith L*il \ ard other top leadcrz"is strained. He has
-recently e:Pelledjpr diacipl3.ned several dedicated -hters incl

[*j __(69) . .~SEE NOTE PAGE Ti1 -2

)'7FEB-1 I Of1~ K:..
MAIL IIOOME TELETYO VzJ~ 0

_072~.~



t 3,

to Albany..e.t

Re COINTEUERO Black'Panther -aty.*(BPP):.,,.Pi ssensn.
T~:.:100 uU-448006 .- *-.*.. ' L *

L~J . Deputy Minister of Information, ***

1*11 ,International Representative and Newton' s .

:~Slcretary; L*T band* companions w7ho vre&involved
_.bVZ.underground- Qperation';(Eiee '1/23)/7l1 edition.or ***' *

"Theflaknhr) n h 2'ew York* 211"..who. werze, -a,

~ ~.:*.ileading cause. c.Aeof -Panther -sn . .

ni dssnso coupled with financial difficulties.
o fers an exceptional opportunity to further disrupt, *

ix ggravate, and possibly- neutralize this' organization through- IV
-c2.. ounterintelligence.>, In light .of ii bo ve 4cveloprnents ..this

~oproi :has* been' intenife fy seetd fices aTiCVd shoul

a..- further -expanded- to* increase, measurably the.* pressure: -o&. t,*~

the.BPP-arid its leaders.-'.. *>.:~

SFrancisco and Nev York are already involved
*'Lconterintelligenlce actions and should continue to be

.. nlert furtherr oppo tunities. -All other recipients 1..~

*, proposals.- and 'stbit'.same t8 "Bure'au' VX 2/107~:~rs~
~.proposal, should, 'b aimed* strictl/y at creating dissenision

1.71 ithiK. the local.,branch.:t S second. proposal.s should be'ared
creating dissension or6 problems between local'branch

and/or its leaders and EP 'national headquarters. Submit V
.r ach proposal in a separate airte. referencing this

communication and in first paragraph specifically Indicate
.- 6 whether proposal aimed at local dissension or national.

J.* . .. 6oo a

4.~?-. -rp.pw ..- > sunmiord b Amgoatv tspooand to e. efetio i

~ soudbct irnplementecV withoutC specif-ic Bureau a-.Ipproval-.
%1~p.

_A,.. . . . . . . .. . . . . .

.*..*.. A

. -Iv. - 1S

6~ I 2
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ROUTE
. 1. .

-. Airtel .

To: . SAC

* *5j

. 1 - Mr. W.C. Sullivan

*. 3/29/71 .:.
-rnIN ENTJLOPE

* I.

PERSOlAI. AT2TITG -

s, Albany
. Alexandria

Atlanta

* a

1.

- I

1-
2.-
2..
1**1~Xr.

. . Milvaukee
Hinneapolis

: MHbie

LI

G.C. Noorej
[*] -k

Baltimore . Newark
Birmingham . New Haven

Boston. . N Iew Orleans
* t~.V Buffalo New York * M

. Charlotte Omaha
'*. Chicago Philadelphia

. Cincinnati Phoenix
V4 7 Cleveland Pittsburgh

Columbia Port land J

Denver -Richmond.
Detroit Sacramento
Houston San Diego
Indianapolis San Francisco

. Jackson Seattle
Jacksonville Springfield

. a'Kansas City. . St. Louis

R01971 Los Angeles .- Tampa

.i ,: - t97 LA) 3 17
-70

Mephs UFO.&If li11

From: --Director, FBI (100-448006) ) y off

COINTELPRO - BLACF, EXTRlSISTS . j9
RACIAL MATERS .

ReBuairtel 3/4/63 which in part in tru ted recipients
ta submit progress letters every 90 days sixarizing countcr-
intelligence operations and changes in overal Black Nationalist
Movement in your area during that period.

-WHuA:sef (95) . :- (16}(.

. *
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S *. ~*0%~ ~ - ~ ... .*.

.~.~2.~

**~ .5 . .. . . . .

. . .

.. ' 9

..Airtel to Albany.
Re: COITELPO F BAC ETIISTS .

.00-448006 ..

. . . .. .* . . *. .

Effective immediately these 90-day progress
letters are bein discontinued. * ..... .

... . *~ /'. .

.. " .- 'You must insure that Racial Eatters Supervisor,
;Special Agent Coordinator for this program and Agents -.
assigned to Racial 11atters 'investigations are aware of '
-continued-objectives of this program and that meaningful'
proposals are submitted to the Bureau on a timely basis..
Insure that such Supervisor and Coordinator are. aggressively
and enthusiastically -ramrodding this program and that Agents
are. :exercising ingenuity and initiative .to. accomplish this
program' s objectives. .. .- * ... ...

' You are 'reminded that counterintelligence operations
m..ust be approved by the Bureau. .Proposals sub:2itted must be

.designed to insure there is no possibility of embarrassment
to the ureau..

ureau by' airtel or in unusual situations byteletype hr
timeliness is essential. ... . . ..

You must generate understanding of the objectiveS
. of this program and insure your office is participating in

4t on a timely basis. Extent c1f your office's participation
contributing to the program's objectives will be followed

at the Bureau, and your participation will be analyzed during
field office inspections.



UNITED STATES c(M RNMENT

Memoraium
To : DIRECTOR, FBI

ATTENTION: ADMINISTRATIVE

N oI AC, SAN DIEGO )

DIVISION
DATE: 3/5/69

suBJECT: COINTELPRO - BLACK NATIONALIST

This is to recommend SA [*1 - for ap
individual letter of commendation in the abcve-captioned X
case for outstanding performance as set forth hereafter.

On 2/4/69,. SA .i[*1 \placed an anonymous telephone
.call to local Black Panther leaders in the San Diego area,
complaining of the apparent ignorance of *] - a
Black Panther Party leader in San Diego. Specifically,

[*] 1 had appeared at a local San Diego television station
and was interviewed by one of the news commentators. L*J
made rash and outlandish statements regarding planned programs
of the lack Panther Party and the interview actually resulted
in L* J making a "fool" out of himself. As a result of
this call, informants in the Black Panther Party tated that
a great deal of-consternation and distrust of L was
brought about on the part of Black Panther Party members.

On 2/25/69, SA [*1 Iplaced an anonymous
telephone cat to Black Panther Party member, [*]
at which time [*] \was told that L*] was responsible.
for the arrest of five Black Panther Party members in Los
Angeles on 1/24/69. SA L*] indicated to L*], that he
had information that L*] was cooperating with the local
San Diggg police authorities. Informants have reported
that L*J \has been directly confronted by members of the
Black Panther Party in San Diego regarding his cooperation
with the San Diego Police Department and L*1 has been
told that it is known that he is an informant. Because of
.his telephone call, L*1 \effectiveness as a leader
and even as a member of the San Diego Black Panther Party
has been greatly diminished.

2 -- Bureau
1 - San Diego

RSB:mt
(3)

SEE ADDEDUM PAGE TWO*
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SA [*] is6t2 tall and weighs 174 pounds*

He jasweighed on 1/306 byLiad 
s

within the desirable weight 
lim~its.

Because of SA % L* [ , talelit and competent

handlinlg Of the above matters 
in connection with the

counterinltelligence program, 
I recommend t17at he be 

commiered

4t this time.

Annr.L'NTM: 
,-- ~

a . ........

*

. 14



APPENDIX K

The following constitutes a partial list of documents

containing deletions of several pages on the basis of the

claim of informant information.

1. Memorandum dated 11/22/68 from G.C. Moore to W.C.

Sullivan concerning the exploitation'of existing antagonisms

between the BPP and other organizations including US. Two pages

were deleted and the letter code."A" representing informant

information was used. These two pages, according to the cover

memorandum, were a letter to be sent to the field offices

recommending bi-weekly reporting by the field offices. There

is no immediately apparent reason why two entire pages should

be deleted as revealing the identity of an informant.

2. Memorandum dated 7/11/69 from SAC, Milwaukee to

Director, FBI which clearly withholds both the identity of the

informant and the information conveyed by the informant. It

also seem likely that further instructions to the informant

were withheld in paragraph 3.

3. Memorandum dated 9/24/69 from SAC, Los Angeles to

Director, FBI is essentially a progress report on COINTELPRO

field office activities. At page two the following appears:

In an attempt to determine the
activities of the individuals involved,
in the formation of a new organiza-
tion made up of ex-BPP members [deletion]
has been instructed to [deletion] the
leadership of the BPP. At the same
time, he has been told to maintain close
contact with all BPP leaders both old
and new.

rw r
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Memorandum
Mr. W. C. Sullivan h ir: 11/2:

:G. C. Moor

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL* INTELLIGENCE (BLACK PANTHER PARTY) * -I

Authority requested to send attached letter to those
offices having active BPP branches. It instructs that a letter

-be submitted every two weeks containing recommendations aimed
against the BP? under captioned program.

A serious power struggle is now taking place between t
BPP and US, in which threats have been made against various lead,
of these two black extremist organizations.

With the end in mind of curbing extremist acts and the
growth of the BPP, we should not miss t phe.qp un tpSRl)T
existing antagonisms existing between the B?? and other
extremist organizations.

RECOMENDATION:

That attached letter to designated offices should be
sent for the reasons cited above.

Enclosure,<

100-448006 .

1 - Mr W. C. Sullivan.
1 - Mrl G. C. Moore

M'Y

I
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Transmit the following in

.i AIRTEL

Date: July 11, 1969

IType in plaintcxt or code)

AIRMAIL

* I

I *':'

-1
I -

o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

pyM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, MILWAUKEE (157-459) (r)

4(3
SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK..NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS -.

-. RACIAL INTELLIGENCE C
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re MI airtels to BU 6/23 and.6/30/69.

-advised as follows

F BI

that Ct2cao . .. a. ve

or the ervious
. u r ne a and attempted
:,but he was infor .ed

-:600).

e, t venin .

VoBureau (M
2 -Milwaukee (
RABisa-w

OQ



* ~*d 3
*

A
MI 157-459

.shed 1 office.

an~d that
- .Attempts are being made
copy of which will be furn- .

7J

In view of t velo in loTe
Chicago BPP and MI BPP it
'is recommends that te Bure a rnt authority for 11

*It-'s felt that by doing this, scrainea relations wil
develop between the Chicago BPP, which considers itself
mid-western regional headquarters, and MI BPP. There is
currently a great deal of communication and travel between
Milwaukee and Chicago BPP Chapters. It is felt that
the above tactic would serve to disrupt these relations.-

~i-.
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- VNITED SKATESi UUVi..rvar.J. . - ---: --

CTIOTO ... : . ..
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-148006) DATE: 9/24/69

. . - * * * . -.. . 2

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-405 .) (r)

.: -COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
-. . ELACK ATIONALIST--RATE GROUPS

* - . RACIAL INTELLIGENaC
BLACK* PANTHER PART (BPP).

(BUDED: 9/24/69) .

. Re Los Angeles letter to Bureau, 9/18/69,
. Bureau. letter to San Francisco, 9/12/69, Bureau letter

t~o Los Angeles, 7/25/69, and San Francisco letter to
Bureau, .7/28/69. . .. -.. - -. . . ..

. S . *.... . ... .. . .- - . .

-N . On 7/2969, an anonymous letter was mailed to .

[*] ' a leader in the Los Angeles Black Panther -
Patty (tA-BPP) containing what reportedly was a memo -
written by [*: The contents of this memo were .

written in a manner to divide t BPP and the white' groups 4
who support them. .. .

.'On .7/28/69, - revealed. that a cartoon I
prepared by the Los Au depicting [*1 as
an informant, was distributed at the National Conference
for a United Front Against Fascism held in Oakland on 7/13/69
through. 7/20/69. . .

Information received fro 1 indicates that
, Officer of the Day, LA-be, T -years of age

and presently an probation. This source revealed that L*]
has reported L*? , Vault Records, as her- employer when

*.. ahe is, in fact, employed full time by the BPP. The source
Further revealed that m*] \may be pregnant byL*]
-Vh is presently charged with murder by the Los Angeles Police
Department. This information has been given tothe Intelligence -
Division,. Los Angeles Police. Department. This information was
then relayed to L*] probation officer. - .. - -

. .... I? E C -S S jW, , -..
RE* 95 V

- Bureau (REGISTERED)ST-10 . . ._.
I - Los Angeles
,qew/gcw . . . SEP 26 1969 ,:

(3).

*L i f f ATIO CONTAIED *
COF hAVhIX)

___. . ) API U.J-1..

B'y U.S. avings Bond; Regularly onl e Pa~yroll Sai'ings??!.n;



Intensive investigation is being conducted
regarding baboring charges and possession 't< illegal
firearm Ath the principal subjects being [
and [*I .- is pan active organ z r
=4 gunorter of the Friends of the athers.

is a supporter of the Friends of ,the Panthers
and additionally, supplies iagreat deal '6 financial -
support in the BPP. It is felt that any prosecution or
exposure of either [*] \willseverly hurt
the BPP. Any exposure will not only deny the Panthers

. noney'but in'addition, would cause other white supporters
.of the BPP to withdraw their support. It is felt that the
Xos Angeles chapter or the BPP could not operate without
the financial support of bite sympathizers. -

S.,,

.p.''*~
'A

(*~~.. /
* I.

-V

* -

1~

Interviews of local BPP members are being conducted
. and all local violations reported to the appropriate law
. enforcement agency.. As a result of reports of local

violations, the leadership and membership are constantly
.being arrested. These arrests constitute -not only a morale
factor but a financial drain on the resources of the BPP.
Due to these- arrests, the LA-BPP bas a. serious split in the
membership and the leaders of the LA-B? are unsure as to whose
orders to follow.

Referenced Los Angeles letter to Bureau requested
Bureau autUrity to mail a copy of an item entitled "Report on

:Background and Activities of' L* .head
of the US organization. It is felt that when - knows .
that: the BPP has this item In their possession, the gap between
the US organization and the BPP will widen. * . .

. In an attempt to determine the activities of the
..individuals involved in th to ' new organization

made uu of e aP b has been instructed

to ... .-- he leadership of the

BPP.n 1o saie . las oeen o a to maintain close
contact with all BPP leaders both old and new.

* I
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LA 157-.

Bureau a
to [*I
from an.
The lett
vbo are-
setting
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In an attempt to disrupt this organization,
authority is requested to mail an anonymous letter

This letter would be se t as though
ex-Panther bo-s still \ sympathetic kth the BPP.
er would name L*j
two individuals active in the Los Angeles area
up this organization.'

. .. *S.

. 4 . * * . . . ..
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Assistant Attorney General
Civil Division January 19 1979
Attn: Mr. Joseph R. Sher 1 V1 Ju 1,17

Assistant Director - Legal Counsel 1 E
Federl Bureau of Investigation I Attn: L.....

1-- - CiiELt nct
THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al,, v. 1
EDWARD LEVI, et al.
(U.S.D.C., D.C.)
CIVIL ACTION NO. 76-2205

Enclosed is the original of * Declaration of
Special Agent =that you requested for use
in replying to Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Discovery by
Federal Defendants, dated December 28, 1978.

Enclosure

MFK:b h
(6) APPROVEDI Aft Ssav.- Legal Coun

Director_ _ _ n &
Aimc. r
Dep. AD Adm.
Dep. AD Iny,

EX-125
REC-9 2 I

- -"OA

Assoc. Dir. % .
Dep. AD Adm. -

Dep. AD Inv. - .1
Asst. Dir.:

Adm. Servs. f

Crim. Inv.

Went.
\II. ,

\ atory
Coun._L I O TION 0 TA

I
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J JAN 25 1979
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLIITIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al.

Plaintiffs, )htc

v. ) Civil Action No. 76-2205

EDWARD LEVI, et al. )

Defendants. )

DECLAPAT(1N OF
SPECIAL AGENT,

RECORDS MANAGENT DIVI SION

I, 1a1 a presently assigned to the

Records Nanagement Division, Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Headquarters. I have examined

Appendixes A, C, E, F, G and K to Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel

Discovery by Federal Defendants dated December 28, 1978, and

with respect to the allegations set forth in each of these

appendixes, I make the following responses, numbered to

correspond to the paragraph designations in the particular

appendixx.

1. Appendix A contains documents which plaintiffs state

they obtained from the FBI Reading Room and which plaintiffs

contend are relevant and within the scope of their document

request, but which were not produced by defendants in this

litigation.

. _ Merro-randudated April 27, -1971, frofr
C. D. Brennan to W. C. Sullivan, captioned,
"Counterintell igence Programs," was not
furnished to the plaintiffs in that it made no
mention of the Black Panther Party (BPP) or any
of the individual plaintiffs. The 31 has no
objection at this time to producing this docu-
ment, appropriately excised.

s~vl STNLSi
r I A m -- /



(2) Airtel dated April 28, 1971, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, Albany, captioned, "Counterintelligence
Programs," was not furnished to the plaintiffs
in that it made no mention of the BPP or any
of the individual plaintiffs. The FBI has no
objection at this time to producing this docu-
ment, appropriately excised.

(3) Airtel dated December 23, 1970, front Director,
FBI, to SAC, Albany, captioned, "Key Black
Extremist Program," was not furnished to the
plaintiffs in that it made no mention of the
BPP or any of the individual plaintiffs. The
FBI has no objection at this time to producing
this document, appropriately excised.

(4) Airtel dated November 10, 1970, from Director,
FBI, to the SACs of 39 field offices, captioned,
"Counterintelligence Measures, Black Panther
Party," a 2-page document, was furnished to the
plaintiffs with administrative markings on
page 1 and the note on page 2 excised. The
FBI has no objection at this time to producing
this note, appropriately excised.

(5) Memorandum dated November 2, 1970, from
G. C. Moore to C. D. Brennan, captioned,
"Racial Conference, October 22-23, 1970," was
not furnished to the plaintiffs in that it
made no mention of the BPP or any of the
individual plaintiffs. The FBI has no objec-
tion at this time to producing this document,
appropriately excised.

(6) New York teletype dated October 11, 1969, to
Director, FBI, captioned, "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups,
Racial Intelligence, Black Panther Party (BPP),"
was furnished to the plaintiffs, with a file
number handwritten on the edge of the first page
of the document indicating the location of a copy
of this document excised.

(7) Memorandum dated October 10, 1968, from
G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan, captioned,
"Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationalist
- Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence (Black Panther
Party)," a 1-page document, was furnished in its
entirety to the plaintiffs along with copies of
the enclosure.

(8) Memorandum dated April 5, 1971, from SAC,
New York, to Director, FBI, captioned,
"COINTELPRO - Black Extremists," a 1-page docu-
ment, was furnished in its entirety to the

_plIa inti ffs-.

(9) Memorandum date November 25, 1967_, from Director,
FBI, to SAC, Baltimore, captioned, "Counter-
intelligence Prograv, Black Nationalist - Hate
Groups, Racial Intelligence (Black Panther Party),"
a 2-page document, was furnished to the plaintiffs
in its entirety except for the notation, "See
Note Page 2," and the note itselF appearing on
page 2. This notation was excised in that it
made no mention of the BPP or any of the indivi-
dual plaintiffs. The FBI has no objection at
this time to producing this note, appropriately
excised.



(10) Memorandum dated Sopterher 30, 1969, from
Director, FBI, to SAC, Milwaukee, captioned,
"Counterintelligence Program, Blac Nationalist
- Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence, Black
Panther Party (BPP)," a 1-page document, was
furnished to the plaintiffs in its entirety
except for the note and certain administrative
markings appearing thereon. The FBI has no
objection at this time to producing this note,
appropriately excised.

(11) Letter dated November 6, 1969, from Director,
FBI, to SAC, Springfield, captioned, "Counter-
intelligence Program, Black Nationalist - Hate
Groups, Racial Intelligence (Black Panther
Party)," a 1-page document, was furnished to
the plaintiffs in its entirety except for a
file number and the note appearing at the bottom
of the document. The note appearing on this
document made no mention of the BPP or any of
the named plaintiffs and accordingly was excised.
The FBI has no objection at this time to pro-
ducing this note, appropriately excised.

(12) Airtel dated April 7, 1970, from SAC, Miami,
to Director, FBI, captioned, "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial
Matters ," was not furnished to the plaintiffs
in this litigation in that it made no mention
of the BPP or any of the individual plaintiffs.
The FBI has no objection at this time to pro-
ducing this document, appropriately excised.

(13) Airtel dated June 17, 1970, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, Philadelphia, captioned, "Counter-
intelligence Program, Black Nationalist - Hate
Groups, Racial Intelligence (Black Panther
Party)," a 1-page document, was furnished to the
plaintiffs with certain administrative markings
excised, along with the note appearing at the
bottom of the document. The FBI has no objec-
tion at this time to producing the note in its
entirety. This note is a summary of information
appearing in the text of documents previously
disclosed to the.plaintiffs.

(14) Memorandum dated May 19, 1971, from SAC,
New Haven to Director, FBI, captioned,
"COINTELPRO - Black Extremists, Racial Matter,"
a 2-page document, was furnished to the plain-
tiffs in its entirety except for the identity
of individuals furnishing, confidential inforna-
tion to the FBI.

(15) Memorandum datdd December 30, 1968, from
G. C. Moore to-W. C, Sullivan, cationed,
"Counterintelligence Program, Stokely Carmichael;
Fldridge Cleavor, Racial Matters - Black Panther
Party," a 2-page document, was inadvertently
withheld from plaintiffs due to a clerical error.
The FBI has no objection at this time to producing
this document, appropriately excised.



16) Letter dated Octoher 31, 1968, from Director,
FBI, to SAC, Los Angelos, captioned, "Counter-
intelligence Program, Blic Nationalist
- Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence (Black
Panther Party) ," a 3-page docuMent, was fur-
nished to the plaintiffs in its entirety
except for the note appearing on page 3.
This note is a summary of information
appearing in the text of this documIent. The
FBI has no objection at this time to producing
this note, appropriately excised.

(17) Iremorandum dated September 30, 1968, from
Director, FBI, to San Francisco captioned,
"Counterintelligence Program, Black
Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence
(Black Panther Party), BUDED 10/14/68," a
2-page document, was furnished in its entirety
except for the note appearing on page 2. The
FBI has no objection at this time to producing
this note, appropriately excised.

(18) Airtel dated March 4, 1968, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, Albany, captioned, "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial
Intelligence," a 6-page document, was withheld
in its entirety in that it made no mention of
the BPP or any of the individual plaintiffs.
The FBI has no objection at this time to
producing this document.

2. Appendix C contains documents which plaintiffs state

were deleted without explanation in an attempt to conceal such

deletions.

(1) Memorandum dated December 4, 1970, from SAC,
Albany, to Director, FBI, captioned, "COINTELPRO
- Black Extremists, RH," a 4-page document with
2 pages of enclosures,- was furnished to the
plaintiffs with certain excisions. In processing
page 1 of this document for disclosure, a portion
of the page was folded upon itself blocking out
a portion of the text which was not intended to
be deleted. The FBI has no objection at this
time to producing this document, appropriately
excised.

(2) Airtel dated November 3, 1970, from Director,
FBI, to SACs, Chicago, New York and San Francisco,
captioned, "Counterintelligence Program, Black
Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence,"
a 1-pagle document enclosing a 2-page airtel with
a 2-page attacItihent, was release with certain
excisions. The first paragra1Fiof-page 2 was
deleted because it contained the name of a
person w.1o was the subject of a previous FBI
investigation and was excised to safeguard that
individual's privacy interests. This excision
was acconlished by folding the page in such a
manner as to conceal this paragraph, however,
the appropriate excision code, which in this case
should have been ")," was inadvertently omitted.

w



5(3) A 1-nae document pilaintifFs assert was
provided them by th e UnitoJ States Postal
Service. This docuneont contains insufficient
information to determine whether a copy, or
the original of this documient in its unexcised
formi, appears in tc files of the FBI

3. Appendix E contains docunents which plaintiffs state

were improperly excised on the grounds of relevancy.

(1) Airtel dated Novembcr 3, 1970, from Director,
FBI, to SACs, Chiclao, New York and San Francisco,
captioned, "Counterintelligence Program, Black
Nationalist - late Groups, Raciil Intelligence,
a 1-page document without attach lents , was fur-
nished to the plaintiffs in its entirety except
for a file number unrelated to this investiga-
tion and the note appearing at the bottom of the
page. The FBI has no objection at this time to
producing the text of the note, appropriately
excised. See also, Paragraph 4, Subsection (2),
of this Declaration.

(2) Teletype dated February 10, 1971, from Director,
FBI, to SAC, San Francisco, captioned, "COINTELPRO
Black Extremists, Racial Matters," a 1-page
document without attachments , was furnished in
its entirety to the plaintiffs with the exception
of the note appearing on the bottom of the page.
This note contains a summary- of facts previously
disclosed to plaintiffs in documents produced
in this litigation. The FBI has no objection
at this time to producing this note in its
entirety.

(3) Airtel dated Fehruary 2, 1970, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, San Diego, captioned, "Counterintelligence
Program, Black \ationalist - Hate Groups, Racial
Intelligence (BPP) ," a 1-page document without
attachments, was furnished in its entirety to
the plaintiffs with the exception of the note
which was excised on the grounds of relevancy.
This note contains a summary of information
appearing in the text of documents previously
disclosed to the plaintiffs in this litigation.
The FBI has no objection at this time to pro-
ducing this document in its entirety.

(4) Letter dated April 24, 1909, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, San Francisco, captioned "Counterintelli-
gence Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups,
Racial Intelligence, Black Panther Party (BPP),"
a 1-page document, was furnished in its entirety
to-the-plairrtiffs except for the deletion of the
note on -the grounds of relevancy- This note-
contains a summary of information appearing in
the text of documents previously disclosed to the
plaintiffs in this litigation. The FBI has no
objection at this time to producing this note
in its entirety.



(5) Airtel dated January 28, 1971, from Director,
FBI, to SACs, Boston, Los Angeles, New York and
San Francisco, captioned, "COINTELPRO - Black
Extremists, Racial Matters," a 2-page document,
was furnished to the plaintiffs in its entirety
with the exception of the note which was excised
on the grounds of relevancy. This note contains
a summary of facts disclosed in other documents
previously provided plaintiffs in this litiga-
tion. The FBI has no objection at this tine to
producing this note in its entirety.

(6) Airtel dated November 6, 1970, from Director,
FBI, to SAC, San Francisco, captioned,
"COINTELPRO - Black Extremists, Racial Matters,"
a 1-page document, was furnished to the plain-
tiffs in its entirety with the exception of the
note which was excised on the grounds of rele-
vancy. This note contains a summary of facts
disclosed in other documents previously provided
plaintiffs in this litigation. The FBI has no
objection at this time to producing this note
in its entirety.

(7) Letter dated May 21, 1969, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, Chicago, captioned, "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial
Intelligence, Black Panther Party (BPP)," a
2-page document, was furnished in its entirety
to plaintiffs with the exception of 3 file
numbers unrelated to this investigation and a
note appearing on the bottom of page 1 and the
top of page 2. This note contains a summary of
facts disclosed in other documents previously
provided plaintiffs in this litigation. The FBI
has no objection at this time to producing this
note in its entirety.

(8) Airtel dated December 28, 1970, from Director,
FBI, to SACs, Atlanta, Cincinnati, New York and
San Francisco, captioned, "COINTELPRO - Black
Extremists, Racial Matters," is a 2-page docu-
ment. Although the airtel indicates an
enclosure which is described in the first
paragraph of this communication, no such
enclosure was found attached to this document
at the time it was provided to the plaintiffs,
however, this enclosure has been furnished to
the plaintiffs in this litigation. This docu-
ment was produced in its entirety except for
the words, "See Note Page 2," appearing on the
bottom of page 1 and the note itself appearing
on the bottom of page 2. This note contains a
summary of facts disclosed in other documents
previously provided the plaintiffs in this liti-
gation. The FBI has no .objection at this time
to prodUCing this note in its entirety.

(9) Letter dated November 3, 1969, from Director,
FBI, to SAC, Baltimore, captioned, "Counter-
intelligence Program, Black Nationalist - Hate
Groups, Racial IntelligencC, Black Panther Party
(BPP)," a 2-page document, was furnished in its
entirety to the plaintiffs except for the words,
"See Note Page 2," appearing on the bottom of



page 1 antd the note appearing cn the bottom of
page 2. This note contains a surriary of facts
contained in the text of this communication.
The FBI has no objection at this time to pro-
ducing this note in its entirety.

(10) Airtel dated April 10, 1969, front Director, FBI,
to SAC, New York, captioned, "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial
Intelligence, Black Panther Party (BPP)J," a
4-page document, was furnished to the plaintiffs
in its entirety, except for the deletion of file
nuribers unrelated to this investigation, the
identity of a confidential source and the note
appearing at the bottom of page 4. This note
contains a summary of facts disclosed in other
documents previously provided the plaintiffs in
this litigation. The FBI has no objection at
this time to producing this note, appropriately
excised.

(11) Airtel dated March 16, 1971, front Director, FBI,
to SAC, San Francisco, captioned, "COINTELPRO -
Black Extremists, Racial Natters," a 1-page
document, was furnished in its entirety to the
plaintiffs except for a file number unrelated
to this investigation and the note appearing
at the bottom of page I which was excised on
the grounds of relevancy. This note is a
summary of the facts disclosed in other docu-
ments previously furnished the plaintiffs in
this litigation. The FBI has no objection at
this time to producing this note in its
entirety.

(12) Airtel dated March 10, 1971, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, San Francisco, captioned, "COINTELPRO -
Black Extremists, Racial -Matters," a 1-page
document, was furnished in its entirety to the
plaintiffs except for a file number which was
unrelated to this investigation and the note
appearing at the bottom of the page. This note
is a summary of the facts disclosed in other
documents previously furnished the plaintiffs in
this litigation. The FBI has no objection at
this time to producing this note in its
entirety.

(13) Letter dated June 5, 1969, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, Boston, captioned, "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial
Intelligence, Black Panther Party (BPP)," a
1-page document, was furnished in its entirety

--to-heplaint-iffs except for the deletion of a
file number unrelated to this investigation and
the excis ion of a n-oe appearing en the bottom
of the page which was deleted on the grounds of
relevancy. This note is a summary of facts
disclosed in other documents previously furnished
the plaintiffs in this litigation. The FBI has
no objection at this time to producing this note
in its entirety.



4. Appendix F contains documents which plaintiffs state

were produced by the FBI. to H[uev P. Newton pursuant to a

Freedom of Information recqiest, but vere not produced in the

same manner in discovery in this litigation as certain infor-

mation was deleted on grounds of relevancy.

(1) Letter dated April 4, 1960, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, San Dieoo, captioned, "Countcrintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial
Intelligence (BPP)," a 1-page document was
furnished in its entirety to the plaintiffs except
for the note appearing at the bottom of the page.
This note is a summary of information already
provided Claintiff s in documents previously
disclosed in this litigation. The FBI has no
objection at this time to producing this note
in its entirety.

(2) Airtel dated November 3, 1970, from Director, FBI,
to SACs, Chicago, New York and San Francisco,
captioned, "Counterintolligence Program, Black
Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence,"
a 1-page document, was furnished in its entirety
to the plaintiffs except for the deletions of a
file number unrclated to this investigation and
the deletion of the note appearing on the bottom
of the page. The FiI has no objection at this
time to Producing the note, appropriately
excisea.

(5) Appendix G contains documents which plaintiffs state

were improperly excised on the grounds of relevancy.

(1) Airtel dated August 21, 1970, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, Charlotte, captioned, "Counterintelligence
Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial.
Intelligence, Racial Matters - Black Panther Party,"
a 2-page document, was furnished in its entirety.
except for the note appearing on the bottom of
page 1 and the top of page 2 which was deleted on
the grounds of relevancy. This note contains
a summary of facts disclosed in other documents
previously provided plaintiffs in this litigation.
The FBI has no objection at this time to producing
this note in its entirety.

(2) Airtel dated February 2, 1971, from Director, FBI,
to SAC, Albany, and 28 other FBI field offices,
captioned, "COINTELPRO - Black Panther Party (BPP)
- Dissension,' a 3-page document, was produced in
its entirety with the exception of the note on the
top of page 3 which was deleted on the grounds of
relevancy. This note contains a summary of facts
disclosed in other documents previously provided
plaintiffs in this litigation. The FBI has no
objection at this time to producing this note in
its entirety.



(3) Airtol dated March 29, 1971, front Director,,-FBI,
to SAC, Albany, and 42 other field offices,
captioned, "COINTELPRO - Black IExtremists, Racial
Matters ," a 2-pge document, was furnished in its
entirety except for the words "Sec Note Pae 2,"
appearing on the bottom of page 1 and the note
itself on the bottom of page 2 which was deleted
on the grounds of relevancy. This note contains
a summary of facts disclosed in other documents
previously provided plaintiffs in this litigation.
The FBI has no objection at this time to producing
this note in its entirety.

(4) Memorandum dated March 5, 1969, from SAC,
San Diego, to Director, FBI, captioned,
"COINTELPRO - Black Nationalist," a 2-page
document, was furnished in its entirety with the
exception of a file number unrelated to this
investigation and the words, "See Note Page 2,"
appearing on the bottom of page 1 and the note
itself appearing on the bottom of page 2. This
note is a summary of facts disclosed in the
text of this communication. The FBI has no
objection at this time to producing this note
in its entirety.

6. Appendix K contains documents which plaintiffs state

contain deletions on the basis of informant privilege.

(1) Memorandum dated November 22, 1968, from
G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan captioned,
"Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationalist
- Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence (Black
Panther Party), a 1-page document, was furnished
in its entirety to plaintiffs in this litigation.
The attached letter referred to in this memo-
randum was not found to be attached to this
memorandum at the time it was disclosed to the
plaintiffs and the 2-page document plaintiffs
refers to in paragraph 1 of Appendix K, which was
deleted on the basis of informant privilege,
represents another comunication entirely. The
letter referred to in the recommendation in
G. C. Moore's memorandum to W. C. Sullivan
dated Nobember 22, 1963, was furnished to
plaintiffs in this litigation with the exception
of the words, "See Note Page 2," on the bottom
of page 1 and a 2 line note appearing at the
top of page 2. This note relates to another
document which has been furnished plaintiffs in
this litigation. The FBI has no objection at
this time to furnishing this note in its
entirety.

(2) Airtel dated July 11, 1969, from SAC, Milwaukee,
----- e--Dir-t-r, FBI, captioned, "Counterintelligence

Program, Blach Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial
Intelligence, Bfack7 Panther Party (BPP)," a
2-page document, was furnished to the plaintiffs
with deletions of various administrative markings
as well as deletions of information that would
identify, or tend to identify, an informant of
the FBI. A review of this document in its
unexcised form disclosed that paragraph 3 of
page 1 does not contain instructions from the
FBI to the informant as the plaintiffs believe,
however, it does contain information which, if.
disclosed, would tend to identify the informant.

-9-



(3) Memorandum dated September 24, W9, from SAC,
Los Angeles, to Director, FBI, captioned,
"Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationali'st
- Hate Groups, Racial Intelligence, Black
Panther Party (BPP)," a 3-page document, was
furnished to the plaintiffs with. information
deleted that would identify, or tend to identify,
an informant of the FBI.

I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing

is true and correct.

JACK A. FRENCH
Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

Executed on , 1979.

-10-
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THE BLACK PANIHER PARTY, et al. EDWARD LEVI, et al. DOCKET N

PAGE 16_OF__PAGES

DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS

L978
Oct 23 REPLY Memorandum by defts. in support of the motion of defts. for an extension of

time; attachment.

Oct 24 REPLY by pltfs. to response of deft. Moore to response of pltfs. to notion of
federally defts. for an order to show cause.

Oct 25 RESPONSE of pltfs. to notion of deft., Moore to adopt notion of defts., Bell,
et al. for sanctions for failure to provide discovery.

Oct 27 RESPONSE of pltfs. to supplemental memorandum of P&A's in support of notion
by federally-represented defts. for sanctions for failure to provide
discovery and memorandum of defts. Bell, et al. in opposition to motion
for reconsideration of order granting ntion of defts., Bell, et al. for
extension of page limitations.

Oct 30 MEMDRANDUM of P&A's by pitfs. in opposition to motion by federally-represented
defts. for partial suunary judgment or in the alternative for sanctions;
affidavit of Bruce J. Terris; exhibit.

Nov 03 NOTICE by Lawrence J. Jensen of withdrawal of appearance for the United States.

Nov 03 REPLY Memorandunin support of the motion of defts., Bell except for for
Moore & Sullivan for partial suninary judgment or for sanctions; table of
cases; exhibits 1 thru 4.

Nov 06 STATUS CALL: Motion of defts., Bell, et al. filed 2-3-78 for enlargement
granted; Motion of defts., Bell, et al.:filed 3-2-78 for extension of time
to compel granted; Motion of pltf. for extension of time to file response
to interrogatories filed 7-10-78 granted; Notion of pltf. to file response
to interrogatories filed 8-16-78 granted; Notions hearing on notion of
defts., Bell, et al. to extend tim to respond to motion of pltf. to compel
set for 11-22-78 at 9:30 A.M. (Rep: Dawn Copeland) SMITH,J.

Nov 22 NOTICE by pltfs. of filing affidavit of Mark H. Lynch in response to the reply
memorandum in support of motion of defts. Bell, et al. for an extension of
time and etc; Affidavit o Mark H. Lynch.

Nov 22 MTIONS: Notions of Federal defts. for extenstion of time to respond to pltfs.
motion to compel heard and Granted with hearing on defts. motion for
sanctions and for Sunnary Judgment 12-14-78 at 10:00 A.M. (Rep: R. Kavulick)

SMITH, J.

Nov 7 TRANSCRIPT of proceedings of Nov 22,= 1978;- pp--1-20; Ip:-Ronald KVulick
(ODURS COPY)O.

SEE OVER
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DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS

1978
Dec 12 SUPPLEMENTAL Memorandum of P<A' s by pltfs. responding to new issues raised by

defts. Bell, et al. in oral argument before this Court on 11-22-78, and to
supplemental nemrandum of P&A's by defts. in support of notion by
federally-represented defts. for sanctions for failure to provide discovery;
attachment.

Dec 14 MDTION of defts. Bell, et al. for sanctions, heard and denied; notion of defts.
for partial stmnmry judgment taken under advisement; defts. given 20-days
to file motion to compel with pltf. given 20-days thereafter to respond;
hearing to be set later. (Rep: Dawn Copeland) SMITH,J.

Dec 19 SUPPLEMENTAL Memorandum of pitfs. in opposition to notion of federally-represente
defts. for partial summary judgment.

Dec 21 ORDER filed Dec. 20, 1978 denying Federal Defts. motion for
sanctions and further that defts have 20 days to file any
appropriate motions to compel and pltffs. 20 days thereafter
to respond. (N) SMITH, J.

Dec. 28 MOTION of defts for extension of page limitation prescribed by local Rule 1-9(e)
and for Leave to deviate from local Rule 1-9A; Exhibit.

Dec. 28 SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY MFMDRANDUM of plfts. in support of the notion of defts. Bell,
et al. for partial summary judgment.

Dec. 28 MlON of defts. to compel discovery of pitf. Huey Newton; P & A; Attachments.

1979
Jan 03 TRANSCRIPT of proceedings of Nov 6, 1978; pp. 1-31; Rep: Dawn Copeland (COURT COPY)

Jan 03 TRANSCRIPT of proceedings of Dec 14, 1978; pp. 1-43; Rep: Dawn Coepland (COURT COP

Jan 11 M1rlON by pitfs. for an extension of time to respond to ntion of defts. to
compel discovery by the Black Panther Party and by Huey P. Newton.

Jan 12 ORDER filed 1-11-79 granting notion of defts., Bell, et al. for extension of
page limitations provided by Local Rule 1-9 (a) and Clerk is directed to file
menxrandm of P&A's in support of the notion of defts., Bell, et al. to
compel. (N) SMITHJ.

Jan 12 MEMRANDUM of P&A's by defts., Bell, et al. in support of notion to compel
pltf., Black Panther Party to respond to discovery.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

V- ) Civil Action No. 76-2205

EDWARD LEVI, et al.,

Defendants. )

PLAINTIFF BLACK PANTHER PARTY'S
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO INTERROGATORIES
OF THE FEDERALLY REPRESENTED DEFENDANTS

INTRODUCTION

I, Joan Kelley, on behalf of plaintiff Black Panther

Party (BPP), supplement to the best of my ability the answers

given on July 24, 1978, to the first set of interrogatories

propounded by the federally represented defendants. All my

answers are subject to the following statements:

a. "HCIS Report" means the House Committee on Internal

Security, Staff Study, The Black Panther Party -- Its Origin

and Development as Reflected in Its Official Weekly Newspaper,

The Black Panther Black Community News Service, 91st Cong., 2d

Sess., 1970.

b. "Senate Report" means the Report of the Select Com-

mittee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intel-

ligence Activities, S. Rep. No. 755, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., Book

III (1976)-

C. Plaintiff originally concucted an extensive search
1/

to anTs.:0r the 244 interroCatories. Nonetheless,

a1 FE"B 23 1979

1/ Plaintiff's search of its files, discussions with CV0 2 0 199-
mittee members, and conversations with present and former members
and supporters were detailed in plaintiff's Mcmoranduni of Points
and Authorities in Response to Notion to Compel Discovery, pp. 8-
11, and in the Affidavit of JoAn Kelley, para. 2(a)-(e), both filed

ENCLOSUR ENCLOSURER A2 AcED..--eontinued)
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co d its responses to the questions raised in defend-

atnt* N ion to Compel in order to be certain that all possible

fo on was provided. Despite defendants' contention that

.all ti answers" were tainted by an inadequate search (Def. Mot.

Compel BPP, p. 5), additional information could be found for only

seven of the interrogatories.

d. In its original responses, plaintiff made it clear

that the Party frequently did not have any record of the informa-

tion requested (Black Panther Party's Responses to Interrogatories

of Federally Represented Defendants, p. 2) and that all relevant

documents that could be found were being produced (ibid). In

many instances, plaintiff stated that its information about

defendants' activities came from the Senate Report or could be

found in articles in the Party's newspaper. See, e.g., Responses

40, 114, 213, 223, 228, 241. Nevertheless, defendants objected

that plaintiff did not specify sufficiently what information it

had. Def. Motion to Compel BPP, p. 9. In order to avoid any

possible misunderstanding, the Party has reiterated as to each

interrogatory objected to on this ground when the information

in the Senate Report or the Party's newspaper comprises all the

information presently available to plaintiff. These statements

constitute the majority of the Supplemental Responses.

e. A few of the Supplemental Responses consist of explana-

tions of alleged inconsistencies in plaintiff's original re-

sponses raised in defendants' Motion to Compel.

f. Plaintiff has further indicated in these Supplemental

Responses when it anticipates that more information about a

particular issue will be obtained through discovery from defendants.

1/ (continued)

January 31, 1979. I estimate that I spent 400 hours before the
responses were submitted on July 24, 1978, researching files, locat-
ing former members and supporters, and talking with knowledgeable
individuals. In addition, I had the assistance of three part-time
workers who spent an estimated 100-150 hours helping compile infor-
mation.

2



when additional witnose are ddiscoverecd, they ill be identified

in accordance with the Party's obligation under Rule 26(e)(1).

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES

Interrogatory 16:

Identify all documents which constitute charters, consti-

tutions, programs, by-laws, rules,.regulations, executive man-

dates, or any other similar documents, however styled, of the

Black Panther Party.

Supplemental Response:

The Black Panther Party did not include the "8 Points of

Attention" and "3 Main Rules of Discipline" in its original re-

sponse to interrogatory 16 for two reasons. First, they did not

originate with the Black Panther Party, but instead were taken

from Mao Tse Tung's Red Book. Second, and more important, they

were not considered to be part of the Party's rules or bylaws.

Although they were quoted from time to time in the Party news-

paper, they were used as examples of another revolutionary group's

rules and bylaws.

Interrogatory 21:

Identify all persons who held the offices identified in

answer to interrogatories 18 and 19 and provide the dates for

each such person's term of office, post or position of responsi-

bility.

Supplemental Response:

Gwen Newton should be added as a Central Committee member,

a position she has held from 1974 to the present. With the addi-

tion of Gwen Newton, the Party's list of 21 present and past

Central Committee members is more complete than either the list

compiled by Elaine Brown in 1976 or the list compiled by Huey

Newton in 1977 because more members of the Central Committee have

becomel publicly known over time. Joain Kelley was not listed as

3



a Central Committee member until the July 24, 1978, responses

because, although she previously may have been publicly known as

a member of the Party (see HCIS Report, p. 7), she was not pub-

licly known as a member of the Central Committee. Fred Hampton

was never a member of the Central Committee; he was listed by

Elaine Brown as a Deputy Chairman, which is a Chapter, not a

Headquarters, designation.

Interrogatory 22:

For any offices, posts or positions of responsibility

identified in answer to interrogatories 18 and 19 as to which

there are no documents which describe their duties, set forth

their duties and the basis for the description, including but

not limited to the following offices:

A) field marshall

B) minister of foreign affairs

C) minister of defense

D) chief of staff

E) chairman or chairperson

F) minister of information

G) minister of propaganda

H) national headquarters captain

I) central committee member

J) minister of education

K) minister of culture

L) minister of finance

M) prime minister

N) prime minister of Afro-America

0) minister of justice

P) communications secretary

0) assistant chief of staff

R) minister of religion

S) deputy minister of information

4



T) defense captain

U) deputy minister of defense

V) organizer

W) lieutentant of defense

X) lieutentant of security

Y) lieutenant of information

Z) field secretary

AA) inspector

BB) minister of labor

CC) section leader

DD) other offices identified in answer to interrogatory

18 but not listed in A) through CC).

Supplemental Response:

Of the 25 titles used by the Party , the following 12

were not identified in plaintiff's original response:

1) Central Committee member -- this general designation

was used interchangeably with any of the 13 titles originally

identified.

Q) Assistant Chief of Staff -- this was a Bay Area cen-

tral staff position.

R) Minister of Religion and BB) Minister of Labor --

these were honorary titles given to persons possessing exper-

tise in these areas who advised the Party. Father Earl Neil

was Minister of Religion and Kenny Norton was Minister of Labor.

The remaining 8 titles were used by the local central

staffs which, as explained in the original response to Inter-

rogatory 18, functioned in the same collective coordinating

manner as the national Central Committee. These 8 local titles

were S) Deputy Minister of Information, T) Defense Captain,

U) Deputy Min ister of Defense, 11) Lieutenant of Defense, X) Lieu-

tenant of Security, Y) Lieutenant of Information, Z) Field Secre-

tary, and CC) Section Leader.

5 .



The Party's description of the collective coordinating

nature of the Central Committee is not contradicted by Mr. Newton's

description of the delegation of responsibility within the Party

as "analogous to management within a large corporation" (Newton

Responses, p. 2). The comparison is accurate at any

particular time, since responsibility for specific programs and

activities rotates among Central Committee members and among

local central staffs, but the analogy is not exact.

Interrogatory 25:

Identify all officers and other persons who were or now

are authorized to speak on behalf of the Black Panther Party.

Supplemental Response:

The 7 leading members listed in the original response had

general authority to speak for the Party for the dates listed.

The 14 other members of the Central Committee identified in the

original and supplemental responses to Interrogatory 21 had

limited authority to speak for the Party at a particular meet-

ing or on a particular subject during the time that they were

Central Committee members.

Interrogatory 35:

Identify all chapters which had or have been delegated as

regional chapters or have or had been delegated regional respon-

sibility over other chapters and identify the chapters within the

jurisidiction of each and the period for which they were or have

been designated as a regional.

Supplemental Response:

The following list identifies which of the Party's chapters

and branches listed in response to interrogatory 26 have exercised

a regional function since 1968. The local chapters and branches

that worked with each regional are listed under that regional.

In a number of cases, chapters and branches that were isolated

geographically across the country worked with the National

6



Headquarters-rather than through the regional office nearest them.

These are therefore listed under the National Headquarters in

Oakland.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL CHAPTERS
OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Chapter/Branch

National Headquarters:

1968-70
Berkeley Office
3106 Shattuck Ave.
Berkeley, CA
415/845-0103/0104/0773

1970-Present
Ministry of Information
1048 Peralta Street
Oakland, CA
415/465-5047/48/58

Inception

1968

1970

Closed Comments

Moved in 1970 to:
1048 Peralta Street
Oakland, CA

Moved in 1972 to:
8501 East 14th St.
Oakland, CA
415/638-0195/96/97

The San Francisco
office of the
National Headquarters
(1336 Fillmore St.,
founded 1968) moved
to 8501 E. 14th St.,
Oakland, CA in 1972.

California Chapters/Branches
that Worked with National
Headquarters:

San Francisco
Community Centers
2777 Pine Street
San Francisco, CA
415/882-8471

Community Center
135 Kiska Rd., Apt. 304
San Francisco, CA
415/822-8471

Oakland
Corm-munitv Center
1321 - 99th Ave.
E. Oakland, CA
415/636-0944

Community Center
1690 Tenth Street
W. Oakland, CA
415/465-7089

1969 **late 1974
11th Street
Oakland, CA

*/ Io documentation available as to specific dates.

**/ Reloated in Oakland, California, as of closing date.

7
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Chapters/Branches Inception Closed Comments

California Chapters/Branches
that Worked with National
Headquarters (continued)

Richmond
520 Bissell Street * *
Richmond, CA
415/237-6305

Sacramento
35th Street May October **
Sacramento, CA 1968 1969

Vallejo
no address available 1968 1969 **

Other Chapters/Branches
that Worked with National
Headquarters:

Denver
1224 E. 22nd Ave. January 1970
Denver, CO 1969
303/244-8353

Denver Locals
Community Center July 1970
3123 Franklin St. 1969
Denver, CO
303/534-4010

2311 Clarson Street 1969 1970
Denver, CO

Indianapolis
133 W. 30th Street * *
Indianapolis, IN
317/925-5172

Indianapolis Local
Community Center * *
414 E. 23rd St.
Indianapolis, IN
317/925-0157

Seattle
173 - 20th Ave. April 1976 **
Seattle, WA 1968
206/324--8818

Portland (worked with
Seattle)

3619 N.E. Union October *
Portland, OR 1969
503/282-5115

Portland Local
Health Clinic * *
Portland, OR
503/288-7279

Dental Clinic
Portland, OR
503/287-6513

*/ No documentation available as to specific dates.

/ Relocated in Oakland, California, as of closing date.



Chapter/Branch Inception Closed Comments

Other Chapters/Branches
that Worked with National
Feddquarters (continued):

Cleveland
2783 E. 79th Street
Rear South Upper

Cleveland, OH
216/881-5055

2314 E. 79th Street 1968 *
Cleveland, OH

Omaha
3508 N. 24th Street * *
Omaha, NE
402/455-7065

Winston-Salem
1225 E. 18th St., #5. 1969 1977 **
Winston-Salem, NC
919/722-4097

Chattanooga
428 N. Highland Park & October June **
1738 Vine Street 1971 1976
Chattanoog, TN

Houston
Dowling Street March July **
Houston, TX 1969 1974

Kansas City
2905 Prospect 1968 1969/
Kansas City, MO 1970

Atlanta
2041 Dunwoody Street 1970 *
Atlanta, GA

Memphis
815 E. Mclemore 1970 1972
Memphis, TN

Las Vegas r
no address available 1973? * (reopened 1976 ?

and closed-1977) ?

Des Moines
no address available 1968 1969

Dallas
2857 Pueblo 1970 1974
Dallas, TX

*/ No documentation available as to specific dates.

**/ Relocated in Oakland, CAlifornia, as nf closing date.
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Cha2ters/Branches

Los Anqeles Regional Chapter:

2043 Stockwell Street
Los Angeles, CA
213/635-2586/9882

Los Angeles Locals
73rd & Broadway
Los Angeles, CA-

W. Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA

Watts Office
1859 E. 103rd Street
Los Angeles, CA

Community Center
334 W. 55th St.
Los Angeles, CA
213/779-4518

Community Center
2136 - 113th Street

Los Angeles, CA
213/564-2728

Medical Clinic
Los Angeles, CA
213/233-7044

Inception

1970

Closed Comments

1976 Re-opened on
January 17, 1977

November
1967

Nov./Dec.
1967

1968

Moved 1968 to
4115 So. Central
Avenue

Moved in 1968 to
4115 So. Central
Avenue

Moved in 1970 to
2043 Stockwell

September
1969

January
1970

1970

Other Chapters/Branches
that Worked with Los Angeles:

San Diego
2952 Imperial
San Diego, CA

Santa Ana
no address available

Riverside
Riverside People's

Community Center
4046 Dwight Ave.
Riverside, -CA
714/784-2215

C om2ton
Toure Community Center
1511 - 153rd Street
Compton, CA
213/774-5733

1969 Moved in 1969 to
Los.Angeles

1968

1969

1970

1970

November
1969

*/ No documentation available as to specific dates.

*/ Relocated in Oakland, California, as o-f closing date.
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Chapters/Branches

Chicago Regional Chapter:

2350 W. Madison
Chicago, IL
312/738-0778/0779

Chicago Locals
4233 So. Indiana St.
Chicago, IL

3850 W. 16th Street
Chicago, IL

Other Chapters/Branches
that Worked with Chicago:

Inception

1968

1968

1969

Closed Comments

1976

1973

1973

Rockford
112 So. Main Street
Rockford, IL

East St. Louis
1610 - 16th Street
East St. Louis, MO

Detroit
2219 Indiandale
Detroit, MI
313/868-9836

157 Collingwood and
611 Continental
Detroil, MII

Milwaukee (Worked with
Detroit)

2121 North 1st St.
Milwaukee, WI
414/374-5481

1968

1969

1969

1969

1968

1970

1971

March
1975

Relocated in Chicago

**

1973

1972 Moved 1975 to:
2750 N. 16th Street

Boston Regional Chapter:

23 Winthrop Street. February April **

Roxbury, MA 1968 1973
617/427-9693, 617/422-0100

Cambridge (Worked with
Boston)

2662 Wes-ern Avenue 1970
Cambridge, MA
617/491-2430

No documentation available as to) spe cific dates.

/ Relocated in Oakland, California, as of closing date.
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Ince-2t ion

D C. Regional Chapter:

18th Street, N.W. 1969

ington, D. -C.
2,5-4418/4419

other Chapters/Branches
that worked with Washinqton:

Norfolk
no address available 1970

Richmond
911 St. James Street 1970
Richmond, VA

New Haven Regional Chapter:

35 Sylvan Avenue
New Haven,.CT
203/562-7463/8557

Other Chapters/Branches
that Worked with New Haven:

Bridgeport
470 Broad Street
Bridgeport, CT
203/367-0893

Hartford
135 Barbour Street
Hartford, CT
203/347-7518

New York Regional Chapter:

Ministry of Information
1370 Boston Road
Bronx, NY
212/328-9911/9009

New York Locals

Harlem Branch
2026 Seventh Avenue

-New -York, NY
212/864-8951, 212/666-3603

Brooklyn Branch
180 Sutter Avenue
Brooklyn, NY
212/842-2791, 212/458-7538,
212/342-688G

March
1969

*

*

1969

1969

1970

Closed Commnents

March
1974

1973

*

*

1974

*

*/ NO documentation available as to specific dates.

**/ Relocated in Oakland, California, as of closing date.
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Chaoters/Branches Inception Closed Comments

New York Regional Chapter
New York Locals (Continued)

Queens
108-60 New York Boulevard 1969 1973
New York, NY

Mt. Vernon
Community Center 1969 *
45-B East 3rd Street
Mt. Vernon, NY
914/667-9419

Corona
101-16 Northern Boulevard 1969 1971
212/779-1550/0551/0552

Jamaica
E. Coast Distribution 19F9
108-60 New York Blvd.
212/523-9866

Other Chapters/Branches
that Worked with New York:

Philadelphia
1928 W. Columbia Avenue 1968 January **
Philadelphia, PA 1974
215/235-5738

Balti'ore
1202 N. Gay Street November March
Baltimore, MD 1968 1972
301/342-8536

Baltimore Local
Community Information 1969 1970

Center
567 Mosher Street
Baltimore, MD

Jersey City
93 Sumit Avenue 1969 *
Jersey City, NJ
201/333-7200/7201

Newark
no address available 1968 *

Atlantic City
Community Center * *

915 Virginia Place
Atlantic City, NJ

*/ No docurmecntatjon available as to specific dates.

**/ RelocaLed in Oakland, California, as of closing date.
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interrogatory 36:

Describe in detail the nature of a regional Chapter's

responsibility over chapters in its jurisdiction.

Supplemental Response:

As explained in the Party's original response, the pri-

mary responsibility of the regional chapters was to serve as

distribution centers for the Party newspaper, books, and other

materials. In addition, the regional chapters worked with

local branches on Party service programs and activities, fund-

raising, and, in some instances, holding joint meetings and

rallies.

Interrogatory 40:

Describe in detail the circumstances which led to the

dissolution of each affiliate.

Suppler.ental Response:

The Party has no records that describe in detail the

circumstances which led to the dissolution of each affiliate

and the Party's only information at this time consists of the

references in the Senate Report cited in the original response.

As the plaintiff acquires more information about this question

through discovery, it will supplement this response as required

by Rule 26(e)(1).

Interrogatory 41:

Identify each affiliate which plaintiffs contend

became defunct or otherwise was dissolved as a result of the

actions of the defendants.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 40.

Interrogatory 49:

Identify all documents which reflect reprimands, imposi-

tion of sanctions (including expulsion of members and revocation

of charters) or cautions by the national organization to any Black

Panther Party affiliate.



supplemental Response:

The Black Panther Party newspaper at times carried notices

of expulsion of affiliates, although this was never termed a

"charter revocation.,

Interrogatory 50:

Identify all copies of "The Black Panther" which contain

lists of Party members and chapters who were expelled or charters

revoked.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 49.

Interrogatory 58:

Describe in detail the purposes, aims, goals, and actions

of The Emergency Conference to Defend the Right of the Black Pan-

ther Party to Exist held on or about March 7-8, 1970, in Chicago,

Illinois.

Supplemental Response:

Plaintiff's original response was correct. After-con-

tactina former Party m-embers, supporters, and others in the

Chicago area, Ms. Kelley was able to confirm that the Emergency

Conference was not sponsored by the Party. During that period,

many individuals and groups with no affiliation with the Party

sponsored meetings in which the Party itself was not involved.

Mr. Garry was among the persons contacted by Ms. $Kelley and he had

no recollection of attending the conference or of any actions h- xnay

have taken to lend support to it. That Mr. Garry may have lent

his name as a sponsor for a fund-raising appeal six months after
1/

the can erence does not, of course, mean-that t-e Martyitsett

supported the conference. Even for a period during which Mr.

Garry is counsel to the Party, his independent activities are

no more attributable to the ParLty than are the activities of

other private attorneys attributa!zle to their clients.

1/ See letter from Continuations Co:--ittee of the Emergency Con-
forence, dated September 1970. The conference was held in March
1970. HCIS Hearings, Black Panther Party Part I, Investigation
of Kansas City Chapter; National Oroanization Data, 91st Cong.,
2d Sess., p. 5110 (1970).
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Interrogatory 59:

Identify all other Conferences, ad hoc organizations, pro-

grams, and conventions (by title, date, and location) with pur-

poses, aims, goals, and actions similar to the Chicago conference

referenced in the preceding interrogatory.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 58.

Interrogatory 75:

Were Party members or officers required by any formal

or informal rule or encouraged to obtain, carry, and/or train

with firearms?

Supplemental Response:

The Party never required members, by any formal or in-

formal rule, to obtain, carry, or train with firearms. However,

when the atmosphere of harassment by law enforcement officers

was intense during the late 1960s and early 1970s, members were

encouraged to carry firearms. As guidance for members who did

possess firearms, 3 of the 26 Rules of the Black Panther Party

were directed to proper handling of weapons. Rule 5 forbade the

pointing, use, or firing or a weapon of any kind at anyone un-

necessarily or accidentally, Rule 7 provided that no one could

have a weapon in their possession while intoxicated, and Rule 16

stated that members must learn to operate and service weapons

correctly.

Interrogatory 76:

Did the Party or persons it represents ever caution, warn

or threaten witnesses not to testify before the House Committee

on Internal Security with regard to the Committee's hearings in

1970 on the Black Panther Party?

Supplemental Response:

The Party did not caution, threaten, or warn witnesses

not to testify before the House Committee on Internal Security in

1970.



interrogatory 86:

Describe in detail the make-up, purpose, and structure of

the Black Liberation Army.

Supplemental Response;

The Party explained that the "Black Liberation Army" was

not a real entity but a rhetorical term used to describe anyone

working to improve the quality of life of Blacks in the United

States. This answer is not inconsistent with Mr. Newton's re-

sponses since he understood defendants' questions to refer to a

concrete entity and therefore denied knowledge of the Black

Liberation Army. Plaintiff Huey P. Newton's Responses to First

Interrogatories of the Federally Represented Defendants, 54, 57,

59, 60, 61.

Interrogatory 105:

Identify by number, location, and subscriber all tele-

phones which plaintiff alleges by paragraph 57(A) that the

defendants monitored.

Supplemental Response:

The list of 233 Party office, member and supporter telephone

numbers given in the original response represents all numbers

that, at the present time, the Party suspects have been illegally

monitored over a 12-year period. An accurate and complete list

of numbers that were actually monitored will be developed through

discovery from defendants.

Interrogatory 109:

-- Identify by name and address all individuals and organ-

izational affiliates as to which it is alleged in paragraph

57(A) there has been unlawful mail opening by the defendants.

Supplemental Response:

The addresses plaintiff identified in the original response

are the only ones plaintiff suspects, at the present time, to

have beFen subject to mail openings. Plaintiff did not maintain

records of occasions on which packages arrived open or torn

17
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or when packages which had been expected failed to arrive.

As discovery proceeds, plaintiff expects to be able to obtain

further evidence of defendanits' involvement in illegal mail

opening by contacting former members for their recollection

of events documented in the materials produced by defendants.

Interrogatories 110

If the alleged subject of mail opening identified in

answer to the preceding interrogatory is not a plaintiff, de-

scribe the affiliation of the alleged subject to the plaintiffs.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 109.

Interrogatory 111:

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is that the

alleged subject of the mail opening was an officer, member or

legal counsel of the Black Panther Party or any affiliate,

identify the office held, dates of membership, and/or dates

or retention as counsel and the particular affiliate with

which the individual was associated.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 109.

Interrogatory 112:

If the answer to interrogatory 94 is that the alleged

subject of mail opening was an organizational affiliate of

plaintiff identify any documents which set forth or otherwise

establish the affiliation with the plaintiff.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 109.

Interrogatory 113:

Identify all counsel as to whom it is alleged in para-

graph 57 (A) their privileged com municat ions with Party members

and supporters have been intercepted by defendants.

18



Supplemental Response:

The list of the Party's counsel supplied in the original

response represents the attorneys whom the Party presently sus-

pects have been subject to illegal monitoring. Because plain-

tiff and its counsel did not maintain records of occasions on

which they suspected a conversation was being intercepted, this

is the only information plaintiff has until discovery can be

completed.

Interrogatory 114:

Identify all property which plaintiff alleges in para-

graph 57 (B) was the subject of "burglaries" or "black bag jobs"

committed by the defendants as a result of which plaintiff seeks

relief.

Supplemental Response:

The Party did not maintain records of break-ins, bur-

glaries, and other evidence of illegal entries into Party offices

and files other than the raid reported in the Party newspaper.

Thus, plaintiff will not be able to provide further information

to this question until discovery is complete.

Interrogatory 115:

Identify all persons or organizations which held property

interests, and the dates such interests were held as to all

property identified in answer to the preceding interrogatory as

having been the subject of burglaries of "black bag jobs" allegedly

committed by the defendants.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 114.

Interro atorv 116:

If the persons or organizations ident ificd in answer to

the precede ing interrocgatory are not plaiintiffs, describe the

relationship or affiliation to the plaintiffs of the holders

Of an inte rcst in property y, which allegjedly .as the subject of

burglariesc or "black bag jobs" colmitted by the defendants.

19



Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 114.

Interrogatory 117:

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is that a

holder of an interest in property which allegedly was the subject

of a burglary or "black bag job" cormnitted by the defendants, was

an officer, member, or legal counsel of the Black Panther Party

or any affiliate, identify the office held, dates of retention

as counsel and the particular affiliate with which the holder

was associated.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 114.

Interrogatory 118:

If the answer to interrogatory 100 is that the holder

of an interest in property, which allegedly was the subject of

a burglary or "black bag job" committed by the defendants, was

an organizational affiliate of plaintiff, identify any documents

which set forth or otherwise establish the affiliation with the

plaintiff.

Suppleemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 114.

Interrogatory 131:

Describe in detail (including identification of sub-

stantiating documents) the factual circumstances surrounding

the dispute between the Black Panther Party and the US or-

ganization as referenced in paragraphs 58(B-C).

Supplemental Response:

Until discovery is completed, plaintiff cannot provide

accurate information about the dispute which defendants pro-

moted between the US organization and thc Black Panther Party.

Interrogatory 140:

Identify all documents and describe in detail all in-

formation upon which plaintiffs rely for the allegation con-

20



tained in paragraph 59(A), ther than information submitted to

the United States District Court for the Northern District of

Illinois in Iberia lampton, et al., v. Edward V. Hanrahan, et

al., 70C1334 (N.D. Ill.). b7C

Supplemental Response:

The Party at this time does not have other documents

or information to support the allegations in paragraph 59(a)

of its complaint regarding the activities of

As noted in the original responses,

such information will be sought through discovery.

Interrogatory 143:

Identify the name and nature of Party affiliation of

the person alleged in paragraph 59(B) to have been placed as

an undercover agent in the New Haven Chapter of the Party.

Supplemental Response:

The lists of expelled members carried in the "Black

Panther" were not necessarily complete and thus George Sams'

could be expelled without publication of a notice in the news-

paper.

Interrogatory 144:

Identify (by name, address and nature of Party affi-

liation) the persons who are alleged in paragraph 59(B) to

have participated in the "torture-murder" of Alex Rackley after

being persuaded and directed by the alleged undercover agent

of defendants.

Supplemental Response:

Plaintiff's best recollection and belief had been that

Lonnie McLucas' conviction was overturned on appeal and this

was the information supplied in plaintiff's response to the

motion to compel. (Black Panther Party's Memorandum in

Response to Defendants' Motion to Compel Discovery, p. 81-82).

At the time of filing those responses, plaintiff had no records

to substantiate its holief. .However, plaintiff has since checked

21
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with a representative of the law firm of Koskoff, Koskoff and

Viedor, who served as counsel for Lonnie McLucas in his trial.

From counsel, plaintiff has learned that Mlr. McLucas' conviction

was not, in fact, reversed. While he was serving a 12-l5 Xear

sentence, McLucas' attorneys sought through various appeal pro-

cedures, including a writ of habeas corpus, to reverse the con-

viction. During this period of time, negotiations between

counsel for Mr. McLucas and counsel for the State of Connecticut

resulted in an agreement to reduce the sentence. At the time

agreement was reached, Mr. McLucas had served 4 years and the

Sentence Review Board reduced the sentence to time served.

Interrogatory 146:

If Alex Rackley was not a member of the New Haven

Chapter, what was the basis for the New Haven Chapter taking

any actions against him (e.g., directed to do so by the national

office or by the New York regional Chapter)?

Supplemental Response:

On plaintiff's best information, there was no directive

from either the National Headquarters office or the New York

chapter to take any action against Alex Rackley. Plaintiff

has no weekly reports from the New York or New Haven chapters

and thus is unable to provide any further answer to this ques-

tion.

Interrogatory 159:

Identify all documents which identify, mention or

otherwise refer to members as being possible or potential in-

formants or agent provacateurs.

L7 Supplemental Response:

j7 Dwas identified as an informant in the

Supplemental Rosponse of Plaintiff Black Panther Party to

Federally Represented Defendants' First Request for Production

of Documents (filed November 21, 3978). At this time, the

Party is able to further supplement its response with the

following four names:
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b7C

Dates Looatiorn banner of Publication

Interrogatory 184:

Identify all persons to whom the draft comic book was

distributed prior to the alleged decision against publication

or circulation.

Supplemental Response:

Although the Party has been unsuccessful in contacting

these individuals, it is believed that Bobby Seale and David

Hilliard saw and rejected the draft comic book. If the Party

is able through its inquiries to identify other individuals

who may have seen the comic book, it will supplement its re-

sponses pursuant to Rule 26(e)(1).

Interrogatory 210:

Identify each teacher, (by name, former and last known

address, and date of contact) whom defendants are alleged

in paragraph-60(E) to have called upon to question and deter

the teacher from having any further contact with or support

for the Educational Opportunities Corporation, Inc. school.

Supplemental Response:

Plaintiffs do not have the present or former addresses

or date of defendants' contact with Vivette M"iller. Plaintiff

presently does not have the names of other teachers contacted

I.- I



but will supplement its response pursuant to Rule 26(e) (1) as

discovery progresses.

Interrogatory 211:

Identify each contributor (by name, former and last known

address, and date of contact) whom defendants are alleged in

paragraph 60(E) to have called upon to question and deter the

supporter from having any further contact with or support

for the Education Opportunities Corporation, Inc., school.

Supplemental Response:

Plaintiff presently has no information on Party con-

tributors deterred by defendants but will supplement its re-

sponse pursuant to Rule 26(e)(1) as discovery progresses.

Interrogatory 213:

Identify each institution which paragraph 61(A) alleges

was urged by defendants to cancel previously arranged speaking

engagements by Party representatives.

Supplemental Response:

Other than the information in the Senate Report iden-

tified in the original response, plaintiff has no information

on institutions urged by defendants to cancel Party speaking

engagements. As discovery progresses, plaintiff will supple-

ment its response pursuant to Rule 26(e)(1).

Interrogatory 214:

For each institution identified in answer to the pre-

ceding interrogatory, identify the date of the planned speak-

ing engagement, the nature of the agreement (e.g. letter of

confirmation, written contract, etc.), the name and address

of the Party representative, and the nature of that person's

Party affiliation.

Suplem-'nta1 Response:

See supplemental response to i ntcerroqatory 213.
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Interrogatory 215:

Identify (by institution, date, ard planned speaking

engagement identified in answer to the preceding interrogatory)

each instance where the Party was advised that institution

officials had received anonymous telephone calls warning of

violence if the planned speaking engagement was not canceled.

Supplemental Response:

Other than the information in the Senate Report iden-

tified in the original response, plaintiff has no information

on institutions which cancelled Party speaking engagements

because of anonymous telephone calls warning of violence. As

discovery progresses, plaintiff will supplement its response

pursuant to Rule 26 (e) (1).

Interrogatory 216:

For each instance identified in answer to the preceding

interrogatory, state whether the speaking engagement was, in

fact, canceled and identify any documents which reflect such

cancellation.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 215.

Interrogatory 217:

For each instance identified in answer to interrogatory

215 where a speaking engagement was not canceled, state whether

there was violence and describe the nature of the violent acts,

including the persons and organizations involved.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 215.

Interrogatory 218:

If the speaking engagement identified in answer to

interrogatory 215 was pursuant to a legal, binding agreement,

describe in detail all acts; which tho Party took to enforce

the agreomant or receive compensation for its breach.

Sui3JDmental Ro :

See supplemental response to interrogatory 215.
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Interrogatory 219:

For each instance identified in answer to interrogatory

215, identify all documents which reflect actual loss from the

failure to meet such speaking engagements (e.g., auditorium

rental deposit or fees charged to plaintiff).

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 215.

interrogatory 223:

Identify (by name, former and last known address, and

nature of Party affiliation) all street vendors who are alleged

in paragraph 61(B) to have been arrested by defendants for sell-

ing "The Black Panther."

Supplemental Response:

The street vendor arrests discussed in issues of the

Party newspaper and weekly reports produced to defendants rep-

resent all information presently available to the Party. The

Party contends that every arrest of a vendor was a false arrest.

If other names are identified through discovery, plaintiff will

supplement its response pursuant to Rule 26(e) (1).

Interrogatory 224:

For each person identified in answer to the preceding

interrogatory, state the nature and disposition of any charges

brought against that person as a result of the arrest by the

defendants.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 223.

Interrogatory 225:

Identify all documents (including but not limited to

documents filed with a court) which reflect the defendants' ar-

rest of street vendors selling the publications "The Black Pan-

ther" as alleged in paragraph 61(B).

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 223.
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Interrogatory 228:

Identify (by radio or television station, newspaper,

source, information disseminated, and datc) each instance where

defendants are alleged in paragraph 61(C) to have disseminated

"half-truths" and "out-right fabrications" about the Party and

its leaders to the media.

Supplemental Response:

The only information the Party presently has concerning

dissemination of half-truths and lies about the Party to the

media is the information originally cited from the Senate Re-

port. As more information is obtained, plaintiff will supple-

ment its response to the extent required by Rule 26(e)(1).

Interrogatory 229:

For each instance identified in answer to the preceding

interrogatory, identify that part of the information alleged in

paragraph 61(C) which was.not true.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 228.

Interrocatory 233:

If the arrest of Fred Hampton alleged in paragraph 61(E)

to have been "instigated" by defendants was pursuant to an

arrest warrant, describe in detail which rights of the Party

were violated.

Supplemental Response:

Plaintiff's original response was not that the traffic

warrant was on its face improper, although if a copy of the

warrant were available, it might show that it was illegal.

Plaintiff's contention as to the illegality of the warrant is

based on the fact that it was illegally intended (by defend-

ants' own admissions in hearing testimony cited in the Senate

Report, p. 217) to disrupt and prevent Mr. Hiampton's appearance

On a television program.
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Inte:rroqatory 241:

Identify (by name, address, and nature of Party affiliation)

all persons who are alleged in paragraphs 62 (G) to have been the

subjects of physical surveillance, mail opening, and other.acts

by defendants.

Supplemental Response:

Plaintiff identified the Party members and supporters

listed in the responses to interrogatories 105-113 as the

subjects of physical surveillance, mail opening, and other

acts by the defendants. In addition, plaintiff cited informa-

tion from sections of the Senate Report. Except as to the

identities of persons protected by the First Amendment, this

represents the extent of the Party's present information.

Interrogatory 242:

For each person identified in answer to the preceding

interrogatory, identify (by date, place, and act) the acts

alleged in paragraph 62(G) to have been taken by defendants

against that person.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 241.

Interrogatory 243:

Identify (by name, address, and nature of Party affili-

ation) all persons who are alleged in paragraph 62(H) to have

been the subjects of electronic surveillance authorized by

defendants.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 241.

Interrogatory 244:

For each person identified in answer to the preceding

interrooatory, list all phone numbers which are alleged in para-

graph 62(H1) to have been the subject of electronic surveillance

conducted by defendants.



Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 241.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing

is true and accurate..

Executed on February , 1979.

Jo N KELLEY
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

v. ) Civil Action No. 76-2205

EDWARD LEVI, et-al., )

Defendants.

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE OF PLAINTIFF
BLACK PANTHER PARTY TO FEDERALLY REPRESENTED

DEFENDANTS' FIRST REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 1/

In its original production of documents on July 24, 1978,

plaintiff asserted a First Amendment claim not to disclose the

names of members and supporters who were not already publicly

known. These names were deleted from the documents produced.

See Response of Plaintiff Black Panther Party to Federally

Represented Defendants' First Request for Production of Docu-

ments, pp. 1-2. Defendants have objected that certain of the

deletions in the weekly reports were overbroad. Def. Mot.

to Compel BPP, pp. 66-68. Plaintiff has reviewed the deletions

and is producing corrected documents where appropriate in

response to Request 2.

Request 2:

All weekly reports which Chapters were required to sub-

mit to National Headquarters pursuant to Rule 20, Rules of the

Black Panther Party.

Supplemental Response:

The names of all Party members.and supporters considered

not publicly known were deleted from the weekly reports originally

submitted in response to this request. After reviewing the

6
7c 1/ An affidavit from describing his activities
7 D as an informant was produced in t e Supplemental Response of

Plaintiff Black Panther Party to Federally Represented Defendants'
First Request for Documents (filed November 21, 1978) . Defendants

had requested in interrogatory 159' that plaintiff identify all
documents that refer to informants-. 001-0

Cc(-lA
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deletions, plaintiff I-s prodppqing the following weekly reports

with corrections:

1. Milwaukee Chapter weekly reports of March 15, 1976,

and May 25, 1976. The first page of each of these reports

is now produced showing the name of the person at National

Headquarters who received the reports. This individual was

Larry Henson, who was identified in the Party's response to

Interrogatory 21 as a leading member of the Party. Plaintiff

has verified, however, that the sender of these reports is not

publicly known. Thus, the Party continues to claim a First

Amendment privilege to delete the name of the sender from page

2 of the March 15, 1976, and May 25, 1976, reports.

A new copy of page 2 of the March 15, 1976, report is

also produced, showing the text of the last three paragraphs

exclusive of the names of individuals subject to the Party's

claim of privilege. Plaintiff checked the names appearing on

this page against the list of publicly known local members

given in the House Committee on Internal Security, Staff Study,

The Black Panther Party -- Its Origin and_ Development as Reflected

In Its Official Weekly Newspaper, The Black Panther Black Com-

munity News Service, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 7-9 (1970),

and concluded that none of the individuals are publicly known.

2. Southern California Chapter weekly report of November

29, 1971. The first page of this report is produced showing

the signatory which, as plaintiff indica--ed in its response to

the motion to compel, was notan individual. Plaintiff Black

Panther Party's Memorandum in Response -- Defendants' Motion

to Compel, p. 92. The Party continues -. claim a First Amend-

ment privilege against disclosing the n.mes of the individual

report writers, since they are not pubIl71y known. Page 8

2



of this report is also being produced to show the full text

of the writer's summary of public trial testimony.

Respectfully submitted,

BRUCE J. TERRIS
KAREN H. EDGECOMBE

1526 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 332-1882

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify this 12th day of February, 1979, that

a copy of the foregoing "Second Supplemental Response of Plain-

tiff Black Panther Party to Federally Represented Defendants'

First Request for Production of Documents" and true copies

of the documents specified within the Response have been

served by mailing via first-class mail, postage prepaid, to

the following:

Joseph E. Casey William L. Staffer, Jr.
1435 G Street, N.W. Leonard, Cohen & Gettings
Washington, D.C. 20005 1400 North Uhle Street

P.O. Box 742
Larry Gregg Courthouse Square
R. Joseph Sher Arlington, VA 22216
Civil Division
Torts Section
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

KAREN H. EDGECOMBE



BLACK PANTI IER PARTY, Milaukec Chapter
2750 N. 16th Street - Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53206

(414) 263-5563

M-larch 15, 1976

To: Larry Henson
Black Panther Party, Central Headquarters
8501 1. 14th Street
Oakland, California 94621

From: Milwaukee Chapter, Black Panther Party
2750 N. 16th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53206

Dear Comrades,

We have four Party members, 'and
/ We also have a brother that works fairly regular in

the print shop and is beginning to relate to the Party. Back in
November the situation of the print shop was critical. Bills were
in the rear and a lot of energy had to be expended towards that
end to bring it to a stable point.

FREE BUSING TO PRISON PROGRAM

Momentum is being-picked up toward having the program funded.
We have one CETA slot for the program right now and have requests
for three rore positions which were given a Priority I rating by
the Finance Co.mittee, :ilwaukee County Board of Supervisors last
month. The requests go back before the Finance Committee at their
next meeting on the 25th of this month to be voted upon by that body.
Because of its longevity the program -has tremendous support throughout
the community.

We have also reorganized the Committee for the Survival of Prison-
ers, Inc. On the 20th of March we are having a Benefit Dinner and
Bake Sale out of our office on sixteenth street. We recently re-
structured our busing program operation to become a component part
of our newly named Milwaukee Legal Aid & Educational Program for
purposes of funding, job slots, etc., and in conjunction with our
thrust toward implementing prisoners commissary programs and providing
assistance and survival services to inmates and their families in
general.

BLACK PATHER INTERCOMMUNAL NEWS SERVICE

We had been selling only 300 papers through the winter until
2 *:-cks past when we started taking 500. We understand the importance
of o-r papcr- we have always been short handed in terms of people
ad ec. are trying to recruit now members to he3p us and I believe

nwe will have many ne-w members shortly.

"SUPP1ORT YOUR SUVIVAL -%7 PROGRAM"

i_ 'cond Su ploe~n tal R n~s( of !l'aciz Ianther PartyV to
Fe ra I y -presen ted Defen- F £ 'i rs t equent for Docunients

_. -M 777~. -7
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Jove been spending most of my time trying to set up a survival
machine relating to my talks with and in fact have already begun,
but I can only report about it in person.

The trip to Chicago wasn't cool at all. I was relegated to a
minor role before I even got there. informed me that since

had already given prior notice that he wasn't going to be there
he was written out of the planning sessions so all I was suppose to
do was go -to work shops, and we didn't have any kind of accomodations.

I'm in the process of organizing what I think will be a permanent
and fruitful income for us to do things the way they need to be done.

The Milwaukee Chapter has had to be reorganized since, and as
a result of the situation that existed when I came out to Central
last summer, which still has its effects. %has reported to
me that he has been told by Circulation Coordinator,
that he wasn't doing shit and the brother had just come back from
in the field in 10 below zero selling the Party paper.

All Power to the People,

Coordinator

[Second Supplemental Response of Black Pan ther Party to
Fecerally Repres nted Defendcants' First Reqjuest for Documents]



BLACK PANTHER PARTY, Milwaukee Chapter
2750 N. 16th Street - Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53206

(414) 372-0178

May 25, 1976

Larry Henson
Black Panther Party, Central Headquarters
8501 E. 14th Street
Oakland, California 94621

Re: Monthly report

Dear Comrade,

PRINTING BUSINESS

Businessis picking up some, the problems now are money and
help. We have some people from the Community coming in at times
to help, but we haven't gotten any qualified help to this point.
We just signed a contract for a on-the-job training program for
four trainee's. The contract pays half of the employee's salary
for six months, and is worth about $4,000. We should receive
our first installment payment in about a week. Financially the
printing busines is in debt. Hopefully by August we should be able
to began to show a profit.

FREE BUSING TO PRISON PROGRAM

In the months of April and May we bussed 284 people to the
penal institutions in Wisconsin. The Free Busing to Prison Program
support group, the Committee for the Survival of Prisoners, meets
every Tuesday at our office. The Committee sponsors benefits,
dances, sales and other activities to support the program. The
Committee is incorporated. The busing program trips are paid
for by the Social Development Commission in Milwaukee, and we
also have one CETA slot.

INTERCOMMUNAL NEWS SERVICE

Since the beginning of the year we have increased distribu- a
tion by 500 papers. Store distribution has increased by 10 stores
in the last two weeks. We are trying to buy display stands for the
papers in the stores because we know this would increase the sales.
This week we are going to hit all of the supermarket chains about
taking the paper. The problem that I have had is the number of
comrades that I am able to send to the field because of our other
areas of responsibility. I'm also going to Madison, Wisconsin
this week to distribute papers in that area and other receptive
areas in the state.

"SUPPORT YOUR SURVIVAL PROGRAMS"

Second Supplemental Response of Slack Fanther Party to
Federally Represented Defendants' First Request for Documents.
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Federally Represented Defendants' First R-. nest for Documents
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Cross
He didn't dig up any information about L.A.

bc C Under Farwell's cross-examination. he said that he didn't kncM tha was anb7D i He knew that| [ |would be a statewitness after he had taken the stand.
He didn't know Tackwood prior o70. Never worked for him.

witness - Peverend Kilgore

He attended Morehouse College and Morris College. He has three honorary degrees and
has taught in New York and other places., He belongs to several organizations, SC, NAACP',
etc. He is very interested in helping the community. Became familiar with the Party when
the breakfast program started. Some Panthers asked.him if a breakfast could be held in 1ids
church, but he was already holding a .similar .program. He said that the 10 Pt. Program had.
very many positive things in it. He went down each point and told what was positive about i
Cross - No Panther ever took him into his confidence..- He has never been invited inside of
CHQ. Has never been. invited to the gun room. At his church breakfast program he doesn't
teach hate or violence.

Thursday - Ronald Freeman
He joined the Party in '68. He was a member up to this year. He attended PE classes.

"Off the pig" means to eradicate the oppressive conditions in our corTunity. The purpose
of the Party is to redistribute the power in the camtry to pressed people. He read
literature of other people's struggle. He knew [ | |was in charge of supplies.
He knew Toure and they never talked about killing. He believes in armed revolution if
necessary. He hates when the police are manipulated by the ruling circle to serve the ruli
circle's interest. He has had discussions. about the April 6th shoot-out. During August
to November of '69 he wasn't involved in Panther affairs.

Cross - The goal of the Party is to educate the people. He recited the Motto and the
Cardinal Rule. He is an active revolutionary. An active revolutionary needs a gun. Every
one at CHQ had access to all the rocms. There was only one shotgun behind the partition.
He learned how to make pipebombs one time in court.. .a pig had testified to how pipebcmbs
were made. He never talked abut pipebombs to any of the defendants.

He was directly under G in rank. He left the Party early this year. He is subordina
to the needs of Black people. The Party had an organized structure, people had functions,
and people gave orders which may or may not be follced. G was first man, he was second.
Long John was his equal. Deputy Minister of Information and Caxntnication Secretary were
next in they were Elaine and Masai- There were section leaders and sub-section
leaders. -was subordinate to Roland on the litical level. 'There was also a mili-
tary leve t" 'Idn' t knex-r what it was about. and Julio Butler were in the milit
level, There was an underground. Its (oneJ functions was to teach people how to defend
themselves. He doesn't know of military classes. He would always be travelling back and
forth from San Diego to L.A. All brances are subordinate to the Central Staff 6f this
chapter. Elaine, Long John, Joan Kelley, Ronald and Masai were all on the Central staff.

He's heard the saying that "political power grows out of the barrel of a gun." 'That
means that the people in poer have control of guns. BPP has a military section but not
at army. He knew was in the military because Bunchy told him so. He didn't have
information on who was an the underground. He, Roland, and Craig are the oldest members
in the Party.

There was a distinction between the office and the breakfast program location.
The office is to conduct political work and register complaints. There unmarked
Panther hcuses. Time came when people began staying at offices becasue of fear of their
lives. It was better to stay together in a group.Stated that we started staying together
in offices just before he got busted.

[Page 8 of Southern California Chapter
Weekly Report of November 29, 1971

Second Supplemental Response of Black Panther Party to
Fede rally Represented Defendants' First Request for Document5 1



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., )

Plaintiffs, )

v. . )V.

) Civil Action No. 76-2205
EDWARD LEVI, et al., )

Defendants. )

PLAINTIFF HUEY P. NEWTON'S
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO FIRST INTERROGATORIES

OF THE FEDERALLY REPRESENTED DEFENDANTS

I, Huey P. Newton, supplement to the best of my ability

and recollection my July 24, 1978, responses to the first

interrogatories propounded by the federally represented defen-

dants.

Interrogatorv 4:

How were you elected President of the Black Panther

Party (e.g., vote of the Central Committee, vote of Party mem-

bers, etc.)?

Supplemental Response:

Although I was out of the country from August 1974 until

July 1977, I remained a member of the Central Committee and a

Party leader. It was understood when I left, however, that it

would be impractical for me to carry on the day-to-day leader-

ship of the Party. Elaine Brown served in a temporary capacity

as head of the Party until my return from Cuba. It was mutually

understood among all Central Committee members that, upon my

return, I would resume my leadership position with the Party.

Consequently, on my return, there was no need for a formal

election.

Interrogatory 5:

If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is that

you were not elected President, how did you assume authority

as the chief officer of the Black Panther Party from Elaine

Brown?

~ ~ 24~ J~C Vr



LlPClemental response to interrogatory 4.

dentify (by docket number, court, and parties) all

ti ana criminal actions (Federal and State) in which you

have been a party, other than actions involving marital,

child support, or personal debt issues.

Supplemental Response:

The following information supplements my earlier descrip-

tion of criminal charges filed against me since 1972.

1. On April 21, 197Z a complainant lodged charges

of assault and brandishing a weapon against me. These charges

were brought to trial in the case of People of the State of

California v. Robert Bay and Huey Newton, Alameda County

Superior Court, Case No. 25272 and resulted in a misdemeanor

conviction on the assault charge on April 15, 1974.

2. When I returned from Cuba in 1977, I was charged

with a group of felony and misdemeanor offenses in an Informa-

tion dated July 19, 1977 (Alameda County Municipal Court,

Case No. 6-46-24A)- These charges were eventually separated,

as follows:

a. People of the State of California v. Huey Newton,

Alameda County Superior Court, Case No. 654-74. I was acquitted

of one count of assault with a deadly weapon and convicted

of two counts of possession of a weapon by an ex-felon on

September 29, 1978. An appeal of this conviction was filed

November 3, 1978 (Court of Appeals for the First Appellate

District, Division 3, Crim. No. 18996). These charges are

referred to in defendants' interrogatories 42, 44 as the

Preston Callins case.

b. People of the State of California v. Hfuey Newton,

Alameda County Superior Court. my trial on this murder charge

is scheduled to begin shortly. This charge is referred to

in defendants' interrogatories 42-43 as the Kathleen Smith case.

2



c. People of the State of California v. luey Newton,

Oakland Municipal Court, Case No. 65919. My prosecution on

two misdemeanor counts of battery has been stayed pending the

outcome of the felony charges above. This charge is referred

to in defendants' interrogatories 11-15 as the Fox Lounge incident.

3. In People of the State of California v. Huey Newton,

the information was filed on May 11, 1978, in Santa Cruz

County Municipal Court, Case No. 66517, and included two

charges of felony assault and one charge of possession of a

weapon by an ex-felon. These charges were dismissed by Judge

William Kelsey on July 13, 1978.

Interrogatory 9:

For each action identified in answer to the preceding

interrogatory, identify all pleadings (in civil actions),

indictments or informations (in criminal actions) and all

other papers which reflect .the disposition of claims and charges

(including but not limited to notices and stipulations of

dismissal).

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 8.

Interrogatory 10:

Identify the date of each occasion, if any, on which you

have been convicted of a felony.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 8.

3
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Interrogatory 13:

What was the disposition of charges as to each person

arrested on or about July 30, 1974 at the Fox Lounge incident

referenced in paragraph 57(D)?

Supplemental Response:

I have no documentary evidence in my possession or con-

trol which would indicate the disposition of charges against

persons arrested at the Fox Lounge on or about July 30, 1974.

To the extent my personal knowledge of the dispositions of

these charges would require disclosure of the identities of

persons present at the Fox Lounge on that date, it is infor-

mation as to which I have invoked the privilege against self-

incrimination because of the state criminal charge pending

against me concerning events at the Fox Lounge. See response

to interrogatories 11 and 12.

Interrogatory 48:

Identify the Party status (e.g., Party or affiliate

member, central Committee member) of Flores Forbes on July

30, 1974, at the time this action was filed, and at the present

time.

Supplemental Response:

Flores Forbes was a member of the Party on July 30, 1974,

and at the time this action was filed. He is not a member of

the Party at the present time.

Interrogatory 49:

Do you know the present whereabouts of Flores Forbes?

Have you been in contact with him since October 23, 1977?

Supplemental Response:

I have been advised by my attorneys that information

leading to the discovery of potential witnesses is within the

scope of my claim of privilege against self-incr iination and

therefore I continue to invoke this privilege to responding

to this interiogatory.



Interrogatory 54:

Identify all types of communications (e.g., monthly

reports, reports of Black Liberation Army, personnel) you re-

ceived or would have received in the normal course of your

duties as Black Panther Party Minister of Defense.

Supplemental Response:

I have no copies of written reports that I may have

received as the Party Minister of Defense. I have no recollec-

tion in any more detail as to the nature of the oral communi-

cations I received.

Interrogatory 57:

Describe in detail the nature of your duties, respon-

sibilities, authority and/or influence as the Party's Minister

of Defense over the Black Liberation Army.

Supplemental Response:

I understood this and the succeeding questions (inter-

rogatories 58, 59, 60, and 61) to refer to a specific organization

called the "Black Liberation Army" which had an organizational

structure, personnel, activities, etc. Since I had no respon-

sibilities or authority in such an organization or knowledge

of its existence, I answered accordingly. As the Party cor-

rectly pointed out in its original responses to interrogatory 86

the "Black Liberation Army" did have a rhetorical meaning in

the black community and as such was used to describe people

who were working to improve the quality of life of blacks in

the United States.

Interrogatory 58:

If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is that

you had/have no such duties, etc. , describe in detail the

basis for your authority (e.g., authorized by a majority vote

of the Central Committee) to offer troops to the National Libera-

tion Front and Provisional Revolutionary Government of South

Vietnam ". . . to assist you in your fight against American

imperialism" as reported in the August 29, 1970 issue of "The

Black Panther."

5



Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 57.

Interrogatory 59:

Describe in detail the organizational structure of the

Black Liberation Army.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 57.

Interrogatory 60:

Describe in detail (including but not limited to dates,

personnel involved, nature of authorization to act, and result

of action) all para-military or "self-defense" actions taken

by the Black Liberation Army.

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 57.

Interrogatory 61:

Does the Black Liberation Army, either by that name or

another, presently exist?

Supplemental Response:

See supplemental response to interrogatory 57.

Interrogatory 72:

Identify all books and articles you have authored or

co-authored, other than those articles only published in "The

Black Panther."

Supplemental Response:

I do not have a listing or copies of any articles I

may have written other than the collection specified in the

original interrogatory. I would be happy to respond to ques-

tions as to whether I was the author of any additional particular

writings which the defendants believe I may have authored that

are not in my possession.



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing

is true and accurate.

Executed on February , 1979.

-9:~' /1' / - jj'c (-

HUEY P. NEWTON
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., )

Plaintiffs,

v.
) Civil Action No. 76-2205

EDWARD LEVI, et al., )

Defendants.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing

"Plaintiff Huey P. Newton's Supplemental Responses to First

Interrogatories of the Federally Represented Defendants" has

been sent via first-class mail, postage prepaid, on this the

12th day of February, 1979, to the following:

Joseph E. Casey William L. Staffer, Jr.
1435 G. Street, N.W. Leonard, Cohen & Gettings
Washington, D.C. 20005 1400 North Uhie Street
(202) 223-5750 P. 0. Box 742

Courthouse Square
Larry Gregg Arlington, Virginia 22216
R. Joseph Sher (703) 525-2260
Civil Division
Torts Section
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

(703) 25-226

Karen H. Edgecombe



UNITED -TATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al.,

Plaintiffs, )

v. ) Civil Action No. 76-2205

EDWARD LEVI,-et al.,

Defendants.

ERRATA TO
PLAINTIFF HUEY P. NEWTON'S

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY

1. The attached corrected page 4 should be substituted

for page 4 of Plaintiff Newton's brief filed January 31, 1979.

The corrected page carries three sentences at the end of para-

graph 2 that were inadvertently omitted in the typing of the

final page. The new section begins "Interrogatory 10 also re-

auested...." and ends "...will be noted in the Supplemental

Responses."

2. The attached corrected page 27 should be substituted

for page 27 of Plaintiff Newton's brief. The corrected page adds

the word "him" to complete the third sentence in footnote 1. The

sentence now reads: "If he intended to harm witnesses to these

incidents which are the subject of these investigations, he of

course could have done so as to witnesses known to him." The

corrected page also adds the word "They" to begin the second

sentence of the last paragraph. This sentence (which continues

on page 28) now reads: "They suggest that Mr. Newton was in fact

not involved in the incident involved and is only protecting his

associates."

Respectfully submitted

BRUCE J. TERRIS
KARE; H. EDGECOMBE
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

February 6, 1979

ATA,7Co',PAIN
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.r CORRECTED PAGE 4

to this interrogatory. In his'response, Mr. Newton first

described all civil actions in which he has been a party. See
1/

Newton's Response to Interrogatory 8, attached. In addition,

he included his rap sheet current through 1972 and mentioned that

his autobiography, Revolutionary Suicide (1972) contains a

fuller and, in Mr. Newton's view, a more accurate reflection

of the criminal cases noted on his rap sheet. Finally, Mr.

Newton listed all criminal actions, as reflected by the files

of his attorneys, subsequent to 1972. Since these responses did

not contain all the information requested by defendants (for

example, jurisdiction, docket number, and disposition), Mr. Newton

will include further information in his Supplemental Responses.

Defendants also contend 1IDef. HPN Mem. p. 10) that the

responses to interrogatories 9 and 10 were inadequate. Inter-

rogatory 9 requested identification of papers which reflect the

disposition of claims and charges. Mr. Newton responded that

this information was publicly available in court records. How-

ever, to assist defendants, plaintiff will include this informa-

tion in his Supplemental Responses. Interrogatory 10 also re-

quested the date of each felony conviction. Through 1972, this

information was furnished in response to Interrogatory 8. More

recent convictions will be noted in the Supplemental Responses.

Defendants also object (Def. HPN Mem. p. 3) to the ade-

quacy of the search for information responsive to interrogatory

13 which might be in the possession of plaintiff's attorneys.

This interrogatory requests the disposition of charges for those

arrested at the Fox Lounge. Mr. Newton responded that state

charges are still pending against him. Thus, there has not yet

been a disposition of these charges as requested in interrogatory

13. This answer was therefore complete. See also Argument II,

below.

1/ Plaintiff Huey Newton notes that defendants did not attach
the full text of the interrogatories and the plaintiff's Responses.
Plaintiff believes that the Court should have available to it a
copy of those responses along with a copy of his objections and
therefore we have attached these documents for the Court's conven-
ience.

4



CORRECTED PAGE 27

If the Court, however, decides to determine whether

plaintiff Newton must answer the interrogatories at this

time, we again emphasize that defendants have shown (Def.

HPN Mem. p. 28), at the very most, no more than the infor-

mation is relevant. They have not even suggested that they

do not already have this information or that they cannot

obtain it from other sources.

4. Interrogatory 45: Describe the extent of your
knowledge and/or participation in the "Richmond
incident" of October 23, 1977, where three men
(two of them identified as Black Panthers) broke
into a house in front of a house where a pro-
secution witness stayed, shooting M-16 rounds.

Interrogatory 46: Did you order or were you
aware of any order for North Carolina Party
members to resettle in the Oakland
area?

Interrogatory 47: Describe the extent of your
or participation in the shooting

of at Lake Mead.

Defendants' only statement of their compelling need

for responses to these interrogatories is based on their

misinterpretation of the plaintiff's request for injunctive

relief from the defendants. Defendants contend (Def. HPN

Mem. p. 28) that "plaintiffs seek broad equitable relief

that would effectively preclude further government investi-

gation of the Black Panther Party." Plaintiffs seek, and

-this Court could only properly enter, an order enjoining

defendants from further illegal activities such as those

which have been associated with their "investigation" of

the Black Panther Party in the past. Therefore, responses

to these interrogatories not only serve no compelling need

of the defendants, they are not even relevant to this liti-
1/

gation.

Defendants raise (Def. HPN Mem. p. 29) whether "Mr.

Newton has any real fear of self-incrimination." They

1/ Defendants also suggest (DeE. HPN Mem. p. 29) that the infor-
mation is relevant because of "witness safety issues." However,
it is difficult to understand how Mr. Newton's responses to these
questions can bear on witness safety. If he intended to harm wit-
nesses to these incidents which are the subject of these investi-
gations, he of course could have done so as to witnesses known to him.

27 
(Continued)



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

V .

EDWARD LEVI, et al.,

Defendants.

Civil Action No. 76-2205

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing

"Errata to Plaintiff Huey P. Newton's Memorandum of Points and

Authorities in Support of Motion to Compel Discovery" has been

sent via first-class mail, postage prepaid, on this 6th day

of February, 1979, to the following:

Joseph E. Casey
1435 G Street, Northwest
Washington, D. C. 20005
(202) 223-5750

Larry Gregg
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U. S. Department of Justice
Washington, D. C. 20530
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William L. Stauffer, Jr.
Leonard, Cohen & Gettings
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, )
et al.

Plaintiffs,

v. ) Civil Action No. 76-2205
)

EDWARD LEVI

Defendant.

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION OF DEFENDANTS
BELL, ET AL. TO COMPEL DISCOVERY OF PLAINTIFF NEWTON

Introduction

Like the Party, plaintiff Newton has supplemented his

responses to movants' interrogatories since the motion to

compel was filed. Newton also has submitted his affidavit to

explain the type of search he made in-providing responses-

These partially satisfy defendants' concerns. However, further

responses still must be compelled on the specific grounds dis-

cussed below and plaintiffIs many claims of privilege must be re-

jected on the merits and in view of movants' need for discovery.

Before discussing these issues, it is again important to

emphasize that very little information seems to be available

to the defendants to prepare their defenses, in view of (1)

the Party's destruction of the vast majority of the relevant

documents (even though related litigation initiated by it was

pending) and in view of (2) the fact that many knowledgeable

persons have since left the Party (such as its former Chairperson,

Elaine Brown) and were not even willing to talk with the Party's

own representative. [Kelley Jan. 15, 1979 Aff. 2(b).J

The Party was not even able to reach its other co-founder,

Bobby Seale. [BPP Supp. Res. 184 to Fed. Defs. First Int.]
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Thus, movants are left to rely upon the stale recollections

of the few long-standing Party members who have remained.

As its co-founder and leader from the very beginning, Newton's

testimony is vital. He, more than anyone else, knows of the
1/

Party's activities during its early period. Given Newton's

role with the Party throughout its history, his recollections

would appear to be critical to the plaintiffs' case as well

as to the defense. Accordingly, there is a very great need

for movants to have all "available" information from this

plaintiff.

Argument

I. PLAINTIFF SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO .REFRESH HIS LITIGATION
RECOLLECTION WITH THE MATERIALS CONTAINED IN HIS
COUNSELS' FILES

In an affidavit filed-in support of his memorandum in

opposition, plaintiff has explained the search he conducted to

provide the information sought by movants' interrogatories.

In part, this was in response to Part I of movants' opening

memorandum pointing out that plaintiff had a duty to provide

information that was available to his counsel, as well as to

himself directly. See e.g., Miller v. Doctor's General Hospital,

76 F.R.D. 136, 140 (W.D. Okla. 1977). Although Newton avers he

conferred with his attorneys, he did so only "...for the purpose

of determining whether there were any particularly objectionable

interrogatories." [Newton Jan. 29, 1979 Aff. 11 3.] This is

not an adequate response. Newton has been a party to a large

number of criminal matters, as well as civil matters (such as

1/ Indeed, of those fully consulted by Kelley in
responding initially, only Emory Douglas appears to have
been a Party leader almost as long as Newton.
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the San Francisco Black Panther suit). [See e.g., Newton

Ans. & Supp. Res. 8 to Fed. Defs. First Int.) Newton's attorneys'

files likely will contain much factual information which could

be used by him to refresh his recollection to answer the

interrogatories. This is especially important if Newton intends

to claim that his prosecution in these criminal matters

resulted, somehow, from defendants' alleged harassment.

Accordingly, a further search should be compelled along these
2/

lines.

Additionally, it is noted that plaintiff has been reported

as testifying in his current trial that he returned after

fleeing to Cuba "... armed with innocence and with 300,000 pages

of FBI documents, proving the government was out to get me."

[Attach. 1.] If this is his testimony, then plaintiff's limited

recollections are hard to explain. At the least, plaintiff

should be required to confirm or deny the accuracy of the

report of his testimony and, if true, provide more responsive

answers. It is noted that he does not state in his recently-

filed affidavit that these materials were reviewed (if they

exist) in refreshing his recollections about the charges he

has brought. Accordingly, a further explanation and

response should be compelled along these lines as well.

2/ Since many of these criminal matters are over, it is
noted Newton would not appear to have any Fifth Amendment
privilege at this time.
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II. RESPONSES ALSO SHOULD BE COMPELLED TO INTERROGATORIES
5 AND 42 FOR THE SPECIFIC REASONS SET FORTH BELOW

In the event the Court compels further answers by the

plaintiff, it is likely that additional information will be

forthcoming in response to all interrogatories. In their

opening memorandum, however, movants discussed how plaintiff's

answers to certain interrogatories also were defective as

evasive and incomplete for specific reasons. Newton's Supple-

mental Response clarifies these specific deficiencies, except
3/

for interrogatories 5 and 42. For the following reasons,

further responses to these interrogatories should be compelled

on the specific grounds discussed below.

1. Interrogatory 5:

If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is -that
you were not elected President, how did you assume authority
as the chief officer of the Black Panther Party from Elaine
Brown:

Supplemental Response: See Supplemental Response
to Interrogatory 4. [Supplemental Response 4: Although I
was out of the country from August 1974 until July 1977, I
remained a member of the Central Committee and a Party leader.
It was understood when I left, however, that it would be imprac-
tical for me to carry on the day-to-day leadership of the Party.
Elaine Brown served in a temporary capacity as head of the
Party until my return from Cuba. It was mutually understood
among all Central Committee members that, upon my return,
I would resume my leadership position with the party.
Consequently, on my return, there was no need for a formal
election.]

This might be adequate were it .not for the possibility

that former plaintiff and Party Chairperson Elaine Brown

was forced out of her position by Newton after he physically

beat her. This possibility arises from published reports.of

such a beating and Brown's affidavit concerning medical

3/ For the Court's convenience, the paragraph numbering
system used in the opening memorandum will be used here.
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problems at the time. These were discussed in movants'

opening memorandum but are not addressed by Newton in his

Supplemental Response. Considering the gravity of the matter,

they should be addressed either by a simple denial, if that is

the case, or by an explanation of what happened. If there was

such a beating, then it would reflect on the current posture

of the Party under Newton's leadership (possibly as a change

from the Party's goals under Elaine Brown), as well as the

possibility that witness testimony will not be available to

movants for fear of reprisals if the testimony is not favorable
4/

to plaintiff.

3. Interrogatory 42:

-Do you contend your pre-sent prosecution for the murder
of Kathleen Smith and for the beating of Preston Collins is
part of the conspiracy alleged in this civil action?

Supplemental Response: None.

Plaintiff's argument that plaintiffif Newton's

answer is not evasive but rather reflects the only information

he presently has available to him" with respect to his contention

of the involvment of the movants in his criminal prosecutions

[Pl. Opp. 8] is wholly inapposite.

This is nothing more than a contention interrogatory. A

simple yes or no should be provided, not the evasive answer

given to date. The answer should come from plaintiff, under oath.

4/ It is noted that Newton is reported to have testi-
fied that members who discuss matters in his apartment are
precluded by Party rules from discussing matters elsewhere,
absent Newton's approval. [See Attachment 4, p. 2, to Reply
in Opposition to Motion of Defendants Bell, et al. to Compel
Discovery filed this date as to the Party's responses.] Thus,
he does appear to exercise control over testimony of others.
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III. PLAINTIFF NEWTON'S CLAIM.OF THE PRIVILEGE
AGAINST SELF INCRIMINATION SHOULD BE OVER-
RULED AND ANSWERS COMPELLED

A. Plaintiff Newton Has Waived The Privilege Asserted

The privilege against self incrimination, like other

privileges:

... is not a self-executing mechanism; it
can be affirmatively Waived, or lost by
not asserting it in a timely fashion.

Manes v. Meyers 419 U.S. 449, 466 (1975). Plaintiff Newton

contends that his failure to respond to discovery, or to

object to those interrogatories deemed objectionable in the

time allowed by the Rules or even to seek leave of Court to

extend the time to respond worked no waiver of the privilege.

[Pl. Opp. 12.1 In this argument, Newton adopts the argument

set- forth in Part II (A) of the Party's Opposition to the movants'

separate Motion to Compel directed at the Party. The movants'

Reply Memorandum, Part II refuted those arguments, and it is

adopted here to avoid duplication.

There are, however, matters which are peculiar to plaintiff

Newton's failure to object in a timely fashion and the conse-

quent waiver of his privilege claim. which require separate

treatment.

1. Newton Has Concealed An Objection
And Thereby Waived It

In his Supplemental Response, plaintiff Newton, for the

first time, asserts a previously undisclosed objection. [See
5/

Newton Ans. and Supp. Res. to Fed. Defs'. Int. 13.1

The danger of undisclosed objections was adverted to in the

movants' opening memorandum. [See Defs. Mem. 3; Dollar

v. Long Manufacturing Inc. 561 F.2d 613 (5th Cir. 1977).]

Newton acknowledged this was an improper practice [Newton

Opp.-5], and argued that while:

5/ In his separately filed Objections, plaintiff
Newton does not mention interrogatory 13 at all.
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... a party may not provide a partial response
and reserve an objection by silence ...
plaintiff Newton has provided all information
reasonably available to him.

Ibid.

Newton has, in fact reserved an undisclosed objection.

In answer to interrogatory 13, Newton averred:

State charges against me are still pending. Dis-
position of charges against others may be obtained from
them or the appropriate law enforcement records, but are
not in my possession.

When pressed on the obvious inadequacy of this answer by

the Motion to Compel, he supplemented the answer as follows:

I have no documentary evidence in my possession or
control which would indicate the disposition of charged
against persons arrested at the Fox Lounge on or about
July 30, 1974. To the extent my personal knowledge of
the dispositions of these charges would require disclosure
of the identities of persons present at the Fox Lounge on
that date, it is information as to which I have invoked
the privilege against self-incrimination because of the
state criminal charge pending against me concerning events
at the Fox Lounge. See response to interrogatories 11 and
12.

While one may doubt that Newton's attorneys' file do

not contain documentary evidence reflecting the disposition

of charges against co-defendants, the critical point is that

after purporting fully to answerInterrogatory 13, plaintiff

Newton only now discloses this objection. Therefore, even if his

failure timely to answer and object in general, or his bringing

of this damages action, did not waive the claim of privilege,

the failure to object to this interrogatory when the utimely

responses and objections were finally filed plainly waived any

claim of privilege as to interrogatory 13. Therefore, a full

answer to this interrogatory should be compelled.
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2. By Voluntarily Testifying, Newton
Waived His Claim of Privilege.

It is well settled that one way in which the self-incrimination

privilege may be waived is to take the stand and testffy. See

eg_, United States v. Brannon, 546 F. 2d 1249, 1256 (5th Cir.

1977); Johnson v. United States, 318 U.S. 189, 195 (1943); Har-

rison v. United States, 392 U.S.'219, 222 (1968). It has been

widely reported in the press that Newton took the stand in his

current criminal trial, and testified about many, if not all, of
6/

the matters over which he claimed privilege in this action.

If such be the case, further answers should be compelled as to

all interrogatories over which privilege was claimed.

B. Plaintiff Newton Has Shown No Real
Danger of Self-Incrimination.

-P-laintiff Newton contends, in effect,_that his decision to

claim the self-incrimination privilege is essentially unreviewable.

[Pl. Opp. 13-14.] This is simply not the case. He must show

as to each question objected to a real danger of self-incrimination.

[See cases cited at pages 15-16 of the movants' opening memorandum.]

Plaintiff Newton has not done this [see Pl. Opp. 19-20], thus
7/

his claim is facially defective.

It is not necessary to burden this memorandum with a

detailed discussion of the failure to properly and adequately

claim the privilege asserted. While relying generally on the

points made in their opening memorandum (which movants contend

are unrefuted in Newton's opposition) certain points need to be

made. As the movants noted in their opening memorandum [pages 16

n. 8, 26, 29 and 311, certain of Newton's objections were

6 / For example, Newton appears to have already testified as
to what happened at the so-called Fox Lounge incident which was
the subject of paragraph 57(D),of his pleading [Attach. 2], even
though Newton has asserted a privilege here to responding to
interrogatories directed about the incident. [Newton Obj. 11-
15 to Fed. Defs. First Int.]

7 / It is not conceded that the unsworn argument of counsel
could supply the factual LAasis for a claim of privilege. How-
ever, even if arguendo it could, the discussion referred to is
insufficient.
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not directed to avoiding self-incrimination, but rather to

avoiding incriminating others. Indeed, it now appears that

Newton has ignored a Court Order to give testimony in his

criminal trial precisely because of his reluctance to incriminate

others. [Attach. 3.]

For this reason, too, that he has not shown a danger

of self-incrimination, and is thus not entitled to any

privilege, further answers should be compelled.

C. Plaintiff Has Now Asserted A Priority
In Discovery, Not A Privilege

Plaintiff Newton asserts that interrogatories 43 and 44

need not be answered because of a newly discovered relevance
8/

objection. He states:

It is therefore impossible to state at present
whether these two interrogatories are relevant. This
determination will depend upon whether plaintiffs decide
on the basis of information provided by defendan-ts- that
these events were part of the conspiracy against the
plaintiffs. Consequently, determination of Mr. Newton's
Fifth Amendment claim as to these interrogatories should
be deferred until discovery against the defendants is
complete.

[Pl. Opp. 26.]

Having pled a broad based conspiracy, including all the

incidents which are the subject of the interrogatories, Newton,

and presumably the remaining plaintiffs, now seek to complete

all the discovery they may desire against the defendants,

then pick and choose among events so that they can limit

defendants' discovery to only those areas plaintiffs choose.

This is a procedure wholly contrary to the letter and spirit

of the Rules, and should not be allowed. [See Rule 26 (d),

F.R. Civ. P.] Certainly it provides no basis to refuse to

answer an interrogatory by claiming, on a facially overbroad

basis, the privilege against self-incrimination.

8/ Such an objection, concealed in his original
answers,is, of course, waived. [See Part II (A)(1) above.]
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Plaintiff Newton, by the plain effect of this position

is seeking to distort the reality that was the Black Panther

Party, and to prevent the defendants from testing and correcting

that distorted picture. The movants have, in the past,

adverted to the danger of revisionist history -- of past

happenings becoming non-events. The position now set forth

makes that danger much more real. By asserting that the

totality of defendants' actions with regard to him and the

Party are a basis for their claim for pecuniary and injunctive

relief, Newton and the Party have put in issue their own actions

which gave rise and reason to the actions of which plaintiffs

complain

Instead of confronting this difficulty, however, the

plaintiffs now blandly claim a full and unconditional priority

in discovery, which they had previously disclaimed in their

Memorandum in Opposition to the movants' motion for an extension

of time to respond to plaintiffs' Motion to Compel, filed

October 17, 1978. At page 8 of that memorandum plaintiffs

note that "there is no legal basis for any party arguing that

its discovery taken precedence over any other." The position

revealed by plaintiff Newton's assertion is without legal basis.

Plaintiff Newton should be required to answer fully all

interrogatories, and be prevented from using discovery to

select only those aspects of his claims which, based on what

the defendants already know, he feels are "safe" to put in issue.
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Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, and those set forth in the

movants' opening memoranda, further answers should be compelled.

Respectfully submitted,

BARBARA ALLEN BABCOCK
Assistant Attorney General

EARL J. SILBERT
United States Attorney

LARRY L. GREGG

R. JOSEPH SHER

Attorneys
Department of Justice
Washington, D. C. 20530
Tel: 202-724-6730/6732

Attorneys for Defendants Bell, et
al.
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T esMd byP c

Secret Recordings Prove He Was at His Apartment
.at Thime of Murder, Suspect Yestifies ot Trial

iV"AKLAND (M-Black Panther Wew . daimlng be is being
wxider Ekey Newtoo testified Thura- framed. aid that and rosti-
thy that tape sacretly tnea "Tpd strane bw-

iseby antie anderal uc
r m innocent of thin the wboth thing ta that the

murder of a 17-year-old prostitute.
Newton claims he was home writ-

Ing the nght Kathleen Smith was
chot an an Oakland street corner in 0riof has cmd he wunts to aftZ

A~1774. At vdnercrigo
1ow I was in the apart- Newton and Fred the re-

anent,"le told prosecutor Tom Orloff, bus emy. The date of that record-
.fron the bugging you had in the tog, however, -has not been deter-
spartment lan't that true? Are you mied and Orloff has not indcted
afraid to answer that. how it might help the prosecution.

-Orioff replied. "We'll get to that." In earlier tewiony. Newton
1B-th Newton and auh oriDonald calmed be w pistol -whipped by pa-

$7eed have testified in Newton's hie when he ws arrested about 10
pwrder trial that they were writing a the shooting

z'ebgious essay when Miss Smity was wben you put a " in a "=na
aboL hand. he's dangerot., Newton sd.
. Two other witnesses, a former -When you gve hi a gun and a
Rrostitute and a self-proclaimed bad, he's lethal"
5isi-et man." have testified that they Newton. who fed the United States
"aw Newton &hoot te young prost- for Cba in 1974 shortly after the

shooting. thd he left because of a
cnspiracy directed at him by federal
and Oakland authorities

He ended his voluntary eiile once
e ias armed with 300,000 pages of

documents" which he said revealed
that ethe authorities would do any-
thing to tr y character down and
p ail me

hoKemihyl h prosecution.wtess hre

Bie wnihele asnarrs te ab1

ast week that they saw Newton
shoot Miss Smith.

Black Panther bodyguard Lary
enton told the court that he wit-

Dessed Buic &boot Miss Smith.
Newton currently is free on $13,-
OO bail. pending hs appeal of a con-

viction last fall of being an ex-felon m
possinof firearms. He vuns en-

ten=-totwo years in prison.
SThe charge stemmed from is c-
Heiendeis ol-Whiping his tailor

Preton =tlns-who recanted an ear-
her accusaton and refused to testify.

Newton served 22 months in prison
for his 16s conviction of voluntary
manslaughter in the shooting of an
Oakland pol eman. The conviction

~A VL'2~ CCiT. NJ~was reversed on appeal in 19MO. and
Kcarges were disninssed after two tn
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The once-miltant Black 1Panth,
Which Newton claims has 10,000

members in 38 chapters throughout
the United States, now advocate com-
munity education, child care and nu-
raio programs
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The Washington Post, Mar. 19, 1979 p. A-3

ve ton ia lwa7t
(over OnepsMan' AnIage

By Cynthia Gorney
eial Lo The Washlison Pot

OAKLAND, Calif.-"The party puts
you on a pedestal," the prosecutor
said.

"I put the party on a pedestal,"
Huey Newton said.

"The party puts you on a pedestal,"
the prosecutor said again.

-The party loves me and I return
the love. You don't know what that's
about," wton replied.

Last esday at 2:28 p.m., Black
Panth Hsiuey Percy Newton took the
stand efore a mostly white jury and
began, politely and easily, to portray
himself as a self-taught black revolu-
tionary theoretician who would not,
could not have murdered a prostitute
in cold blood.

Befor ethe week ended. Tom Orloff,
the Alameda Co-unty prosecutor; be-
gan trying to portray Newton as a
thug.

Newton, on Tuesday: "I taught my-
self to read through recordings of
Vincent Price reading Shakespeare-
Hamlet, MacBeth, King Lear. I used
to follow the text . . . The second book
I finally mastered, after reading about
15 times, was The Republic of Plato
. . . I was very impressed with the Soc.
ratic mission, the.cave allegory of Soc-
rates. . . ."

Orloff. on Friday: "Was Mr. Callins
beaten to a bloody pulp?" Defense ob-
jection-Newton was acquitted on
that charge last year because Preston
Calling, the tailor who had said New.
ton beat him up, recanted and refused
to testify. Overruled. "Didn't he have
four skull fractures?" Objection.
Overruled. "Wasn't it you that did it?"
Objection. Overruled.

The way he is perceived-as a
thoughtful and persecuted political
leader, or a violent and egomaniacal
bully-means everything to Newton
this month.

He is accused of shooting Kathleen
Smith. also black, 17 years old, on the
Oakland street corner where she.
waited for a customer on an August
night in 1974.

He is alleged to have climbed out of
a steel-gray Lincoln Continental and
begun arguing with this prostitute, ar-
guing because she apparently de-
clined to show him the proper respect.
"Don't you know who I am?" he is al-
leged to have said.

The prosecution's case rests entirely
on the testimony of two people who
say they saw Newton do it. One is a
20-year-old former prostitute. The
other is a pimp named Caries Buie. or
Carl Buie, or Lee Buie, or Carl Wal-
ters, or Lee Bo. His character was
shredded by two defense witnesses.

A third eyewitness was dropped
when it was learned she apparently
had been in jail on prostitution
charges the night she was supposed to
have seen Newton. A fourth, accused
of falsely testifying to a murder to
protect her lover, also was dropped.

It is a weak case for the prosecution
-and Newton has an alibi, which was
presented for the first time last week.

His wife and a Los Angeles-based
author have testified that he worked
through the night with them while
someone was shooting Kathleen
Smith-that Newton was taping his
rough ideas for an essay on commu-
nity control of police and a second es-
say on new political interpretations of
Jesus' life as described in the New
Testament.

So if Newton is convicted, it will
have to be because ihe jury simply
does not believe him, his alibi. or his
unswerving insistence that he has
once again been singled out because
he is a radical black activist.

They will have to believe. as the
prosecutor has argued, that Newton is
a dangerous man whose outbursts
have nothing to do with race. And
that is why the trial has turned into a
slow battle over one man's image.

Newton, short-haired and dressed in
camel or black velvet jackets, speaks
of leftist politics; Orloff, gaunt and
bland-voiced, asks abo4 t alleged
brawls.

Orloff demands details on the dates
and circumstances of Newton's admis-
sion to the University of California,

probing for Inconsistencies in his tes-
timony or failings in his academic
work; Newton Fxplains reactionary
and revolutionary intercommunalism
and thanks the people who tutored
him on campus4"The professors were
very kind to me."

"I had a very stormy school career."
Newton said during his direct exami-
nation, facing the jury and explaining
how he graduated from high school a
functional illiterate.

"Black children generally were very
alienated in the school system at that
time. There were mostly whiteteach--
ers . . . we were led to believe that
missionaries had rescued us (in Af-
rica) from savagery and had brought
us to this country to civilize us . , . I
was expelled or suspended from just
about every school in Oakland."

There was no anger In his voice as
he described the founding of the

':.T::- ~J'ATN c ':lTi

BLACR PANTER, 
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,,Alack Panther Party 13 years ago and
the 10-poinit program party leaders es-
tablished to demand such things as
full employment, adequate housing
and health care, and an end to the Vi-
etnam war.

"We wanted police to stop humiliat-
ing blacks, stop shooting little black
kids in the back. I carried a shotgun
and a law book," he said. (Carrying an
unconcealed weapon was legal at that
time in California.) "Whenever we
saw the police stopping people in our
community we would stand at a dis-
tance and observe . . ."

Newton spoke of the shooting inci-
dent 12 years ago in which he was
wounded in the stomach and an Oak-
land police officer died-the shooting
for which Newton was convicted of
manslaughter in an emotional and
much publicized trial in this same
courthouse.

The conviction was overturned b-
1970, after Newton had served part of
his- sentence. Two subsequent trials
ended in hung juries, and the case
was dropped.

Wasn't it true, Orloff said, that the
conviction was overturned only be-
cause the judge had failed to properly
instruct the jury?

It was not, Newton said-his trial
d been found illegal in a lengthy

a pellate opinion, and he had been
ldicated.
Wasn't it true, Orloff said, that in

July 1974 Newton had become en-
raged at a police officer when the offi-
cer refused Newton's offer of a drink
in a bar-and that Newton had or-
dered his bodyguard to kill the
officer?

It was not, Newton said. The officer
had provoked him into saying some-
thing insultiipg, and had then poked a

.357 magnum at his head, Newton
said. "I was beaten so badly I had to
be taken to a hospital," Newton said.

Had Newton jumped bail in 1974. re-
surfacing for the next three years in
Cuna to flee the charges facing him?

"The party decided it was best for
me to leave." There was a contract
out on his life, Newton said-pimps
and prostitutes had been offered $10,-
000 to kill him.

Did he know many pimps and
prostitutes? I

"I know the streets very well," New-
ton said evenly. "The majority of
blacks in Oakland are poor people,
and live in a poor community where
many illegal actions take place be-
cause of this poverty."

Back and forth it went, during the
days of sometimes heated, sometimes
plodding testimony and cross-exami-
nation.

Orloff suggested it was curious that
Newton could not produce the tape of
his conversations the night Smith
died: Newton shot back. -The best
record would be the bugs the police
put into my wall."

The cross-examination will continue
this morning, and the case is expected
to go to the jury by midweek.

Newton, his confidence apparently
unshaken, makes a brief appearance
each day in front of the television
cameras that wait for him to emerge
from the elevator.

He was asked toward the end of the
week whether he had anything to say
about the nature of his cross-examina.
tion.

'Yes," Newton said. "I think this
trial is becoming even more ridicu-
lous." He waited for the cameras to
get their shot, and then put his arm
around his.wife and went off to lunch.

BLACK PANTHER PARTY V. LEVI, CANO. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)

Rep. Mem. to Opp. to Mot. of Defs. Bell, 
et al. to Compel
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San Francisco Chronicle, Mar. 17, 1979 p. 12

By George Wiiuamson the law if he identified them.

Murder defen~iant Huey New-
tan and prosecutor -Tom Orloff - When Superior Court Jue
traded heated words yesterday Carl Anderson admonished
over what the testimony might that the refusals were "not his
have been from a prostitute whom privilege," Newton stared -back and
,he prosecution mysteriously said evenly: 'm taking that privi-
4aroppea as a scheduled witness two Jege."
days irto the Oldand trial.

-Were you worried about that
pratatute?" Orloff shouted, refer-
king to Raphaelle Gary Istreet name
J'pl Gray), whom police claim
1 e Black Panthers tried to kill in

ctctober. 1977.
-No, rm not worried. rd like

that prostitute to take the stand. As
a matter of fact, we're thinking
about subpoenaing her," Newton
replied.

The defendant then said. "I
don't know," to these questions:
"Were any of your party members
concerned about her... Was Flores
Forbes concerned about her?"

Over defense attorney Michail
Kennedy's objectons, Orloff ques-
tioned Newton about the ,1974
beating of Oakland tailor Preston
Callins, a charge of which Newton
was acquitted in October by a jury
in Oakland.

Orloff prosecuted the
case, but couldn't question Newtz
about it at the October trial beca
the defense rested then without
presenting its own case.

Callins had testified previously
that Newton assaulted him, but he
retracted the claim before Newton
was tried for assault, and refused toForbes was a Newton body- testy at the trial.

guard who police say was wounded
in a botched attack on Crystal
Gray's Richmond house by three Newton carefully pulle
panthers. Forbes has disappeared yesterday from ea c s at
Cnee that incident, which also the murder t n an

Iulted in the death of another d Police Department "con-
I anther. J ay. against him.

From his seat at the witness
stand yesterday, Newton claimed: He instead that, on

You yrdad, hewhrn reflection, he would now call I a
because you knew we could prove l
her to-be a certified bonafide liAr." on their"disike" for'm - that

stopped officers from adequately
Earlier yesterday, Newton checking out witnee the prosecu-

vtheadfastly refused to divulge who tion planned to who turned out
advised him to jump ball in 1974 to binn'sl"an
-and who helped him flee to Cuba.

eewon cuhe would not ple
the peOalklae PIod beleearmet"cn
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The Atlanta Constitution, Mar. 20, 1979 p. 7-H

NV..v ton I Trial W itness
*Cbha Yes erisim n

OAKLAND CAP). - A key prosecujtin eor .atwin Oriofn to -eaieher.
witness who testified two weeks ag htse e gt~en=hur r attempted to
saw Black Panther leader Huey Newtirn shoot t, bz tor a"adl2iwyse bad

wanted her testimmoy on Monday. "vEryne -S3 btr to rkaM thiaco.I
Michielle Jeakina a 20yewr-oW Ijocmer-, w metingi~r waa noth el!aic I modprstitute who says she wras standing om the do bzit Co along wihI esido a s

Corner abortly before Kathlen Smith was 2hot- tegimony.
Aug. 6, 1974, testified at Newton's murder Mis Jeekies Lad id d Nto oke
trial that she didn't know who had shot her &ally from a seniS3 of BiE pictures givez~to bar
fried, then AdMited she was swe it WeaL~ by police When Kaeed sowed her th s

"I can't say zt Was Mr. Newton oi' avyaw 2rw tel wa the man who sht Kiss
eI e" b said in a weak nwaotous. -1 asn, Smith.

sunied it w-as Mr. Newton. I don't know wbo it She said &e W'd Identifled Newton N
was. All I can say is that I saw a person that Came of hia eyebrows and waid that was J

night." ~~~~~~Set himn apart fo h iir feoh
NG= Jleakine resppearzace at thatCrl&]l- Similar-ooklmt n.

came as a surprise and appeared &r catCh 'Bu yo a' udeana y his eye-
?puty District Attorney Tom rn loff off tro"" she said Mody as thecbrz o

g~ Sbe testified for the prraecutite cQ Spectatr cbucklaih
VKV 7?,Stating th= that Nesrto was tkoe &Be =aW thiat she eer way n iU

Whendefnse ttoney------------a"y panl the triegar on her friend.
Wbe'deew storfeyMkia Keep- - -1 sw a mn with a gun - X did not 6

pointed to Newton on Monday and' asked, VZ : -asyad shotKtle la, h a
thsteman you saw an the strest-to-t- - -VWhon I SZ~ that gum, 11300%~ off runfn

early morning bows of Aav. V?" MessJeezkz4 -rM sgp to' -
her voice barely apdible replied, "n" ~' &f~'~o~y etmwl edt

'Are you sure'" Kennedy askad. 'III tempt of wzwt for refun pronciple-c
"rm ure" sh relied -,-explain boo' be (btd to Cuba after the 19t6

Kennedy questioned Miss Jenkins hejafly - Sl~ying.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY,
et al.

Plaintiffs,

V.

EDWARD LEVI

Defendant.

Civil Action No. 76-2205

4 N- NoL TION COTI

ORDER

Upon consideration of the Motion of Defendants Bell,

et al. to Compel Discovery of Plaintiff Newton, and the matters

submitted in support of and in opposition to the motion, and

the entire record before the Court, it is hereby

ORDERED that defendants' motion is GRANTED; and it is

further

-- - -ORDERED-that plaintiff shall file a further response to

movants' First Interrogatories for the reasons referenced in

movants' reply memorandum; and it is further

ORDERED that, the Court having found plaintiff's objections

and claims of privileges untimely, inadequate, and otherwise

outweighed by movants' need for discovery from this plaintiff,

the plaintiff's objections and claims are rejected; and it is

further

ORDERED that, the Court having found plaintiff's answers

to interrogatories 5 and 42 to be inadequate, plaintiff shall

file full and complete responses to these interrogatories for

the reasons referenced in movants' memoranda; and it is further

ORDERED that plaintiff shall have twenty (20) days in

which to file responses pursuant to this Order. In the event

plaintiff seeks an extention of time, plaintiff shall in any

event advise whether he will persist in his claims of privilege.

Date:
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing Reply

Memorandum to Opposition to Motion of Defendants Bell, et

al. to Compel Di'scovery of Plaintiff Newton, with attach-

ments and proposed Order were served, postage prepaid, this

2__6 day of March, 1979, by mailing copies to the

following counsel of record:

Bruce J. Terris, Esq.
1526 18th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Mark H. Lynch, Esq.
Suite 301
600 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

Joseph E. Casey, Esq.
1435 G. St., N.W.
Building # 420
Washington, D.C. 20005

William L. Stauffer, Esq.
Leonard, Cohen & Gettings
1400 N. Uhle St.
Courthouse Square
P.O. Box 742
Arlington, Virginia 22216

LARRY L. GREGG



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., )

Plaintiffs, )

vs. * ) CIVIL ACTION NO.

EDWARD LEVI, et al., ) 76-2205

Defendants. )

MOTION OF DEFENDANTS BELL, ET AL.
FOR EXTENSION OF

PAGE LIMITATION PRESCRIBED BY LOCAL RULE 1-9(e)

Defendants Bell, et al., move the Court for a twenty-

one (21) page extension of the thirty-five (35) page limi-

tation prescribed by Local Rule 1-9(e) of the Rules of this

Court. The extension is needed in order that the defendants'

memorandum of points and authorities submitted in reply to

plaintiff's opposition memorandum to the motion to compel

can address and quote in full (pursuant to Local Rule 1-

9(A)) the plaintiff's Supplemental Response to various

interrogatories which are the subject of this motion. The

Supplemental Response was filed with plaintiff's opposition

memoranda and therefore has not been discussed previously.

Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, defendants

06 \



respectfully request the Court to grant this motion to and

direct the attached reply memorandum be filed.

Respectfully submitted,

BARBARA ALLEN BABCOCK
Assistant Attorney General

EARL J. SILBERT
United States Attorney

LARRY L. GREGG ob

Attorneys
Department of Justice
Washington, D. C. 20530
Tel: 202-724-6730

Attorneys for Defendants Bell, et al.



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

PANTHER PARTY, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

EDWARD LEVI, et al.,

Defendants.

CIVIL ACTION NO.

76-2205

ORDER

Upon consideration of the Motion of Defendants Bell,

et al., for Extension of the Page Limitation Provided

By Local Rule 1-9(e), defendants' Motion is GRANTED and

the Clerk is directed to file the Reply to Opposition to

Motion of Defendants Bell, et al., to Compel Discovery.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

Date:

THE BLACK

VAT "Z)IIN Cl\ Qs

1, A 7 -'T
B :61561 1



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., )

Plaintiffs, )

vs. ) CIVIL ACTION NO.

EDWARD LEVI, et al., ) 76-2205

Defendants. )
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., )

Plaintiffs, )

vs. ) CIVIL ACTION NO.

EDWARD LEVI, et al., ) 76-2205

Defendants. )

REPLY TO OPPOSITION TO MOTION OF
DEFENDANTS BELL, ET AL. TO COMPEL DISCOVERY

Introduction

"One purpose of Rule 33 is to allow one party to obtain

admissions from another, and thereby save time in preparation

and at trial." Evans v. Local Union 2127, Int'l. Brotherhood

of Electrical Workers, AFC-CIO, 313 F. Supp. 1354, 1362

(N.D. Ga. 1969).

The "8 Main Rules of Attention and 3 Main Rules of

Discipline" speak of taking "captives" and disposition of

"captured" property. In explaining why these were not

included among the Party's rules in its answer to movants'

interrogatory 18, the Black Panther Party, through Joan

Kelley, avers under oath that these ". . . were not considered

to be a part of the Party's rules of bylaws." [BPP Feb. 12,

1979 Sup. Res. to Fed. Defs. Int. 18.) A "Central Committee,



B.P.P. Press Conference" published in The Black Panther,

however, cautions all members to follow the rules of the

Party ". . . which have been in existence since Huey P.

Newton organized the Black Panther Party (including the 3

main rules of discipline and the 8 points of attention)

.*" [Attach. 1

This perhaps better than anything else summarizes the

situation confronting the defendants in this action.

Plaintiff took ample time in which to prepare its answers

initially -- much more time than was permitted by the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure even though the Court's

permission to do so was not even sought. Plaintiff then had

even more time while the Court considered defendants' motion

for sanctions and even more since the instant motion was

filed in which to check its answers. After all that,

supplemental answers were filed. And still, plaintiff has

not answered truthfully. This is not the only example, as

discussed in Part III, infra. Moreover, it has now become

clear that most of the relevant documents in plaintiff's

possession were destroyed by the plaintiff before this

litigation was commenced, even though similar litigation

commenced by the plaintiff was pending.

A purpose of discovery is, of course, to narrow the

issues before trial -- not, as plaintiff suggests, to defer

all matters until proof at trial. Evans v. Local 2127, 313
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1//

F. Supp. at 1362. The pattern of evasive and contradictory

answers engaged in by the plaintiff, regardless of its

motive,,cannot be tolerated in a suit as far-ranging as

this. Plaintiff has given three different answers to the

same basic question about the make-up of its Central Committee,

the Party's ruling body, and the plaintiff's new explanation

for these apparent contradictions is, itself, at least

partially refuted by the Party's own publication. The

plaintiff's argument through counsel, that movants ". . .

can hardly be heard to complain because the [more recent)

answers they received contained many more [committee names]

than either Elaine Brown [in another action] or Huey Newton

[in response to defendant Moore's discovery here] had

supplied previously" [Pl. Opp. 60] does not excuse the prior

untruths. More importantly, given its poor track record to

date, plaintiff's argument gives no assurance that these new

answers, like the earlier ones, also are not quite correct.

Some of the plaintiff's new answers and explanations

demonstrably are not correct. Others are questionable

because of the inadequacy of plaintiff's search and con-

tradictory information contained in its own publication. To

these, perhaps the plaintiff is in the position of Aesop's

sheppard boy who cried 'wolf' too often, so that no one

believed him when he finally cried the truth. Nonetheless,

1/ Plaintiffs suggest that they first should have discovery
Before even deciding what claims to press and contend that
defendants' interrogatories would not be relevant until that
decision is made. [Newton Opp. 26.] However, plaintiffs
already have pressed these claims by filing their amended
complaint. They are not entitled to a priority of discovery
which would prevent movants from seeking discovery relevant
to the allegations plaintiffs have pleaded. They are, of
course, free to drop claims at any time. Rule 26(a), P.R.
Civ.P.



special measures must be taken to compel, and to assure,

that full and candid answers finally are forthcoming, if
la/

plaintiff is to continue this lawsuit.

Argument

Further responses should be compelled on three grounds,

which will be discussed below in turn. First, the inadequacy

of plaintiff's search in preparing answers coupled with its

admitted destruction of most of the relevant documents

requires that special measures be employed to ensure that

defendants indeed do receive "such information as is avail-

able" to plaintiff. Rule 33(a), F.R.Civ.P. Second, plaintiff's

demonstrably overbroad claims of privilege cannot outweigh

movants' own need for discovery, especially since so little

documentary material remains. Third, further answers to

certain interrogatories must be compelled where the various

answers and supplemental answers given to date have been

evasive, incomplete, inaccurate and even contradictory.

I. THE PARTY'S RESPONSE WAS INADEQUATE

Movants urged the Court to compel further answers to

all interrogatories because it appeared that the Party's

answers were based on an inadequate'search and that the

affiant, Joan Kelley, was not qualified to respond on the

la/ A modified proposed Order is attached for the Court's
consideration.
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basis of her recollections since she was not a member of the

plaintiff's leadership until 1971, after the most overtly

violent period of the Party's history. In rebuttal, plaintiff

has supplemented its responses to some interrogatories and

submitted Kelley's affidavit with regard to her qualifica-

tions and the search she conducted.

Rule 33 requires the litigant served with interrogatories

to "furnish such information as is available to the party."

The duty of the Party to provide all available information

is especially important here. First, plaintiff has sued

individuals for damages, individuals who will be personally

liable (not the government) if a judgment were rendered

against them. Second, plaintiff waited very long before

initiating this action, to the prejudice of these defen-

dants. Finally, and again to the prejudice of the indivi-

duals who have been sued, plaintiff destroyed or lost nearly

all the relevant documents before this action was filed.

The fact that plaintiff has chosen to seek personal

damages liability as well as to seek equitable relief has an

obvious impact on discovery. These individuals cannot be

forced simply to rely upon the cold trail left by government

records in establishing the reasonableness of their actions,

their lack of involvement in particular actions, and their

good faith. They also are entitled to seek discovery from

the plaintiff. Simply receiving full and candid answers

to their interrogatories might well obviate movants having

to establish their defenses by extrapolation from thousands

of pages of government records, records which plaintiff un-



doubtedly will dispute in any event. Judicial economy as

well as fairness to defendants commends such a course.

Defendants' efforts to assert a defense is hindered by

plaintiff's failure to prosecute an action in a timely

manner. There can be no doubt that plaintiff has sat on its

rights. Its own newspaper reflects the Party was aware of

the government's investigative interest in the Party's

activities from almost the very beginning. Indeed, this was

the basis for much of the rhetoric espoused in that pub-

lication over the years. Any doubt that the Party was on

notice is dispelled by the simple fact that plaintiff

instituted a nearly identical suit some years ago in the

Northern District of California and, in fact, had been a

plaintiff since 1969 in a suit instituted in this Court

challenging electronic surveillance. It may well be that

the Party waited for a more favorable climate before bringing

its action as a matter of litigation strategy. Be that as

it may, its decision has prejudiced the individual defendants

severely, because memories have lapsed and witnesses are no

longer available (for example, former FBI Director Hoover

and former FBI Assistant Director Sullivan are deceased).

Indeed, only one of the individual defendants now remaining

in this action is still employed by the federal government,

and many do not reside close to Washington, D. C., where

many of the government records are kept.

Defendants also have been prejudiced by the unavailability

of documents, which is directly attributable to the plaintiff.

-6-



The Party failed to preserve relevant documents, even though

it had a duty to do so in view of the Dellinger and San
2/

Francisco Black Panther suits. What type of documents

were destroyed? Most significant are the various chapters'

"weekly reports," which the Party's Rule 20 required to be

sent in to the national office. The Party's Rule 22 also

required monthly finance reports be sent. These reports, of

course, would have been contemporaneous with many of the

incidents challenged in this lawsuit and, thus, would have

been highly relevant in establishing the reasonableness of

defendants' beliefs that the Party was a violence-oriented

revolutionary force, that specific incidents were caused by

persons other than defendants (or their agents) or, indeed,

were of the plaintiff's own doing. An example will illustrate.

Paragraph 61(B) of the Amended Complaint alleges defendants

were responsible for false arrests of the Party's street

vendors. Plaintiff's counsel further claims in the opposition

memoranda that all such arrests were unlawful. [Pl. Opp.

89.] However, one such incident apparently taken from the

Philadelphia Chapter's weekly report was reported in the

July 19, 1969 issue of the Black Panther (page 17). [Attach.

2.] That report reflects the Party members were arrested

for failing to comply with Atlantic City, New Jersey,

2/ The San Francisco suit was dismissed for failure to
prosecute. Black Panther Part , et al. v. Donald Alexander,
et al., CivirAction No. C-37-247W(N.D. Cal.-,Feb. 27,
1976). The Party's claims in the suit initiated in this
Court were dismissed recently for failure to provide discovery.
David Dellinger, et al. v. John N. Mitchell, et al., Civil
Action No -69 (D.D.C., Jan. 2,T1797, merged in final
judgment of dismissal entered Mar. 16, 1979).



licensing requirements and not because of defendants' acts,

refuting the plaintiff's allegation and the claim of counsel.

Unfortunately, very few reports survived especially from the

early years of the Party in view of plaintiff's failure to

preserve them. Indeed, reports of only six of the Party's

over forty chapters remain.

By its own acts, therefore, the Party has posed serious

obstacles to the avenues of defense normally open to a

defendant. As a practical matter, plaintiff has foreclosed

Rule 34 discovery by defendants by destroying its own
3/

records. Defendants are then left to interrogatory and

deposition discovery and, thus, to the memories and recollec-

tions which remain, without the benefit of the Party's own

records which could be used to impeach such testimony. The

problem is compounded since many persons have left the Party

[Pl. Jun. 22, 1978 Opp. to Mot. for Sanctions 2;-see also

Brown Jul. 21, 1978 Aff.] and now are "difficult to locate."

[Kelley Jan. 15, 1979 Aff. I 2(b).] Indeed, former members

expressed an unwillingness to talk about their former

connection with the Party" -- even with the Party's own

representative, Joan Kelley. Ibid.

If this litigation is to continue, especially against

the individual defendants in damages, then special steps

must be compelled to insure that all information available

to the plaintiff is provided in discovery.

3/ It is noted that Joan Kelley has averred that none of
Ehe Party's records were destroyed "because of this litigation"
[Kelley Jan. 15, 1979 Aff. I 2(d), emphasis addeKd, although
a possibility exists documents were destroyed in anticipation
of discovery in other civil or criminal litigation. Of
course, relevant documents were destroyed while similar
litigation was pending, the Dellinger and San Francisco
Black Panther actions.
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Rule 33(a) requires the answering party to provide all

'available" information to it. Where that party is an

organizational entity, designated person(s) must respond on

its behalf with such information. Rule 37(d), in turn,

confirms the inherent power of the Court, where necessary,

to fashion such forms of relief "as are just" to assure the

mandate of Rule 33 is met. See also Rule 37(b), F.R.Civ.P.

(evasive or incomplete answer is treated as a "failure to

answer" for purposes of the Rule). Such special safeguards

now are needed here. After repeated opportunities to respond

fully, the Party's designated representative continues to be

unable to answer in a satisfactory manner. Even accepting

this has happened because of her own lack of personal

knowledge, it underscores the need for compelling something
3a/

further. Simply compelling further responses from Joan

Kelley would be useless, however. Accordingly, the Court

first should compel supplemental answers under oath by each
4/

Central Committee member. Then defendants would be assured

of receiving all available information the Party has or is,

willing to provide. Since even the Party's Supplemental

Response is contradictory and otherwise inadequate, this

procedure for answering should be compelled.

3a/ This is especially so since Kelley's affidavit states
Eiat she fully discussed its answers with only three other
Central Committee members [Kelley Jan. 15, 1979.Aff. I
2(b)], although the Party claims to have fifteen members.
[BPP Ans. 18 to Fed. Defs. First Int.] It is likely that
all would have at least some relevant information to the
Party's claims.

It is noted that apparently at least one Central
Committee member was not contacted, Robert Heard, since he
is reported to have disappeared. [Attach. 3 .1

4/ Compare the procedure provided in Rule 30(b)(6),
I. R. Civ. P.



Second, the plaintiff cannot be permitted to always

refer merely to unidentified incidents reported in uniden-

tified issues of The Black Panther as being the basis for
5/

their claim.- Plaintiff initiated this suit. At the least

it should be required to review its paper (the only relatively

contemporaneous account of the alleged harassment) and

specify its charges, rather than force defendants to guess

what really is at issue in this action.

As movants already have shown it is clear that all

arrests of street vendors reported in its paper facially

cannot be attributed to defendants, contrary to plaintiff's

allegation and that of their counsel. Indeed, plaintiff

repeatedly has attempted to explain away many of the most

violent threats in its paper as mere "rhetoric." While

rhetorical statements clearly are within the Party's editorial

discretion, equally clearly in litigation they are no

substitute for statements under oath. If plaintiff intends

to attribute any incidents reported in its paper to defendants,

it should specify those incidents by supplemental answers.

Judicial economy will be ill-served and defendants will be

unfairly treated if they must wait until the eve of trial to

find out what plaintiff decides to pursue.

Plaintiff's destruction of documents and dilatoriness in

pursuing its action when coupled with the way it has responded

to date has 'poisoned the well.' Stringent measures must

be taken if the litigation is to proceed with any degree

of fairness. For these reasons, the Court should compel

5/ See e.g., BPP Ans. 49-50, 99-100, 103, 119, 123, 138-
'59, 151 159, 163, 169, 179, 180, 193-95, 198, 206, 223-26,
237 to Fed. Defs. First Int. Of course, the failure to
carefully review these undermines plaintiff's answers to all
interrogatories.



compel further responses to all interrogatories in the

manner suggested above.

II. PLAINTIFF BLACK PANTHER PARTY'S FIRST
AMENDMENT CLAIMS ARE WITHOUT MERIT.

A. The Party Waived It's Objection By It's
Unexplained And Unexcused Delay.

The Party contends that it's failure to respond to the

movants' interrogatories or document requests, or to seek

permission of the Court to extend the time for responding,

or even to accept a proffered agreement for such an extension

does not have the effect of waiving the objection. [Pl. Opp.

27-32.] The Party contends that this result is required

because of the importance of the right sought to be protected

[id. at 27, 31-32], and because they contend the failure to

respond did not prejudice the movants [id. at 28-29); that

no Court Order was violated [id. at 29], and that the failure

was not, in their view, willful [id. at 29-31].

In their opening memorandum, the movants have shown

that the failure to object in a timely fashion, or to

respond, has been held to waive the objection. [See Defs.

Mem. 11.] The authorities plaintiffs cite do not contradict

this proposition, and are inappropriate to this case because

the Party's contentions are without basis in fact.

First, while the Party contends movants have shown no

prejudice, the contrary is true. The Party contends that,

-11-



having responded in July, there can be no prejudice.

However, this ignores the fact that the Party's answers were

not only delayed, willfully as will be shown, but were and

are inadequate. [See Part III, infra.] Moreover, it is not

sufficient to argue, as the Party does, that because the

defendants' received extensions of time, approved by the

Court and counsel, they have suffered no prejudice as a

result of the Party's unexplained and unexcused willful

delay. The Party's responses were not filed until almost

two months after the movants were forced by that delay to

file a Motion for Sanctions.

As has been recently held, althoughuh no showing of

actual prejudice was made, prejudice is presumed from

unreasonable delay." Moore v. Telfon Communications Corp.-,

589 F.2d 959, 967-68 (9th Cir. 1978), and cases there cited.

The Court emphasized that the presumption was especially

strong in cases where "recollections about conversations and

conduct are very important." This is precisely the situation

in the case at bar, and supports the weight of authority

that unexcused delay waives any objection not timely interposed.

More than delay is involved here, however, Much more

fundamental than the Party's delay is it's destruction of

its own contemporaneous record of it's history. See,

supra, pp. 6-8. This record would have provided information

the defendants lack as to the activities of the Party, and

would have also provided a basis upon which memories could

be refreshed and the credibility of witnesses could be

-12-



tested. This is critically important in this case because

the Party has indicated that it does not accept the accuracy

of the government records it has sought. At the same time,

all that remains is the recollection of witnesses of events

long past. The danger that memories will be stale, and need

refreshing is apparent -- and vital source of material to

refresh recollection has been destroyed. The Party's delay,

then, plainly prejudices the defendants by unjustifiably

increasing the risk of complete loss of evidence by an
5a/

irretrievable lapse of memory. Cf. Moore, supra.

Second, the Party contends that there should be no

waiver for the reason that the Party has violated no Order

of this Court. This is simply not the law, as the movants'

opening memorandum established. As the Court observed, at

the status call of November 6, 1978, "discovery should be

handled by counsel without even the intervention of the

Court." [Transcript of the Status Hearing of Nov. 6, 1978,

p. 7.] Another Court has said:

Time limits, whether embodied in the
Rules of Civil Procedure or in the Order of
a Court, are designed to expedite the orderly
movement and disposition of litigation. If
those time limitations can be flouted persis-
tently and at will, they are meaningless.

5a/ Indeed, it appears that the Party, far from seeking
tHe "just, speedy and inexpensive determination of [this]
action," Rule 1, F.R.Civ.P., seeks to delay this litigation
and extend it by such dilatory tactics in order to punish
those who, in it's view, are unpunished wrongdoers. [See
Plaintiffs' Opposition to the Movants' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment, p. 11 n. 1 (served October 30, 1978).]
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Riverside Memorial Mausoleum, Inc. v. Sonnenblick-Goldman

Corp., 80 F.R.D. 433,435 (E.D. Pa. 1978). To say that, by

waiting.until an opponent's patience is exhausted and a

Motion for Sanctions is filed a litigant may nonetheless

escape any consequences is to say that the Rules have no

meaning, and that a litigant may ignore them as he will,

always provided he avoids any Order of a Court. The Rules

do not contemplate such a result, and, as the Court observed,

they require a contrary conclusion.

But, even more to the point, it is plain that the

Party's default was willful. The Party now claims that, due

to the legal difficulties of Huey Newton, the resignation of

former Chairperson Elaine Brown, and the change in practice

location of Mr. Heistand, the Party's delay should be held

not to be willful. Of course, this does not respond to the

plain fact that the Party wholly failed to take any step at

all to assure the movants and the Court that the Party
6/

recognized and accepted it's responsibilities. Nor does

it in any way explain why the Party's lead counsel in this

case, who had not moved his office nor resigned his position,

was unable to assert the objections here raised in a timely

fashion. Most assuredly, it does not explain why counsel

was unable, or unwilling, to agree to the proffered extension,

or to move this Court for such further time as was needed.

6/ This is especially serious in view of the Party's
willful failures to make discovery in Dellin er, et al. v.
Mitchell, supra, p. 7 and n. 2, which resulted, after nearly
10 years o1Itigation, in the dismissal of the Party.
Given this history, and the Party's present record in this
case, the conclusion is inescapable that the Party has
willfully ignored its obligation, and absent sanctions will
continue to do so.
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Plaintiffs, in their Response to the Movants' Motion

for Sanctions "concede the seriousness of this delay."

[Response, 1.] Serious it was, and serious it is -- far too

serious to escape sanction.

B. The Party Has No Privilege Under The First
Amendment To Justify It's Refusal To RespolI
To Interrogatories 21, 33, 54, 61 and 198

The Party has objected to interrogatories no. 21, 33,

54, 61 and 198 on the basis that they required disclosure of

the names of persons whose connection with the Party was not

previously publicly disclosed. See Black Panther Party's

Objections, passim. The Party, in its opposition, pp. 34-40

facilely assumes that, because most of the defendants are

represented by attorneys employed by the Department of

Justice, "the government" is seeking disclosure of the

undisclosed officers of the Party. [See eg_, Pl. Opp. 34, 35,

36 n.l.3 In fact, as we have shown supra, only one of the

defendants from whom damages are sought, General Aaron,

still serves his country. The remaining defendants have

returned to private life. Nor will "the government" bear

the burden of a judgment, as the Party (and plaintiff

Newton) neither sought damages from "the government" nor did

they comply with the jurisdictional requirements so to do.

Thus, while the Party argues that "[t]he government

must show that there is an important governmental interest"

7/ Interrogatory 105, which seeks the identity of persons
alleged to have been the subject of unlawful electronic
surveillance is no longer relevant to any issue properly
litigable in this case, and is thus withdrawn. See pp. 29-30,
supra.
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before there can be disclosure where a claim of First

Amendment privilege is interposed, that argument is simply

inapposite here. As plaintiffs have conceded, they seek

damages from former officials, and injunctive relief from

those defendants presently in office. Transcript of the

hearing of December 14, 1978, p. 41. As the movants have

shown, the discovery here sought is relevant to the issues

of personal liability, causation, existence, extent and

amount of pecuniary damages, as well as available defenses,

which are at the very heart of the Party's case against the
8/

individual defendants.

The interest of defendants, private individuals, who

seek the discovery objected to, however, is as weighty as
9/

the interest the Party claims to be asserting. That

interest is no less than their right, as a matter of due

process of law, to have the issues plaintiffs have tendered

to the Court fully and fairly determined -- and determined

expeditiously and inexpensively. It is this interest, not a

"governmental" interest in the classic sense of a public

regulatory scheme to further some public policy, which

requires that, before the Party may recover damages from

these defendants it must permit the fullest and most searching
10/

examination of all the facts which bear upon it's claim.

8/ Should the damages issues fall from the case, the
injunctive issues are anticipated to be ripe for decision on
summary judgment motions after a brief period of further
discovery. Cf.Loya v. Immigration & Naturalization Service,
583 F.2d 1117 1114 (9th Cir. 1978)7

9/ As will be shown, supra p. 2, the Party's claim of
privilege is more apparent than real.

10/ There is no assertion that the information sought is
not relevant.
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Nor does the Party's analysis of the cases in which

identification of membership was sought support the conclusions
11/

they reach. [See Pl. Opp. 37-39.j While they argue that

the cases disclose no need for proof of harassment before

the claim will be upheld', in each case cited, harassment was

found. Thus, the Party's discussion of NAACP v. Alabama,

357 U.S. 449 (1958) centers not on any finding that there

was no potential for harassment consequent on disclosure,

but rather that the Court did not find that the State of

Alabama was the source of the harassment. Plainly there was

a danger of harassment found [see NAACP, 357 U.S. at 462],

albeit from other sources. In its discussion of NAACP, the

Party ignores this finding. [See Pl. Opp. 37-38.] In

discussing Doe v. Martin, 404 F. Supp. 753 (D.D.C. 1975),

the Party does not, and cannot contend that there was no

finding of potential harassment consequent upon the disclosure

of the identity of contributors to the Socialist Workers

Party. See 404 F. Supp. at 756. Rather, the Party argues

that, because it is dissatisfied with the quantum and nature

of the proof in that case [Pl. Opp. 38, 39]; and because issues

11/ The Party argues at length that there should be no
'penalty" imposed for asserting it's alleged right. Opp.
pp. 41-48. The Party contends that if these claims are
upheld, this action can proceed, notwithstanding the potentially
devastating effect denying discovery may have on the defendants.
This position may have been properly asserted in a substantive
response to the inovants' Motion for Sanctions, and to the
Supplemental Memorandum in support thereof, and was there
shown to be without merit, see Supp. Mem. pp. 6-12, however,
it is inapposite to the issues raised by the present motion,
which goes to the existence and availability of the claimed
privilege, not to the question of whether this action can
proceed if answers to the movants questions are not forth-
coming. Thus, movants will not respond to this issue, but
reserve it for further briefing in the event that the Court,
notwithstanding the movants' showing, should shield the
Party from discovery.
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regarding harassment of the Socialist Workers Party are in

litigation in other contexts (and other Courts), somehow Doe

is drained of meaning. The Party's reference to Socialist

Workers 1974 National Campaign Committee v. Federal Election

Commission, Civil No. 74-1338 (D.D.C.) is also defective in

this regard. In that case, too, this Court found on the

record that there was harassment shown, and consequently
12/

found the privilege applied.

In the present case, neither the Party nor any of the

other plaintiffs have offered any evidence from which any

present harassment can be shown. In such circumstances,

when the danger which the privilege is designed to forestall

does not exist, the privilege is inapplicable, and disclosure

should be required.

C. Even If A Privilege Is Available, It
Was Waived By Bringing This Action.

The Party contends that "the government" cannot impose

penalties for asserting Constitutional rights, and that as a

result, the Party can, at the same time seek substantial

damages from individuals and deny them needed discovery.

This result is a palpable denial of due process to those

sued in damages, for it forecloses, or at least severely

burdens, their ability to fully ventilate all the facts that

bear upon the claims for which they may be mulcted in damages.

12/ The cited SWP case is limited in its holding since
Ete broader issue of the propriety of suitable relief for
alleged potential harassment is presented in Socialist
Workers Party v. The Attorney General, 73 Civ. 3160(.D.N.Y.)
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Professor Moore, in discussing the question of waiver of

privileges by bringing suit, concluded that:

a privilege is 'waived' -- though
the party intended no waiver -- by bring-
ing or defending the suit [where the privi-
leged matter was central to the issue the
party tendered to the Court]

4 Moore's Federal Practice 1 26.60[6].

In Grinnell Corp. v. Hackett, 20 F.R. Serv. 2d 668 (D.

R.I. 1974), the Court was faced with a motion to compel

answers to discovery seeking, inter alia, a list of members

of a plaintiff-intervenor. Id. at 669. Chief Judge Pettine

observed that:

. . . assuming there is a privilege to
protect identity they have interjected
the issue and cannot now complain.

Id. at 670.

Similarly, in Dow Chemical Co. v. Taylor, 20 FR Serv.2d

673, 676 n. 1 (E.D. Mich. 1974), a dismissed 519 F.2d 352

(6th Cir. 1975), Judge Feikens, noting that nothing in the

record reflected anything more than speculation as to harm

from disclosure went on to observe:

It is elementary that a party must as
a matter of course have the right to inquire
into the factual bases of allegations con-
tained in the opponent's pleadings. See,
e.g., Hughes v. Groves, 47 FRD 52, 57 (WD
Mo 1969); Lance, Inc. v. Ginsburg, 32 FRD
51, 52 (ED Pa 1962). Such inquiries are by
definition relevant to issues raised in the
case. There can be no viable claim of
oppressiveness, for having pleaded certain
facts, it may be assumed that the pleader
is in a position to furnish the details upon
which he relied in making the allegation.
RCA Mfg. Co. v. Decca Records, Inc., 1 FRD
433, 435 (SDNY 1940). And even assuming
that the facts in question may be covered
by an assertable privilege, which in this
case they are not, it is only just to con-
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clude that by pleading at bar as to matters
involving those particular facts, the party
so pleading has chosen to forego its privilege
in favor or proving those allegations as
part of its case. Because it would be funda-
mentally unfair to permit a party to withhold
information relevant to allegations which it
has itself made and the issues thereby raised,
the party must choose between its allegations
and its privilege. See Awtry v. United States,
27 FRD 399,.402-03 (SDNY 1961); Independent
Productions Corp. v. Loew's, Inc., 22 FRD 266,
276-77 (SDNY 1958).

Ibid. (First Amendment right to protect membership lists).

Familias Unidas v. Briscoe, 544 F.2d 182 (5th Cir.

1976) does not assist the Party. In that case, the Court of

Appeals found that the interrogatories seeking the identity

of the plaintiff organization's members "were neither crucial

nor necessary." 544 F.2d at 191 n. 16. The Court went on

to observe that "any interest appellees might have had

with regard to the identity of the membership . . . was

completely dissipated " 544 F.2d at 192. Thus,

the issues which necessitate the discovery resisted in

the present case by the Party were not part of the case in

Familias Unidas, and the Court acted to limit unnecessary

discovery. That is not the case ad hoc, and Familias

Unidas is inapposite.

Nor does the Party gain any support from International

Union v. National Right To Work Legal Defense and Education

Foundation, Inc., F.2d , Nos. 77-1739, 77-1766 (D.C.

Cir., Nov. 17, 1978)(hereinafter "Marker"). The Marker

Court nowhere considered and determined the issue of whether

a plaintiff may, consistently with due process, shield from

discovery facts central to the issues which he put in

suit, nor was the question presented to the Court, for it
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was the defendant who was asserting the privilege. [Slip.

Op. 10.] Of course a plaintiff is the master of his complaint,

and may decide what to put in issue and what to protect by

the framing of his complaint. It is this factor which

distinguishes Dow Chemical and Grinnell Corp. from Marker

and it is this distinction which the Party entirely fails to

confront. Thus, it is plain that the Party has waived any

privilege which might be available to it, were it a defen-

dant, by bringing this action.

D. Defendants' Need For The Information
Overcomes Any Privilege The Party May Have.

In the event that the Court were to hold, notwith-

standing the foregoing, that the Party has not waived any

privilege it may have, either by it's unexcused and inex-

plicable delay in objecting to the interrogatories or by

it's deliberately placing in issue matters to which the

requested discovery is central, nonetheless the movants are

entitled to an Order compelling the Party to disgorge the

information.

It is plain that the privilege claimed, if it exists at

all in this context, is a qualified, rather than an absolute

one. As the Court observed in Marker:

. . . [a]t some point, the additional burden
on a litigant in seeking out alternative
sources of discovery may justify compelling
disclosure of essential information from one
asserting a constitutional privilege.

[Slip. Op. at 26.] The Court identified two factors which

should be considered before such discovery is ordered: is
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the information sought available elsewhere, and have reasonable

attempts been made to secure it from such sources; and does

the information go to the heart of the lawsuit. Id. at 25.

Turning to the first factor, it is plain that the

nature of the privilege claimed precludes the possibility

that the information sought is reasonably available elsewhere.

As noted earlier, documentary discovery is not practical

here since the Party destroyed most of the relevant documents.

Thus, movants are left to personal recollections already

made stale by the passage of time, as the Party's limited

collective recollection evidences. However, identities of

key witnesses with these recollections have been hidden by

the claim of privilege.

The Party has claimed a privilege only as to the identity

of persons whose connection to the Party is not publicly

known. While the claim is defective for the reason that it

is overbroad, on its face [see Part II(E), infra], if it has

any meaning at all such a claim can only mean that the

identities sought are not reasonably available to the
13/

defendants. Indeed, even extraordinary measures are

likely to be unavailing, as the Party's own affidavits show.

Joan Kelly asserts that at least "some" of the persons she

contacted were unwilling to discuss their former connection

with the Party. (Kelley Jan. 15, .1979 Aff. 12(b).] If such

persons are reluctant to discuss their former connection

13/ As a matter of plain meaning, while the Marker Court
jFrased the first branch of it's test in two sub-parts, it
can be reasonably interpreted only to mean that such infor-
mation must be reasonably available to the seeking party.
If only by extraordinary means is the information sought
available to that party, then this branch of the test is
satisfied.
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with the Party with a representative of the Party which may

be presumed to be privy to all the Party knows, including,

potentially, very highly incriminating or personally embar-

rassing matters, the pos sibility is vanishingly small that

they would discuss such matters with outsiders. When it is

remembered that such contacts would be on behalf of former

government officials, who may well be viewed with suspicion

by the persons contacted, the Party's suggestion that there

are alternate reasonably available sources stands revealed

as wholly chimerical.

Thus, the first branch of the test having been satisfied,

we turn to the second -- whether the information sought goes

to the heart of the claim. Plainly, here it does. Interrog-

atory 21 seeks the identities of the Party's officers -- in

view of it's answer to interrogatory 18, the members of the

15-member Central Committee. Plainly, as some of those

members identities were revealed, the remainder is only a

small group, not nearly equivalent to the whole membership
13a/

of the Party. As the gravamen of the case at bar is the

allegation that the defendants conspired to destroy the

Party, it is plain that a central question, indeed perhaps

the central question, is whether it was outside forces or

the Party's own centripetal tendencies, or perhaps other
14/

factors, which resulted in the alleged decline of the Party.

13a/ This fact alone renders the claims of privilege
inapplicable.

14/ Moreover, if there was no decline, but simply a
Transfer of the public interest, then the Party was not
harmed. As to this, the Party's membership records are
relevant since they would be the only source for determining
whether there was an increase or decrease of membership.
Future discovery will be directed to this area if the case
goes forward.
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In this area, it is plain that the members of the

Central Committee are in the best position to provide

evidence. Indeed, in view of the Party's loss or destruction

of records, they may be the only source of such evidence.

If the Party is allowed to select, by some nebulous standard

of "public disclosure," only some present and former members

of the Central Committee, and thus to have a very definite

potential for concealing relevant, material evidence which

would undercut the position they assert in this litigation,
15/

it is plain that the ends of justice will not be served.

Therefore, all members of the Central Committee must be

identified as requested in interrogatory 21. For the same

reason, the affiliate and local officers should be identified,

as required by interrogatory 33.

Interrogatory 54, which sought pleadings in prior

litigation brought by or against the Party or its officers

or members, was objected to insofar as it-would require

disclosure of non-disclosed members. As the Party may seek

to tender to this Court issues already litigated by those

undisclosed members in suits of which the moving defendants

are unaware, disclosure of these matters is necessary.

Damages should not be recovered by the Party in this case on

a claim which a member has had decided against him, for the

reason that the Party's claim can be no different than the

15/ This is a real possibility in view of the testimony
of one Panther Central Committee member, Larry Henson, that
he would perjure himself to save plaintiff Newton. See San
Francisco Chronicle, March 14, 1979 Home Edition, p. 3T
Attached hereto as Attachment 4 . However, concealment of
such evidence could also result from an entirely good faith
assertion of the claimed privilege. In either event, the
serious harm to the defendants is plain.
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member's. Here, as before, if the member's name is not

publicly disclosed, then the defendants have no reasonable
16/

alternative means of securing the information.

Therefore, as the Party should not be able to litigate,

through undisclosed surrogates, straw men in fact, and

avoid, by a specious claim of privilege, the potential res

judicata and collateral estoppel effects of such litigation;

further answers to interrogatory 54 should be required.

Interrogatory 61 so plainly goes to the heart of a

limitations defense which would, if asserted by Motion for

Summary Judgment based on such evidence, put an end to this

litigation, that it borders on the frivolous to even assert

such an objection. There are plainly no other sources for

this information, and it would establish a complete defense

ending this suit. Answers should be compelled.

Finally, interrogatory 198 seeks the identity of street

vendors who, the Party contends, were arrested by local-.--
17/

police at the defendants' urging. The Party, by objecting,

would deny to defendants any information from which they

16/ For example, there are indications that in 1967 or
1968, the Southern California Chapter, or some of it's
members and leaders, brought an action against the City of
Los Angeles and others. The defendants have been unable to
discover any details of that action, since the names of the
formal parties are unknown. Since the timing of the action
overlaps some of the events set forth in the Amended Complaint,
the issues raised and their disposition obviously affect the
scope of this action. There may have been other such actions
of which defendants are wholly unaware. Moreover, Court
records are public records, thus any person suing on behalf
of the Party is necessarily publicly disclosed as being
connected with the Party.

17/ This claim is facially overbroad, see Part III, 135.
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could determine with any certainty just what it is the Party

alleges they did. Plainly, due process of law requires a

civil plaintiff to inform the party he choose to sue of the

factual basis for the claims made against him, at least in

discovery. Moreover, there can be no better example than

this to show the hollowness of the privilege the Party

claims.

Arrest records are public records, and they commonly

include a specification of the facts upon which the arrest

was made. Thus, what the Party is in reality claiming as a

privilege is the right to keep the defendants in ignorance

of facts, already otherwise public, which they do not

already know. This is a total perversion of discovery. It

is plain that there can be no secret as to a connection with

the Party of one who, according to public records, was

arrested for soliciting on behalf of the Party or selling

it's newspaper. Thus, a full answer to interrogatory 198

should be compelled.

E. The Privilege As Claimed By The Party
Is Overbroad and Undefined.

If notwithstanding the foregoing, the Court were to

accept the Party's position, then it must be noted that the

Party's claimed privilege is defective due to its excessive

breadth and its essential vagueness.

As was shown supra, p. 25 , with respect to interrogatory

198, the Party has claimed a privilege based on non-public

disclosure over information which, in fact, is a matter of

public record. See also text and note 16, supra. At best,
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this proceeds from the failure of the Party to articulate a

precise definition for what constitutes public disclosure.

This matter was adverted to in the movants' opening memoran-

dum, p. 12 n. 6. No mention of it was made in the Party's

opposition, or in the affidavit supporting it. However, the

Party's Supplemental Response to movants' Interrogatories

and their Second Supplemental Response to movants' document

requests show that certain deletions were made of members

who were, in fact, publicly known to be connected with the

Party. See Supplemental Response to Interrogatory 21;

Second Supplemental Response to Document Request no. 2.

Additionally, the Party initially claimed a privilege over

identifying Emory Douglas as a Central Committee member,

even though its own newspaper identified him as such 10

years ago. [See Part III T 2, infra.]

The Party's Second Supplemental Response to document

request no. 2 increases rather than allays the movants'

concerns. The Party states that it:

has checked the names appearing on
[page 2 of a document produced by the Party]
against the list of publicly known local
members given in the House Committee on
Internal Security, Staff Study, . . . and
concluded that none of the individuals are
publicly known.

While the claim as made by the Party seems to be

directed to protecting only persons whose connection with

the Party is not known in this community by persons not

connected with the Party, -- the above quoted explanation

erases the possibility that what the claim really contemplates

it not public but official knowledge -- i.e., if a person's
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connection is not known to the defendants then the claim

will be asserted. Whether this is, in fact, the real meaning

of the claim need not be reached, because it clearly

illustrates the basic defect of the claimed privilege: it

is so broad as to have many possible meanings -- or none

at all.

A claim so broad and undefined -- indeed, undefinable

with any certainty -- cannot be accepted. It invites

endless litigation, and contributes needlessly to the

already great burden this case has imposed on the Court

and the parties. -Therefore, the claimed privilege should

be denied and further answers compelled.

III. FURTHER RESPONSES SHOULD BE COMPELLED TO
INTERROGATORIES ANSWERED IN A CONTRADIC-
TORY, EVASIVE, OR INCOMPLETE MANNER.

Rule 37(a)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

provide that ". . . an evasive or incomplete answer is to be

treated as a failure to answer." Defendants moved to compel

further.responses because several of the plaintiff's answers

to movants' interrogatories fall within this category.

Other answers contradict those previously given by the

plaintiff in this and other cases, those given by other

plaintiffs in this case, and prouncements of the plaintiff

in its official publication, The Black Panther.
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Plaintiff since has supplemented its responses. [Pl.

Feb 12, 1979 Sup. Res.] Relying in part on these newly-

modified answers, plaintiff argues that no further response

should be compelled as to any of the interrogatories iden-

tified by defendants.

Movants agree that plaintiff's Supplemental Response

removes defendants' specific objection to the way plaintiff

answered interrogatories 35, 109, 140, 146, 159, 210-19,
18/

228-29, 233 and 241-44. Additionally, defendants withdraw

their motion with respect to interrogatories 105 and 113

which concern plaintiff's electronic surveillance claims.

The interrogatories no longer are needed in view of the

Court's dismissal of the electronic surveillance claims of

the Black Panther Party in David Dellinger, et al. v. John

N. Mitchell, et al., Civil Action No. 1768-69 (D.D.C.) on

January 2, 1979, for having ". . . willfully disregarded the

Order of this Court requiring both the filing of answers to

interrogatories and the expeditious termination of discovery

in this case, to the prejudice of the defendants .

18/ By the Supplemental Response, plaintiff denies having
any information pertinent to these interrogatories other
than what is contained in the referenced Senate Report.
That denial is a proper answer if the plaintiff'S search was
otherwise adequate. Of course, compelling further answers
pursuant to Part I might well produce further information.

Thus, although defendants no longer request further
responses be compelled for the specific reasons discussed
with respect to these interrogatories, further responses
should be compelled for the reasons discussed in Part I.
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[Attach. 5 .] That Order became merged in the final judg-

ment in Dellinger with the Court's dismissal of the remaining

parties' claims on March 8, 1979. [Attach. 6 .J The

Dellinger dismissal on sanctions grounds of the Party's

electronic surveillance claims, therefore, bars its related

claims here under the doctrine of res judicata.

As to the remaining interrogatories, however, further

responses still must be compelled. Far from clearing the

air, supplemented responses to these interrogatories and the

unsworn explanations in the memorandum in opposition only

further exacerbate the inadequacy of plaintiff's responses,
19/

as discussed below:
20/

1. Interrogator 16: Identify all documents which
constitute c arters, constitutions, programs, by-laws,
rules regulations, executive mandates, or other simi-
lar documents, however syled, of the Black Panther
Party.

Supplemental Response: The Black Panther Party did
not include the "8 Points of Attention" and "3 Main
Rules of Discipline" in its original response to
interrogatory 16 for two reasons. First, they did
not originate with the Black Panther Party, but in-
stead were taken from Mao Tse Tung's Red Book.
Second, and more important, they were not considered
to be a part of the Party's rules or by-laws. Al-
though they were quoted from time to time in the
Party newspaper, they were used as examples of another
revolutionary group's rules and by-laws.

19/ For convenience of the Court, movants will use the
same paragraph numbering system which was used in the prior
memoranda to refer to specific interrogatories or groups of
interrogatories. Those paragraphs pertaining to interroga-
tories 35, 105, 109, 113, 140, 146, 159, 210-19, 228-29, 233
and 241-44 will be omitted for the reasons stated above.

20/ For convenience of the Court, each interrogatory and
pertinent supplemental Response will be quoted in full.
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Plaintiff's Supplemental Response defies explanation. The

statement that these ". . were not considered to be a part

of the Party's rules or by-laws" is directly contradicted by

its own "Central Committee, B.P.P. Press Conference" reported

at page 6 of its January 4, 1969 issue of its newspaper,

where the Central Committee discussed the binding effect

of "[t]he Black Panther Party rules which have been in

existence since Huey P. Newton organized the Black Panther

Party (including the 3 main rules of discipline and the 8

points of attention) " [Attach.1 , Emphasis added.]

Indeed, it should be noted that the Party modified the Red

Book rules, contrary to the implication of plaintiff. [HCIS

Staff Report 85.]

Since these rules of discipline and points of attention

speak of taking "captives" and "captured" property, they are

highly relevant in evidencing the plaintiff was a violence-

prone revolutionary organization and not the simple 'political'

organization it claims to be in this suit. The evasiveness

and inaccuracy of the Party's responses and unwillingness to

even acknowledge its own rules, of themselves and at this

time, justify imposition of sanctions. At least, candid

answers finally should be forthcoming as to this and any

other rules, etc., which were not disclosed.

2. Interrogatory 18: Identify all present posts, offices
and other positions of responsibility of the Black
Panther Party.

Interrogatory 21: Identify all persons who held the
ottices identified in answer to interrogatories 18
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and 19 and provide the dates for each such person's
term of office, post or position of responsibility.

Supplemental Response: Gwen Newton should be added
as a Central Committee member, a position she has held
from 1974 to the present. With the addition of Gwen
Newton, the Party's list of 21 present and past Cen-
tral Committee members is more complete than either
the list compiled by Elaine Brown in 1976 or the list
compiled by Huey Newton in 1977 because more members
of the Central Committee have become publicly known
over time. Joan Kelley was not listed as a Central
Committee member until the July 24, 1978, responses
because, although she previously may have been publicly
known as a member of the Party (see HCIS Report, p. 7),
she was not publicly known as a member of the Central
Committee. Fred Hampton was never a member of the
Central Committee; he was listed by Elaine Brown as
a Deputy Chairman, which is a Chapter, not a Head-
quarters, designation.

To essentially the same question -- identify the officers of

the Black Panther Party during the pertinent period -- the

plaintiffs have given three different answers. The Party

gave one answer in Dellinger, identifying four Central

Committee officers. It gave another answer to defendant

Moore, claiming there always has been fifteen Central

Committee officers, identifying eight of these as being the

'publicly known' members. In answering movants' interroga-

tories, the Party stayed with the same number, fifteen, but

identified a different group of 'publicly known' Committee

members.

The Party's Supplemental Response still confuses the

issue -- for example, Emory Douglas was not identified as a

publicly known Committee member by Newton, in answer to the

Moore interrogatories, but was listed by Kelley in answer to

movants' interrogatories as having been a Committee member
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since 1972. The explanation appears to be that ". more

members have become publicly known over the time." This

hardly explains why Douglas was not listed by Newton since

he was identified at least as early March 21, 1969 in The

Black Panther as being Minister of Culture and a Central

Committee member (also contrary to Kelley's earlier answer

that Douglas did not become a Central Committee member until
21/

1972) and, therefore, is likely to have relevant information

about the activities directed by the Party's inner circle.

Whether it is a result of bad faith or extreme care-

lessness, the plaintiff's repeated failure to provide a full

answer to even this type of fundamental inquiry undermines

the confidence movants can have that accurate answers now

finally have been given to this and other interrogatories.

Plaintiff's response that movants ". . . can hardly be heard

to complain because the answers they received contained many

more names than either Elaine Brown or Huey Newton had

supplied previously" [Pl. Opp. 60] provides no assurance

that the truth finally has been provided. Given its prior

repeated contradictions, the Party should be required to

give a full response, under oath, and a full explanation.

3. Interrogator 22: For any offices, posts or positions
o responsibility identified in answer to interrogatories
18 and 19 as to which there are no documents which de-
scribe their duties, set forth their duties and the
basis for the description, including but not limited
to the following offices:

21/ The same issue reflects Melvin Newton was Minister of
Finance in 1969, contrary to the Party's answer to movants'
interrogatory 21. [See also the discussion of the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Finance at 1 3, infra.
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A) field marshall
B) minister of foreign affairs
C) minister of defense
D) chief of staff
E) chairman or chairperson
F) minister of information
G) minister of propaganda
H) national headquarters captain
I) central committee member
J) minister of education
K) minister of culture
L) minister of finance
M) prime minister
N) prime minister of Afro-America
0) minister of justice
P) communications secretary
Q) assistant chief of staff
R) minister of religion
S) deputy minister of information
T) defense captain
U) deputy minister of defense
V) organizer
W) lieutenant of defense
X) lieutenant of security
Y) lieutenant of information
Z) field secretary
AA) inspector
BB) minister of labor
CC) section leader
DD) other offices identified in answer to interroga-

tor-y 18 but not listed in A) through CC).

Supplemental Response: Of the 25 titles used by the
Party, the following 12 were not identified in plain-
tiff's original response:

I) Central Committee member -- this general designa-
tion was used interchangeably with any of the 13
titles originally identified.

Q) Assistant Chief of Staff -- this was a Bay Area
central staff position.

R) Minister of Religion and BB) Minister of Labor --
these were honorary titles given to persons possessing
expertise in these areas who advised the Party.
Father Earl Neil was Minister of Religion and Kenny
Norton was Minister of Labor.

The remaining 8 titles were used by the local
central staffs which, as explained in the original
response to Interrogatory 18, functioned in the same
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collective coordinating manner as the national Central
Committee. These 8 local titles were S) Deputy Minister
of Information, T) Defense Captain, U) Deputy Minister
of; Defense, W) Lieutenant of Defense, X) Lieutenant /
of Security, Y) Lieutenant of Information, Z) Field
Secretary, and CC) Section Leader.

The Party's description of the collective coordi-
nating nature of the Central Committee is not contra-
dicted by Mr. Newton's description of the delegation of
responsibility within the Party as "analogous to
management within a large corporation" (Newton Responses,
p. 2). The comparison is accurate at any particular
time, since responsibility for specific programs and
activities rotates among Central Committee members and
among local central staffs, but the analogy is not
exact.

As noted previously, documentary discovery has been practically

foreclosed in this case by the Party's destruction of its

reports. In deciding then who would be the most likely to

have information pertinent to particular Party activities,

it is important to know which officers played which roles in

the Party's management. Newton has averred that members had

roles "analogous to management within a large corporation."

The Pa-rty's-supp-l-emented answer that Newton's comparison was

"accurate at any particular time. . . but the analogy is not

exact" simply is no answer. If, at some time, particular

persons were assigned particular responsibilities, those

should be discussed. Indeed, at least with respect to the

Minister of Finance, it appears there was something more

than a rotating assignment since Rule 13 of the Party

required "[a]ll Finance officers will operate under the

jurisdiction of the Ministry of Finance." [HCIS Staff Rep.

83.] Moreover, plaintiff still has not explained the areas

of responsibility of local affiliate officer-holders. For
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example, what is the distinction between the Boston Chapter's

"defens& captain" and its "deputy minister of defense" or

between a "deputy minister of information" and a "lieutenant

of information" as in the Wisconsin Chapter? [HCIS Staff
22/

Rep. 8-9.] On its face, there was a hierarchy within the

local affiliate. Some answer to movants' interrogatory,

therefore, should be given.

4. Interrogator 25: Identify all officers and other
persons w o were or now are authorized to speak on
behalf of the Black Panther Party.

Supplemental Response: The 7 leading members listed
in the original response had general authority to
speak for the Party for the dates listed. The 14
other members of the Central Committee identified in
the original and supplemental responses to Interroga-
tory 21 had limited authority to speak for the Party
at a particular meeting or on a particular subject
during the time that they were Central Committee
members.

Since the inflammatory statements of its authorized Party

representatives will evidence the true purpose of the Party,

it is important to know which persons were authorized to

speak on behalf of the Party. More than a "representative"

listing should be given. Plaintiff should identify all

persons it is aware of at this time (for example, all

officers, if that is the case) and any "exceptions" it is

aware of. The possibility that further answers might be

recalled in the future does not excuse their failure to

provide all the information it now has.

22/ Plaintiff, itself, accepts the accuracy of the HCIS
Staff Report in reflecting the officers of the affiliates.
[Pl. Opp. 62.J Accordingly, it is proper for defendants
to rely on the Report.
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5. Interrogatory 27: For each such affiliate, identify
ali documents which constitute compliance with statu-
tory requirement for incorporation or other statutory
organization.

Supplemental Response: None.

Considering the breadth of plaintiff's action and the various

privacy and other litigation interests affected by such a

broad suit, a question arises as to whether this plaintiff

is the real party in interest to all the claims it purports

to assert. [Rule 17(a), F.R.Civ.P.] For example, although

plaintiff claimednone of its affiliates was incorporated,

defendants have demonstrated that one, at least, was, the

Iowa affiliate (the Certificate of Incorporation is at HCIS

Hearings 5009-10). Obviously, plaintiff cannot assert this

independent corporation's claims in the absence of some

assignment.

Counsel state that ". . . it is doubtful that anyone in

the Party's central office was ever aware that such an

incorporation took place," however. [Pl. Opp. 64, Emphasis

added.] If the Party is compelled to respond, perhaps all

it can do is to say, under oath, that it has no records or

information as to whether or not any of its so-called

affiliates were actually independent organizations under the

laws of other jurisdictions. If that is the case, however,

then it should explain the basis for its being the real

party in interest to actions allegedly taken with respect to

local organizations which, like the Iowa one, may have been

independent entities.

6. Interrogatory 32: For each affiliate identified in
answer to interrogatory 26, identify all present and
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former offices, posts and other positions of responsi-
bility of the affiliate.

Supplemental Response: None.

The plaintiff's 'objection' in their memorandum is not

timely. Several offices of former affiliates are listed at

HCIS Staff Report 7-9. If these are accurate and reflect

all plaintiff's present knowledge, plaintiff should state so

under oath. If not, the information now available to it

should be provided, even though additional information might

turn up later. As to present affiliates, there is no reason

plaintiff cannot provide that information simply by checking

with the locals.
23/

7. Interrogatory 36: Describe in detail the nature of
a regional Chapter's responsibility over chapters in
its jurisdiction.

Supplemental Response: As explained in the Party's
original response, the primary responsibility of the
regional chapters was to serve as distribution centers
for the Party newspaper, books, and other materials.
In addition, the regional chapters worked with local
branches on Party service programs and activities,
fundraising, and, in some instances, holding joint
meetings and rallies.

As noted initially, available information reflects that

regional chapters also had a discipline function with respect

to affiliates within its jurisdiction. [See HCIS Hearings

4439-40, 4487.] Although plaintiff's memorandum notes this,

it is not otherwise discussed or denied. If the HCIS

information is not true, it should be denied, under oath, by

the Party (at least insofar as plaintiff's limited information

allows). If there was some type of discipline function,

plaintiff should explain it.

23/ Paragraph 7 initially included both interrogatories
"5 and 36. Plaintiff's Supplemental Response to interroga-
tory 35 is satisfactory, however.
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8. Inte or 4: Describe in detail the circumstances
wihHedtote dissolution of each affiliate.

Supplemental Response: The Party has no records that
describe in detail the circumstances which led to the
dissolution of each affiliate and the Party's only
information at this time consists of the references
in the Senate Report cited in the original response.
As the plaintiff acquires more information about this
question through discovery, it will supplement this
response as required by Rule 26(e)(1).

Interrogatory 41: Identify each affiliate which plain-
tiffs contend became defunct or otherwise was dissolved
as a result of the actions of the defendants.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 40.

Plaintiff's statement that the "only information" it has at

this time concerning the dissolution of its affiliates is

that contained in the referenced Senate Report is refuted by

the Party's own newspaper accounts of dissolution of affil-

iates. For example, page 14 of the January 24, 1970 issue

of The Black Panther contains an article attributing the

disbanding of the Milwaukee Chapter because of "counter-

revolutionary leadership." [Attach. 7 .T Even if it ha5 no-

independent recollection at this time, plaintiff at least

should advise which of the dissolutions discussed in its

newspaper the Party will claim resulted from defendants

alleged actions. On its face, from the description given by

the Party, it is difficult to see how the disbanding of the
24/

Milwaukee Chapter can be laid at the feet of the defendants.

Of course, reviewing these reports might refresh recollections.

24/ It is noted that the article goes on to state that:
'The leadership continually spouted rhetoric, while failing
to engage in reading, study, and self-criticism. Even
Bellamy, in charge of information, failed to engage in
serious study. . . .' This reflects officers did have
specific duties, contrary to plaintiff's prior answers.
[See 11 3, 6 in this and movants' opening memorandum.]
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9. Interrogatory 49: Identify all documents which re-
Elect reprimands, imposition of sanctions (including
expulsion of members and revocation of charters) or
cautions by the national organization to any Black
Panther Party affiliate.

Supplemental Response: The Black Panther Party news-
paper at times carried notices of expulsion of affil-
iates, although this was never termed a "charter
revocation."

Interrogatory 50: Identify all copies of "The Black
Panther w ich contain lists of Party members and
chapters who were expelled or charters revoked.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 49.

Plaintiff has changed its prior answer and now admits the

sanction of expulsion was imposed on some affiliates.

However, the Party still fails to answer interrogatory 50 by

identifying which issues of The Black Panther reflect such

expulsions. This must be provided. It is not an undue

burden since plaintiff should review these in any event in

preparing a proper response to interrogatory 40. Of course,

a-basi-purpose of discovery is to determine just what

events a plaintiff is going to attribute to defendants so

that later discovery and motions can focus on those events.

Plaintiff should answer the interrogatory.

10. Interrogatory 58: Describe in detail the purposes,
aims, goals, and actions of The Emergency Conference
to Defend the Right of the Black Panther Party to
Exist held on or about March 7-8, 1970, in Chicago,
Illinois.

Supplemental Response: Plaintiff's original response
was correct. After contacting former Party members,
supporters, and others in the Chicago area, Ms. Kelley
was able to confirm that the Emergency Conference
was not sponsored by the Party. During that period,
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many individuals and groups with no affiliation with
the Party sponsored meetings in which the Party itself
wa5 not involved. Mr. Garry was among the persons con-
tacted by Ms. Kelley and he had no recollection of
attending the conference or of any actions he may
have taken to lend support to it. That Mr. Garry may
have lent his name as a sponsor for a fjnd-raising
appeal six months after the conference- does not,
of course, mean that the Party itself supported the
conference. Even for a period during which Mr. Garry
is counsel to the Party, his independent activities
are no more attributable to the Party than are the
activities of other private attorneys attributable to
their clients.

1/ See letter from Continuations Committee of the
Emergency Conference, dated September 1970. The con-
ference was held in March 1970. HCIS Hearings, Black
Panther Party Part I, Investigation of Kansas City
Chapter; National Organization Data, 91st Cong., 2d
Sess., p. 5110 (1970).

Interrogatory 59: Identify all other Conferences, ad
oc organizations, programs, and conventions (by title,
date and location) with purposes, aims, goals, and
actions similar to the Chicago conference referenced
in the preceding interrogatory.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 58.

Plaintiff's Supplemental Response-to-inter-rogatory 5-9is no

answer, since the existence of similar conferences, etc.

(which would be relevant for limitations purposes, reflecting

prior knowledge contrary to plaintiff's claim of fraudulent

concealment) is not addressed at all. Indeed, page 10 of

the June 13, 1970 issue of The Black Panther reflects that

there was a "Committee to Defend the Panthers" which had

been formed ". . . to raise funds for legal expenses and to

inform the people of the Black Panther Party and their

treatment by the government, courts and media." (Attach.

8 .] An answer should be provided.
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11. Interrogatory 72: Did Party members ever give the
Party, or its officers, a percentage of moneys and/or
goods which had been taken without an exchange of
consideration?

Supplemental Response: None.

Ie r y 7 Identify all documents which re-
Fect te receipt of such a percentage by the Party
or its officers, including but not limited to documents
which either commend or criticize members in connection
with the receipt of such a percentage or the failure to
pay a percentage.

Supplemental Response: None.

Two points should be noted with respect to counsel's ex-

planation in rebuttal. First, with reference to the "3 Main

Rules of Discipline and 8 Main Rules of Attention," it has

already been shown that the Party has not answered truthfully

when it denies these were Party rules. [See 11, supra.]

Second, the House Committee did not "discount" the testimony

that a percentage of money was turned over to the Party

leaders (which would be consistent with the mandate of Rule

of Dis-ci-pline 3 to "turn in everything captured from the

attacking enemy"). [See "Gun-Barrel Politics" 66-67.] If

this did not occur, however, at least plaintiff should

state, under oath.

1-2. Interrogatory 75: Were Party members or officers re-
quired by any formal or informal rule or encouraged
to obtain, carry, and/or train with firearms?

Supplemental Response: The Party never required
members, by any formal or informal rule, to obtain,
carry, or train with firearms. However, when the
atmosphere of harassment by law enforcement officers
was intense during the late 1960s and early 1970s,
members were encouraged to carry firearms. As guidance
for members who did possess firearms, 3 of the 26
Rules of the Black Panther Party were directed to
proper handling of weapons. Rule 5 forbade the pointing,
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use, or firing or [sic] a weapon of any kind at any-
one unnecessarily or accidentally, Rule 7 provided
that no one could have a weapon in their possession
while intoxicated, and Rule 16 stated that members must
learn to operate and service weapons correctly.

This Supplemental Response amounts to playing word games --

plaintiff admits members were required by its Rule 16 to

"learn to operate and service weapons correctly" but denies

members were required to "train" with firearms. The plain

meaning of Rule 16 connotes some training, plaintiffs answer

is evasive.

13. Interrogatory 76: Did the Party or persons it represents
ever caution, warn or threaten witnesses not to testify
before the House Committee on Internal Security with
regard to the Committee's hearings in 1970 on the Black
Panther Party?

Supplemental Response: The Party did not caution,
threaten, or warn witnesses not to testify before the
House Committee on Internal Security in 1970.

Given that there has been testimony that former Panther

Donald Berry's life was threatened if he testified before

the House Committee, plaintiff should address whether any

inquiry was made before giving its flat denial.--Of-

course, the validity of this denial is conditioned by the

paucity of information now purportedly available to the

Party, which is one reason for compelling further answers

pursuant to Part I, supra.

14. Interrogatory 86: Describe in detail the make-up,
purpose, an structure of the Black Liberation Army.

Supplemental Response: The Party explained that the
"Black Liberation Army" was not a real entity but a
rhetorical term used to describe anyone workitig to
improve the quality of life of Blacks in the United
States. This answer is not inconsistent with Mr.
Newton's responses since he understood defendants'
questions to refer to a concrete entity and therefore
denied knowledge of the Black Liberation Army. Plain-
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tiff Huey P. Newton's Responses to First Interrogatories
of the Federally Represented Defendants, 54, 57, 59,
60, 61.

In continuing in its claim that the Black Liberation Army

was only a "rhetorical term," the Party fails to acknowledge

that the Black Liberation Army is the subject of two separate

editorials in its own newspaper. [Attach.9 ; Def. Mot. to

Compel to Pl. Newton, 10 and n. 4.] This apparent inconsis-

tency should be explained.

15. Interrogatory 87: If the answer to interrogatory 85
is negative, what was the source of the troops offered?

Interrogatory 88: In addition to the article appearing
in the March 21, 1970, issue of "The Black Panther,"
identify all documents originated by the Party, its
officers, or any affiliate which reflect statements,
suggestions, orders, or policy that American troops in
Vietnam should kill their officers, General Abrams
and/or his staff.

Interrogatory 89: Identify all documents, originated
y Par ty, its officers, or any affiliate which

reflect statements, suggestions, orders, or policy that
members or others should kill police officers.

Interrogatory 90: In addition to the public statement
of Party :Minister-of Defense -Huey Newton, concerning
the August 2, 1970, Marin County Courthouse shooting
published by "liberation News Service" on August 26,
1970, identify all documents originated by the Party,
its officers, or any affiliate which reflect statements,
suggestions, orders, or policy that members or others
should kill judges.

Interrogatory 91: In addition to the statement by
Party Chief o Staff David Hilliard reported in the
November 2, 1969, issue of "The Black Panther," identify
all documents originated by the Party, its officers, or
any affiliate which reflect statements, suggestions,
orders, or policy that members or others should kill
Richard Nixon, Lyndon Johnson, or other officials of
government.
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Interrogatory 92: In addition to the statement of
Party Minister of Information Elridge Cleaver reported
in the March 7, 1970, issue of "The Black Panther,"
identify all documents originated by the Party, its
officers, or any affiliate which mention, encourage,
warn, threaten, or discuss a "race war."

Supplemental Response: None.

The argument of plaintiff's counsel that the various threats,

etc., contained in the Party's publication were just "rhetoric"

is fully answered in movants' opening memorandum. The

inadequacy of that response is reflected by the article from

the Boston Chapter in the newspaper's September 26, 1970

issue (page 7) as well as those previously referenced.

[Attach.10 .1 Under a caricature of a prisoner holding a

gun to a judge, the article "Pick Up the Gun" vows: "We

will not allow them to railroad us through courts. We as

people will set more examples, as the one Jonathan Jackson,..

William Christmas, Ruchell McGee has set until we are free,"

referring to the murder of Judge Harold Haley. This is

hardly just rhetoric.

16. Interrogatory 98: In National Distribution and/or
Stronghold Consolidated Productions, Inc., are-not
identified in answer to interrogatory 26 as a Party
affiliate answer the following:

A) identify all documents which reflect formal
organization of National Distribution and/or Stronghold;

B) identify the shareholders of National Distribution
and/or Stronghold;

C) identify (by type of funds, and person and/or
affiliate) whether National Distribution and/or Stronghold
received funds or property from any Party officer,
member, or affiliate for each year beginning with 1966;

D) identify whether National Distribution and/or
Stronghold filed tax or information returns with the
Internal Revenue Service and identify the type of
return filed for each year beginning with 1966; and

E) for each year beginning with 1966, identify each
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year National Distribution and/or Stronghold filed tax
or information returns pursuant to the revenue laws of
any State and identify the type of return filed and the
State involved.

Supplemental Response: None.

By their memorandum in opposition, plaintiff argues that

since it denies any connection between Stronghold and

itself, discovery is not available. JPI. Opp. 75.] Whether

or not the Party is a separate entity is not determinative,

however. If the Party has information about Stronghold, it

should provide that information and allow defendants to test

the Party's denial of a de facto (if not de jure) connection.

Indeed, it is highly likely that the Party does have infor-

mation available. Apparently, Stronghold assets included

property which was the site of the Party's Oakland Chapter

(1321-99th Avenue) and property which the Party claimed it

had standing for electronic surveillance purposes (250

Dixwell Avenue, New Haven, Conn.; 8841 South Merrill Street,

Chicago, Ill.; 1524-29th Avenue, Oakland, Cal.; 258 Santa

Rosa, Oakland, Cal.; 8501 East 14th Street, -Oakland, Cal.;

and 3326 Adeline Street, Berkely, Cal.). [Compare BPP Ans.

26, 105 to Fed. Defs. First Int. with Jun. 25, 1975 IRS

Report 27-28, Attach. 2 to Def. Mot. to Compel Pl. Newton.]

Such information certainly is relevant to establishing the

reasonableness of IRS's investigation of Newton for tax

evasion, contrary to the plaintiff's claims of harassment.
25/

18. Interrogatory 110: If the alleged subject of mail
opening identified in answer to the preceding interrog-
atory is not a plaintiff, describe the affiliation of
the alleged subject to the plaintiffs.

25/ Paragraph 18 initially included interrogatory 109 as
well. Plaintiff's Supplemental Response to that interrogatory
is satisfactory, however.
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Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 109. (Supplemental Response 109: The
addresses plaintiff identified in the original response
are the only ones plaintiff suspects, at the present
tite, to have been subject to mail openings. Plaintiff
did not maintain records of occasions on which packages
arrived open or torn or when packages which had been
expected failed to arrive. As discovery proceeds,
plaintiff expects to be able to obtain further evidence
of defendants' involvement in illegal mail opening by
contacting former members for their recollection of
events documented in the materials produced by defendants.]

Interrogatory 111: If the answer to the preceding
interrogatory is that the alleged subject of the mail
opening was an officer, member of legal counsel of the
Black Panther Party or any affiliate, identify the
office held, dates of membership, and/or dates or
retention as counsel and the particular affiliate with
which the individual was associated.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 109.

Interrogators 112: If the answer to interrogatory 94
is that the alleged subject of mail opening was an
organizational affiliate of plaintiff identify any
documents which set forth or otherwise establish the
affiliation with the plaintiff.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 109.

Plaintiff still has not provided information to these

interrogatories. The reference to pri-or answers-i-s not

adequate, since those answers do not provide the type of

information requested by these interrogatories.

20. Interrogatory 114: Identify all property which plaintiff
alleges in paragraph 57(B) was the subject of "burglaries"
or "black bag jobs" committed by the defendants as a
result of which plaintiff seeks relief.

Supplemental Response: The Party did not maintain
records of break-ins, burglaries, and other evidence of
illegal entries into Party offices and files other than
the raid reported in the Party newspaper. Thus,
plaintiff will not be able to provide further information
to this question until discovery is complete.
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Interrogatory 115: Identify all persons or organizations
which held property interests, and the dates such
interests were held as to all property identified in
answer to the preceding interrogatory as having been
the subject of burglaries of "black bag jobs" allegedly
committed by the defendants.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 114.

Interrogatory 116: If the persons or organizations
identified in answer to the preceding interrogatory are
not plaintiffs, describe the relationship or affiliation
to the plaintiffs of the holders of an interest in
property, which allegedly was the subject of burglaries
or "black bag jobs" committed by the defendants.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 114.

Interrogatory 117: If the answer to the preceding
interrogatory is that a holder of an interest in property
which allegedly was the subject of a burglary or "black
bag job" committed by the defendants, was an officer,
member, or legal counsel of the Black Panther Party or
any affiliate, identify the office held, dates of
retention as counsel and the particular affiliate with
which the holder was associated.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 114.

Interrogatory 118: If the answer to interrogatory 100
is that the -holder of an interest in property, which
allegedly was the subject of a burglary or "5ack bag
job" committed by the defendants, was an organizational
affiliate of plaintiff, identify any documents which
set forth or otherwise establish the affiliation with
the plaintiff.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 114.

Presumably, these sort of charges have been made in the

plaintiff's newspaper. Since it forms a part of plaintiff's

claim, the Party should be required to identify which, if

any, it seeks to attribute to defendants. If none, plaintiff

should state so. Defendants should not have to continually
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defend against vague charges with plaintiff making no effort

at all to review contemporary accounts in its own newspaper

in order to specify its claims against the persons which

are sued.

21. Interrogatory 131: Describe in detail (including
identification of substantiating documents) the factual
circumstances surrounding the dispute between the Black
Panther Party and the US organization as referenced in
paragraphs 58(B-C).

Supplemental Response: Until discovery is completed,
plaintiff cannot provide accurate information about the
dispute which defendants promoted between the US
organization and the Black Panther Party.

Interrogatory 132: Identify any documents which
mention or in any way refer to the Party's dispute with
the US organization referenced in paragraph 58(B-C).

Supplemental Response: None.

Again, plaintiff's answer reflects the inadequacy of its

search. The statement that it cannot now provide "accurate

information" until discovery is completed is tantamount to

saying defendants are not entitled to discovery until plaintiff

finishes its own discovery. Clearly, the Party has some

information. In addition to the article in The Iack Panther

referenced in movants' opening memorandum, the paper's March

31, 1969 issue (page 10) contains a discussion of events in

an article captioned "US [Organization] Pigs Attempt to

Murder More Panthers." [Attach. 11.] Moreover, the specu-

lations of counsel (Pl. Opp. 80] are no substitute for

plaintiff's own sworn answers.

23. Interrogatory 143: Identify the name and nature of
Party affiliation of the person alleged in paragraph
59(b) to have been placed as an undercover agent in the
New Haven Chapter of the Party.
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Supplemental Response: The lists of expelled members
carried in the "Black Panther" were not necessarily
complete and thus George Sams' could be expelled
without publication of a notice in the newspaper.

Plaintiff's answer, and the accompanying explanation of

counsel, miss the point. The statement that plaintiff

expelled George Sams before the Rackley torture-murder is

unlikely since the Party published an article by Sams after

the murder. [Attach. 12.1 At the least, plaintiff should

address how it is an expelled member's views on Party ideology

would be published or how it is even the Central Committee

would not know of his expulsion.

24. Interrogatory 144: Identify (by name, address and
nature of Party affiliation) the persons who are
alleged in paragraph 59(B) to have participated in the
"torture-murder" of Alex Rackley after being persuaded
and directed by the alleged undercover agent of defendants.

Supplemental Response: Plaintiff's best recollection
and belief had been that Lonnie McLucas' conviction was
overturned on appeal and this was the information
supplied in plaintiff's response to the motion to
compel. (Black Panther Party's Memorandum in Response
to Defendants' Motion to Compel Discovery, p. 81-82).
At the time of filing these responses, plaintiff had no

records to substantiate its belief. However, plaintiff
has since checked with a representative of the law firm
of Koskoff, Koskoff and Viedor, who served as counsel
for Lonnie McLucas in his trial. From counsel, plaintiff
has learned that Mr. McLucas' conviction was not, in
fact, reversed. While he was serving a 12-15 year
sentence, McLucas' attorneys sought through various
appeal procedures, including a writ of habeas corpus,
to reverse the conviction. During this period of time,
negotiations between counsel for Mr. McLucas and
counsel for the State of Connecticut resulted in an
agreement to reduce the sentence. At the time agreement
was reached, Mr. McLucas had served 4 years and the
Sentence Review Board reduced the sentence to time
served.
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The Supplemental Response does not address the problem with

the earlier answer which was discussed in the opening

memorandum -- that plaintiff's answer conflicts with the

allegations in the complaint. Counsel's attempt to excuse

this by arguing that ". . . even if plaintiff's responses

were inconsistent with the complaint, it is still accurate"

hardly clears the matter. [Pl. Opp. 81.] If the complaint

is accurate, and the responses were inconsistent, then

consistent responses should have been provided under oath.

Contrary to the suggestion in their opposition memorandum

judicial economy is ill-served if defendants have to wait

until trial for plaintiffs, themselves, to resolve conflicts

between their own allegations and answers.

27. Interrogatory 163: Identify each Party affiliate
which conducted a "breakfast program" and the dates
each program was initiated and terminated (e.g., the
dates breakfasts were served and last served) referenced
in paragraph 60(A).

Interrogatory 164: For each program identified in
answer to the preceding interrogatory, describe in
detail the circumstances for terminating the Party's
involvement in the program.

Supplemental Response: None.

Counsel for plaintiff states that the Party provided all

information available to it. Two points need be made.

First, if this were the case, plaintiff, itself, should have

stated it had no other information, under oath. Second,

this cannot be the answer, however. Plaintiff's prior

answer was taken "from representative issues" of its news-

paper. Logically, a review of all issues would have provided
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further information. Since this forms a signifibafii part of

the claims plaintiff is asserting, at least it should bear

the burden of further identifying the factual bases for its

claims; and defendants should not have to guess at the risk

of being surprised after discovery is over or at trial.

28. Interrogators 184: Identify all persons to whom the
draft comic book was distributed prior to the alleged
decision against publication or circulation.

Supplemental Response: Although the Party has been
unsuccessful in contacting these individuals, it is
believed that Bobby Seale and David Hilliard saw and
rejected the draft comic book. If the Party is able
through its inquiries to identify other individuals who
may have seen the comic book, it will supplement its
responses pursuant to Rule 26(e)Il).

Plaintiff's answer is confusing. It initially objected

to identifying the names of the Central Committee members

who it alleges rejected the book where those members have

not been publicly disclosed. Now, plaintiff says it does

not know which members saw and rejected the book other than

possibly Hilliard and Seale. Either there was an overbroad

objection initially or there is a hidden objection in the

supplemental response. Plaintiff should at least clarify

whether these are the only individuals who allegedly rejected

the book's distribution or whether other individuals are

known, even though plaintiff objects to disclosing their

identities.

29. Interrogatory 188: Have caricatures depicting police
as "pigs" which are alleged in paragraph 60(B) to have
been contrary to Party philosophy ever appeared in "The
Black Panther"?

Supplemental Response: None.
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Counsel's argument is adequately answered in defendants'

opening memorandum. One point should be emphasized, however.

With respect to defendants' submission that the comic book

was reflective of Party philosophy (and thus distribution

could not have damaged its reputation) since caricatures

depicting police as "pigs" appeared in the newspaper, it is

argued that "[i]n fact, that newspaper is obviously aimed at

adults and not children" and that defendants must wait until

trial to prove to the contrary. Only plaintiff can attest

to this "fact"' however, although it is doubtful that they

could here. Caricatures such as the one below, showing a

Panther helping a child place dynamite to blow up a police

station obviously is aimed at children:

[The Black Panther, Sep. 28, 1968; see also, eg., caricature

reproduced at HCIS Staff Report 110.1 These speak for

themselves. Trial is not needed for plaintiff to acknowledge

the obvious (or deny it under oath).

30. Interrogatory 203: Were any funds donated or provided
the Party for the use of the Sickle Cell Anemia testing
program, which is referenced in paragraph 60(D), used
for any other purpose?.

Supplemental Response: None.
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Again, plaintiff should be required to explain the basis for

its ability to make a flat denial when its other responses

have been conditioned by the lack of available information.

At least this should be addressed by the plaintiff, itself,

under oath.

35. Interrogatory 223: Identify (by name, former and last
known address, and nature of Party affiliation) all
street vendors who are alleged in paragraph 61(B) to
have been arrested by defendants for selling "The Black
Panther."

Supplemental Response: The street vendor arrests
discussed in issues of the Party newspaper and weekly
reports produced to defendants represent all information
presently available to the Party. The Party contends
that every arrest of a vendor was a false arrest. If
other names are identified through discovery, plaintiff
will supplement its response pursuant to Rule 26(e)(1).

Interrogatory 224: For each person identified in
answer to the preceding interrogatory, state the nature
and disposition of any charges brought against that
person as a result of the arrest by the defendants.

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 223.

Interrogatory 225; Identify all documents (including
but not limited to documents filed with a court) which
reflect the defendants' arrest of street vendors selling
the publications "The Black Panther" as alleged in
paragraph 61(B).

Supplemental Response: See supplemental response to
interrogatory 223.

Two types of responses have been given. First, plaintiff

says it has no pertinent information other than that contained

in its weekly reports (most of which were destroyed by the

plaintiff) and its newspaper. Second, plaintiff's counsel

states it is plaintiff's belief that all arrests of street
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vendors noted in the paper were falsely arrested by defendants

within the meaning of the interrogatory and related allegation

in the complaint. [Pl. Opp. 89.] If this latter is

plaintiff's belief, it should so state under oath. However,

again, plaintiff's own newspaper would appear to preclude

such a broad charge. For example, the July 19, 1969 issue

(page 17) contains an account of the arrest of three Philadelphia

Chapter members in New Jersey for failing to comply with

local license requirements. [Attach. 2 .] The arrest

appears to have been made by Atlantic City, New Jersey,

police officers. Likewise, the MAy 25, 1969 issue (page 5)

contains an account of two members stopped by Baltimore

Chapter members by Baltimore police officers for selling

papers at a Greyhound Bus Terminal. [Attach.13 .J It is

difficult to see how either of these could be attributed to

defendants. Since the false arrest allegation forms a basis

for plaintiff's suit against the defendants, at the least it

should be required to specify in discovery its claims

against them, and not just be permitted to rely on blanket

statements in briefs of counsel.

Accordingly, regardless the Court's decision with

respect to the issues of the adequacy of plaintiff's search

and plaintiff's purported claims of privilege, the Court

should conclude the above interrogatories have been answered
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in an incomplete, evasive and, at times, contradictory

manner and should compel further responses.

CONCLUSION

Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons and those

previously advanced, defendants' motion should be granted.

Respectfully submitted,

BARBARA ALLEN BABCOCK
Assistant Attorney General

EARL J. SILBERT
United States Attorney

JOHN A LEY, II
Assista_; - anch Director
Torts Branch

LARRY L. GREGG

R. JOSEPH SHER

Attorneys, Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530
Telephone: 724-6732/6730

Attorneys for Defendants Bell, et al.

26/ Movants have not urged at this time that sanctions
should be imposed (for example, for plaintiff's destruc-
tion of documents, considering its effect on restricting
defendants' ability to assert good faith and other de-
fenses) in view of the Court's prior statement that mo-
tions to compel should be resolved. Presentation of
the sanctions issue-Is reserved until such time as the Court
decides the instant motion or otherwise directs briefs be
filed.
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The Black Panther: Jan. 4, 1969 p. 19

C'MTRAL COMYEP.P

SS CONfAVERPEN1UCE
The Black Panther Party, existing as a true

representative of the aost down trodden class
df poor black and oppressed peoples living
in the confines of this racist, exploitative, de-
cadent America, comes forth to DENOUNCE
those- PROVOCATEUR AGENTS, KOOKS, and
AVARICIOUS FOOLS who found their way into
the membership; and therefore, aft er finding
their way into the membership of the Black
Panther Party have violated rules, -principles
and revolutionary tactics of the Black Panther
Party which is struggling to- answer the basic
political desires and needs of ourjppople.,These
cQnspirators and opportunists who violate the
rules and principles of the Black, Panthte, Parity
have acted foolishly and raised cdnfthionby _ats
of 1ditiy' These are not members of the Black
Panther Party; And the Black Panther Party
wholly. denounc.es their acts. For example,
Williarn Brent, who allegedly pulled an $80.00
holdup in our newspaper distribution truck
is considered to be either a provocateur agent
-or an insane man. Other lately have also
provoked confusion among the masses of- the

people. The Black Panther Party -rules which
have been in existence since Huey P. ,Newton
organized the Black Panther Party (including
the 3 main rules of discipline and the 8 points
of attention) governed and administered by all
leadership levels throughout the nation, functions
from our Party's revolutionary principle of
democratic centralism. Therefore, those who
violate these rules are denounced as counter-
revolutionaries. - -

The -Black Pacither Party doesn't advocate
roving gangs of bandits robbing service sta-
tions and taverns. Any member who violates the
rules of the Black Panther Party is subject to
summary expulsion, and so it is with those recent
violators of Party rules. -- .

be rules and regulations of the Blnck Panther Prty Spear In -
eve i~kssue of the Black P anther Paper

BLACK PANTHER PARTY vv LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)

Rep to Opp to Mot of Defs Bell, et al, to Compel Discovery,
filed Mar. 26, 1979

ATTACHMENT 1 u.L INFORMATION CC TAIKEI
TS -K~.



The Black Panther, Jul. ,9, 1969 p. 17
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY vv LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)

Pep to Opp to Mot of Defs Bell, et al, to Compel Discovery,
filed Mar. 26, 1979

ATTACHMENT 2
LJ, INFf T.TION COThTN

3 PANTHERS BUSTED FOR
CONDUCTING PROPAGANDA WORK

AMONG THE MASSES
On Friday, the 4th of July, 3 In terms Of legal help, because

members of the Black Panther of the laws of licenses. in addition
Party, while conducting educa- to this, the 3 brothers, not being
toal, and political work among residents of New Jeruey, found that
the people, were busted and they would have to pay in cash
charged with solliting papers So--we were forced to &et theory
without a permit. They were ar- money avalable--paper ney.
rested in Atlantic City, New The case is mwponed to be
Jersey. moored on Monday morning, July

Arrested were, Milton McGriff, 7th, 0:00, at AtAntic City. These
age S0, Elijah Graham, age 18, bulls--t charges and flues chowthe
and Eugene Wells, age 23, with an inevitable necessity for a TED
Initial fine of 30 dollars. FRONT AGAINST FASCI ----

Later, after the news hit th- PEOPLE'S POWERI
archy of the fascist pig met- ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

UP, 't e pigs changed their game Mumia X
to $1 apeetO a1 piece. LA. of Information

Bac kin Philadelphia, the Party PhladelphfA Chapter
found little of nothing could be done Black P ther Party n

I



The New York Times, Mar. 22, 1979 p. B-11

Rate of Huev Newton and the Black

Panthers Hangs on Murder Iial

7

xi

-By WALLACE TURNER
'i s uI r Y.. ..

OAKLAND, March 21 - Huey P. New-
tor battered the exchange between the the beginning, B y Sle and
ohers and the reporter. is voice rose tocept
a thout as be said. "The minister of de- rk with Sheer chutzpah, as ven thy
ense will answer the questions. Ask your fok armed blacks into the California As-

questions of the minister of defense." &mbly chabr to protest a pending bill
wno carried a pistol, -ould limt the right toecarry guns

s Imo hada pump thOtgun, Terry, the Ia-
uIA expert - even Eldridge Cleaver, Vfense against oppressors.

rmgated to taping the interview as be .; The incident gave the Panthers a na-
j ut of jail and not yet famous - ailrency that helped carry them

f dent, heads down submissively. - Iu4h a c in October 1967, wen
3'er.ewt~na~jaied in the killing of an

-ibat interview, the basis of the first Qakland policeman. A manslaughter con-
examination of the Black Panther Party Tiction was overturned cm appeal, anI ' The New York Times, was conducted
otgTMay 15, 1967. when Mr. Newton was 25
yeat old and his organization was in its
seeth ol th.d two hung juries led the prosecutor to
seventh monththe se.

Panthers' Fortnes lied to Trial Mr. Newton was jied until August
4woday, at 37, Mr. Newton is on trial for 1970 in connection with that case In his
nm-der, accused of killing a prostitute in absence, Mr. Cleaver became the domi-

a-*-t of temper. The Panthers' fortunes nant Panther, and Bobby Seale seemed to
ate closely tied to the outcome of the have left the scene.
tyral, just as their decline in membership On April 6, 1968, the Panthers were in-
and prominence have been closely tied to solved in a gun battle with the Oakland
aviong series of violent incidents involv- police. Bobby Hutton 17. was shot to
Ink Mr. Newton. death, and Mr. Cleaver was wounded. In
-The case went to the jury late this af- the next four years, David lliard and

tatnoon. , four other Panthers went to! T
Mr. Newton says be was not present Only Mr. Cleaver avoided -Osecution,

when Kathleen Smith, 17, was shot in the but he had to flee the tnite4 States to do
early morning hours of Aug. 6, 1974. He to. He was gone from late summer, 198
spent most of two days an the witness until November 1975, lvirg in Cuba, Al
stand, an experience he seemed to relish, geria and France. Now be lives with his
asserting that the authorities were so wife. Kathleen, and their two children in
eager to bag him that they had aban- lxury in Wodside, a San Francisco sub-
doned their sense of proportion in judging rb. and tours the contry with the story
evidence. of his becoming a born-again Christian.
: Be was identified as the killer by The Panthers'g-eatest era was in fromigrles Buie, who in turn was identified by 1970 to 197. after Mr. Newton returned
al.e of Mr. Newton's bodyguards as the from Jail to emphasize the programs he
remf murderer. The only other identifying and Mr. Scae had conceived. Mr. Scale
witness the prosecution presented was a began to take s stronger role In the party.
prostitute who, after nearing Mr. Newto and Elaine Brown, a cocktail waitress,
as the killer, came back as a defense wit. became the editor of the Panther newspa-
neas and withdrew her testimony. per. giving the group a charismatic

Formatlon of Party -woman leader.
The characters and events in the trial Mr. Scale survived a murder trial in

are drawn from the street world of black New Haven, where the jury Could not
Oakland. the world that Mr. Newton, Mr. -each a verdict and the pfosecutioi de-
Ceaver, David Hilliard. Bobby Seale and chided against retrial.
hundreds of other young blacks hoped to in 1972, Mr. Seale announced that he
&aake more livable for its residents would run for Mayor in Oakland. and
through creation of the Black Panther Elaine Brown said she would run for the
Varty. . City Council. In August 197, Pan
*But the dream has faded since'the won six of 19 seats on a citizens
&rty reached a peak in the mLid-1970's. that shared with the City Council control
ts school limps along in Oakland. having of a model cities Program. Panthers ALSO

Jst public grants. The medical clinic in won four of 14 seats on An Antipoverty
Berkeley suffers, too. The Panthers no board In Berkeley.

Singer generate moch excitement, and In1973, Mr. Sale forced the fpcumbent
rkiwdt now cha nt "hFree caehyat.
ANOTHER PARTY Va c LEVI, CANO 76-2205 (D.D.C.)

Rep to Opp to Mot of Defs Bell, et al, to Compel Discovery,
filed Mar. 26, 1979
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white mayor, John Reading. into a runoff us ere fired Mr. Newton appeared
and lost by a 2-to-I margin. Elaine Browirftoraaragnment, and charges against
also lost. But four years later the Pan- him Were dropped Mr. Heard did not ap-
thers helped elect Oakland's frstnot been seen since

ni lsne~Wt~seary ~ ~Mr. New- w-s tried in Oakland formayor.1.ionel Wilson.
Beginning in the early 197,tailor, who refused to

agroir murmur in Oakland - testify ag t him. Mr. Newton co-
Berkeley tat the Panthers were running tended that Mr. Heard had the ta-
shakedown rackets. O I, and ws acuitted of assault but sen-
owner fought a Panther picket Line rather tenced to to years on a related weapons
than make donations, and bar owners chArge. That left Only the mti-der charge.
told of being required to pay tribute. Pendin against him.

There was violence, too. Mr. Newtn Witnesses have ad that Kathie=
and other Panthers were involved in a Smith Was working her streetconer
series of confrontations with the police in when she was shot by a black man who
mid-1974, and then, on Aug. 6, at 1:30 bad driven up in a ear, walked over and
A.M., Kathleen Smith was sbot in the face quarreled with her. Soon ar the shoot-
as she solicited on an Oakland streetcor- n the Polic named Mr. Novwtn as the
Der. Eleven days later, a tailor named tiller on the basis of testimony from Ia-
Preston Calins was found by the police in feelle Gary. anotherprostiutr on the co-I
his froqt yard with bead injuries he said that night.
Huey Newton had inflicted with a pistol. O ths agt Mr. Newto rete

The authorities in Oakland charged fr Cu r o ry s
Mr. NeVton with assault in the beating of ba. a neighbor

2 ~heard someone trying to break in herMr. Ca.Iins, and with attempted murder r e neig
in the shooting of the prcatitute. She died door and gunfire a back.
three months later, and the charge was
changed Mr. a few feet away from the door, and a trial
Newton had fled to Cuba.NetnaC-e o ua of blood leading to the street. Later, they

In his absence, leadership of the Pan-In is bseceleaer-hipof he ai-woiuld say they had learned that two Pan-
thers shifted to Elaine Brown. The group
continued to be linked to violent incl-
dents, but it also moved into a close rela- Forbes had gone to an Oakland clinic forI

tionhip ith aklnd ofictis.tr-eatxnset Of a gunshot wound in Mr.tionship with Oakland officials.ErikaHuggns.%Forbes's band.
. Erka uggis,-ho had been a co-

defendant H ns. Mih ad in a Ne- On Nov. 14. tourists at Lake Mead,
Havendat wit r eie in -uh of Las Vegas. heard moanthng and

County school board. A school set up by found sr. twic1an prlye in tol
th& Panthers was given public grant, ga-SMtie- aaTLd etl

eas lantbrs ws givn pulic rans the authorities that two panthers from
and Brown was chosen as a Oakland had shot him, and that e be
of the ifornia delegation to the 17Forbes had been killed d
DEmoaq i NainlCovniI bsurd Somewhere in the desert. M.ionItic National Convenition. h

Earl * in 197", Huey Newton decided to Gary declined to testify against W. New-
come me from Cuba, over the objee- ton.
tions of some Panthers. He arrived in t.an A they awaits verdict in Mr. Newton'
Francisco on July 3, was taken into cua- trial, the Panthers are limping along with
tody on charges of murdering the prosti- o
rute and assaulting the taior, and was grts. Elaine B
relea-sed on ball. onudewhmtbreleaed onbaitPantherG gained a certain Political re- I

One night in a bar near Santa Cruz. 14r asictlitY. has left Oakland for LMr An.
Newton and Robert Ieard, his body. geles, leaving Huoy Newton at the cente
guard, were involved in a fracas and of the Party's leadership.

76205(t'-)(Sih
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San Francisco Chronicle, Mar. 14, 1979 p. 3

i-A

By George Williamson The charge against Dynes was

Huey Newton took the wtnMarch
stand yesterday to defend himself mon * hen the et
against a murder charge. but his fin -rle the ad been
potentially most devastating.words prearealtoecotmat per h n be
were stopped - at least temporari-
ly - in midsentence by an angry Newton trial by te i
prosecutor in the most explosive was a% the m eThC1' bw bomm a previous
moment of the Oakland trial. than in Santa Rita prion tat ttft m~ttr ts lnadmzwi-

Outside court, Newton said C~f ol o cineto
that prosecutor Tom Orloff became any of this yesterday, including 5ndge Carl Andemrm pompty
hotly agitated because the Black why the district attorfev"s office Tece-d the Ulnl fo the day.
Panther defendant was just about %g so slow in discovering that Der Newt= Vl 0tue bxa Giect
L tell the jur- why a scheduled was in prison the night of the 05Ufl3Y todaY.when Anderson

eyewitness" against him was shootng of prttite Kathleen will anuce whether he an.
Continue tal tnh about lies.

u~uppwas0at the murder scene trath

smith.
Newton aid prostitute andthe tall and gular

Newtn sid rositue ad Dbois wh ~ yris B Z~Y .. Orloff disappeared into the judge's
cogivicted murderer Jeanette Iles sad last niht that the evidence i ca bem he paced before Kenne-
dilin't testily that she saw Newton strong that les got a break after d
shoot another prostitute on an COnfessing to the Brown murder. , him a nme
Oakland street corner only because by declarig a willngness to testY ned matched evil
the prosecution ascertained at the against Dynes. He theorized that fornt- 'eI
last minute that lies was in jail for her anticipated testimony in the I
prostitution when the shooting hap- Newton trial may have be Newton brought up Des* name
opened. weighed, too. whletLgimin to the jury that then

Last night Newton's account "Normally," Dubois said, Oakland
was independently confirmed by ecution's recommendations I tdim an te ar 1972 tha
an Oakland attorney. William Du- the state Adult Ath for a tpimp and p ies are pic-
bois, who is not connected with the "lousy terrible ike o k y as "the pe
Newton case. nm edws$000"NwoNewtoncase.Brown's would have resulted in her said, claiming out of court that he

Newton's attorney, Michael net being considered for parole for has tapes of Gin's words.
Kennedy, has consistently tried to 0au13 years, t ag
impress the jury with the possibiii- 2 in es aenocm n
t' that the two street-life witnesses dation at all wa made to the Adult
whio testified against Newton had Authofity - which meant that if
bt'en offered favors in their own

ubles with the law.Ilsbeve wllipronshta~iblswiththe aw.-wold have, in the absence of

Des is serving a life prison 2tegative reports, been almost auto-
term. with eligibility for parole maay up for parole Ln seven
after seven years, for the 1977 eaM Dubois 6"L
murder of Universtly of California Dubois prised Orlof as
geneticist Dr. Spencer Brown. of the most honest prosecutor

She had been scheduled t the ate," adding that be is
testify against a co-defendant, Rob- that Orloff himself felt Descwzl a
ert Dynes, for the Brown murder, Vaud witness.
as w '2r9Doinst Newtonh couis yes ' eattorny

s~ton thas eyes fixed steadily on

BLACK PANTHER PARTY V.v LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)
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tha~tat poseof many ca
police was to encourage street

J people to "participate" in efforts to
Srid of him.

ito his .1 A bours of
y, Newton amid his body-

±hard, who testified Monday that
Newtonywas not at the scene of the
aboot g delayed for years telling
anyone else of his claim because
the guard's only responsibility X.
was to tell Newton himself - until
directed otherwise, by Newton and
no one else.

Bodyguard Larry kens tends
fled that be saw the proscution's
strongest eyewitness, Charles Lee
Buie, kill the 17-year-old prostitute
Newton stands accused of murder-
ing on Aug. 6,1974.

Henson also said he told none
this directly to a succession of X

tree Newton attorneys until "sav-
eal weeks ago." .-.

7-Newton testified yesterday
that it sufficed that he told the
attorneys of Henson's account,
which he said he heard the day of
the murder in his apartment. New-
ton said Panther rules stipulate that
anything discussed -in my house is "y on.1. -
privileged information and can't BODYGUARD LARRY HENSON
passed on.until I tell them to."

Newton's wife, Gwen, preced-
ed him to the stand. As did her
husband, she alleged a long trail of put your Life down in tios of his
police harassment and abuse of the C(ewtons," and Henson had an-
Panther couple. swered affirmatively.

She also said she was with
Newton and literary adviser Donald Asked if he would le for
Freed in their Oakland apartment Newton, Henson said he would,
the moment of the prostitute's depending on the circumstances.
Jnurder.on an Oakland street three But he said he wasn't lying about
miles away. his account of the murder.ay. .. 7 - 1 , I .;, - . ,. - .- 4
s Asked by Kennedy if she Most of Newton's testimony
would lie for her husband. she said: dealt with how be went from
"I ould do anything to help him. I lterate high school graduate
loy= him very much. But I wouldn't Panther -founder and even ly
lie bout the shooting of the author and candidate for a gradu-
womx. ate degree at the University of

Earlier. Orloff bad asked body. - California, and alth the party's and
guard .Mananif he is -prepared ta . *1 trials "wV-. 1

BLACK PANTHER PARTY vv LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DAVID DELLINGER, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

V.

JOHN N. MITCHELL, et al.,

Defendants.

ORDER

Civil Action No. 1768-69

,FI L: D
JAN 2 ;i

JAMES E. DAvEY, CLERK

Upon consideration of the defendants' motion for

sanctions under Rule 37(b), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,

and the entire record in this case, and finding that plain-

tiff Black Panther Party has willfully disregarded the Order

of this Court requiring both the filing of answers to

interrogatories and the expeditious termination of discovery

in this case, to e prejudice of the defendants, it is this

day of 197,
ORDERED h the d endants' motion should be, and it

hereby is, granted; and it is further

ORDERED that the claims of the Black Panther Party are

dismissed.

BLACK PANTHER PARTY V. LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)

Rep to Opp to Mot of Defs. Bell, et al. to Compel Discovery,
filed Mar. 26, 1979
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT CQURT FOR THE .DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DAVID DELLINGER, et al.,

Plaintiffs z

: CIVIL ACTION NO. 1768-69

JOHN N. MITCHELL, et al.,

Defendants :

dAR 8 M79

JAggg L. AM. CMORDER

Upon consideration of defendants' motion for

sanctions under Rule 37(b), Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, and the entire record in this case, and it

appearing to the Court that plaintiffs Dellinger, Davis,

Hayden, Rubin, Seale, Froines, and Weiner have willfully

disregarded the Orders of this Court requiring the filing

of answers to interrogatories, their appearance at

depositions, and the expeditious termination of discovery

in this case, to the prejudice of the defendants, and it

further appearing to the Court that dismissal is the proper

sanction to be applied in this action, see, e.g., Dellums v.

Powell, 566 F.2d 231 (D.C. Cir. 1977); Margoles v. Johns,

587 F.2d 885 (7th Cir. 1978); Philpot v. Philco-Ford Corp.,

63 F.R.D. 672 (E.D. Pa. 1974); it is by the Court this

day of March, 1979,

ORDERED, that the defendants' motion should be,

and it hereby is, GRANTED: and it is

FURTHER ORDERED, that the claims of plaintiffs

Dellinger, Davis, Hayden, Rubin, Seale, Froines, and Weiner

are dismissed pursuant to Rule 37(b)(2); and it is

BLACK PANTHER PARTY V. LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.)(Smith, j.)

Rep to Opp to dot of Defs. Bell, et al. to Compel Discovery,
filed Mar. 26, 1979
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FURTHER ORDERED, that a final judgment of

dismissal of this case shall be entered; and it is

FURTHER ORDERED, that in accordance with the

Order entered herein on February 26, 1974, that counsel for

the plaintiffs shall deliver to this Court within twenty

(20) days of the entry of this Order, all copies of Answers

to Interrogatories and documents, produced by the defendants

herein under seal, for the purpose of being sealed with the

records of this case, provided that counsel of record and

plaintiffs in The Black Panther Party, et al., v. Edward

Levi, et al., Civil Action No. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) shall be

permitted to inspect, copy, and use such material at it

pertains to the Black Panther Party, consistent with the terms

of this Court's February 26, 1974 Order.

Aubrey E. 0biso , Jr.
United tes Di rict ge .

BLACX PANTHER PARTY- v. LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)

Rep to Opp to Mot of Defs. Bell, et al. to Compel Discovery,
filed Mar. 26, 1979
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The Black Panther, Jan. 24, 1979 p. 14
', I

7EM WLACRI PANfTHE. SATURDAY, JANtUARY 24, IM'7 PAGE 14

I ZOLOL_~

The Milwaukee t3adership cM.
,sAdted minaly aut Dakl Gentry,
Felix Welch, and Nate Bellamy--
Welch and Bellamy being leaders
primarily because they were close
porocnal friends of Gentry. me
weaknesses of this leadership
group became obvious with time:
while Gentry has a certain amount
Of charisma, and while all three
apooted endless streams of rhe-
toric, they clearly failed to direct
Party activities In a discipUned

,nannenr or to establish any sigai
thcant base in the Black community.
Some specific observations are as

1. Party leadership seemed to be
astormined by personal pull with
Gontry rather than by merit,
S. Welch was appointed Field
Liestenant despite the tact that be
was then being prosecuted (con-
victed on guilty plea) for several
emaits of forgery--a noa-political

tainay.
3. Welch finally split for parts
9Mknown to avoid probation revo-
cation Jwhich would never have
been reavoked or threatened if he
bad bepn the least bit careful)-.
taking with him several hundred
dollarsiot the people's money with
the blessings of the Party leader-
ship. He also left the people with
63,000 In bell obligations.

Z 4. Commndism was the rule of
the day, with Gentry, Welch and

P Bellamy issing orders with.
.t Crioup discussion.
5. The leads rhip continually
spouted rhetoric, while tailing to
engage in reading, study, and self.
criticism. Evom Dellamy, n charge
of tf~ormata, Sod to engage

in serious study, (by his ow ad-
mizaon).
6. The leadership concentrated
Party efforts on speaking around
the state and in the White col-
leges and universities, while fail-
Ing to organize within the Black
community.
7. The leadershipon several occa-
sions knew about members car-
rying concealed weapons and did
nothing to discourage such prac-
tices--the net result being that at
least five brothers, including Bel-
lamy, were charged with or con-
victed of carrying concealed wea-
pons (up to one year in Wisconsin).
8. The leadership, by word and
example, encouraged the member-
ship to go about Party business
while stoned (grass, pills and/or
wine). Gentry, Welcb and Bellamy
were contantly stoned on Party
time and made no secret about it.
In tact, they often used to joke
about the Party rule- -while getting
stoned(
9. Muc!h of the leadership's time
was taken up strutting aroundtheIr
favorite tavern (Torana') trying to
impress as many women as poe-
sible with "Panther" bravado.
10. The leadership continually
practiced male chanvinism.
11. Even though the lawyers had
prepared a draft of the police de-
centralization petition soon after
the July conference, the leader-
ship didn't get around to even look-
ing at it for a period of at Least
two months.
12. Although three brothers have
been held to lieu of $10,000 bal each
since September 22 (attempted
murder), the Party, because of
lack of leaderabip, has failed to

raise even a penny for the ball
ilad. (other groups in Madison &
Milwaukee have raised almost
63,000)
13. Gentry, Welch & Bellamayhave
exhibited an unusual (for revolu-
tionary leaders) attachment to the
bourgeois ife style--clothes,
cars etc.

COUNTER-REVOLUTION-
ARY DAKIN GENTRY

14. Gentry maintains a $10,000 a
year job with the state govern-
ment's jive Concentrated Employ-
nent Program, where Bellamy
also works, and has recently stated
that be Intends to join the fas-
cint mayor's "Maodl Cities" Pro-
gram--a counter - revolutionary
pork barrel patronage position.
IS. Gentry & Company quit the
Party at the time of Its greatest
crisis- -ansuring total collapse.
Between September 2.2 si Pan-
there including Gentry, were ar-
roted by the pigs on telony char-
ges: three of them, Jesse Lee

White, Earl Leverette and Booker
Collins, were bnactod for allegedly
shooting at a pig. Needless to say,
these arrests, and the brutal beat-
Ings of all six brothers by the
pigs, demoralitad people consid-
orably--at a time when poor lead-
orabip had already created a weak
organization, Gentry and Bellamy
resigned within a month of these
arrests--without warning mod
without concern for the Party.

To speak in more general terms
again, Gentry and his friends
seemed to subordinate politics to

their own personal Coals and st
a poor example for the member-
ship. We believe that the major
reasons for the local Party s die-
intergration were incompetant and
opportunistic leadership coupled
with severe repression outlinedd
below). While it is true that some
of the membership were also
poorly motivated and oppor-
tunistic, many were true fighters
for the people who just could not
overcome the bad influence of the
Gentry clique.

These people are still weIrklng
for the people, trying to correct
past mistakes, and have actgiven
up the fight against fascism.,

The repression in Miwaukee,
as in other cities, has been great.
Unfortunately, the Milwaukee lead-
oraip did nothing to keep the Na-
tional or Chicago offices Informed
about such repression. Virtually
every male Panther was arrested
at least once, and many were
badly beaten.

The most important bat is of
the2 "Milwaukee W"--Jesee White,
Booker Collins and Earl Le.
erette--on charges of attempted

There is no chapter in hiLt-
murder (of a pig) and resisting waukee now, and rightly so. The

lticer. The three were beaten ex-chapter hadlttleeffectbecause
badly by pigs and have been given the people in the community saW
a 1 year sentence (the maximum) through the leadership. Yet the
on the resisting charge already. Potential stil exists Inblilwaukee,
The attempted murder trial won't for there are some solid People
come W frmnymthsyet. who continue to fght Capitalismcoeup for many months yet.
The whole thing stinks of a pig imperialism and the rise of taa-
Tae an e oetodsos h clam despite the repression. Theseframe and we hope to discuss tbo

tatter with yo re fully at people should not e forgotten. ALL POW o TE PEOPLE
later date.-Tli "3" have been The Wisconsin ComitteetoCore-
doin g a good job of organizing bat Fascism stlllexats--with Sev- Greenberg, XArP and
i jail and have not lost their oral ex-Pant er JZ it--and in
revolutionary spirit to this day. rallying u r tmamboT

Unfortumately, the leadership -Milwaukee 3' and the murder Of
neglected to pass the word about Fred Hampton. TAG struggle con-
the -3'1 even to Chicago--much
lesse to Berkeley.

BLACK PANTHER PARTY v, LEVI CANo. -2205

ex-capte 6a little. effectt becus
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The Black Panther, Jun. 13, 1970 p. 10

COMMITTEE TO EFEND THE PANTHES
'We must Vave Bobby Seale because we must Bal - send to:
gave the BAack Panther Party because we must Emergency Panther Bail Fund
gave the 'revolutionary spirit in America." P.O. Box 628
Fean Genet New York, New York 10025

The Committee to Defend the Panthers* has Local Branches:
f _ d i f far l A 1 e- IKI IV U 1 1 1- 4. 1-C

and to inform the people of the Black Panther
>'arty and their treatment by the government,
:ourts and media.
-unds, volunteers, requests send to:
'ormittee to Defend the Panthers
'.0. Box 628
4ew York, New York 10025

ew o rA. - stL L .

New Haven - 1084 Chapel Street
Chicago - to be announced
Los Angeles - to be announced

*The Committee to Defend the Panthers
the only Defense Committee authorized by
Black Panther Party.

BLACK PANTHER PARTY vv LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)
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The Black Panther, Jun. 22, 1974 P. 2

"..i TME OF X-AR"
Expensively produced flyers , l t

appeared in San Francisco last We cienn~d arr wan-rs, mm
week purporting to be 'death grouped a" bcan Q~o

- warrants" against-uey P. New- tucted uphi =mgglo to abi C~
ton, Bobby Seale and Elaine r ei

Brown, top leaders of the Black
Panther Party, and David G. Du educate in prepmra far tlm A-
Bois, Editor-in-Chief of the Black evitable confront wfth On
Panther Intercommunal News- reml enemy. That communiy-
Service. an h be mr oply

The flyers were signed by the
"Black Women's Information
Unit" of the "New World Libera-
tion Front" of the "Black Libe-
ration Army." They were dis-

- covered pasted to the walls of the
KGO-TV building, KPIX and on a
San Francisco Chronicle delivery
truck.

Alleged "charges" against the
four included "crimes against the
people in time of war; disbanding
and murdering comrades in timel
of war; using the Black People's Army Brothers and Sister$ Pub-
news media to miseducate, mis- licly and firmly disaSocte them
inform and to cover up murders ses from these latest death
they themselves committed..." threats in their name against the

The Black Panther Party che- Black Panther Party, We 2Fl 00ly
rishes human life above all else. cncude thnt they ae lillov'ng
Following the example of Huey P. -themselves to be UseCj in the
Newton, every Black Panther co o n made by
Party member has dedicated his
or her life to the preservation of 40 against eother, and
life with dignity. bxunaopms end

Recent and continuing disclo-
sures of the massive infiltration
and disruption of our Party,
ordered at the highest levels of
the U.S. government and exe-

. cuted by professional agents,
provocateurs and paid informers,
should forever answer honest
charges against our Party for acts
which violated our proven dedi-
cation to our people and to all

.oohuman kind.

BLACK PANTHER PARTY VVJ LEvi, CANo. 76-2205 (... Sih .

RBell, et al, to Compel Disovery
filed Mrar. 26, 1979
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The Black Panther, Sep. 26, 1970 P. 7

PIC K UP THE GUN
As we know, under this racist these dogs began searching them.

system of Babylon, that their main These Bloods ware charged with
goal as It has always been is to posession of narcotics, even.
keep Black people oppressed. The though they had no narcotics on
pigs try to put all Black people them. This is just another act of
under maximum security ()ail). these fascist dogs attempting to
if we refuse to accept this deca- railroad our people through the
dent system. First they urump up court systeM.
some charges in order to put It is quite evident that these pigs
you under maximum security so will not give us our most basic
they can then railroad you through hurnan right, the right to live. So
the court system. And under this the-yeople must now rise P against

AL' court system the Black man has no the decadent system.
rights. These particular pigsrare part

An example of this piggish be- of the fascist Bureau of rc .ics.
harrior happened August 27, 1970 When they reached the gestapo
In #he South End section at Boston. headquarters, they were taken to -

- Ma5s., whCh is oe of our well Tony LAnsky. the bald headed fool.
knotn colonies. where the pimps, where be bega his intimidation and ,
players. pushers sad pro's. make interrogation wirhout success.
their scene. Two brothers Lester We Vill not allow these dogs to
Carvin (21) and Willy Carvin (17) interrogate and intimidate us for
were standing in front of the Rain- their piggish desires. We will not
bow Lounge when these racist dogs allow them to railroad us through
began their usual harrasSment of courts. We as people willsetmare
Black people. example, as the one Jonathan

On the way to the pig pen these Jackson. William Christmas. Rue-
dogs decided to take a scenic tour bell McGee have set until we are
in order to brutalize these bloods, free.
LAster Ca-vin was attacked by ALL POWER 70 THE PEOPLE
these dogs enroute to the pig pen. Denise
After they were put under arrest. Boston Chapter B.P.P.

BLACK PANTHER PARTY Vv1 LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)
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The Black Panther, Mar. 31, 1969 p. 10

US P GS ATTEMPT TO
MURDER MOl RE PANTH E R S

On Friday, iarch 14, the Black ability, in the area of self-defense and insane. The kailaroo ccur
Community witnessed another in- (Karat, attempted to kick Ron- before even hearingonewordfrom
stance at the pigs using their aid's ass. The surprise ca-newben Ronald's lawyer, Dr. RichardWas-
agents, or park-chops, in anths eriagens, pok-eos na hs he - box - top "Black aerstrom (Professor of Law at,
attempt ta-4W another servant of belts" discovered that even with U.C.L.A.), ordered Dr. Waser-
the people, Black Panther and their larer numbers they could atrom from the court telling him
Section Leader of the Watts office, not dow Brother Ronald. He wa that he was uct fit to try any
Ronald Freeman. Ronald hadbeen dofnikly getting the beat of them, ease before that Court without

an ctie ad pwerul oic inSo that suddenly the fca= backed a neki.Ronald In the meantasn active and powerful voice in ncte
the community all that week, rep- cef and fired a Volley of shots, time was subjected to having to
resenting the Panther Party re- Ronald fell, wounded, having been wait in his wheelchair while the
Warding the Issue of Carver Junior hit both In the chest and groin lawyer sought a necktie tl~t might
High School specifically, andcom- areas. rt in Important to note please the almighty court.
monity control of schools, in that all during this entire shoot- when finally the arra~gnment
general. He let the people in Ing incident a black and white pig procedures had ended, Rcsild, who
the community and the students car was station across the had been wearing County bedroom
know that the Panthers supported street, WATCHING; another pig clippers, was taken out, NOT to
ano still support them In their was s-n In a phone booth nearby. his bed at the hospital, but to the
fght, 100%. He s ntually taken to one County jail (whick in located ap

After lively participating in of Los Angeles' butcher shops, approximately 10 miles outside I.
the meet that had been held at jokingi referred to as "County A.), at which piqe his bedroom
VI-tory tist Church surround- BoSpIL I", In critical condition. slippers and wbeetthairwere taken
Inv the ue of student strikes, Later be was reported In sais- from him, as the were the prop-
he left the church building, and factory coefion. veriousvtsiLorb erty uM I- A-, ovmty Taepitsl.
w, nt Into the church parking lot, to the hospital phoned to report So thai when he had to call for

ht 2re he noticed US organization that US niggers were in Ronald's someone to drive him away from
gr-oas, whom he identified as having ward, dressed as orderlies, and there, he was found standing In
pa ticipated in the assassination of freely circulating throughout his bare feet. The brother whopicked
B3,.nchy Carter and John Huggins floor. Further mistreatmenten- him up had to drive him back to

las-t January. For purposes of sued when Ronald, who was still the hospital and re-admit him.
recordng their identities, Ron bed-ridden In the hospital, was The whole point in discussingthe
t 6an taking pictures of these informed (resulting from previous detais of this case is to hope-

5 goons, who bad, have and are harassment ad another case) thai fully bring to light the obvious
ing used to threaten, harass and he was to appear In court on coalitIon and plotting of pigs and
en assassinate Black revolution- Monday, March 17. No consider- their agents to destroy not only

iy leaders. ation was given to his tragic phys- Black revolutionary leaders, not
At approximately 10:30 a.m., in ica] condition, nor the possibility only the Black Panther Party, but,

that parking lot, four of these that movement could create In- through these means, the entire
bald - beaded, psychedellic, ab- eternal hemorrhaging. Therefore, Black revolutionary liberation
tract negro, pork-chop national- he was forced to travel under movement. We must awaken to
lots approached Ron. He handed Physical strain to the County these realities and recognize ALL
his camera to another Panther. Courthouse. our enemies, and destroy them if
The 4 US niggers grabbed the At this point the pattern that we ever Intend to walk the road
camera, which Ron attempted to the comrades-in-arms, pigs and to Liberation.
retrieve. A fight ensued. These thei hind-parts - pork chops, had
bootlickers,whohavealigbt-weight set In their attempt on Ronald's
reputation for having some kind of ife becomes even more ridiculous ALL POW TO THE PEasPLE

BLACK PANTHER PARTY v,. L EVI, CA.HO. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith,J.

Rep to Opp to Mot of DefS Bell et al, to Compel Discovery,
filed Mar. 26, 1979
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:. The Black Panther, May 25, 1969 p. 4

SKCTIONARY PAPER TIGER

L;

4

:eT

'S

j .

The racist pig has become re-
actionary against the people and the
Black Panther Party. The pigs
shoot mace in your face and kill
you to make the People react so
our Minister of Defense, Huey P.
Newton can't get ocut of jaiL Pigs
blow the school because the people
and the Party did not reanet to the
reactionary. The people and the
people alone did not react to the
pigs. So the pigs f--- d up, be-
cause it is understood that the pig
power structure ia nothing but
paper tigers. They have always
been. This is not the first time
they were, when they killed *LiP
Bobby Hutton on April 6. They were
paper tigers when they killed the
3 brothers in L. A , they were paper
tigers when they got thepork-chop
cultural nationalists in L.A tokill
brothers Bunchy and John.

These pigs will kill you, rape
you, bribe you, stomp you, and
f--k you, these pigs wil be delt
with. As our Minister of Defense,
Huey P. Newtongsays, "By any
means necessary'". You must un-
derstand that 14 will not react
on the pigs terzgs. We will con-
tinue to expose the pig power

structures; b----a ike Atioto.
W---- a like Ronald Reagan, and
Lesbians like Nixon who have given
the pigs courage enough to run
amuck and kill and slaughter black
people and all oppressed people.

You must understand as our
Chairman, Bobby Seale says, "this
IA a class struggle . To all those
lackeys, opportunists, rotten fer-
-ocious, diseased m -----
we will not stop until we have de-
stroyed and committerddestruction
on Capitalism,

You must understand that the
revolutionary struggle has yet to
continue. So let there be bloodshed
because these racist m---

f---8a have to go.cbeck it oagt an
Viet-Nam. Chock out Nigeria and
check out Hunter' a Paixt when they
killed Alvert Joe Linth .

So you see, people, brother
Mao Tae-tung puts it, W'e are
the advocates of the alition of
war, we do not want wa L war
can only be abolished through war.
And in order to get rid of the gun,
it is necessary to take upthe gun."
The immediate results afthindes-
truction wil be perpetual PeOe
for all mankind.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
George Sams *
Cleveland Brooks

BLACK PANTHER PARTY vv7 LEVI, CA]
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report from Baltimore I
Two young brothers, - Frank

Smith 1Z, and Norman Henderson
11, were selling Panther papers and
passing out the leaflets for the up-
coming rally. The young brothers
ventured downtown to Howard St.
and to the rear of the Greybound
Bus Stqtion. They were then ap-
prehenced by some white man who
told thrtm to come into their ot-
fice, Al pushed them up against
the w a and searched them. He
then called in the pigs, (2) they
got only one pig's number - 1432
and the number of the car - 9835.

The pig grabbed the young bro-
ther with the newspapers and asked
him, where did you get that shIL,
and put him in the car, first be
gave 5 Of his papers to nearby
bonkies, and said now those black
mars are calling us pigs.

He asked the other ypung bro-
ther his name, the young brother

laughed at the pig and refeaed
to tall him anything. The pig put
him to the car and directed his
questions to Frank, who has a
spech detect. The pig a questions
wei e.
What is your name? Age? Where
do you 11Ye? What is your father's
name, where does your father
work?

Than he said I should shoot you,
put you in the back and let the dog
eat you.

Get out of here and don't come
back, the next time we will shoot
you. The laughing unanswering
brother told him he wouldn't do
shit. That same day, Cpt. Hart
contacted the pig department and
demanded the money for the papers
that the pigs stole.
Cpt. Hart, Baltimore, Md.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE
POWER TO THE VANGUARD

I

BLACK PANTHER PARTY viV LEVI, CANo. 76-2205 (D.D.C.) (Smith, J.)
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et al., )

Plaintiffs, )

V) CIVIL ACTION NO.

EDWARD LEVI, et al., ) 76-2205

Defendants. )

ORDER

Upon consideration of the Motion of Defendants Bell,

et al. to Compel Discovery from plaintiff Black Panther

Party, the matters submitted in support of and in opposition

to the motion, and the entire record before the Court, it is

hereby

ORDERED that defendants' motion is GRANTED: and it

is further

ORDERED that plaintiff shall file a further response to

movants' First Interrogatories based upon a full and complete

review of the plaintiff's publication, The Black Panther,

with respect to every issue presented by plaintiff's allegations

and each Central Committee member shall file supplemental

answers under oath reflecting such information that member

-has that is responsive to the First Interrogatories; and it

is further

_ T h ' ~ r ~ A T ~7D .



ORDERED .that, the Court having found plaintiff's objections

and claims of privilege untimely, overbroad and otherwise

outweighed by movants' need for discovery, plaintiff's

objections and claims are rejected; and it is further

ORDERED that, the Court having found plaintiff's responses

to interrogatories 16, 18, 21-22, 25, 27, 32, 36, 40-41, 49-

50, 58, 72-73, 75-76, 86-92, 98, 110-112, 114-118, 131-32,

143-44, 163-64, 184, 188, 203, 223-25 evasive, incomplete,

and in some instances contradictory, plaintiff shall provide

further answers responding to the specific matters referenced

in the applicable paragraphs of movants' memoranda; and it

is further

ORDERED that plaintiff shall have twenty (20) days from

the date of this Order in which to provide further responses.

In the event plaintiff seeks an extension of time, plaintiff

shall in any event advise whether it will persist in its

claims of privilege notwithstanding this Order.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

Date:



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the

foregoing Defendants Motion for Extension of Page Limitation4

Prescribed by Local Rule 1-9(e) with attached reply

memorandum, and Attachments and proposed Order was mailed

this 20 day of March, 1979, to:

Bruce J. Terris, Esquire
1526 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Mark Lynch, Esquire
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E.
Suite 301
Washington, D. C. 20003

Joseph E. Casey, Esquire
1435 G Street, N.W.
Building #420
Washington, D. C. 20005

William L. Stauffer, Esquire
Leonard, Cohen & Gettings
1400 N. Uhle Street
Courthouse Square
P. 0. Box 742
Arlington, Virginia 22216

LARRY L. GREGG
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L DOCKET CONTINUATION SHEET N-u7-7O
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PLAIN iIFF' DEFENDANT

.*1 -DOCKET NO. 76-2205

PAGE OF PAGES

DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS

1979
Feb 02 ORIER filed 2-1-79 granting pltf. leave to submit a mnenranduan of PM' s

in response to notion of defts. to chapel discovery which is no longer
than 95-pages in length. (N) S1,J.

Feb 06 ERRATA by pltf. Huey P. Newton to memorandum of PA's in support of mtion to

Feb 06 MURANDUM of P&'s by Black Panther Party in support of mtion to compel
discovery; affidavit of Joan Kelley; attachaent.

Feb. 12 SECOND supplemental response of pltf. Black Panther Party to federally repre-
I sented defts' first request for production of docuDents; attachments (3).

Feb 13 SUPPLEMENAL responses of pltf., Huey P. Newton to first interrogatories of the
federally represented defts.

Feb 13 SUPPLEMENTAL responses of pltf., Black Panther Party to interrogatories of the
federally represented defts.

Mar 26 MlON of defts. Bell, et al for extension of page limitation prescribed by
local Rule 1-9(e); Exhibit (orig. with attachiments).

Mar 27 REPLY Maorandum by defts. Bell, et al, to opposition to motion to coupel
discovery of pltff. Newton; attachments 1, 2 & 3,

May 29 MYrION of deft. to compel heard and taken under advisement; Gov't given until
June 1, 1979 to furnish a list of interrogatories that need further answers
and pltff. given until June 18, 1979 to respond and indicate to the Court
why they intend not to respond. (Rep. Dawm Copeland) SmiLth, J.

June 12 STAEMENT of defts. Bell, et al. interrogatories sought to be compelled;
table of contents; attachent 1. 'Let this be filed." (FIAT) Smith, J.

June 18 SEA 'IEMT of pltff. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton why defts. mtion to
compel should be denied; appendix.

Aug 6 OPINION. (N) Smith, J.

Aug 6 ORDER filed 8-6-79 partially granting motion of defts. Bell, et al. to compel
discovery and further that pltffs. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton
shall have 60 days fran the date of this order in which to provide any
further responses. (See for further details) (N) Snith, J.
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Subject: BLACK PANTHER PARTY, v.

EDWARD LEVY, ET AL
(USDC) CIVIL ACTION #76-2205

Reference: [:] Cover pages of SA J Report of SA L] Letterhead memo
dated at

[7Letter [iTeletype [-]Airtel dated 8/30/79 from WASHINGTON
to DIRECTOR . Your mail dispatch of registry number ,

IXNonsubstantive Error - notify appropriate personnel; mark notation [] Substantive Error - return original of form to Bureau promptly with
in error folder; and consider in next performance ratings. Consider explanations and recommendations.
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1. Administrative Dara ]14. Details
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THELgiACK PANTHER PARTY,
et al.,

Plaintiffs Civil Action

No. 76-220,

Ly

/

)if~ U~'4Cit.AF$~ 7 6? ;I j

A
A

I
Z',

EDWARD LEVI, et al.,

Defendants

O P I N . S D C

In this action, the Black' Panther Party, with some

of its members and supporters, is suing the United States,

former and current high-ranking officials of various govern-

mental agencies, and a former White House Assistant on a

claim that the defendants conspired to destroy the Party..

The matter is before the Court on defendants'.motion to

compel answers to interrogatories.

'One purpose of Rule 33 is to allow one party to

obtain admissions from another and thereby save time in

preparation and at trial." Evans v Local Union 2127, Int'l

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO, 313 F. Supp.

1354 (N.D. Ga. 1969). Defendants contend that some answers

to-interrogatories are evasive and incomplete,and assert

ill-founded claims of privilege. The posture of this case

at this point in discovery is -unusual in several respects.

First, plaintiffs have either lost or destroyed virtually al2

of the relevant documents. Secondly, plaintiffs waited

several years after the alleged actions complained of began

taking place to file this lawsuit. Third, plaintiffs are

asking for injunctive relief fm officials presently in

office, but are requesting kages from past official-
RECORDED '

AU~ TO 1979
b6

ES-' Ia 7 c



Defendants have requested information which is

pertinent to their defense of a potentially complex lawsuit.

Since many of the documents which could assist the defendants

in focusing on the actual events in issue are no longer in

existence, defendants are forced to rely on memories and

whatever documentation still exists.

Defendants have asked the Court to compel further

answers to fifty-four interrogatories on thgebasis that

defendants have knowledge of or have received from plaintiffs

information which is inconsistent with or contradicts infor-

mation provided in the answers and supplemental answers to

the interrogatories. In addition, defendants allege that

many answers in this category are evasive. Many of these

are answers where plaintiffs claim they have no knowledge

of the facts or no documentation of the facts. Even if

plaintiffs are without such knowledge, plaintiffs should

so state under oath for purposes of absolute clarity.

Roberson v Great Am. Ins. Companies of New York, 48 F.R.D.

404 (N.D. Ga. 1969). Since defendants will be relying

mainly on these answers to interrogatories and other dis-

covery to prepare their defenses, the Court will grant their

motion compelling plaintiffs to further answer some of the

interrogatories or state that plaintiffs are unable to

further answer because they are without knowledge of the

facts. Further answers explaining inconsistencies referred

to by defendants, clarifying previous answers and providing

further information are to be given to the following inter-
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rogatories propounded to plaintiff Black Panther Party:

16 .49 92 123
18 50 98 131
21 58 114 132
22 59 115 144
25 61 116 163
27 72 117 164
32 73 118 184
33 76 119 203
36 89 120 223
40 90. 121 224
41 91 122 225

It should also be noted that while the Cour is not ordering

plaintiff Black Panther Party to further answer interrog-

atories 54, 55, 110, 111, and 112 as requested by defendants,

plaintiff has a continuing obligation to update its answers,

and provide any new information it may receive.

Plaintiff has asserted constitutional privilege

as a ground for not providing answers to some of the

interrogatories listed above. Specifically 21, 33, 54 and

61. Plaintiff cannot assert this privilege and at the same

time proceed with this lawsuit, withholding information

vital to the defense of the parties sued. Anderson v Nixon,

444 F. Supp. 1195 (D.D.C. 1978).

Defendants have requested that a second group of

interrogatories, which have already been answered by Joan

Kelley, the Black Panther Party's authorized representative

for purposes of responding to these interrogatories, be

answered by Party office= who have responsive information.

This request is made because Ms. Kelley was not a member of

the Central Committee prior to 1971, alleged by defendants

to be the Party's-most violent period. Plaintiffs contend

that Rule 33(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

states that a corporation or private association may appoint



"any officer or agent who shall furnish such information

as is available to the party." In addition, plaintiffs

state that Ms. Kelley consulted all members of the Party's

Central Committee, and spoke to eighty percent of the

Party's present members, a large number of past members, and

the Party's attorneys to elicit information they possessed.

Defendants argue that they have received different and

conflicting answers to the same inquiry and that, because

of inexperience, or otherwise, the designee is not able

to respond fully.

After reviewing the answers, supplemental answers,

affidavits and the entire file it appears that plaintiff

Black Panther Party and its attorneys have made a good faith

effort to provide full and complete answers to the inter-

rogatories in question. However, given the circumstances

here of 1) the scarcity of records, 2) the time lapse between

the alleged occurrences and the present and 3) the scattering

and possible unavailability of many witnesses, the Court

finds that it would be appropriate if the interrogatories

listed above and immediately below were reviewed by the

plaintiff Black Panther Party's officers, and that they

provide under oath whatever information each has, if any,

responsive to the inquiries..

23 68 152 194
24 .70 153 - 195
26 79 154 205
30 80 155 206
31 81 157 207
34 85 158 220

-42 100 166 221
44 113 167 232
46 127 169 234
47 128 174 235
48 129 175 236
53 130 176 237
59 148 177 238
60 149 178 239
61 150 185 240
67 151 193



In response to many intenogatories, plaintiff has

not provided specific information but has referred to un-

specified issues of its newspaper, The Black Panther, or

Congressional reports. Defendants have requested that more

detailed answers be compelled. Plaintiffs contend that

The Black Panther is a public record available to defendants

and that they do not possess all the issues of the newspaper

themselves. In Halkin v Helms, Judge June Green held:

(3) The answers to the interrogatories must
be based on the plaintiffs' own knowledge.
Answers provided by counsel on the basis of
information available to counsel,such as
congressional reports, are not responsive.
(4) Plaintiffs' objections are insufficient
under the Rules of this Court. It is not
responsive to state that the defendants have
invoked the answers in government files.
Plaintiffs, having invoked the action of the
Court, have a duty to personally respond to
discovery to show whether they have a
cause of action .... (Civ. Action No.
75-1773, D.D.C. Green, J.)

Likewise here, plaintiffs have invoked the jurisdiction of

this Court of their own free will. They have a duty to

respond and answer discovery requests as completely as

possible. Plaintiffs should respond to defendants inquiries

as to events in which they are alleged to have been involved.

Therefore, plaintiff Black Panther Party shall file further

responses to interrogatories based upon a full and complete

review of the plaintiff's publication, The Black Panther,

with respect to every issue presented by plaintiff's

allegations.

Defendants have submitted a list of forty-five

interrogatories sought to be compelled of plaintiff Huey P.

Newton. The majority of these request information regarding

incidents in which plaintiffs allege defendants were involved.
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Newton has claimed constitutional privilege in the majority

of these. In Anderson v Nixon, supra, the plaintiff claimed

that his newsman's privilege as protected by the First

Amendment and other Constitutional provisions allowed him

to refuse to answer discovery questions propounded by

defendants. This Court held that plaintiff was not required

to waive his privilege, but if he did not do so, he could

not continue to pursue his claims. The Court stated:

He cannot have it both ways. Plaintiff
was not a bystander in the process but a
principal. He cannot ask for justice and
deny it to those he accuses. ...Having
chosen to become a litigant, the] is not
exempt from those obligations imposed by the
rule of law on all litigants in the federal
courts. As a litigant he has a duty to
conform to the rules of procedure. The
public interest in fair and impartial ad-
ministration of justice demands nothing less.
Indeed, there is strong precedent in analogous
situations suggesting that in initiating
and maintaining a lawsuit such as the one
in this case the newsman waives his qualified
privilege of silence where his sources have
information that goes to the heart of the
defense.... Where the interests of a newsman
in preserving the anonymity of his sources
clash with his responsibilities as a plaintiff,
and where the information sought to be pro-
tected goes to the heart of the defense, the
privilege must give way.

So, too, in this case, defendants contend that the withheld

information is vital to their defense, many times to the

point of telling them what exactly they are accused of

doing. Therefore, if plaintiff-Newton is to proceed with

this lawsuit on many of his claims, he must answer the

interrogatories listed below. This Court is not compelling

plaintiff Newton to waive any privileges he may have, but is

merely leaving the choice to Mr. Newton, as a plaintiff,

whether he wishes to continue to press claims relating to

these interrogatories:
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Plaintiff Newton has, of course, a continuing obligation to

update his answers to interrogatories 8, 9, and 10 if he

receives any futher information.

Accordingly, the plaintiffs Black Panther Party

and Huey P. Newton must further answer the interrogatories

indicated in this memorandum in accordance with the

principles discussed herein.

UnitdAStates 

Dated August 6, 1979



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, )
et al.,

Plaintiffs ) Civil Action

v ) No. 76-2205

EDWARD LEVI, et al., )

Defendants )

ORDER

Upon consideration of the motion of defendants

Bell, et al. to compel discovery from plaintiffs Black

Panther Party and Huey P. Newton, the memorandum submitted

in support thereof and in opposition thereto, the inter-

rogatories, answers, supplemental answers, affidavits, the

entire record herein, and oral argument of counsel, it is

by the Court this _A day of August 1979

ORDERED that defendants' motions are partially

granted; and it is further

ORDERED that plaintiff Black Panther Party shall

file further responses to the following interrogatories:

16 49 92 123
18 50 98 131
21 58 114 132
22 59 115 144
25 61 116 163
27 72 117 164
32 73 118 184
33 76 119 203
36 89 120 223
40 90 121 224
41 91 122 225

and it is further

ORDERED that plaintiff Black Panther Party's

officers review the interrogatories listed above and

-IT3 T(j_
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immediately below and provide under oath whatever infor-

nation each has, if any,

interrogatories:

23 68
24 70
26 79
30 80
31 81
34 85
42 100
44 113
46 127
47 128
48 129
53 130
59 148
60 149
61 150
67 151

and it is further

ORDERED that p

file further responses t

and complete review of t

that is responsive to the

152
153
154
155
157
158
166
167
169
174
175
176
177
178
185
193

194
195
205
206
207
220
221
232
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

plaintiff Black Panther Party shall

o interrogatories based upon a full

ie plaintiff's publication, The

Black Panther, with respect to every issue presented by

plaintiff's allegations; and 4.t is further

ORDERED that if plaintiff Huey P. Newton intends

to pursue any claims relating to the interrogatories listed

below that he provide further answers to said interrogatories

11 22 32 43
12 23 33 44
13 24 34 45
14 25 35 49
15 26 36 51
17 27 37 64
18 28 38 74
19 29 39
20 30 40
21 31 41

and it is further

ORDERED that plaintiffs Black Panther Party and

Huey P. Newton shall have sixty (60) days from the date of

this Order in which to provide further responses.

Uni States

I - I

'V

I
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 1/14/80

(ATTENTION: LEGAL COUNSEL DIVISION)
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SUBJECT: BLACK PANTHER PARTY,

V.

EDWARD LEVI, et al
(U.S.D.C., D.C,)

ReWFOlet to the Bureau dated 8/30/79.

On 1/10/80, SC reviewed docket
#76-2205 at the U.,S. District Court for the District of
Columbia which shows additional entries made since last
reviewed on 8/28/79. One copy of this docket is being
forwarded to the Bureau as an enclosure.

WFO will follow and report.
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CIVIL DOCKET CONTINUATION SHEET

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT *

DOCKET NO 76-225

PAGE -_OF___ PAGES

DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS

1979
Feb 02 ORDER filed 2-1-79 granting pltf. leave to submit a ne-orandum of P&A' s

in response to notion of defts. to qpcel discovery which is no longer
than 95-pages in length. (N) SMITH,J.

Feb 06 ERPATA by pltf. Huey P. Newton to nenorandum of P&A's in support of cation to
compel discovery.

Feb 06 DDRANDU of P6A's by Black Panther Party in support of mntion to compel
discovery; affidavit of Joan Kelley; attachmant.

Feb. 12 SECOND supplemenrtal response of pltf. Black Panther Party to federally rdpre-
sented defts' first request for production of documents; attadmnts (3).

Feb 13 SUPPLEEEIAL responses of pltf., Huey P. Newton to first interrogatories of the
federally represented defts.

Feb 13 SUPPID'ttAL responses of pitf., Black Panther Party to interrogatories of the
federally represented defts.

Mar 26 'MOrION of defts. Bell, et al for extension of page limitation prescribed by
Local Rule 1-9(e); Exhibit (orig, with attachnents).

Yar 27 REPLY MemIorandum by defts. Bell, et al. to opposition to notion to camoel
discovery of pltff. Newton; attachrmts 1, 2 & 3.

May 29 =OoN of deft. to compel heard and taken under advisenant; Gov't given until
June 1, 1979 to furnish a list of interrogatories that need further ans, ars
and pltff. given until June 18, 1979 to respond and indicate to the Court
xhy they intend not to respond. (Rep. Dawn Copeland) Smith, J.

June 12 STAMEU of defts. Bell, et al. interrogatories sought to be compelled;
table of contents; attachnent 1. "Let this be filed." (FIAT) Smith, J.

June 18 SM TRNT of pltff. Black Panther Party and Thuey P. Neiton why defts. notion to
compel should be denied; appendix.

Aug 6 OPINION. (N) Smith, J.

Aug 6 ORDER filed 8-6-79 partially granting notion of defts. Bell, et al. to compel
discovery and further that pltffs. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton
shall have 60 days from the date of this order in wich to provide any
further responses. (See for further details) (N) Smith, J.

Oct 3 YLTION by pltffs. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Nexton for an extension of
time in which to respond to portions of court's order of Aug. 6, 1979

Oct 5 MEMORANDUM of P&A's by pltff. in support of responses to 107
interrogatories as ordered by this court on Aug. 6, 1979.

Oct 5 FURTHER supplemental response by pltff. to 107 interrogatories as
ordered by court on Aug. 6, 1979; affidavit

see next page
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CIVIL DOCKET CONTINUATION SHEET

PLANT WF DEFENDAT
DOCKET NO 2-205

THE BLACK PAN -ER PARTY, et al EYDARD LEVI, et al. PAEl8tor Ao s

DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS

1979
Oct 5 SUPPLEENTAL response of pitff. to Federaly represented defts. first request

for production of documents; attached nt.

Get 12 OPPOSITION of defts., except defts. #6 & 7, to pltffs. action for extension
of time in which to respond to the court's Aug. 6, 1979 order.

Oct 24 REPLY by pltffs. Black Panther Party and Newton, to opposition of defts.
Civiletti, et al. to pltffs. motion for an extension of time in vkich
to respond to portions of court's order dated Aug. 6, 1979.

Oct 31 1DRANIXN of P&A's by defts. Civiletti, et al (except Sullivan and Moor'e)
in support of renewed mtion of said defts. for the sanctions of dismissal
of pltffs. Black Panther Party's and Newton's claims and for costs;
DTi0N of defts. Civilette, et al (except Sullivan and loore) for the
sanction of dismissal of p1tffs. Black Panter Party's and Neton's claims
for costs

Nov 1 FURTHER supplemental responses by pltff. Black Panther Party
based upon a search of "The Black Panther" newspaper from
1967 thru 1970 as ordered by this court on Aug. 6, 1979.

Nov 1 ATTACHEMENTS by defts. Civiletti, et al (except defts. Moore 7
Sullivan), to P&A's in support of renewed motion of said defts.
for the sanction of dismissal of pltffs. Black Panther Party's
and Newton's claims and for costs (filed Oct. 31, 1979);
attachments 1 & 2.

Nov 7 CHANGE of address for Joseph E. Casey, counsel for Marion Sullivan
Admin. of estate of William C. Sullivan (deft. #6) , to 1435
G St., N.W., 20005, Ph. 223-5750. CAL/N.

Nov 8 FURTHER supplemental responses by-pitff. Huey P.- Newton to
interrogatories as ordered by this court on Aug. 6, 1979.
"Let this be filed." (FIAT) Smith, J.

Nov 8 CHANGE of address for Mark H. Lynch, counsel for pltffs., to 122
Maryland Ave., N.E., 20002, Ph. 544-5380. CAL/N.

Nov 09 STATEMENT by pltfs. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton why
motion of defts. Civiletti, et al. for the sanction of dismissal
should by denied; table of contents; table of authorities;
attachments 1 & 2.

Nov 13 REPLY by defts. (except Moore and Sullivan) to opposition to
renewed motion of defts. Civiletti, et al., for the sanctions
of dismissal of pltffs. Black Panther Party's and Newton's
claims and for costs; attachment.

Nov 13 MOTION of pltff. for an extension of time heard and granted.
(Rep. Dawn Copeland) Smith, J.

see next page
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1979
Nov

Dec

Dec

Dec

1980
Jan

Jan

PLA NTIF

THE

DATE

ORDER filed Nov. 13, 1979 granting pltffs. Black Panther Party a-nd
Huey P. Newton's motion for an extension of time in which to

respond to portions of this court's order dated Aug. 6, 1979,
further pltff. Newton shall respond to part four of said order
by Nov. 4, 1979. (see-for details) (N) Smith, J.

FURTHER SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES by pltf,, Black Panther Party
based upon a search of "The Black Panther" newspaper as orderE
by this court on August 6, 1979.

RENEWED MOTION of defts. Civilette, et al for sanctions of -
dismissal of pltff's Black Panther Party and Newton's claims
heard and taken under advisement,

(Rep, Dawn Copeland) Smith, J,

MOTION by pltfs. for an extension of time to file further responses
to discovery.

ORDER filed Jan. 2, 1980 granting pltff, Black Panther Party's
motion for extension of time to file further responses to
discovery based on search of the Black Panther Newspaper
years 1975 thru and including 1979 to and including Jan. 4,
1980. (N) Smith, J.

FURTHER supplemental responses by pltff. Black Panther Party
based upon a search of "The Black Panther" Newspaper from
1975 thru 1979 as order by this court on Aug. 6, 1979.

F DEFENDANT

BLACK PANTHER PARTYetal EDWARD LEVI, et al.
000 ETwo. 76-22
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PURPOSE: To advise of a court order dated 1/25/80
(copy attached) granting defendants' motion to

dismiss captioned lawsuit and ordering costs be assessed
against plaintiffs and to recommend that the Director
send the attached letter to Alice Daniel, Assistant
Attorney General - Civil Division.

SYNOPSIS: The Black Panther Party and several of its
memb.rs.monst notely its founder Huey P.

Newton filed suit in
U.S.D.. for the District of Colu on 12/2/76 against
20 present and former government officials in their
individual and official capacities representing 6
government agencies. Also named as defendants were the
Estate of J. Edgar Hoover and unnamed government agents.
The United States was later added as a defendant.
The suit charged the officials with conspiring to destroy
the Black Panther Party and harass its members. The
suit claimed that defendants had violated various
constitutional rights of plaintiffs as well as several
statutory proscriptions. The suit demanded declaratory
and injunctive relief and compensatory and punitive
damages in excess of 100 million dollars. Initial motions
to dismiss were denied and discovery was ordered in
May, 1977. Several non-FBI defendants were yrantd summary
judgment in July, 1978. Plaintiff claims
against all defendants were dismis-seapursuant--to a
stipulation in October, 1978. Both sides engaged in
lengthy discovery. Defendants made several motions to

Enclosure - . L 3

JGL B ad U
(4)

Buy U.S. Savinas Bonds R,
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S
Memo to Director

compel plaintiffs to comply with discovery and for sanctions
for non-compliance. On August 6, 1979, the Court ordered
plaintiffs to comply. On January 25, 1980, the Court
held that plaintiffs had failed to comply with this order
and granted defendants' motion dismissing all plaintiffs'
claims and awarding defendants costs including attorneys
fees.

.0

- 2 -

- ~
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I RECOMMENDATION: That the Director send the attached
letter to Alice Daniel, Assistant Attorney

General - Civil Division.

DETAILS: On December 2, 1976, suit was filed in U.S.D.C.
for the District of Columbia by the Black Panther

jiParty and 10 of its members and supporters against 20
present and former United States government officials

$ representing 6 federal agencies. The plaintiffs included
,<< Huey P. Newton, founder of the Black Panther Party and

G F_ chairperson of the Black Panther Party
c0w0at the time of the suit. FBI defendants were Director

Clarence M. Kelley, former Assistant Director William C.
Sullivan and George C. Moore, former Section Chief of the
Racial Intelligence Section. Also named as a defendant
was the Estate of former FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover.
The United States was later named as a defendant in an
amended complaint.

The suit charged that the defendants had
conspired to destroy the Black Panther Party politically
and financially and had harassed and harmed individual
Black Panther Party members and supporters for their
political beliefs and activities. The suit alleged
various actions by defendants including involvement
in assassination of party leaders, mail openings,
interception of telephone and other conversations,
physical surveillances, burglaries, causing armed raids
by local law enforcement agencies, improper arrests
on federal charges, unwarranted tax audits, causing
strife between the Black Panther Party and other groups
and disrupting Black Panther Party activities. It was
claimed that these activities violated their rights
as guaranteed by the First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth and
Fourteenth amendments of the constitution and various
statutory proscriptions.

bc
b7C
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The suit demanded declaratory and injunctive
relief, compensatory damages in excess of $50,000,000.00,
punitive damages in excess of $50,000,000.00 and statutory
damages for unlawful electronic interception pursuant to
Title 18 United States Code Section 2520.

Departmental representation was provided
Director Kelley and defendants Sullivan and Moore were
authorized to retain private counsel at government
expense.

An initial motion to dismiss was filed by the
Federal defendants in March, 1977. This motion was
denied and in May, 1977 discovery was ordered to
commence. For the next two years both sides engaged
in lengthy discovery. Requests for production of
documents, admissions and interrogatories were served
on the Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newto
notice of disposition was served onn

In July, 1978, nine non-FBI defendants were
granted summary judgment Tn notaker, 1978, a stipulation
was entered into with dismissing her claims
against all defendants. When the suit was first filed
plaintiffs had requested that it be certified as a class
action. This was denied on procedural grounds. There
were therefore only two remaining parties seeking damages
as of January, 1979, the Black Panther Party and Huey P.
Newton.

The defendants had moved the Court to impose
sanctions on plaintiffs in September of 1978 for failure
to comply with discovery. This was denied by the Court
in December of 1978. In May, 1979, following several
motions to compel discovery, the court directed the
defendants to file a statement of what they sought from
plaintiffs by June 11, 1979, and plaintiffs were given
until June 18, 1979, to advise the Court of why answers
should not be given.

Following the filing of these papers the court
on August 6, 1979, ordered plaintiffs to: provide further
answers clarifying previous answers, explaining in-
consistencies noted by the defendants, or stating under
oath that they were without further knowledge if that
were the case; to have the Party's officers individually
review specified interrogatories and provide whatever

- 3 -



Memo to Director

responsive information each might have; to file further
responses based on a complete review of the plaintiffs'
publication, the Black Panther, with respect to every
issue presented by the plaintiffs allegations; to
choose between continuing to assert a claim of con-
stitutional privilege or proceeding with this suit;
and finally, in the case of plaintiff Mr. Huey Newton,
either to give further answers to certain interrogatories
or to withdraw his claims related to them.

Plaintiffs filed papers purporting to comply
with this order and in December, 1979 defendants renewed
their motion that the court impose sanctions. On
January 25, 1980, United States District Court Judge
John Lewis Smith, Jr., issued an opinion holding that
plaintiffs had not complied with his order of August 6,
1979, and ordered that defendants' motion to dismiss
was granted and that plaintiffs shall pay defendants
reasonable expenses in bringing the motion, including
attorney's fees.

The Department of Justice now has 10 days to
submit a bill for expenses to the Court prior to entry
of judgment. Upon entry of judgment the plaintiffs
will have 60 days to appeal the order to the District
of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals.

-4 -
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with this suit; and finally, in the case of plaintiff Mr.

Huey Newton, either to give further answers to certain

interrogatories or to withdraw his claims related to them.

Comoliance with the August 6 order

1. The plaintiffs shall file further responsesto forty
four specified interrogatories, clarifying previous

answers, explaining inconsistencies referred to by the
defendants, providing further information, or stating
under oath that they are without further knowledge of
these matters.

The Party has filed supplemental responses to

simiteen of these interrogatories and states by affidavit of

its designated agent that except for three items privileged

from disclosure by provisions of the first amendment these

responses taken together with the original and first supple-

mental answers constitute all the information available to

the Party, including its officers. These responses were

drafted by the Party's recently selected agent, Ms. JoNina

Abron, who replaces the Party' s earlier agent, Ms. Joan

Kelley.

The answers are fatally defective in several

respects. In some instances not only do they fail to clarify

previous answers, they create further confusion. In other

Instances they either completely ignore the inconsistencies

the Party was directed to address or they introduce new

information inconsistent with that already given in this case

and with information given under oath by another member of

the Party officially authorized to speak on its behalf, Mr.

Huey Newton. The new supplemental answers fail to comply.

with the requirements of this Court's August 6 order.
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2. The plaintiffs shall direct Party officers who have
responsive information to answer personally and under

oath 107 specified interrogatories.

The plaintiffs refuse to comply with this

directive. They continue instead to press thZ- argument raised

prior to this Court's August 6 order, that Rule 33 allows a-

private association to name an agent to furnish such infor-

mation as is available.

The doctrine of the "law or rule of the case"

does not always compel rigid adherence to a prior decision

in a given case. Nevertheless, once an issue is litigated

and decided, absent some good reason why a prior ruling is

inapplicable or should no longer be followed, that ruling

should stand. Naples v. U.S., 359 F.2d 276, 277 (D.C. Cir.

1966). There has been no such showing in the present case.

The reasons set out in the August 6 order are still valid

and justify this Court's discretionary requirement that the

individual officers of the Party respond to particular

interrogatories: records are admittedly scarce, a consider-

able time has elapsed since the alleged occurrences, and many

witnesses are scattered or no longer available. The quality

of subsequent discovery has underlined the propriety of this

ruling. As noted above, the supplemental answers filed by

the Party's new agent continue to be unclear, contradictory,

and internally inconsistent. The plaintiffs are once again

not in compliance with the Court's explicit order.

P 034- ,f at--a* 2.,- aao3.se
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3. The plaintiffs shall choose between continuing to assert

a claim of constitutional privilege or proceeding with
this lawsuit.

The .Party continues to urge its claim of first

amendment privilege with respect to the names of Central

Comittee members not previously disclosed (Interrogatory 21),

the identity of local leaders of Party affiliates except

those published in the Black Panther (Interrogatory 33), and

the names of individual Party members not already publicly

known (Interrogatory 61). Because of the special character

of this litigation, which involves a suit brought several

years after the alleged events by plaintiffs who have lost or

destroyed almost all the relevant documents, the identity of

these individuals is critical to the parties sued. These may

well be the individuals able to provide defendants with the

information necessary for their defense - even to the point

of telling them exactly what they are accused of doing. The

plaintiffs cannot choose to be litigants and at the same time

exempt themselves from the rule of law that binds all federal

litigants. They cannot, that is, assert the privilege and

at the same time proceed with this lawsuit. Anderson v. Nixon,

444 F. Supp. 1195, 1199 (D.D.C. 1978); see, e.g., Independent

IProduction Corp. v. Loew's, Inc., 22 F.R.D. 266, 276-77

(S.D.N.Y. 1958); 4 J. Moore, Federal Practice 26.60(6] at

252-54 (2d ed. 1979).

4. The plaintiffs shall file further responses based on a
complete review of the Party's publication, the Black

Panther, with respect to every issue presented by-the
plaintiffs' allegations.

By order of this Court dated November 13, 1979,

the Party was granted additional time to complete its review.



The results of that review have now been submitted and the

Court has examined the Party's responses as supplemented by

information drawn from the Black Panther.

5.- Mr. Huey Newton shall either give further answers to
certain interrogatories or withdraw his claims related

to them.

On November 8, 1979, Mr. Newton filed further

supplemental response to six of the thirty seven interroga-

tories noted in the August 6 order and declared that it was

not possible to answer interrogatory 37. He asserts that the

remaining thirty involve claims of fifth amendment privilege.

This Court ruled on August 6 that

if plaintiff Newton is to proceed with
this lawsuit on many of his claims, he
must answer the interrogatories listed
below. This Court is not compelling
plaintiff Newton to waive any privileges
he may have, but is merely leaving the
choice to Mr. Newton, as a plaintiff,
whether he wishes to continue to press
claims relating to these interrogatories.
Order of August 6, 1979, p. 6.

Mr. Newton had full notice of the potential consequences when

he made his election.

Mr. Newton argues that if sanctions are now

appropriate, they should operate only with respect to "claims

relating to these interrogatories," contending that the

unanswered interrogatories relate to two subsections of

claim 57 alone: 57(d) (false arrest) and 57(e) (falsely

alleged tax liability). It should first be noted that the

interrogatories inquire about more than just the subjects of

these two subsections. It should further be noted that Mr.

Newton was also directed by the Court to answer personally

and under oath, as an officer of the Party, all the interrog-.

atories required of the officers of the Party. He has failed
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to comply with this mandate and there remains only the question

of which sanctions are most suitable.

The appropriate sanction

Rule 37(b)(2) provides a wide variety of sanctions

that may be imposed at the Court's discretion, whether a

party's actions were willful or not. The 1970 amendments to

Rule 37 conform its language to the Supreme Court's ruling in

Societe Internationale Pour Participations Industrielles et

Commerciales, S.A. v. Rogers, 357 U.S. 197, 203 (1958), which

concluded that willfulness was germane only to the selection

of sanctions. Advisory Committee Note, printed in C. Wright &

J. Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure: Civil 5 2281, at

755 n-182(1970). Later cases made clear that if willfulness

or conscious disregard for the court's order is demonstrated,

then dismissal may be appropriate. See 4A J. Moore, Federal

Practice [ 37.03[2.-5], at 37-70 (2d ed. 1979).

In the case at bar, plaintiffs collectively and

Mr. Newton individually were fully apprised by the Court's

August 6 ruling that opting to press their claims of privilege

would lead to dismissal. Their disregard for the Court's

order, then, is clearly conscious. Plaintiffs' other failures

to comply with the requirements of discovery, as indicated

above, demonstrate further conscious disregard and so

justify the sanction of dismissal. see National Hockey League

v. Metropolitan Hockey Club, 427 U.S. 639, 643 (1976).

Award of expenses

In the final and unlettered paragraph, Rule 37(b)

directs that the court "shall require the party failing to
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obey the order" to pay reasonable expenses, including

attorney's fees, unless the court "finds that the failure

was substantially justified or that other circumstances make

an award of expenses unjust." Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(b) (2). In

this case, the Court finds that the plaintiffs were not

substantially justified in failing to comply with the order,

nor do circumstances make an award unjust. Plaintiffs'

behavior in frustrating the discovery process made this

motion for sanctions necessary. The plaintiffs should there-

fore bear the reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees,

incurred by the defendants in bringing this motion.

An order consistent with this Memorandum follows.

Un d stat s

Dated:

Fr.PI-S 8-2- 6I180.Seas
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UNITED' STATES DISTRICT 6 RT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ii

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY,
ET AL.,

Plaintiffs

v

EDWARD LEVI, ET AL.,

Defendants

ORDER

Civil Action

No. 76-2205

Upon consideration of defendants' motion to

dismiss and for costs, plaintiffs' opposition, supporting

memoranda, and oral argument of counsel, it is this 2____ay

of January 1980

ORDERED that defendants' motion to dismiss is

hereby granted and plaintiffs shall pay defendants'

reasonable expenses in bringing this motion, including

attorney's fees.

Uni e States District J
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FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTN:-',GAL COUNSEL,

SAC, S CISCO (197-0)

HUEY NEWTON vs. NEU TIM-ES PUBLISHING

Enclosed for the Bureau, as requested
one copy of above captioned case.

Only the complaint has been filed. N
answer has been filed, and no response from either
side has occured.

every hirty
San Francisco will advise
days in above mat er.

Legal Counsel'-

, ~ r~
U
(~jt *'.'
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/
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FED.ERAL GOVERNMENjT

1 - 8

February 8, 1980

Honorable Alice Daniel
Assistant Attorney General
Civil Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Washing~ton. D.C.

Dear Ms. Daniel:

I have re'i wed the decision'by the Unite
States District Cou't in the Distric f Columbia
which dismissed civil action The-lack Panther Party,
t a Ed, et al I have been advised that
this resulted in large part from the excellent work
which was done on the case by Civil Division attorneys
Larry L. Gregg and R. Joseph Sher. They should be
commended for their efforts.

I have long believed that the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure should be used aggressively by the
government in defending suits such as this. Tactics such
as the positive use of discovery, which was utilized
in this case, are equally available to both parties to
a litigation and it is entirely appropriAte for the
government to use them. i *,

of ow the
advantage.
assigned t
the variou
goggtry, b
defenses.

The Black Panther case is an excel n lape
Civil Rules can be utilized to the government's
I suggest that other government attorneys

o such cases, both in the Department and in
s United States Attorneys offices around the
e encouraged to employ similar aggressive

Sincerely yours,

William H. Webster
Director

:1ad

L MAIL ROOMU FBI/DOJ

7 >*-Afin r

f
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Honorable Alice Daniel

NOTE: See LCD memorandum to the Director dated 1/30/80
captioned "The Black Panther Party, et al. v. Edward
Levi, et al.", U.S.D.C., D.C., Civil Action No. 76-2205.

Adm. SerV.

deont.

Intel. _

Laboratory

t ega Coln.

Tech. Servs.Training
Public Affs. Off.

APPRCVD:

Exec. D v

Exec. AD 1.
Exec. AD-LES
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-78)

FBI
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4/3/81Date

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
ATTENTION: LEGAL COUNSEL DIViSION

: SAC, WFO (197-57)(#)

BLACK PANTHER PARTY V.
EDTIARD LEVI; ET A1;
(U.S.D.C., D.C.)
CIVIL ACTION #76-2205

ReWFOairtel to Bureau dated January 14, 1980.

Enclosed for the Bureau is one complete copy o
D cket Number 76-2205 obtained by Special Clerk

on .arch 19, 198±.

For information of tne Bureau, WFO is currently
reviewing all litigation on record at WFO. This review is
directed towards updating any information which may have
been inadvertently omitted in the past.

WFO will continue to follow captioned litigation
until a final resolution can be determined.

20 PTR 7 1981

Bureau (Enc. 1)
1- WFO0

SFF:rwp
(3) ef 1

Approved: nTransmitted ere
(Number) F3)

*U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1980-305-750/5402



Amended preceding pa,-e #;1
CIVILDOCKET CONTINUATION SHEET

PLAINTIFF I DEFENDANT

THE BLACK PANTHER PAW., et al.i EDWARD

DATE NR.1 PROCEEDINGS

PARTIES

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

HUEY P. NEWTON

ELAINE BROWN

DONALD FREED

BERTON SCHNEIDER

THOMAS GLADWIN

Bruce J. Terris
1526-18th S., N.W. 20036
Tele: 332-1882

Mark H. Lynch

.400 .P--ve-, - - g- -E-- -20003

122 Maryland Ave., N.Y.
20002 544-5380

FLORA GLADWIN

JOHN GEORGE

FATHER EARL NEIL, Associate
Officer, Community Action
& Human Development Executive
Counsel of the Episcopal Church

JOHN HUGGINS

ELIZABETH HUGGINS

vs.

1) EDWARD LEVI

BENJAMIN R. CIVILEITI
2) RLEIE, Attorney

General of the United States

3) JOHN MITCHELL

Larry L. Gregg 724-6732
R. Joseph Sher 724-6730

1) Glenn V. Whitaker
U.S..Dept. of Justice 20530
Tele: 739-3383

2) 9 '
3) N OATI COTA

3) Gle6n V.-1hitak -r--

4) ROBERT MARDIAN

5) CLARENCE M. KELLEY, Director
Federal Bureau of
Investigation f'7

4) -do-

-do-

DC-1I1A REV. (1/75)

-

LEVI, et

COUNSEL



PLAINTIFF- DEFENDANT VO22O
THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY,W al. EDWARD LEVI, et al.

PAGE OF- PAGES

DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS

PARTIES

6) WILLIAM C. SULLIVAN

7) GEORGE C. MOORE

3) ADMINAL STANSFIELD TURNER
Director
Central Intelligence Agency

9) GEORGE BUSH

O) WILLIAM E. COLBY

L) RICHARD HELMS

COUNSEL

6) Glenn V. Whitaker -Dept. Jus
Joseph E. Casey 223-5750

1435 G St., N.W., 20005

7)

8)Glenn V. Whitaker

9) Glenn V. Whitaker

10)

11)

- do -

- do -

W. MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL
Secretary of the Treasury

L3) WILLIAM E. SIMON

L14) REX DAVIS, Direcgor

13) Glenn V. Whitaker

14)

L5) HAROLD A. SERR 15)

- do -

- do -

4. 16) WILLIAM E. WILLIAM, Acting 16)
Commissioner of Internal .
Revenue Service

4.7) DONALD C. ALEXANDER 17) Glenn V. Whitaker

r7 - -7'rrpi rI -' ~C-II IA R EV (1175)

I-; 12) - do -

:x1J
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CIVIL DOCKET CONTINUATION SHEET Amended preceding page #3
PLAINTIFF ' - DEFENDANT

THE BLACK PANTHER PAA, et al. EDWARD LEVI, et .

PROCEEDINGS

PARTIES

8) JOHNNIE M. WALTERS

19)RANDOLPH W. THROWER

k 21)

P2)

CLIFFORD ALEXANDER
Secretary of the Army

HOWARD H. CALLOWAY

HAROLD R. AARON

COUNSEL

18) Glenn V. Whitaker

- do -

20)

21) Glenn V. Whitaker

22) - do -

BENJAMIN F. BAILAR
Postmaster General
United States Postal Service

24) WINTON M. BLOUNT, Chairman
of the Board and President
Blount, Inc.

25) TOM CHARLES HUSTON

26)UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

27) JOHN DOE 1-5

23)

24)

- do -

- do -

25)

26) Glenn V. Whitaker

27)

29) JANE DOE 1-5 29)
Individually and in their
official capacity

DC-111A REV. (1/75)

DOCKET NO. 6"'220'

PAGE OF PAGES

Amended preceding page #3CIVIL DOCKET CONTINUATION SHEET



, CIVIL DOCKET CONTINUATION SHEET Prcceeding Page Z7. S 1T1 -plyJ. 1!,,
PLAI-tTIFF DEFENDANT 0 W DOCKET NO

THE BLACK PANTHER PARI1, et al. EDWARD LEVI, et al.
PAGE OF PAGES

DATE I NR. PROCEEDINGS

PARTIES

16) RANDOLPH W. THROWER

17) TOM CHARLES HUSTON

18) HOWARD H. CALLOWAY 18)
Secretary of the Army

19) HAROLD R. AARON 19)
Assistant Chief of Staff
for Army Intelligence

20) BENJAMIN F. BAILAR 20)
Postmaster General
United States Postal Service

21) WINTON M. BLOUNT

COUNSEL

16) Glemn V. Whitaker
Dennis G. Linder
Dept. of Justice
20530 739-3383

-dO-

- do -

- do -

- do -

Glenn V. Whitaker
21) Dennis G. Linder

Dept. of Justice
20530 739-3383

22) JOHN DOE 1-5 22)

-23) RICHARD DOE 1-5 23)

24) JANE DOE 1-5 24)

Individually and in their
official and former official
capacities

DC-IIA REV. (1/75J



PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT A

THE BLACK PANTHER PARO, et al. EDWARD LEVI, et al. DOCKET NO.

PAGE _OF_ PAGES

DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS

PARTIES

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

HUEY P. NEWTON

ELAINE BROWN

DONALD FREED

BERTON .SCHNEIDER

THOMAS GLADWIN

FLORA GLADWIN

JOHN GEORGE

FATHER EARL NEIL, Associate Officer
Community Action & Human Develor
Executive Counsel of the
Episcopal Church

COUNSEL

Bruce J. Terris

1526-18th St., N.W. 20036
Tele: 332-1882

JOHN HUGGINS

ELIZABETH HUGGINS

vs.

1) EDWARD LEVI, Attorney General
of the United States

2) JOHN MITCHELL

3) ROBERT MARDIAN

1) Glenn V. Whitaker

- do -

3) Glenn V. Whitaker
Dennis G. Linder
Dept. of Justice
20530 739-3303
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7) GEORGE' C. NOORE

3) GEORGE BUSH, Director
Central Intelligence
Agency

9) WILLIAM E. COLBY
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Secretary of the Treasury

.2) REX DAVIS, Director
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DATE NRl, PROCEEDINGS

-970
Dec 01 COMPLAINT, appearance.

Dec 01 SUMMONS (25) and copies (25) of complaint issued to all defts. &
the AUSA, including the three (3) Does.

#1 & #20 ser 12-2-76; AUSA, #4, #12 & #14 ser 12-3-76;
#11 ser 12-6-76; #8 ser 12-8-76; #15 ser 12-10-76

#3 & #5 ser 12-13-76; #16 & #21 ser 12-14-76; #17 ser 12-15-76.
#18 NS 12-2-76; # ser 1-6-77;
#2 S 1-22-77

Dec 06 REASSIGNMENT of Case from Judge Sirica to Judge Smith. PRATTJ.

1977 #3, 16, 17 and 21
Jan 10 MOTION of defts/ for extension of time to respond to complaint; P & A

c/m 1-5-77. Appearance of Glenn V. Whitaker.

Jan 13 MOTION of deft #15 for extension of time to respond to complaint;
P&A; c/m 01/13/77. Appearance of Glenn V. Whitaker.

.Jan 14 SUMMONS and copy of complt. issued vs. deft. #18

'Service on Martin Hoffman on 1-23-77

Jan 26 CHANGE of address for Bruce J. Terris counsel for pltfs.

Jan 31 ORDER filed 1-28-77 granting motion of defts. #2, #16, #17 & #21
for extension of time to Jan. 31, 1977 within which to respond to
complaint without prejudice to their rights to raise any and all
defenses available under the FRCP. (N) SMITHJ.

Jan 31 ORDER filed 1-28-77 granting deft. #15 motion for extension of time
to Jan. 31, 1977 within which to answer the complaint without
prejudice to his rights to raise any and all defenses available
under the FRCP. (N) SMITH, J.

Jan 31 Service on deft. #10 made by U. S. Marshal by certified mail on
1-6-77.

Feb 09 STIPULATION extending time within which defts. have to respond to
the complaint to & including 2-28-77, approved 2-9-77. (N)

SMITHJ.

Feb 28 STIPULATION allowing defts. to & including 3-30-77 within which time
to respond to the complaint and this stipulation in no ways
prejudices the rights of the defts., approved. (N) SMITHJ.

Mar 1 4MOTIN by pitfs. for enlargement of time in which to move for
class action certification; P&AXs c/m 3-11-77,

Mar 16 SUMMONS (5) and copies (5) of amended complaint issued to defts.,
John Mitchell, George C. Moore, William E. Colby, Harold Serr &

Howard H. Calloway.
Ser: George C. Mo re & Harold Serr 3-19-77 SEE EXF_

qr~hr Mi~'h qe ?-PQ-77 flTnwnirr T-. C7nllowav ser 3-218-77
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1977
Mar 24 POINTS & Authorities by Federal defts. in opposition to motion of

pltfs. for enlargement of time in which to move for class actio
certification; table of cases; attachment; c/m 3-24-77.

Mar 30 MOTION by defts. Robert C. Mardian & William C. Sullivan for
extension of time to respond to complaint; P&A's; c/m 3-30-77.
Appearance of Glenn V. Whitaker.

Mar 31 MOTION by defts. #1, #4, #8, #11, #12, #13, #14, #15, #16, #17, #18,
#19, #?0 & #21 to dismiss; P&A's; exhibit; c/m 3-30-77.
Appearance of Glenn V. Whitaker.

Mar 31 MOTION by pltf. for leave to add and drop defts.; P&A's;
exhibit (amended class action complaint); c/m 3-31-77.

Mar 31 MOTION by pltfs. for enlargement of time in which to move for class
action certification; P&A's; c/n 3-31-77,

Apr 04 'TABLE of Cases and authorities by defts. #1, #4, #8, #11, #12, #13j,
#14, #15, #17, #18, #19, #20, & #21 to motion to dismiss;
c/m 4-1-77.

Apr 07 STIPULATION extending time to & including May 2, 1977 within which
pltfs. to respond to motion of defts. to dismiss, approved.

(N) SMITH, J.

Apr 08 MOTION of pitff. for appointment of special process server and
ORDER by Clerk appointing Sherille Ismail to serve summons and
complaint upon John Mitchell.

Apr 11 AMENDMENT of motion of pltfs for enlargement of time in which to
move for class action certification; c/m 4-8-77.

Apr 14 OPPOSITION of all defts. except Mitchell, Sullivan and Moore to
motion of pltfs. for leave to add and drop defts.; c/m 4-14-77.

Apr 20 MOTION of deft. #7 for extension of time to respond to complaint;
P&A's; c/m 4-20-77. Appearance of John F. Barg (Attorney

U.S. Dept. of Justice, Washington, D.C. 20530, phone 739-4159)

S EE OVER

DC.111A REV. ( /75)
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1977
Apr 21 MOTION by defts., Levi, Bell,-Kelley, Bush, Turner, Colby, Helms,

Blumenthal, Simon, Davis, Serr, Williams, Alexander, Walters,
Thrower, Alexander, Callaway, Aaron, Bailar, Blount, and
Huston to dismiss proposed amended complaint; PMA's;
attachment; c/m 4-21-77.

Apr 28 SUMMONS and copy of complaint and amended complaint issued for
deft. #2 NS 53-77

May 02 AFFIDAVIT of Sherille Ismail of service of summons & complaint on
deft. #2 on 4-29-77.

May 04 MEMORANDUM of points & authorities by pltfs. in opposition to motion
of defts. to dismiss; affidavit of Elaine Brown; c/m 5-4-77.

May 05 TABLE ofContents by pltfs. to P&A's filed 5-4-77; c/m 5-4-77.

May 6 STIPULATION for extension of time for pltffs. to respond to defts'
motion to dismiss extended from May 2, 1977 to May 4, 1977.

(N) Smith, J.

May 11 REPLY by pltfs. to opposition of defts. to motion of pltfs. for
leave to add and drop defts.; c/m 5-9-77.

May 18 REPLY by defts. to opposition of pltfs. to motion to dismiss; table
of contents; table of cases & authorities; c/n 5-18-77.

May 20 REQUEST by pltfs. for production and copying of documents; memorandum
regarding service; c/m 5-19-77.

May 23 MOTION by defts. #2,3,5, and 7 for extension of time to respond to
complaint; memorandum of P&A's; c/m 5-20-77.

May 23 AFFIDAVITS by pltfs. in support of opposition to defts. motion to
dismiss; affidavit of Arthur Jefferson; affidavit of Elaine
Brown;-affida-it-of-harles-R,--Garr-y--exhibi-t-A;-exhibit-B-;
exhibit C; c/m 5-23-77.

May 24 CERTIFICATE of service by pltffs. on motion for enlargement of time
-_-- __ -- in-wh-ic-ta &in-ove-for-cetass--actor-certification- etc. try -

certified mail on May 20, 1977.

May 25 MOTION of pltf. to add defts. and motion for enlargement of time
within which to file class certification and motion of defts. to
dismiss, argued and taken under advisement. (Rep: Dawn Copeland)

SMITH,J.
- fC- !I IA FFV ' 175 1
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1977
May 27 ORDER filed 5-26-77 denying motion of defts. to dismiss and granting

motion of pltfs. to add and drop defts.; motion of pltfs. for
extension of time within which to move for class certification,
denied; Defts., Mitchell, Mardian, Sullivan & Moore extension
of time to respond to compel, granted; Service of process on
all defts. on or before 6-15-77; all discovery to be completed
on or before Sept. 25, 1977. (N) SMTTH,J.

May 27 AMENDED Complaint by pltfs. adding and dropping defts.; c/m 3-31-77.

May 27 SUMMONS (14) and copies (16) of amended complaint issued to Edward
Levi, Rex Davis, William E. Simon, W. Michael Blumenthal, Richart
Helms, George Bush, Admiral Turner, Griffin Bell, William E.
William, Donald Alexander, Johnnie Walters, Clifford Alexander,
Benjamin F. Bailar, and the United States of America.
#14 & #23 NS-5-31-77 #13 ser 6-2-77; U.S. Atty. ser 6-3-77

2 & #20 ser 6-1-77; #16 ser 6-2-77 #9 ser 6-1-77; #18 ser 6-1-77
June 01 SUMMONS and copy of amended complaint issued to Clarence Kelley.

Ser 6-6-77

June 06 ERRATA Sheet by pltf. to second request of p'tfs. for production
and copying of documents; c/s 6-6-77.

June 06 WITHDRAWAL by pltfs. of first request and substituting of second
request for production and copying of documents; second request
for production and copying of documents; c/s 6-3-77.

June 06 MOTION by Federal defts, for extension of time in which to answer
the amended complaint; P&A's; c/m 6-6-77.

June 06 STIPULATION allowing defts., Bailar and Davis waive their right to
personal service of the summons and amended complaint and
further that deft., Kelley, FBI appointing John A. Mintz to
accept service of summons and complaint on his behalf in both
his official and individuall capacities, approved. (N)

SMITH,J.

June 16 STIPULATION waiving rights of deft., Griffin B. Bell, Attorney
General of the U.S. to personal service of the the summons

______ -& mended complaint, approved. (fiat)(N SMITH, J.

June 21 SUMMONS (2)and copies 2 of amended complaint issued to Edward
Levi.

Ser 7-12-77

June 21 SUMMONS (4) and copies (4) bfamended complaint issued to Admiral
Stansfield Turner, Richard Helms, W. Michael Blumenthal &
Donald C. Alexander.

Blumenthal ser 6-27-77; DC MA REV (1/7
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1977
June 21 MOTION of defts., John N. Mitchell, Robert C. Mardian, George C.

Moore & William C. Sullivan for extension of time to respond
to complaint; P&A's; c/m. Appearance of Glenn V. Whitaker.

June 21 MOTION of defts., Clarence Kelley & William Simon for extension of
time in which to answer the amended complaint; P&A's;
c/m 6-20-77. Appearance of Glenn V. Whitaker.

June 21 ANSWER by deft., Edward H. Levi to amended complaint; affidavit
of Edward H. Levi w/attachment; c/m 6-20-77. Appearance of
Glenn V. Whitaker.

June 21 ANSWERS (17) by amended defts. #2, #8, #9 #10, #11, #14, #15, #16,
#17, #8, #19, #20, #21, #22, #23, #24 and #25 to the amended
complaint; c/rm 6-20-77. Appearance of Glenn V. Whitaker.

June 21 MOTION by defts. to establish litigation schedule and to extend
time for serving answers to amended complaint; P&A's;
c/m 6-20-77.

June 22 CHANGE of address for Mark H. Lynch, as counsel for pltfs.

June 23 -MEMORANDUM by pltfs. regarding service; c/m 6-23-77.

June 28 ANSWER by amended deft. #13 to the amended complaint; c/m 6-27-77.

June 28 RETURN of Non-Service on #1 on 6-10-77; #8 on 6-17-77;
#11 on 6-14-77; #12 on 6-17-77; and #17 on 6-14-77.

June 29 RETURN of service as to deft. #11 on 6-21-77 & deft. #8 on 6-22-77.

June 29 RETURN of Non-service as to deft. #17 on 6-24-77.

July 05 ANSWERS of amended deft, #5 to the amended complaint; c/m 7-5-77.

July 05 ANSWER of amended deft. #12 to the amended complaint; c/m 7-5-77.

I.y ) E Dn oppos-tion TOiotioffff ft, To esTiilish
litigation schedule and to extend time for serving answers to
amended complaint; c/m 7-5-77.

July 07 MOTION by defts. for extension of time to respond to discovery;
P&A's; c/m 7-6-77.

DC.1I1A REV (1/75)
1, -__ -,- -1 -r.N
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1977
July 12 MOTION of defts. John N. Mitchell, Robert C. Mardian, George C.

Moore and William C. Sullivan for extension of time to respond t
amended complaint; memorandum of P&A's; c/m 7-12-77.

July 12 REPLY by defts. to pltfs. opposition to motion to establish litiga-
tion schedule and to extend time for serving answers to amended
complaint; c/m 7-12-77.

July 14 MOTION by defts. Edward H. Levi, Griffin B. Bell, Clarence M.
Kelly, John Mitchell, Robert Mardian, Admiral Stansfield Turner,
George Bush, William E. Colby, Richard Helms, W. Michael Blumen-
thal, William E. Simon, Rex D. Davis, Harold A. Serr, William E.
Williams, Donald C. Alexander, Johnie M. Walters, Randolph W.
Thrower, Clifford Alexander, Howard H. Calloway, Harold R. Aaron,
Benjamin F. Bailor, Winston M. Blount, Tom Charles Huston, and
U.S.A. for a protective order; memorandum of P&A's; affidavit of
James L. Linebarger; affidavit of Robert A. Barteaux; affidavit
of Sidney D. Stembridge; affidavit of Douglas T. Cummins; affi-
davit of Julian A. Sherman; affidavit of George J. Lex, Jr.;
c/s 7-13-77.

July 14 MOTION by defts. Griffin B. Bell, W. Michael Blumenthal, Clifford
L. Alexander, Jr., Stansfield Turner, Benjamin F. Bailar,
Edward H. Levi, George Bush, William E. Simon, William E.
Williams for summary judgment; memorandum of P&A's; table of
cases and authorities; attachment; statement of material facts;
affidavit of Griffin B. Bell; affidavit of W. Michael Blumenthal
affidavit of Clifford L. Alexander, Jr.; affidavit of Stansfield
Turner; affidavit of Benjamin F. Bailar; exhibit; attachment;
affidavit of George Bush; affidavit of William E. Simon;
affidavit of William E. Williams; c/s and c/m 7-13-77.

July 14 SUMMONS (2) and copies (2) of amended complaint issued to defts.
George Bush and William E. Williams:

Williams ser 7-19-77 George Bush ser 8-10-77

July 18 RDER filed 7-14-77 granting motion of defts. for extension of time
to & including 7-12-77 within which to respond to second request-
of pltfs. for production & copying of documents. (N) SMITH,J.

July 18 STIPULATION for extending time within which pltfs. shall have to &
including twenty (20) days after service of supplemental memoran
by defts. of points & authorities to respond to the motion for
summary judgment, approved. (N) SMITHJ.

DC-1I1A REV. (1/75)
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1977
July 25 OPPOSITION of pltfs. to motion of defts. for a protective order;

c/m 7-25-77.

July 25 SUPPLEMENTAL response by pltfs. to motion of defts. to establish
litigation schedule and to extend time for serving answers to
amended complaint; c/m 7-25-77.

July 29 SERVICE as to deft. #17 on 7-18-77.

Aug 04 SUPPLEMENTAL Memorandum of points & authorities by moving defts.
on official immunity; table of cases & authorities;
attachment; c/m 8-4-77.

Aug 11 ANSWER by deft. #7 to the amended complaint; c/m 8-11-77.

Aug 11 MOTION of defts., John N. Mitchell & Robert C. Mardian for
extension of time to respond to amended complaint; P&A's;
c/m 8-11-77.

Aug 23 STIPULATION for extension of time for deft. William C. Sullivan
to respond to pltffs. amended complaint to Sept. 1, 1977.
APPROVED. (FIAT) (N) Smith, J.

Aug 23 STIPULATION allowing pltffs until Sept. 1, 1977 to respond to the
motion of certain defts. for summary judgment. APPROVED.

(N) Smith, J.

Aug 25 APPEARANCE of Joseph E. Casey as counsel for deft. William C.
Sullivan. CAL/N.

Aug 25 ANSWER of deft. William C. Sullivan to amended complaint; c/m 8-24-7

Aug 25 MOTION of deft. John N. Mitchell for extension of time to respond
to amended complaint; P&A; c/m 8-25-77.

Aug 25 ANSWER of deft. Robert C. Mardian to the amended complaint;
c/m 8-24-77.

Aug 29 INTERROGATORIES/gf deft. George C. Moore to pltffs.; c/s 8-26-77.

Aug 31 REQUEST (first) by deft. #7 to pltf. for production of documents;
c/m 8-29-77.

Sept 01 MEMORANDUM of points & authorities by pltfs. in opposition to motion
of certain defts. for summary judgment; affidavit of Bruce J.
Terris; statement of material facts; c/m 9-1-77.

'WT.' '~vrn rn -~ DC lilA REV ((/75)

Pv,94 DC.1I1I1A REV. (1/75)
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1977

Sept 7 ORDER filed 9-6-77 granting motion of defts., Mitchell & Mardian for

extension of time to respond toucomplaint to 8-25-77. (N)

SMITH.

Sept 16 RESPONSE by deft., George C. Moore to second request of pltfs. for

production and copying of documents; c/m 9-14-77.

Sept 16 ANSWER of deft. John N. Mitchell to amended complaint; c/m 9-15-77.

(fiat) SMITH,J.

Sept 19 ORDER filed 9-16-77 granting motion of deft. Mitchell for extension

of time to 9-15-77 to respond to amended complaint of pltfs. (N)

SMITHJ.

Sept 21 MOTION by deft. #26 to enlarge time for serving answer to amended

complaint; P&A's; c/m 9-21-77.

Sept 1 REPLY by defts. to opposition to motion of certain defts. for summary

judgment; c/m & c/s 9-21-77.

Sept 22 MOTION of federal defts. for summary judgment, heard and taken under

advisement. (Rep: Dawn Copeland) SMITHJ.

Sept 23 ORDER filed 9-22-77 withdrawing by consent motion of defts. for

I I protective order. (N) SMITH,J.

Sept 23 ORDER filed 9-22-77 granting motion by U.S. for enlargement of time

for serving answer to the complaint until 10-21-77. (N) SMITH,J

Sept 29 STIPULATION allowing pltff. to 10-14-77 to make objections to deft. #7

Interrogatories and First Request for Production of Documents and

First Request for Production of Documents and until 10-28-77 to

respond to those portions of the Interrogtories and Request for

Production to which objection is made. (!,> (signed 9-28-77) SMITH,.

SET? (11'
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)77
Oct 1L OBJECTION by pltf. to first request for production of documents by

deft., George C. Moore; c/m 10-14-77.

Oct 11 OBJECTIONS by pltfs. to interrogatories by deft., George C. Moore;

c/m 10-14-77.

Oct 21 MOTION by deft., United States of America to enlarge time for serving

answer to amended complaint; P&A's; c/s 10-21-77.

Oct 28 ORDER filed 10-27-77 granting motion of deft. to 11-7-77 in which to
I answer amended complaint. (N) SMITHJ.

Nov 3 THIRD Request by pltfs. to defts. for production of documents; c/m 11-2-77.

Nov 7 MOTION by deft. #26 to enlarge time for serving answer to amended
complaint; P&A's; c/m 11-7-77. Appearance of Glenn V. Whitaker.

Nov 15 STIPULATION Agreement between the parties on certain discovery in this

action which will proceed in waves and the defts. having withdrawn

__ without prejudice their pending motion for protective order and motion
to establish a litigation schedule, approved. (N) (See for details)

SMITH,J.

Nov 22 ANSWERS of the United States and Griffin Bell, Clarence M. Kelley, Admiral Stansfield

Turner, W. Michael Blumenthal, Rex Davis, Jerome Kurtz, William E. Williams,
Clifford Alexander, Harold R- Apron. and Benjamin Bailor in their respective

capacities to the amended complaint. (fiat) Smitd,J.

Dec 6 RESPONSE by deft. /7 to third request of pltfs. for production and
copying of documents; c/rm 12-5-77.

Dec 23 NOTICES (6) by deft., George C. Moore to take depositions of Berton

Schneider, John and Elizabeth Huggins, Father Earl Neil, John George,

Thomas and Flora Gladwin, and Donald Freed; c/m 12-21-77.

(SEE NEXT PAGE)
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1977
Dec 23 RESPONSE of pltf. Black Panther Party to deft. George C. Moore's

first request for production of documents; c/s 12-20-77.

(Huey Newton)
Dec 23 ANSWERS of pltf. Black Panther Party to deft. George C. Moore s

interrogatories; c/s 12-20-77.

Dec 23 ANSWERS of pltf. Donald Freed to interrogatories of deft. George C.
Moore; c/s 12-20-77.

Dec 23 ANSWER of pltf. Father Earl Neil to interrogatories of deft. George
C. Moore; c/s 12-20-77.

Dec 23 ANSWERS of pltfs. John and Elizabeth Huggins to interrogatories of
deft. George C. Moore; c/s 12-20-77.

Dec 23 ANSWERS of pltfs. Thomas and Flora Gladwin to interrogatories of
deft. George C. Moore; c/s 12-20-77.

Dec 23 ANSWERS of pltf. Berton Schneider to interrogatories of deft. Georg(
C. Moore; c/s 12-20-77.

Dec 23 ANSWERS of pltf. Huey P. Newton to interrogatories of deft. George
C. Moore; c/s 12-20-77.

1978
Jan 19 STIPULATION allowing pltfs. to Jan 26, 1978 to file a motion for

a protective order in response to all depositions that have
been noticed to date by deft., George C. Moore, approved. (N)

SMITH,J.

Jan 26 MOTION by pltfs., Donald Freed, Berton Schneider, Thomas & Flora
Gladwin, John George, Farther Earl Neil & John & Elizabeth
Huggins for a protective order; P&A's; exhibit 1;
c/m 1-26-78.

attorney for
Jan 27 SUGGESTION by/William C. Sullivan of death upon the record of

William C. Sullivan; c/m 1-26-78.

for production of documents; c/m 1-31-78.

Jan 31 INTERROGATORIES (first) by federal defts. to pltf., Black Panther
Party; c/m 1-31-78.

Feb 02 MOTION by deft. #7 for order compelling answers to interrogatories
by pltfs., Elaine Brown & John George; P&A's; table of
authorities; statement of facts; exhibits A & B; c/r 2-1-78.

T 77. L . ' DC-11I1A REV. (1/75)

CIViL DOCKET CONTINUATION SHEET FPI-MAn
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1978
Feb 02 MOTION by deft. #7 for order compelling pltfs. to answers to

certain interrogatories; P&A's; table of authorities;
statement of facts; c/m 2-1-78.

Feb 02 MOTION by deft. #7 for order compelling pltfs. for production
of documents; P&Ats; table of authorities; statement of
facts; c/m 2-1-78.

Feb 03 MOTION by federal defts. to enlarge time for responding to third
request of pltfs. for production of documents, time having
expired; P&A's; c/rm 2-3-78.

Feb 06 cOTIE of deft., George 7. Moore in opposition to motion of oltfs.
for a protective order; table of authorities; P&A's; c/
2-3-73.

Feb 09 OPPOSITION of defts., except defts., Moore & Sullivan, to motion
of pltfs. for a protective order; c/m.

Feb 10 ANSWERS by pltf., John George to interrogatories of deft., George
C. Moore; c/m 2-9-78.

Feb 14 ANSWER by pltf., Elaine Brown to interrogatories of deft., George
C. Moore; c/m 2-13-78.

Feb 14 RESPONSE of pltfs. to motion of deft., Moore for order compelling
answers to interrogatories; c/m 2-14-78.

Feb 14 OPPOSITION of pltfs. to motion of deft., Moore for order compelling
answers to certain interrogatories; c/m 2-14-78.

Moore
Feb 14 OPPOSITION by pltf., Black Panther Party to motion of deft./for

order compelling production of documents; c/m 2-14-78.

Feb 14 AFFIDAVIT of Linda Morton; c/m 2-14-78.

Feb 15 REPLY by pltfs. to opposition of defts. to motion of pltfs. for a
protective order_c/m_2=1578._

Feb 21 REQUEST (first) by deft. Moore to pltfs., Thomas & Flora Gladwin
for production of documents; c/m 2-17-78.

Feb 21 REQUEST (first) by deft. Moore to pltfs., John & Elizabeth Huggins
for production of documents; c/m 2-17-78.

Feb 21 REQUEST (first) by deft. Moore to pltf., Elaine Brown for
production of documents; c/m 2-17-78.

SEE NEXT PAGE DC-1I1A REV. (1/75)
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1978
Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

21

21

21

21

21

22

22

23

03

03

03

29

REQUEST (first) by deft. Moore to pltf., Earl Neil for production
of documents; c/m 2-17-78.

REQUEST (first) by deft. Moore to pltf Huey P. Newton for
production of documents; c/m 2-17-7A.

REQUEST (first) by deft. Moore to pltf Donald Freed for
production of documents; c/m 2-17-7A.

REQUEST (first) by deft. Moore to pltf., Berton Schneider for
production of docu ments; c/m 2-17-78.

REQUEST by deft. Moore to the Clerk to remove from the docket
with prejudice motion of deft. Moore for order compelling
answers to interrogatories by pltfs., Elaine Brown & John
George; c/m 2-17-78.

NOTICE by pltfs. of filing affidavit of Michael Fultz; affidavit
of Michael Fultz; c/m 2-17-78.

SUPPLEMENTAL Memorandum by pltfs. concerning motion by pltfs. for
a protective order; c/m 2-22-78.

NOTICE by pltfs. of filing affidavit of Fred J. Hiestand; affidavit
of Fred J. Hiestand; c/m 2-23-78.

RESPONSE of defts. to third requestof pltfs. for production of
documents; c/m 3-3-78.

OBJECTIONS of defts. #2, #5, #6 #14, #16, & #20 to third request
of pltfs. for production of documents; c/m 3-2-78.

MOTION by defts. except defts. Moore & Sullivan for extension of
time to complete the production of documents; P&A's;
c/m 3-2-78.

MDTION by deft., George C. Moore for order compelling production of documents
and for such other relief as is just; P&A's; c/m 3-28-78.

RESPONSE of pltfs. to motion ofideft., George C. 'oore for order compelling
production of documents and for such other relief as is just; c/m 3-30-78.

FURTHER response by the Federal Bureau of Investigation to pltff.
third request for production of documents; c/m 4-3-78.

FURTHER objections by William H. Webster, Director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation to pltffs. third request for pro-
duction fo documents; c/m 4-3-78.
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1978
Apr

Apr

Apr

Apr

Apr

Apr

Apr

June

June

June

June

June

June

July

July

July

NR. PROCEEDINGS

06 STIPULATION extending tim for pltf. to & including 4-7-78 to make any
objections to request of deft., Moore for production of documents and
further given until May 8th to produce documents. (N) SMITH,J.

07 OBJECTIONS by all pltfs. except for The Black Panther Party to first request
for production of documents by deft. #7.

18 REQUEST (first) by defts. to pltf., Huey P. Newton for production of docunents.

18 IN1'ERROCATORIES (first) by defts. to pltf., Huey P. Newton.

18 REQUEST (first) by defts. to pltf., Huey P. Newton for admissions.

18 REQUEST by defts. to attach page 2 to first interrogatories of defts. to pltf.,
Huey P. Newton; page 2.

26 RESPONSE of pltfs. to suggestion of death upon the record of William C. Sullivan.

08 NOTICE by all defts. except Moore & Sullivan to take deposition of pltf. Elaine
Brown.

08 REQUEST (first) by all defts. except Moore & Sullivan to pltf. Elaine Brown
for production of documents.

08 M7TION by all defts. except Moore & Sullivan to shorten tie; P&A's

12 INTERROGATORIES (first) (8) by defts. to pltfs. Berton Schneider, Earl Neil,
Thomas Gladwin, Donald Freed, Elizabeth Huggins, John George,Flora Gladwin,
and John Huggins.

12 MOTION of defts. except Moore and Sullivan for sanctions for failure of p1tfs.
Black Panther Party & Huey P. Newton to provide discovery; PSA's;
attachment.

22 RESPONSE of pltfs. to motion of defts. Bell, et al. for sanctions for failure to
provide discovery.

06 MMRANDUM of P&A's by all defts. except for Moore & Sullivan in reply to
response of pltfs. to motion of defts. Bell, et al. for sanctions for
fail ureto pmvide discovery.

10 MMION by pltfs. for extension of time in which to file responses to interrogator.
P6A's.

10 SUPPLEMENTAL Memorandum by defts. in support of the motion of certain defts. for
summary judgment.

(SEE NEXT PAGE) DC-1I1A REV. (1/75)
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1978
July 25 MDTION by pitfs. for leave to file a further response to motion of Federally-

Represented defts. for sanctions for failure to provide discovery; P&A's.

July 28 ORDER filed 7-27-78 granting motion of defts., Bell, Blumenthal, Alexander,
Turner, Bailar, Levi, Bush, Simn, and Williams for Summary Judgment and the
Claims against thes defts. in their individual capacities only hereby
dismissed with prejudice. (N) Smith, J.

July 27 RESPONSES by pltf., Huey Newton to first request for admissions by Federally
represented defts. (Fiat) . SMITH, J.

July 27 OBJECrIONS by pltf. Black Panther Party to the interrogatories of the Federally
represented defts. (Fiat) SMITH, J.

July 27 OBJECrIONS by pltf., Huey Newton to interrogatories (first) of Federally
represented defts. (Fiat) SMITH, J.

July 27 RESPONSE by pltf., Huey P. Newton to request for production of documents (first)
by Federally represented defts. (Fiat) SMITH, J.

July 27 RESPONSE by pltf., Black Panther Party to request for production of documents
(first) by Federally represented defts. (Fiat) SMITH, J.

July 27 ANSWERS by pltf., Huey P. Newton to interrogatories (first) by Federally
represented defts; Exhibits. (Fiat) SMITH, J.

July 27 RESPONSES by pltf., Black Panther Party to interrogatories of Federally
represented defts. (Fiat) SMITH, J.

July 31 ffTION by pltfs. for substitution of Marion L. Sullivan for deft. William C.
Sullivan, deceased; P&A's; attachment. SMI

Aug 04 ORDER granting no. of defts. to file a further response to defts. mo. for sanction
Aug 11 FURTHERRESPONSE of Pltffs. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton to

federally represented defts. intion for sanctions; Affidavit.

Aug 16 EDTION by pltfs. for extension of time to file responses to interrogatories.

Aug 28 tEEMRANDLM by all defts. except George C. Moore and Willian C, Sullivan
in opposition to Pltffs' mtion for an extension of time- to respond
to Interrogatories.

Sept. 07 NOTICE by all defts. except George C. Moore and William C. Sullivan of resubmissic
Of requests for admission and for production of documents.

Sept. 07 NOTICE by all defts. except George C. Moore and William C. Sullivan of deposition
of Pltff Elaine Brown.

(SEE NEXT PAGE)
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DATE NR.

1978
Sept. 08

Sept. 08

Sept. 14

Sept. 14

Sept. 14

Sept. 14

Sept. 14

Sept. 14

Sept. 14

Sept 20

Sept. 21

Sept. 21

Sept 21

Sept

Sept

Sept

PROCEEDINGS

REPLY by Pltffs. to Defts' Memorandum in Oppostion to Pltffs' motion for an
extension of tim to respond to Interrogatories.

MDTICN by Pltffs for waiver of Page Limitations.

MDTION by defts, except Moore and Sullivan for an order to show cause; P&A's;
Exhibits A & B.

RESPONSE by pltf., Father Earl Neil to interrogatories of the Federally represente
defts..

RESPONSE by Pltffs. John & Elizabeth Huggins to Interrogatories of the Federally
represented defts.

RESPONSE by Pltff Berton Schneider to Interrogatories of the Federally represented
defts.

RESPONSE by Pltff. Donald Freed to Interrogatories of the Federally represented
defts.

RESPONSE by Pltff. John George to Interrogatories of the Federally represented
defts.

RESPONSE by Pltffs. Thomas & Flora Gladwin to Interrogatories of the Federally
represented defts.

NUTION by pltfs. for waiver of page limitations.

TIERROGADRES (first) by pltfs, to the Federally represented defts.

UEST (fourth) by pltfs. for production of documents from the Federally
represented defts.

ION by pltfs. for order under Rule 37 copelling discovery by Federal defts.;
P&A' s; Affidavit of Peter J. Eglick; Appendices A thru K to the Points and
Authorities in support of the motion.

MOION by defts. Bell, et al. except Moore and Sullivan for extension of page
linitation provided by Local Rule 1-9(e); Exhibit (P6A' s)

ORDER filed 9-21-78 permitting pltfs. to file with this Court a Staterent of
P6A's in Support of pltfs. motion to compel discovery by Federal defts.
That is-no-mnnre--than -55 pages- in-length- -(N)-- -Smith, J.

RESPONSE by pltfs. to notion of Federally represented defts. for an order to
show cause; Affidavit of Morton H. Halperin; Exhibits A thru V.

(See next page)
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1978
* Sept. 26 ORDER filed 9-25-78 granting notions of defts. Bell, et al. for extension of

Page Limitation provided by Local Rule 1-9 (e) and directing the Clerk to
file Supplemental Memorandun of points and authorities in support of defts.
motion for sanctions for failure to provide discovery. (N) Smith, J.

Sept . 25 SUPPLEMENTAL memrandum by defts. Bell, et al., except Moore and Sullivan of
points and authorities in support of the motion of defts. Bell, et al. for
sanctions for failure to provide discovery; Attachments 1 thru 8.

Sept. 28 NOTICE by defts. of Typographical Errors in Supplemental
Memorandum filed 9/22/78.

Oct. 03 STIPULATION agreed to by Pltff. Elaine Brown and the defts pursuant to
FRCP 41 (a) (1) (ii). All claims filed by pltff. against All defts.
are dismissed with prejudice (N) . Smith,J.

Oct. 04 REPLY memorandum by defts. Bell, et al., except Moore and Sullivan in support of
motion for an order to show cause.

Oct. 04 DION of defts. Bell, et al., except Moore and Sullivan for an extension of tim
in which to respond to motion of pltfs. to compel, first interrogatories and
fourth request for documents; P&A's.

Oct 16 HDTION by pltfs. for reconsideration of order granting motion of defts., Bell,
et al. for extension of page limitation; P&A's; exhibit.

Oct 17 MEMDRANDUM by pltfs. in opposition to motion of defts., Bell, et al. for an
extension of time in which to respond to motion of pltfs. to compel, first
interrogatories, and fourth request for documents.

Oct 18 RESPONSE of deft., Moore to response of pltfs. to motion of federally represente(
defts. for an order to show cause; affidavit of William L. Stauffer, Jr.

Oct 18 NOTICE by pltfs. of filing additional exhibit to response to motion of federally
represented defts. for an order to show cause; exhibit.

Oct 18 MDTION by defts., Bell, et al. including all defts. except Moore & Sullivan for
partial summary judgment or in the alternative for sanctions; statement of
material facts; table of cases & authorities; P&A's.

Oct 20 TION by deft. Moore to adopt motion of defts. Bell,-et al, for sanctions for
failure to provide discovery.

Oct 20 MEMDRANDUM1 of defts. Bell, et al. in opposition to motion of pltfs. for recon-
sideration of order granting motion of defts. Bell, et al. for extension of
page limitation.

Oct 23 CHANGE of phone number for Larry L. Gregg & R. Joseph Sher, counsel for defts.
except Moore & Sullivan.
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1978
Oct 23 REPLY Memorandum by defts. in support of the motion of defts. for an extension of

time; attachment.

Oct 24 REPLY by pltfs. to response of deft. Moore to response of pltfs. to motion of
federally defts. for an order to show cause.

Oct 25 RESPONSE of pltfs. to notion of deft., Moore to adopt notion of defts., Bell,
et al. for sanctions for failure to provide discovery.

Oct 27 RESPONSE of pltfs. to supplemental memorandum of PA' s in support of motion
by federally-represented defts. for sanctions for failure to provide
discovery and memorandum of defts. Bell, et al. in opposition to motion
for reconsideration of order granting motion of defts., Bell, et al. for
extension of page limitations.

Oct 30 MEMDRANDUM of P6A's by pltfs. in opposition to motion by federally-represented
defts. for partial summary judgment or in the alternative for sanctions;
affidavit of Bruce J. Terris; exhibit.

Nov 03 NOTICE by Lawrence J. Jensen of withdrawal of appearance for the United States.

Nov 03 REPLY Memorandunin support of the motion of defts., Bell except for for
Moore & Sullivan for partial summary judgment or for sanctions; table of
cases; exhibits 1 thru 4.

Nov 06 STATUS CALL: Motion of defts., Bell, et al. filed 2-3-78 for enlargement
granted; Motion of defts., Bell, et al. filed 3-2-78 for extension of time
to compel granted; Motion of pltf. for extension of time to file response
to interrogatories filed 7-10-78 granted; Motion of pltf. to file response
to interrogatories filed 8-16-78 granted; Motions hearing on notion of
defts., Bell, et al. to extend time to respond to motion of pltf. to compel
set for 11-22-78 at 9:30 A.M. (Rep: Dawn Copeland) SMITHJ.

Nov 22 NOTICE by pltfs. of filing affidavit of Mark H. Lynch in response to the reply
memorandum in support of motion of defts. Bell, et al. for an extension of
time and etc; Affidavit o Mark H. Lynch.

Nov- 22 MOTIONS: Motions of Federal defts. for-extenstion of- tima to respond to pltfs.
motion to compel heard and Granted with hearing on defts. notion for
sanctions and for Summary Judgment 12-14-78 at 10:00 A.M. (Rep: R. Kavulick)

SMITH, J.

Nov 27 TRANSCIPT of proceedings of Nov 22, 1978; pp. 1-20; Rep: Ronald Kavulick
(COURT COPY).

SEE OVER
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1978
Dec 12 SUPPLEMENTAL Menrandum of P&A's by pltfs. responding to new issues raised by

defts. Bell, et al. in oral argument before this Court on 11-22-78, and to
supplemental memorandum of P6A's by defts. in support of motion by
federally-represented defts. for sanctions for failure to provide discovery;
attachment.

Dec 14 NDTION of defts. Bell, et al. for sanctions, heard and denied; motion of defts.
for partial summary judgment taken under advisement; defts. given 20-days
to file ntion to compel with pltf. given 20-days thereafter to respond;
hearing to be set later. (Rep: Dawn Copeland) SMITH, J.

Dec 19 SUPPLEMENTAL Memrandun of pltfs. in opposition to motion of federally-represent
defts. for partial summary judgment.

Dec 21 ORDER filed Dec. 20, 1978 denying Federal Defts. motion for
sanctions and further that defts have 20 days to file any
appropriate motions to compel and pltffs. 20 days thereafter
to respond. (N) SMITH, J.

Dec. 28 ION of defts for extension of page limitation prescribed by local Rule 1-9(e)
and for Leave to deviate from Local Rule 1-9A; Exhibit.

Dec. 28 SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY NEMDRANDIM of plfts. in support of the nation of defts. Bill,
et al. for partial summary judgment.

Dec. 28 VDION of defts. to compel discovery of pltf. Huey Newton; P & A; Attachments.

1979
Jan 03 TRANSCRIPT of proceedings of Nov 6, 1978; pp. 1-31; Rep: Dawn Copeland (COURT COP

Jan 03 TRANSCRIPT of proceedings of Dec 14, 1978; pp. 1-43; Rep: Dawn Coepland (COURT CO

Jan 11 MDTION by pltfs. for an extension of time to respond to motion of defts. to
compel discovery by the Black Panther Party and by Huey P. Newton.

Jan 12 ORDER filed 1-11-79 granting rmtion of defts., Bell, et al. for extension of
page limitations provided by Local Rule 1-9 (a) and Clerk is directed to file
memorandun of P&A's in support of the motion of defts., Bell, et al. to
compel. (N) SMITH, J.

Jan 12 MDRANDUM of P&A's by defts., -Bell, et-al. -in- support -of motion to compel
pltf., Black Panther Party to respond to discovery.

Jan 31 MEMORANDUM of P6A's by pltf., Huey P. Newton in support of motion to compel;

affidavit of Huey P. Newton; copy of answers by Huey P. Newton to
interrogatories of federally represented defts.

Jan 31 NODION of pltf., Black Panther Party for extension of page limitation prescribed
by Local Rule 1-9(e); exhibit (P6A's w/attachments).

SEE OVER
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1979
Feb 02 ORDER filed 2-1-79 granting p1tf. leave to submit a memorandum of P&A's

in response to motion of defts. to compel discovery which is no longer
than 95-pages in length. (N) SMITH,J.

Feb 06 ERRATA by pltf. Huey P. Newton to memrandum of P&A's in support of motion to
compel discovery.

Feb 06 MEMDRANDUM of P&A's by Black Panther Party in support of motion to compel
discovery; affidavit of Joan Kelley; attachmnt.

Feb. 12 SECOND supplemental response of pltf. Black Panther Parry to federally repre-
sented defts' first request for production of documents; attachments (3).

Feb 13 SUPPLEMENTAL responses of pltf., Huey P. Newton to first interrogatories of the
federally represented defts.

Feb 13 SUPPLEIENTAL responses of pltf., Black Panther Party to interrogatories of the
federally represented defts.

Mar 26 MOTION of defts. Bell, et al for extension of page limitation prescribed by
Local Rule 1-9(e); Exhibit (orig. with attachments).

Mar 27 REPLY Memorandum by defts. Bell, et al, to opposition to motion to compel
discovery of pltff. Newton; attachments 1, 2 & 3.

May 29 MDTION of deft. to compel heard and taken under advisement; Gov't given until
June 1, 1979 to furnish a list of interrogatories that need further answers
and pltff. given until June 18, 1979 to respond and indicate to the Court
why they intend not to respond. (Rep. Dawn Copeland) Smith, J.

June 12 STATENT of defts. Bell, et al. interrogatories sought to be compelled;
table of contents; attachment 1. "Let this be filed." (FIAT) Smith, J.

June 18 STATEMT of pltff. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton why defts. motion to
compel should be denied; appendix.

Aug 6 OPINION. (N) Smith, J.

Aug 6 ORDER filed 8-6-79 partially granting motion of defts. Bell, et al. to compel
discovery and further that pltffs. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton
shall have 60 days from the date of this order in vbich to provide any
further responses. (See for further details) (N) Sith, J.

Oct 3 NDTION by pltffs. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton for an extension of
time in which to respond to portions of court's order of Aug. 6, 1979

Oct 5 MEMORANDUM of P&A's by pltff. in support of responses to 107
interrogatories as ordered by this court on Aug. 6, 1979.

Oct 5 FURTHER supplemental response by pltff. to 107 interrogatories as
ordered by court on Aug. 6, 1979; affidavit
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1979
Oct 5 SUPPIEMEIAL response of pltff. to Federally represented defts. first request

for production of documents; attachment.

Oct 12 OPPOSITION of defts., except defts. #6 & 7, to pltffs. motion for extension
of time in which to respond to the court's Aug. 6, 1979 order.

Oct 24 REPLY by pltffs. Black Panther Party and Newton, to opposition of defts.
Civiletti, et al. to pltffs. motion for an extension of time in which
to respond to portions of court's order dated Aug. 6, 1979.

Oct 31 MEMDRANDLM of P&A's by defts. Civiletti, et al (except Sullivan and Moore)
in support of renewed motion of said defts. for the sanctions of dismissal
of pltffs. Black Panther Party's and Newton's claims and for costs;
MOTION of defts. Civilette, et al (except Sullivan and Moore) for the
sancton of dismissal of pltffs. Black Panter Party's and Newton's claims
for costs .

Nov 1 FURTHER suppl-emental responses by pltff. Black Panther Party
based upon a search of "The Black Panther" newspaper from
1967 thru 1970 as ordered by this court on Aug. 6, 1979.

Nov 1 ATTACHEMENTS by defts. Civiletti, et al (except defts. Moore 7
Sullivan), to P&A's in support of renewed motion of said defts.
for the sanction of dismissal of pltffs. Black Panther Party's
and Newton's claims and for costs (filed Oct. 31, 1979);
attachments 1 & 2.

Nov 7 CHANGE of address for Joseph E. Casey, counsel for Marion Sullivan
Admin. of estate of William C. Sullivan (deft. #6), to 1435
G St., N.W., 20005, Ph. 223-5750. CAL/N.

Nov 8 FURTHER supplemental responses by pltff. Huey P. Newton to
interrogatories as ordered by this court on Aug. 6, 1979.
"Let this be filed." (FIAT) Smith, J.

Nov 8 CHANGE of address for Mark H. Lynch, counsel for pltffs., to 122
Maryland Ave., N.E., 20002, Ph. 544-5380. CAL/N.

Nov 09 STATEMENT by pltfs. Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton why
motion of defts. Civiletti, et al. for the sanction of dismissal
should by denied; table of contents; table of authorities;
attachments 1 & 2.

Nov 13 REPLY by defts. (except Moore ahd Sullivan) to opposition to
renewed motion of defts. Civiletti, et al., for the sanctions
of dismissal of pltffs. Black Panther Party's and Newton's
claims and for costs; attachment.

Nov 13 MOTION of pltff. for an extension of time heard and granted.
(Rep. Dawn Copeland) Smith, J.

see next page
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1979
Nov 14 ORDER filed Nov. 13, 1979 granting pltffs. Black Panther Party and

Huey P. Newton's motion for an extensionof time in which to
respond to portions of this court's order'dated Aug. 6, 1979,
further pltff. Newton shall respond to part four of said order
by Nov. 4, 1979. (see for details) (N) Smith, J.

Dec 03 FURTHER SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES by pltf,, Black Panther Party
based upon a search of "The Black Panther" newspaper as ordered
by this court on August 6, 1979,

Dec 10 RENEWED MOTION of defts. Civilette, et al for sanctions of
dismissal of pltff's Black Panther Party and Newton's claims
heard and taken under advisement.

(Rep. Dawn Copeland) Smith, J.

Dec 28 MOTION by pltfs. for an extension of time to file further responses

1980 to discovery.

Jan 4 ORDER filed Jan. 2, 1980 granting pltff. Black Panther Party's
motion for extension of time to file further responses to
discovery based on search of the Black Panther Newspaper
years 1975 thru and including 1979 to and including Jan. 4,
1980. (N) Smith, J,

Jan 4 FURTHER supplemental responses by pltff. Black Panther Party
based upon a search of "The Black Panther" Newspaper from
1975 thru 1979 as order by this court on Aug. 6, 1979.

Jan 25 MEMORANDUM. (N) Smith, J.

Jan 28 ORDER filed Jan. 25, 1980 granting defts. motion to dismiss;
requiring pltffs. to pay defts, reasonable expenses in
bringing this motion, including attorneys fees. (N) Smith, J,

Feb 1 MOTION of pltffs. to amend judgment or, alternatively, to direct
entry of final judgment pur, to Rule 54(b)

Feb 12 RESPONSE of defts. Civiletti, et al to motion of pltffs, to amend
judgment pur. to Rule 59(e) or, alternatively, to direct entry
of Final Judgment pur, to Rule 54(b).

Feb 14 AMENDED ORDER and Final Judgment filed Feb. 13, 1980 granting defts.
motion to dismiss and for costs and that allnamed pltffs to
this action are dismissed and Black Panther Party and Huey P.
Newton shall pay defts. reasonable expenses in bringing this
motion and including attorneys fees. (N) Smith, J.

FEb 20 STATEMENT of expenses by attorneys for defts,; declarations (2)

Feb 27 MEMORANDUM by pltffs. in opposition to defts, statement of expenses;
Exhibit 1.

... see next page...
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DATE NR. PROCEEDINGS

1980
Mar 12 ORDER deferring the adjudication of the amount of defts'. attorney's fees is

deferred pending ruling on pltfs. appeal. (N) (signed 03-11-80)
SMITH, J.

Mar 14 NOTICE of Appeal by pltffs. from orders of Jan. 25, 1980 and
Feb. 13, 1980; $5.00 filing fee and $65.00 USCA docketing
fee paid and credited to the U.S.; copy sent to Joseph E.
Casey, Larry Gregg and William L. Stauffer, Jr.

Mar 17 COPY of notice of appeal and docket entries sent to USCA:
USCA # 80-1302

Apr. 10 RECORD on appeal delivered to USCA; Receipt ack.

May 28 TRANSCRIPT of proceedings of May 29, 1979 ; pages 1-41; (Rep: Dawn T.
Copeland); court copy

May 28 TRANSCRIPT of proceedings of May 25, 1977; pages 1-37; (Rep: Dawn T.
Copeland); court copy

May 30 SUPPLEIAL record on appeal delivered to USCA; ack receipt 80-1302.

June 6 STIPULATION to correct the record on appeal in U.S.Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit Civil No.
80-1302; attachments(5), approved. SMITH, J. (signed 5-14-80)

SUPPLEMENTAL RECORD on appeal delivered to USCA; Receipt ack.June
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Acting Assistant Attorney General
0Vftl Divisisa
Attention: Larry L. Greg!, Esq.

Assistant Dir tot - Legal Counsel
deral Bur of Investigation

BLACK VANT R TT v.
WILLIAM PRIECB ITH, at al.
(U.S.D.C., D.C.)
83Y23 ACTION NO. 76-2205

CouRT OF APPEALS NO. 80-1302

at1y 27 , 1981

~J)~RAL GOV1RI~

Reference is made to the telephone conversation
between Department of Justice DOj) Aterney Larry L. Gregg
and Special Agent (SA) ea July 17, 1981.

Pursuant to the referenced telephone call, ypmt office
requested eaments regarding whether a Motion for Rehearing
En Ban* should be made or whether Certiotari should e sougt by
the Government in this matter.

BACKGROUND

The Black Panther Party (BPP) and several of its
members filed suit in the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia on December 2, 1976, against 20 preset
sadOformat Covernment officials in their individual and official

capacities representing six Government agencies. The suit
c1iarged the defendants with conspiring to destroy the BPP and
hawass its members and in the process defendants had violated
various Constitutional rights of the plaintiffs as well as
several statutory proscriptions.

Lengthy discovery has been conducted by both sides
'in this action. The plaintiff has served 48 interrogatories on
the Government and has made four requa- for documents resulting
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Acting Assistant Attorney General
Civil Division
Re: BLACK PANTHER PARTY...

in their receiving 40 volumes of expurgated documents. The
Government took a very aggressive posture, serving 244 inter-
rogatories on the BPP and 82 on plaintiff Ruey Newton. The
failure by plaintiffs to adequately answer the interrogatories
served on them resulted in a Court Order dated August 6, 1979,
requiring clarification of many of their previous responses
and further demanding answers to questions not previously
answered due to plaintiffs' claims of Constitutional privilege
under the First and Fifth Amendments. Plaintiffs' refusal to
comply fully with that Order led the Government to request
sanctions against the plaintiffs. On January 25, 1980, United
States District Judge John Levis Smith, Jr., dismissed the case
based upon plaintiffs' noncompliance with his August 6, 1979,
Order.

The District Court found that the BPP's supplemental
responses to the Government's interrogatories were fatally
defective, that some interrogatories should have been answered
by the BPP's individual officers and not an agent named by the
BPP, that the BPP could not refuse to produce the names of
party members not publicly known and that plaintiff Huey
Newton could not claim the Fifth Amendment privilege and still
maintain this action, all in violation of its Order of August 6,
1979. The Court found that in view of the conscious disregard of
its August 6, 1979, Order the sanction of dismissal was appropriate
and further that plaintiff was not substantially justified in failing
to comply with its Order and should pay reasonable expenses including
attorney's fees, incurred by the defendants in bringing this motion.

In its Opinion dated July 8, 1981, the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in its
decision in this case styled The Black Panther Party, at al., v.
William French Smith, Attorney General of the United States, at al.,
(D.C. Cir.) Court of Appeals Number 80-1302, reversed or re-
manded with instructions, virtually every decision made by the
District Court, except that preventing the BPP from converting
this suit to a class action suit due to their failure to file
that motion in a timely fashion. It should be noted that one
of the three judges on the panel dissented strongly in a 20-page
Opinion which concurred in part and dissented in part.

To date 40 volumes of material, consisting of several
thousand pages, have been turned over to plaintiffs during
discovery. This is only a small portion of the approximately
1,448,240 pages of FBI documents within the scope of discovery.

-- 2



Acting Assistant Attorney General
Civil Division
Re: BLACK PANTHER PARTY...

In addition to this, should the case be remanded under the
existing opinion there is the possibility of additional voluminous
discovery taking place on both sides in the form of numerous
interrogatories and depositions. Should the BPP be successful
in its discovery attempts and the final decision in this suit
the Government defendants would not only have been put through
an extraordinary expenditure of manpower and effort in defending
this suit but would also be exposed to plaintiff's request for
punitive and compensatory damages in excess of $200,000. We are
of the opinion that the actions and decisions of the FBI can be
successfully defended, but are fully aware of the possibility of
the Court throwing the plaintiff a "bone" in such matters.

As a result of the referenced telephone conversation
and the self-evident legal research expended during the four and
one-half years of submitting motions and memoranda to the Court,
no decision of the legal issues involved is being included
herein, but will be provided at the request of DOJ Attorney Gregg,
if needed.

RECOMMENDATION OF THE FBI

Pursuant to the reference telephone co versation b6
between DOJ Attorney Gregg and SA the FBI is in b7c
concurrence with the decision of DUJ Attorney regg to seek a
Rehearing En Bane or apply for Certiorari. We are of the
opinion that a Rehearing En Banc would be the most appropriate
step and that the instant case meets the requirement for such
a motion under Rule 35(a)(1) and (2), Federal Rules of Appellate Pro-
cedure. As pointed out in the dissent there is a lack of uniformity
of opinion as to the legal questions at issue and the proceeding
does involve a question of exceptional importance. Primarily at
issue are the matters of the power of a Federal District Court
Judge to control discovery taking place before him when steps
toward that end are not prohibited by the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, and precise guidelines for the District Court to
follow in ordering a party to comply with discovery in spite of
a claimed privilege when the sanction for not dolng so
would possibly be dismissal. While a total affirmance of the lower
court's decision would be the optimum result of a Rehearing
En Banc, a minimal result would be a partial affirmance of the
lower court's decision or at least a more definitive set of guide-
lines for the District Court to follow on remand, either of which
could result in a savings of effort in future proceedings.

- 3 -
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Acting Assistant Attorney General
Civil Division
Re: BLACK PANTHER PARTY...

NOTE: Civil Division has advised that it was preparing and would
seek a Rehearing En Banc and requested that the agencies involved
supply it with recommendations to that effect to support its
request for authority to file such a motion. A copy of the Court
of Appeals' Opinion in this case is being attached to the yellow
copy only for inclusion in our files.

APROVED: Adm. Servs._ Laborao

- -- - -
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Notice: This opinion is subject to formal revision before publication
in the Federal Reporter or US.App.D.C. Reports. Users are requested
to notify the Clerk of any formal errors in order that corrections may be
made before the bound volumes go to press.

kwO TE TT O AppCa I

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CICUIT

No, 80-1302

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, et a[,, APPELLANTS

V.

WILLIAM FRENCH SMITH,
Attorney General of the United States, et al.

Appeal from the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia

(D.C. Civil Action No. 76-2205)

Argued February 13, 1981

Decided July 8,1981
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Bruce J. Terris, with whom Ssan B. Drake was on
the brief, for appellants.

Larry L. Gregg, Attorney, Department of Justice, with
whom Alice Daniel, Assistant Attorney General at the

Bills of costs must be filed within 14 days after entry of judgment The
court looks with disfavor upon motions to file bills of costs out of time,
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time the brief was filed, Thomas S. Martin, Acting As-
sistant Attorney General at the time the brief was filed,
and Barbara H. Herwig and R. Joseph Sher, Attorneys,
Department of Justice, were on the brief, for all appel-
lees except George C. Moore and William. . Sullivan.

William L Staufer, Jr. for appellee George C. Moore.

Bennett Boskey entered an appearance for appellee
Edward Lev.

Before WRIGHT, MACKINNON, and GINSmUGs, Circuit

Judges.

Opinion for the court filed by Circuit Judge WRIGHT.

Opinion concurring in part and dissenting in part filed
by Circuit Judge MACKINNON.

WRIGHT, Circuit Judge: In this appeal we confront a
number of issues relating to pretrial procedure, includ-
ing the important question whether civil litigants may
refuse to respond to interrogatories on the ground of
constitutional privilege. The case began 'when the Black
Panther Party (the Party), Huey P. Newton, and other
individuals sued the United States and various govern-
ment officials, alleging that they had unlawfully con-
spired to destroy the Party.' After presiding over sev-
eral years of bitterly fought discovery battles, the Dis-
trict Court granted a government motion to dismiss the
Party's action.2 It reasoned that dismissal was appro-
priate because the Party had: (1) unjustifiably claimed
a First Amendment privilege and refused to answer sev-
eral interrogatories that would have required it to reveal
the names of Party members whose names were not
known to the public; (2) failed to clarify answers to

'See Amended Complaint, reprinted at Joint Appendix
(JA) 243.

2See Memorandum and Order of January 25, 1980, re-
printed at JA 1131.



interrogatories that the District Court believed to be
inconsistent or evasive; and (3) disobeyed a discovery
order requiring individual Party officers to respond to
interrogatories originally served on the Party itself.'
The District Court also dismissed Huey Newton, ruling
that he had improperly asserted the Fifth Amendment
privilege against self-incrimination when he refused to
answer several interrogatories.' Finally, it dismissed all
other plaintiffs,'

The Party, Newton, and the other plaintiffs now chal-
lenge these dismissals. They also appeal the District
Court's decision to award to appellees the costs and at-
torney fees incurred in bringing the motion to dismiss,'
the decision to grant summary judgment in favor of gov-
ernment ofcials who held office after 1973, and the
decision to deny a motion for an extension of time in
which to file for class action certification.' For the rea-
sons stated below, we reverse the dismissals, the decision
to award attorneys fees and costs, and the decision to
grant summary judgment. We afirm the denial of the

See id. at JA 1132-1134, 1136.

See id. atJA 1135-1136.

'See Amended Order and Final Judgment of February 13,
1980, reprinted at JA 1144.

I See Memorandum and Order of January 25, 1980, JA 1131,
1136-1137.

See Order of July 27, 1978, reprinted at JA 253.

See Order of May 26, 1977, reprinted at JA 56. The Party,
Newton, and the other plaintiffs below also challenge the Dis-
trict Court's decision to postpone consideration of their
motion to compel production of documents by appellees until
after it had considered appellees' motion to compel further
responses to interrogatories. See Transcript of Proceedings,
Hearing of November 22, 1978, reprinted at JA 609, 626-627.
As we explain below, see Part VI-C infra, we need not reach
this issue



motion for an extension of time in which to file for class
certificatin.7Thecase is remanded fofurier proceed-
ings consistent with our decision.

- I BACKGROUND-

A. The Conplaint

Plaintiff s-appellants are the Party, Newton, the Party's
founder, and various other Party members and support-
ers.' In December 1976 they filed a complaint seeking
declaratory and injunctive relief on behalf of themselves
and two classes: all individuals who had been or contin-
ued to be members of the Party, and all individuals
who had provided political or financial assistance to the
Party." The Party and Newton also sought money dam-
ages." Defendants-appellees are the United States and
various government officials, including past and present
Directors of the Central Intelligence Agency and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Attorneys General, Sec-
retaries of the Treasury, Postmasters General, and Com-

These individuals include Party supporters Donald Freed,
Berton Schneider, Thomas and Flora Gladwin, John George,
and Father Earl Neil. John and Elizabeth Huggins, who sued
on behalf of their son, deceased Party member John Huggins,
are also appellants. Elaine Brown, who was Party chair-
person at the time the suit was filed, was a plaintiff below
but has not joined this appeal, See appellants' brief at 3;
Amended Complaint at JA 27-28,
1o See id. at JA 31-33, 51-53. The Party, Huey Newton,

Elaine Brown, and John and Elizabeth Huggins, see note 9
supra, sought to represent the class of past and present Party
members, Donald Freed, Berton Schneider, Thomas and
Flora Gladwin, John George, and Father Neil, see note 9
supra, sought to represent the class of past and present
Party supporters.

"See Amended Complaint at JA 53. Elaine Brown also
asked for money damages.

have been that the officers prepared such documents in the
first place and might have an excellent recollection thereof.

Interrogatory 103:

Identify all documents which discuss, refer to,
plan, or in any way mention hijacking-airplanes by
Party or Party affiliate members.

Respose:

Plaintiff has no such documents which plan hi-
jacking airplanes by the Party or afiliates, How-
ever, mention of such activity has been made in
articles which have appeared in the "Black Panther"
newspaper.

(App. 135). The comment made as to Interrogatory 102
is equally applicable here.

Interrogatory 104:

Identify all documents which discuss, refer to,
plan, or in any way mention ambushes of or gun
battles with police or other law enforcement officers
by Party or Party affiliate members.

Response:

Plaintiff has no such documents except for issues
of the "Black Panther" which report on police or
other government agency activities against the Party
or affiliates.

(App. 135). Same comment as to Interrogatory 102,
supra



K) the placement of a boobytrapped toolbox in
Des Moines, Iowa on or about August 1, 1970; and/
or

L) the killing, by way of boobytrapped suitcase,
of police oficer Larry Minard at 2867 Ohio Street
in Omaha, Nebraska on or about August 17, 1970.

Response:

Plaintiff is not aware of any such documents.

(App. 133-134).

Since the awareness of the Party representative is
somewhat limited, those with firsthand knowledge going
back beyond her time with the Party may be required to
respond. If such documents exist, many of the officers
might have personally prepared them. The specificity of
this interrogatory and Kelley's statement that she is not
"aware" of any such documents fully justifies requiring
each Party officer to respond to this interrogatory.

Interrogatory 102:

Identify all documents which discuss, refer to,
plan, or in any way mention the use of explosive
devices by Party or Party afiliate members.

Response:

Plaintiff has no such documents which plan the
use of explosive devices by the Party or affiliates.
However, mention of such devices has been made
from time to time in various articles printed in the
"Black Panther" newspaper.

(App. 134-135).

The response that the plaintiff has no such documents
is not a complete answer to the question or the request to
"identify all documents." Each officer and spokesman

may be required to respond to this inquiry because of the

importance of the information and because it well might

missioners of the Internal Revenue Service, Present
officials were sued in their oicial and individual capaci-
ties, Past government officials were sued only in their
individual capacities."

In their complaint a eliants alleged that since 1968
the appellees and other unknown government employees
had engaged in a continuing conspiracy to destroy the
Black Panther Party, in vi1on of the Constitution and
various statutes' They stated that they first learned

a The defendants-appellees include the present Attorney
General and former Attorneys General Benjamin Civiletti,
Griffin Bell, Edward Levi, and John Mitchell; former Assist
ant Attorney General for Internal Security Robert Mardian;
present FBI Director William Webster and past FBI Direc-
tor Clarence Kelley; past Assistant Director of the FBI
William Sullivan; past Chief of the Racial Intelligence Sec-
tion of the FBI George Moore; the present CIA Director and
past Directors Stansfield Turner, George Bush, William Colby,
and Richard Helms; the present Secretary of the Treasury
and past Secretaries G. William Miller, W. Michael Blumen-
thal, and William Simon; the present Director of the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms of the Treasury Department
and past Directors Rex Davis and Harold Serr; the present
IRS Commissioner and past Commissioners William Williams,
Donald Alexander, Randolph Thrower, and Johnnie Walters;
-past Secretaries of the Army Clifford Alexander and Howard
Calloway; Assistant Chief of Staff for Army Intelligence
Harold R. Aaron; the present Postmaster General and past
Postmasters General Benjamin Bailar and William Blount;
and past Assistant to the President Tom Charles Houston.
See appellees' brief at viii; Amended Complaint at JA 29-30.
Also named as defendants below were unnamed employees
of the Department of Justice, the FBI, the CIA, the Treasury
Department, the Executive Office of the President, the De-
partment of the Army, the Postal Service, and other federal
agencies that took part in the alleged conspiracy. See id.
at JA 30-31.

See id. at JA 31.
' In particular, they claim that appellees have violated the

Fourth, Fifth, and Ninth Amendments to the Constitution, the
Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1985 (1976), the National Secu-



of the existence of this conspiracy in 1976, when the
Senate Select Committee to Study Government Operations
with Respect to Intelligence Activities published a report
entitled Intelligence Activities and the Rights of Ameri-
cs S. Rep. No.. 755, 94th Cong., 2d Sess,, Books II and
III (Senate Report)," According to appellants, this reT
port reveals that the FBI formed a special counter-
intelligence program called COINTELPRO primarily to
"expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit or otherwise neu-
tralize the activities of black nationalists." 11 Appellants
suggested that through this program the FBI orchestrated
efforts to undermine the Party"

Appellants conceded that they lacked specific details
about the nature and scope of the conspiracy against
the Party; they stated that they hoped to obtain further
information through use of discovery." Relying in part
on information provided in the Senate Report, however,
they were able to allege a number of specific activities."

rity Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. § 403 (1976), the Internal Revenue
Act, 26 U.S.C. § 7605 (1976), the Postal Service Act, 39
U.S.C. 403 (1976), and the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act of 1968, 18 U.S.C. H 2510-2520 (1976), 47
U.S.C. § 605 (1976). See Amended Complaint at JA 26.

* See id. at JA 33-36; appellants' brief at 5.

' See Amended Complaint at JA 33.
1 Id. at JA 33-34.
81d.atJA35.
Id. More specifically, appellants seem to have based their

complaint primarily on information contained in two chap-
ters of this report. The first, entitled "COINTELPRO: The
FBI's Covert Action Programs Against American Citizens,"
S. Rep. No. 755, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., Book III, at 1-77 (Sen-
ate Report), describes the FBI's counterintelligence pro-
grams in general terms. The second, entitled "The FBI's
Covert Action Program to Destroy the Black Panther Party,"
id. at 185-223, focuses on the actions taken against the Party.
Appellants also stated that they learned of various actions
through independent sources. See Amended Complaint at
JA 36.

indications of our disagreement with the repressive
and illegal activities of such government officials,
See responses for Interrogatories 88-90.

(App. 129).

Same comments to Interrogatory 89..

lterrogatory 101:

Identify all documents which discuss, refer to,
plan, or in any way mention the following:

A) the theft of approximately 1000 pounds of
dynamite from Quick Supply in Ankeny, Iowa on
or about May 5, 1970;

B) the acquisition, storage, handling, or use of
any dynamite, including but not limited to dynamite
taken from Quick Supply or 2Y3" by 16" dynamite,
by members of the Omaha, Nebraska or Des Moines,
Iowa Chapters or National Committees to Combat
Facism;

C) the bombing of the Des Moines, Iowa Police
Department on or about May 13, 1970;

D) the bombing of the Ames, Iowa Police De-
partment on or about May 22, 1970;

E) the bombing of the Chamber of Commerce
building in Des Moines, Iowa on or about June 13,
1970;

F) the burglary of the Holm gun shop in Des
Moines, Iowa on or about June 13, 1970;

G) the placement of an explosive boobytrap device
beneath a freeway bridge in Des Moines, Iowa on
or about June 21, 1970;

H) the bombing of the Drake University science
hall in Des Moines, Iowa on or about June 29, 1970;

I) the bombing of the North Assembly police sta-
tion in Omaha, Nebraska on or about June 11, 1970;

J) the bombing of Components Concept Corpora-
tion in Omaha, Nebraska on or about July 2, 1970;



this information is vital to determining the true character
of the party and inquires specifically as to any acts by
"officers," all oicers may be required to personally re-
spond to this interrogatory.

Interrogatory 89:

Identify all documents originated by the Party, its
officers, or any affiliate which reflect statements,
suggestions, orders, or policy that members or others
should kill police officers.

Response:

No such documents exist, While defendants may
believe that such documents exist, this again reflects
defendants failure to understand that statements of
the Party are frequently to be understood rhetorically
and not literally.

(App. 128).

The claim that no such documents exists is implicitly
contradicted by the statement that defendants, do not un-
derstand rhetorical statements, Thus the Party officers
who were directing the activities of the party may be
compelled to respond to the interrogatory.

Interrogatoryj 91.:

In addition to the statement by Party Chief of
Staff David Hilliard reported in the November 22,
1969 issue of "The Black Panther," identify all
documents originated by the Party, its officers, or
any affiliate which reject statements, suggestions,
orders, or policy that members or others should kill
Richard Nixon, Lyndon Johnson, or other officials
of government.

Response:

No such documents exist. The November 22, 1969
article and any similar comments are rhetorical

They complained of unlawful mail openings, warrantless
wiretaps and break-ins, and burglaries. 2 Appellants con-
tended that the government, with the assistance of local
law enforcement agencies, harassed and even assassinated
Party officers, members, and supporters." They further
suggested that appellees had incited dissension within the
Party through use of anonymous letters, paid informants,
and agents provocateurs." They alleged that appellees
also instigated violent confrontations between the Black
Panthers and other black organizations," Finally, they
claimed that appellees deterred contributions to the Party,
crippled the Party newspaper, The Black Panther, dis-
couraged press coverage of Party activities, and sabotaged
the Party's public service programs."

At the conclusion of their complaint appellants asked
the District Court to enter a declaratory judgment find-
ing that appellees had violated their constitutional and
statutory rights. They also requested that appellees be
enjoined from taking any further action to undermine
the Party or harm its members and supporters. The
Party and Newton each asked for $50 million in com-
pensatory damages and $50 million in punitive damages,2

"See id at JA 37.

Id. at JA 37-41, 47-49.

Id. at JA 42.43.

Id. at JA 39-41,

Id. at JA 4347,

Id. at JA 51-53. Elaine Brown also requested $50 mil-
lion in compensatory and $50 million in punitive damages.
As we noted earlier, Elaine Brown is not participating in
this appeal. See note 9 supra.



B. Proceedings Below

Discovery battles and other pretrial disputes consumed
almost three years." On May 26, 1977 the District Court
denied appellees' motions to dismiss and directed the
action to proee to discovery. It- also denied appellants'
motion for an extension of time in which to move for
class action certification, invoking Local Rule 1-13(b),
Rules of the United States District Court for the Dis-
trict of Columbia 27 Local Rule 1-13(b) provides that
motions for class action certification must be made within
90 days of the filing of the complaint? Appellants filed
a request for production of documents during the same
month. They withdrew this request shortly thereafter
in favor of a second request," Later, after appellees
complained about the breadth of the second request and
moved for a protective order, appellants filed a supersed-
ing third request." At the same time the parties agreed

a Appellants filed their complaint on December 1, 1976.
All appellants were finally dismissed on February 14, 1980.
See Docket of Proceedings, reprinted at JA 1
" See Order of May 26,1977 at JA 56.
" Local Rule 1-13(b) states, in pertinent part:

Within 90 days after the filing of a complaint in a case
sought to be maintained as a class action, the plaintiff
shall move for a certification under Rule 23(c) (1), Fed-
eral Rules of Civil Procedure, that the case may be main-
tained as a class action. * * *

"See appellants' brief at 10; appellees' brief at 4-5; see
ao First Request by Plaintiffs for Production of Documents,
May 20, 1977, Record (R) 30.

" See Motion by Defendants for a Protective Order, July
14, 1977, R 55; Third Request by Plaintiffs to Defendants for
Production of Documents, November 3, 1977, R 85, In their
third request appellants asked the FBI, the CIA, the Treasury
Department (including the IRS and the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco & Firearms), the Department of the Army, and the
United States Postal Service to produce a variety of docu-
ments pertaining to the Black Panther Party or to Huey
Newton.

bazookas, M-79 grenade launchers, dynamite and
plastic explosives which have been stored at any
time in an office of the Black Panther Party or any
affiliate for each year beginning with 1966.

Response:

See response to Interrog atry 79. --

(App. 126).

This reply is not responsive and the individual officers
and spokesmen may be required to respond thereto. The
question is directed at information that is material to
determining the character of the organization being in-
vestigated and the knowledge of the officers of the ac-
tivities of the organization is material and relevant.

Interrogatory 88:

In addition to the article appearing in the March
21, 1970 issue of "The Black Panther", identify all
documents originated by the Party, its officers, or
any affiliate which reflect statements, suggestions,
orders, or policy that American troops in Vietnam
should kill their officers, General Abrams and/or his
staff.

Response:

No such documents exist. If there was any state-
ment on this general subject it would have appeared
in the "Black Panther". However, the article of
March 21, 1970, and any other similar article, are
rhetorical in the idiom of the Black and poor com-
munity and reflect the Party's disagreement with
the United States Government's participation in the
war in Vietnam.

(App. 128).

The party's claim that such statements were "rhetori-
cal" is in effect an admission of their existence. Since



Response:

Within the limits of the law and the Constitution,
the right to bear arms and defend one's home and
property was not discouraged.

(App. 124).

The response of the plaintiff hedges its answer. To
the extent that it existed Party offeers and spokesmen
would have individual knowledge of the information here
requested and they should be required to state whether
such activity was "required by any formal or informal
rule or encouraged," If it was encouraged, they would be
the most likely ones to encourage such activity-hence
they may have a peculiar ability to respond to this in.
terrogatory.

Interrogptory 79:
For each year beginning in 1966, identify which

,ofces of the Black Panther Party or its affiliates
have had revolvers, ries, machine guns, shotguns,
other firearms, hand grenades, bazookas, M-79
grenade launchers, dynamite, and/or plastic explo-
sives stored in that oice.

Response:

Plaintiff has no records or other means of identi-
fying which ofces or affiliates, if any, have had such
materials stored.

(App. 125-126).

This reply is not responsive to the question. The inter-
rogatory seeks information that was directly related to the

activities of Party oicers and they should be required to

respond to the extent of their individual knowledge.

Interrogatory 80:

Identify (by make or type, model and, where ap-
propriate, serial number) all revolvers, rifles, ma-
chine guns, shot guns, other firearms, hand grenades,

that discovery would take place in "waves." During the
initial wave they planned to limit their discovery to
requests for documents and interrogatories; they would
have an opportunity to take depositions during subse-
quent waves?

In July1977, before initiating any discovery, the gov-
ernment o& hobad held oce after IM moved
for summartjudent on the ground that they could
not have been involved in any of the acts alleged. They
filed affidavits setting forth the dates on which they
assumed office and disclaiming any knowledge of or
participation in a conspiracy against appellants.", Ap-
pellants responded with an affidavit of counsel under
Rule 5(f) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
stating that they needed further discovery before they
could respond to appellees' motion for summary judg-
ment? They also noted that the affidavits of three
of the post-1973 officials, former Postmaster General
Benjamin Bailar, former Attorney General Edward Levi,
and former Internal Revenue Service Commissioner Wi-
liam Williams, raised new issues of material fact, since
they seemed to concede involvement in investigations of
the Black Panther Party. Finally, appellants noted that

See Stipulation of November 15, 1977, R 89.
* See Motion by Defendants Griffin Bell, W, Michael Blu-

menthal, Clifford Alexander, Stansfeld Turner, Benjamin
Bailar, Edward Levi, George Bush, William Simon, and
William Williams for Summary Judgment, July 14,1977, R 56.

a See Affidavit Pursuant to Rule 56(f) of Bruce J. Terris,
Attorney for Plaintiff s, R 71. Rule 56(f) provides:

Should it appear from the affidavits of a party oppos-
ing the motion that he cannot for reasons stated present
by affidavit facts essential to justify his opposition, the
court may refuse the application for judgment or may
order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or
depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or may
make such other order as is just.



their complaint alleged a continuing conspiracy, and that
at least one overt act had occurred after 1973.11 The
District Court decided to grant this motion in July 1978,
observing that the officials' affidavits supported their
claims of noninvolvemnent,-nd that appellants had failed
to file an evidentiary submission of their own, even
though they had been given "ample opportunity" to take
discovery since filing their affidavit of counsel."

Appellees served 244 interrogatories on the Party on
January 31, 1978. Three months later they served 82
interrogatories on Huey Newton." On June 12, 1978

" See Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition
to Motion of Certain Defendants for Summary Judgment,
R 71 at 9-17.

"See Order of July 27, 1978, JA 253-254.

"See Federal Defendants' First Interrogatories to Plain-
tiff Black Panther Party, January 31, 1978, R 105; Federal
Defendants' First Interrogatories to Plaintiff Huey P. New-
ton, April 18, 1978, R 139. Appellees also requested docu-
ments from the Party and Newton. See Response of Plaintiff
Black Panther Party to Federal Defendants' First Request
for Production of Documents, July 24, 1978, reprinted at
JA 215; Response of Plaintiff Huey P. Newton to Federal
Defendants' First Request for Production of Documents,
July 24, 1978, reprinted at JA 215; Response of Plaintiff
Huey P. Newton to Federal Defendants' First Request for
Production of Documents, July 24, 1977, reprinted at JA 251.
In addition, interrogatories were served on the other plain-
tiffs. See Federal Defendants' Interrogatories to Plaintiffs
Schneider, Neil, Gladwin, Freed, Huggins, and George, June
12, 1978, R 146, Neither the document requests nor the in-
terrogatories served on the other plaintiffs are at issue here.
Defendant-appellee George Moore, former Chief of the Racial
Intelligence Division of the FBI, served separate sets of inter-
rogatories on the Party and Newton, See Defendant George
Moore's Interrogatories to Plaintiffs, August 29, 1977, R 69.
Moore also made other discovery requests. See generally
Docket of Proceedings, JA 1-15. None of Moore's requests
is at issue here,

to this inquiry. They well might know the present ad-
dress of the named individual, A recent newspaper story
reported he was in Seattle.

Interrogatory 72:

Did- Pifty members ever- give- the Party, q its
officers, a percentage of moneys and/or goods which
had ben taken without an exchange of consideration?

Response:

No.

(App. 124).

This interrogatory is aimed directly at Party officers "
and to transactions between them and the Party. It re-
quests information that the officers are peculiarly equipped
to supply if any exists, Each Party officer may be re-
quired to respond to this interrogatory.

Interrogatory 73:

Identify all documents which reflect the receipt of
such a percentage by the Party or its officers, in-
cluding but not limited to documents which either
commend or criticize members in connection with
the receipt of such a percentage or the failure to pay
a percentage,

Response:

There are no such documents.

(App. 124).

Same position as the comment to Interrogatory 72.

Interrogatory 75:

Were Party members or oicers required by any
formal or informal rule or encouraged to obtain,
carry, and/or train with firearms?



to nation-wide harrassment of repression against the
Party.

Response:

See responses to Interrogatories 58 and 59.

(App. 120).

Since the Party claims not to have any information con-
cerning these matters it is proper to ask the Party officers
and former spokesmen to respond to such intemrogatories
to the extent of their ability.

Interrogatory 67:
With regard to those documents identified in an-

swer to interrogatories 62 and 63 which are not
retained by the national office, identify which persons
or organization (including affiliates) might have the
documents.

Response:

Plaintiffs are not aware of any other organization
or affiliate that might be in possession of these docu-
ments with the exception of the defendants.

(App. 122-123). Since the Party claims it is not able to
furnish this information it is perfectly proper to ask those
who controlled of the party and directed its operation to
furnish such information as they may have in connection
therewith,

Interrogatory 70:

Provide the present address of Bobby Seale.

Response:

Plaintiff does not have the present address of
Bobby Seale,

(App. 123).

Since the plaintiff claims not to have this information
it is perfectly proper to make the Party officers respond

appellees moved to dismiss the Party and Newton under
Rule 37(d), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, because
their responses to the interrogatories were late. Appel-
lants responded by stating that answers would be filed
by July 24. Answers were actually provided on July 27,
1978." The Party's answers, which were prepared by
one of its officers, Joan Kelley, were more than 100 pages
in length. 8 It refused to answer several interrogatories
that would have required it to reveal the names of Party
members whose identities were not known to the public,
claiming that the information was privileged under the
First Amendment." It also objected to a number of
interrogatories on the ground that they were unduly bur-
densome," When the information requested in an inter-
rogatory could be obtained from the Party's newspaper,
The Black Panther, the responses simply referred appel-
lees to that publication.' Newton's answers were 22
pages in length, He asserted the Fifth Amendment
privilege against self-incrimination with respect to 32
of the interrogatories, claiming that they would have

1See appellees' brief at 6; Docket of Proceedings, JA 13-
14. Rule 37(d) provides that if a party fails to serve answers
to interrogatories, the court "may make such orders in re-
gard to the failure as are just," including orders that dismiss
the action or any part thereof,

"See Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Responses to Inter-
rogatories of the Federal Defendants (Party's Original Re-
sponses), reprinted at IA 82-211,

30 See Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Objections to the In-
terrogatories of the Federal Defendants, reprinted at JA
212-214.

" See, e.g., id, at JA 99, 108 (responses to Interrogatories
25 and 33) ; see also id, at JA 83.

11 See, e.g., id. at JA 110 (responses to Interrogatories 37,
38); see also id. at JA 82-83. .

I See Plaintiff Huey P. Newton's Answers to First Inter-
rogatories of Federal Defendants, reprinted at JA 218-240.



required him to disclose information concerning events
that were the subject of pending criminal prosecutions
or criminal and civil investigations."

On September 21, 1978 appellants filed a motion under
Rule 37(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to.
compel production of documents by appellees. Appellants
began by noting that the materials they had received
were highly disorganized, They stated that the docu-
ments were provided in random order in unlabeled boxes,
that the CIA did not even keep pages of single docu-
ments together, and that only the IRS provided an
index. Appellants went on to claim that appellees had
failed to produce a number of requested documents with-
out stating any objections to production. They suggested
that appellees were deliberately concealing the existence
of relevant material. Appellants also argued that even
where appellees had stated objections to production of
certain documents, their objections were improper."

The next day appellees renewed their earlier motion
under Rule 37(d) to impose the sanction of dismissal.
They asserted that neither the Party nor Newton could
refuse to answer interrogatories on the ground of con-
stitutional privilege. They objected to the Party's claim
that several of the interrogatories were overly burden-
some. They also suggested that Joan Kelley, who pre-
pared the Party's responses, was not a proper representa-
tive since she had only been a Party officer since 1971

" See Objections of Plaintiff Huey P. Newton to First In-
terrogatories of Federal Defendants, reprinted at JA 240-251.

11 See Motion for Order Under Rule 37 Compelling Discov-
ery by Federal Defendants, reprinted at JA 255: Memoran-
dum of Points and Authorities in Support of Plaintiffs' Mo-
tion to Compel Discovery by Federal Defendants, reprinted
at JA 256-313. Rule 37(a) provides that if "a party fails
to answer an interrogatory submitted under Rule 33," the
proponent of the question may "move for an order compelling
an answer," Rule 37(a), FMn. R. Cv. P.

Interrogatory 58:

Describe in detail the purposes, aims, goals, and
actions of The Emergency Conference to Defend the
Right of the Black Panther Party to Exist held on
or about March 7-8, 1970, in Chicago, Illinois.

Response:

Plaintiff has no knowledge or documents with re-
gard to this Conference which was not held or spon-
sored by the Party.

(App. 119-120).

Since the Party has claimed it has "no knowledge or
documents with regard to this conference" which was al-
legedly not held or sponsored by the Party, if any of the
officers or spokesmen have any information in connection
with it, they may be required to disclose it,

Interrogatory 59:

Identify all other Conferences, ad hoc organiza-
tions, programs, and conventions (by title, date, and
location) with purposes, aims, goals, and actions
similar to the Chicago conference referenced in the
preceding interrogatory.

Response:

Plaintiff has no knowledge or documents with
regard to such conferences, organizations, programs
or conventions and none were held or sponsored
by the Party

literrogatory 60:

Identify all documents distributed at or generated
as a result of the Chicago conference and the con-
ferences, ad hoc organizations, programs, and con-
ventions identified in answer to the preceding inter-
rogatory which discuss, mention, or in any way refer



Even if the plaintiff does not have knowledge of any
such documents the question goes directly to the direc-
tion and control of the national organization and as to
the type of organization that was being conducted. The
officers who ran the Party and its spokesmen should have
detailed information about this and they may be required
to disclose it to the extent that it is within their
knowledge.

Interrogatory 54:

Identify (by docket number, court, and parties)
all civil and criminal actions (Federal and State) in
which the Black Panther Party, its officers and mem-
bers, or any Party affiliate was a party, other than
actions involving marital, child support, or personal
debt issues.

(App. 117). The party's response was lengthy and is not
repeated. It stated that this interrogatory was overly
burdensome and that court records are as available to
the defendants as to the plaintiffs. Claim was also made
that the defendants had extensive records regarding
criminal actions, and three actions were specifically re-
ferred to. However, as to any other information known
to the Party officers and spokesmen, they may be re-
quired to disclose it. While the defendants might know
about some criminal actions involving the Party, they
may not know that some criminal prosecutions that have
been brought involve members of the Black Panther
Party-particularly since the Party has indicated that
it has some secret officers and members. Undisclosed
crimes then may extend beyond those that the govern-
ment was able to discover previously. Consequently, to
the extent that Party officers and authorized spokesmen
have such information, they may be required to dis-
close it.

and thus did not have firsthand knowledge of many of
the events referred to in the complaint. Finally, they
contended that many of the Party's responses were in-
complete, evasive, or inconsistent." Appellants objected
to the filing of this motion as a motion for sanctions,
contending that it should have been filed as a motion
to compel."

In November 1978 the District Court stated that it
would consider appellees' motion to dismiss first, because
that motion was "potentially dispositive" of the case.
Consideration of appellants' motion to compel discovery
was indefinitely postponed," Shortly thereafter the court
heard argument on the question whether appellees were
entitled to file a motion for sanctions, or whether they
were first required to file a motion to compel discovery.
It agreed with appellants, and ruled that the motion
to dismiss should have been filed as a motion to compel
discovery under Rule 37(a)." Appellees complied with

"See Supplemental Memorandum of Points and Authori-
ties in Support of the Motion of Defendants for Sanctions for
Failure to Provide Discovery, reprinted at JA 518-562.

" See appellants' brief at 11; see also note 48 infra.

0 See Transcript of Proceedings, Hearing of November 22,
1978, reprinted at JA 626-627.

" See Transcript of Proceedings, Hearing of December 14,
1978, reprinted at JA 629, 659. Appellants argued that sanc-
tions may be imposed under Rule 37(d) only when there has
been a complete failure to answer. Here, however, answers
had been filed. Thus appellees were first required to move for
an order compelling discovery under Rule 37(a). If appel-
lants refused to obey this order, then sanctions could be sought
under Rule 37(b), which provides that if a party refuses to
obey an order made under Rule 37(a), the court may "make
such orders in regard to the [refusal] as are just * "," See
id. at JA 642-652. The District Court apparently accepted
this argument It continued to give priority to appellees'
motion, however. See generally Part III-C infra (describing
scheme set forth in Rule 37).



this ruling in late December 1978, In their new motion
to compel they raised the same objections that they had
raised in their earlier motion to dismiss."

The Party responded to appellees' motion to compel
with two lengthy memoranda, large .portions of which
endeavored to explain the apparent inconsistencies in
the Party's original responses." The Party also volun-
tarily supplemented many of the responses to which
appellees objected." Joan Kelley provided an affidavit in
which she detailed the extent of her search and her
qualifications to act as the Party's representative." Iuey
Newton filed a 35-page memorandum and an afidavit
describing his own efforts to respond. Like the Party, he
also voluntarily supplemented several of his responses."

" See Defendants' Motion to Compel Discovery, R 202;
Statement of Defendants Bell et al: Interrogatories Sought
to be Compelled, reprinted at JA 775-829.

* See Plaintiff Black Panther Party Memorandum of Points
and Authorities in Response to Motion to Compel Discovery,
reprinted in part at JA 692-727; Statement of Plaintiff
Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton Why Defendants'
Motion to Compel Should be Denied, reprinted at JA 830-850.

"See Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Supplemental Re-
sponses to Interrogatories of the Federal Defendants, re-
printed at JA 736-734.

U See Affidavit of Joan Kelley, reprinted at JA 728-732.
In her affidavit Kelley described the work she had performed
for the Party since she became a member in 1969. She stated
that the Party considered her to be the person best qualified
to respond to the interrogatories. Kelley also testified that
in preparing the responses she searched files, talked to ap-
proximately 80% of the Party's past and present members,
examined back issues of The Black Panther, and met with
members of the Party's governing body, the Central Com-
mittee,

" See appellants' brief at 12; Affdavit of Huey P. Newton,
reprinted at JA 733-735; Plaintiff Huey P. Newton's Supple-
mental Responses to First Interrogatories of the Federal De-
fendants, February 2, 1979, reprinted at JA 768-774.

Response:

Plaintiff does not have records or information on
these properties.

(App. 115).

The officers and spokesmen should have a recollection
of this information. It would -disclose material evidence
as to the relationship between the Party and its affiliates
for whose acts the Party must be held responsible.

Interrogatory 48:

For each affiliate's property or office where the
answer to the preceding interrogatory was negative,
was the property owned or leased by Stronghold
Consolidated Productions, Inc.?

Response:

See responses to Interrogatories 46 and 47.

(App. 115).

Some of the Party officers and spokesmen should re-
call whether the property was owned or leased by Strong-
hold Consolidated Functions, Inc. and they may be re-
quired to furnish this information.

Interrogatory 51:

Identify all documents which reflect criticism from
the national organization to any Black Panther Party
affiliate as a result of the affiliate's lack of militancy,
aggressiveness, or failure to confront police or other
officials.

Response:

Plaintiff does not have knowledge of any such
documents,

(App. 116).

F



Black Panther Party newspaper which is publicly
available. Reconstruction of such names for a period
of ten years and for over forty cities is impossible
from the records kept by plaintiff.

(App. 108). The Party officers were undoubtedly in pos-
session of such information and to the extent that they
still recall it they should be required to disclose it rather
than permit the party to completely hide behind the claim
that the question is "unduly burdensome." It may also
prove to be unduly incriminating and hence essential to
the defense.

Ierrogaton 46:

Identify all chapters which continued to function
after the revocation of their chapter by the national
organization and state whether such former chapters
currently are functioning.

Response:

Plaintiff does not have information on this sub-
ject.

(App. 115). The Party officers and spokesmen would un-
doubtedly have some of this information and to the extent
that they still recall it they may be required to disclose it.
Such information could produce invaluable leads to Party
activities that are highly relevant to the defense.

lnterogatory 47:

For each affliate identified in answer to inter-
rogatory 41, state whether the property and business
or other offices either now or formerly occupied by
the affiates was owned or leased by the national
organization.

On August 6, 1979 the District Court issued an order
and an accompanying memorandum in which it granted
appellees' motion to compel further responses by the
Party and Newton.,, It ruled that the Party must answer
the interrogatories with respect to which it had claimed
a First Amendment privilege, reasoning that " plaintiffsf
cannot assert this privilege and at the same time pro-
ceed with this lawsuit, withholding information vital
to the defense of the parties sued."" The court also
held that the Party must supplement responses to 44
interrogatories that appellees had alleged to be incon-
sistent or evasive." The District Court further ruled
that each of the Party's officers should provide supple-
mental responses to 107 interrogatories. It conceded that
Joan Kelley, the Party, and its attorneys had made "a
good faith effort to provide full and complete answers,"
but reasoned that such an order was nonetheless appro-
priate because of "I) the scarcity of records, 2) the time
lapse between the alleged occurrences and the present
and 3) the scattering and possible unavailability of many
witnesses." " Finally, the court ruled that where the
Party did not provide specific information, but simply
referred to The Badk Panther, it should provide supple-
mental responses based upon a full and complete review
of that publication?

As for Newton, the court held that he must answer
the 32 interrogatories with respect to which he had
claimed a Fifth Amendment privilege. The court stated:

See Opinion and Order of August 6, IM, reprinted at
JA 851.

.Id at JA S53.
U at JA 852-853,
Id. at JA 854,
.Id, at JA 855.



[D]efendants contend that the withheld information
is vital to their defense, many times to the point of
telling them what exactly they are accused of doing.
Therefore, if plaintiff Newton is to proceed with this
lawsuit he must answer- *. This Court is
not compelling plaintiff Newton to waive any privi-
leges he may have, but is merely leaving the choice
to Mr. Newton, as a plaintiff, whether he wishes to
continue to press claims relating to these interroga-
tories.

Joint Appendix (JA) 856. The court also ordered
Newton to supplement his answers to five other in-
terrogatories?9

The Party responded to the court's August 6, 1979
order by filing over 200 pages of supplemental answers.
In these new responses it provided additional informa-
tion based on a complete search of back issues of its
newspaper." Some of the new responses helped clarify

0 In fact, the District Court did not distinguish between
the two sets of interrogatories. Instead, it simply ordered
Newton to respond to a list of 37 interrogatories, id. at JA
856-857. See note 66 infra.

" See Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Further Supple-
mental Response to 107 Interrogatories as Ordered by This
Court on August 6, 1979, reprinted at JA 874-911; Plaintiff
Black Panther Party's Further Supplemental Responses Based
Upon a Search of "The Black Panther" Newspaper From
1967 Through 1970 as Ordered by This Court on August 6,
1979, reprinted at JA 928-990; Plaintiff Black Panther Par-
ty's Further Supplemental Responses Based Upon a Search
of "The Black Panther" Newspaper From 1971 Through
1974 as Ordered by This Court on August 6, 1979, reprinted
at JA 995-1071; Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Further
Supplemental Responses Based Upon a Search of "The Black
Panther" Newspaper From 1975 Through 1979 as Ordered
by This Court on August 6, 1979, reprinted at JA 1072-1130,

See JA 928-990,.995-1071, 1072-1130.

This is another interrogatory that would have special
reference to discovery of facts concerning the extent of
a conspiracy. Each of the officers of the Party should
be required to respond to this inquiry because the Party
had far-flung operations that might be better testified to
by the numerous Party officers- and spokesman through-
out the country,

lnterrogatory 32;
For each affiliate identified in answer to inter-

- rogatory 26, identify all present and former offices,
posts and other positions of responsibility of the
affiliate,

Response:

Each local affiliate had a local "central staff"
which was composed of the members in the area who
supervised and coordinated the activities and services
of that area. See the response to Interrogatory 18
for more details in the central staffs functions.

(App. 108),

This response is woefully inadequate, It fails to name
names. The Party officers should be required to identify
"present and former officers" to the extent of their
ability.

Interrogatory 33:

For each office, post and position of responsibility
identified in answer to the preceding interrogatory,
identify each person who has held or holds the office,
post or position of responsibility and the dates of
their respective terms of office.

Response:

Plaintiff objects that this request is unduly burden,
some. A central file of such information does not
exist and this information, to the extent that it is
available at all, must be obtained from issues of the



a) Huey P. Newton .,..... 1N6 to the present

b) Bobby Seale ............ 1966 to 1974
c) Elaine Brown .......... 1971 to 1977
d) Ericka Huggins ....... 1972 to the present

e) David DuBois .......... 1972 to the present

f) David Hilliard .......... 1969 to 1974
g) Eldridge Cleaver ...... 1967 to 1971

This information is central to the defendants' defense.
The defendants presumably are defending their acts with
respect to the Black Panther Party and they are clearly
entitled to the names of all officers and other persons
who were authorized to act and speak for the Black
Panther Party. The party is responsible for their actions
and if such are shown to be criminal the acts of the
defendants may be fully justified. In this respect the
defendants are entitled to information concerning the
acts and authority of the various officers and members
of the party, particularly so, because in a conspiracy
the acts of co-conspirators within the scope of the con-
spiracy can be imputed to others in the conspiracy.

Interrogatory 30:

Describe in detail the nature of the affiliation be-
tween the Black Panther Party of Oakland, Cali-
fornia, and each affiliate identified in answer to
interrogatory 26.

Response:

Each affiliate " which was listed as a Black Pan-
ther Party office or center functioned as a local office
of a single entity. Each affiliate provided those social
services as needed by the Black and poor communi-
ties of the area in which it was located. These
affiliates subscribed to the principles and theories of
government outlined in the 10 Point Program and
Platform of the Black Panther Party, the Party's
basic operating guide.

(App. 107).

the alleged inconsistencies" The Party continued to
claim a First Amendment privilege with respect to por-
tions of three interrogatories, however." In addition, it
refused to obey that portion of the order requiring each
of the Party's officers to respond to 107 interrogatories.
The Party insisted that under Rule 33 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure it was entitled to appoint its
own representative, and that the court did not have the
power to order all Party officers to respond," The Party
did supplement its answers to the 107 interrogatories,
however. The supplemental responses were prepared by
a new representative, JoNina Abron, who, in conjunc-
tion with Joan Kelley, reviewed the interrogatories to
determine whether additional information might be avail-
able. Past and present members were contacted. Abron
also called a meeting of the Party's Central Committee,
which is its governing body; at this meeting each of the
107 interrogatories was again reviewed."

Huey Newton complied with that portion of the Au-
gust 6 order which required him to supplement his re-

" See id.; see also Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Memo-
randum of Points and Authorities in Support of Responses
to 107 Interrogatories as Ordered by This Court on August 6,
1979, reprinted at JA 860.

* Id, at JA 861-864.

"Id. at 864-870. Rule 33 states that "any party may serve
upon any other party written interrogatories to be answered
by the party served or, if the party is a public or private cor-
poration or a partnership or association or governmental
agency, by any olicer or agent, who shall furnish such in-
formation as is available to the party * * *,

"See Afidavit of JoNina Abron, reprinted at JA 871.
Abron stated that she was appointed representative because
of the "increasing responsibilities which have been assumed
by Ms. Joan Kelley, in conjunction with her employ-
ment * * *," Id. Abron also stated that she had been a Party
member since 1972 and a Central Committee member since
1979. Abron had assisted Kelley in preparing the original
responses,



sponses to five interrogatories. He maintained his claim
of Fifth Amendment privilege with respect to 30 inter-
rogatories, however,"6

Several weeks after the supplemental responses were
filed appellees moved to dismiss the Party and Newton
under Rule 37 (b). Appellees also sought their costs and
attorney fees under Rule 37(b)." In an order dated
January 25, 1980 the District Court granted these mo-
tions." The court found that the Party had failed to

"See Plaintiff Huey P. Newton's Further Supplemental
Responses to Interrogatories as Ordered by This Court on
August 6, 1979, reprinted at JA 991-993. Newton supple-
mented his responses to the five interrogatories that did not
involve a claim of Fifth Amendment privilege He also an-
swered two interrogatories with respect to which he had
claimed the privilege because charges had recently been dis-
missed. Newton stated that as soon as the remaining investi-
gations and prosecutions were resolved he would respond in
full to the remaining 30 interrogatories. See id.

81 See Renewed Motion of Defendants Civiletti, et al., for
the Sanction of Dismissal of Plaintiffs Black Panther Party's
and Newton's Claims and For Costs (Oct. 30, 1979), reprinted
at JA 923; Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Sup-
port of Renewed Motion [of] Defendants Civiletti, et al., for
the Sanction of Dismissal of Plaintiffs Black Panther Party's
and Newton's Claims and For Costs, R 224. See also State-
ment of Plaintiffs Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton
Why Motion of Defendants Civiletti, et al., For the Sanction
of Dismissal Should Be Denied, R 230,

Rule 37(b), FED. R. Civ. P., provides that when a party
fails to obey an order to provide discovery, the court may
enter an order "dismissing the action," and may require the
party failing to obey the order "to pay the reasonable ex-
penses, including attorney's fees, caused by the failure, unless
the court finds that the failure was substantially justified or
that other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust."
See also text and notes at notes 77-81 infra (describing Rule
37(b) in detail).

"See.Memorandum and Order of January 25, 1980, JA
1136-1137, 1188.

APPENDIX

There follows a sampling of the interrogatories and
responses that indicate the Party representative failed
to answer adequately. The comments that follow the re-
sponses point out the-inadequacies of -the responses and
indicate why the officers and authorized spokesmen of
the Party should now be required to respond to each of
these interrogatories. In my judgment, the comments are
not altered by the subsequent responses that the Party
made to some interrogatories,

Interrogatory 25:

Identify all officers and other persons who were
or now are authorized to speak on behalf of the
Black Panther Party.

Response:

The scope of the interrogatory certainly makes it
excessively burdensome and, therefore, objectionable.
It is impossible for the Party to identify everyone
who has been authorized to speak for the Party, an
organization that has been in existence for twelve
years, and had affiliates in over 40 cities throughout
the United States at various times. Party members
could have been authorized to speak on one or num-
erous occasions. At various times, numerous persons
have been authorized to speak on a broad range of
issues and policies; others only to a specific audience
or group, in response to a specific request or need to
do so. The Party has not maintained a listing of
these persons. However, we can state, that members
of the Central Committee are generally authorized
to speak on behalf of the Party, although there have
been exceptions to this proposition. The following
is a representative listing of leading Party members
and the approximate periods for which such an au-
thorization existed:



and that right must now be recognized, See geieraly
Garner v. United States, 424 U.S. 648, 655 (1976).

I thus respectfully dissent to the extent of the varia-
tion between the foregoing views and those expressed
in Judge Wright's opinion. The strength of that opinion
is minimized by its failure to respond to the First and
Fifth Amendment discussion set out above. In any event
the eventual outcome of the discovery in this case must
follow the principles set forth above if plaintiffs persist
in their recalcitrant conduct.

comply with its August 6 order. Although "plaintiffs
cannot choose to be litigants and at the same time ex-
empt themselves from the rule of law that binds all
federal litigants," 11 the Party had continued to assert
a First Amendment privilege. Moreover, the Party's
attempt to clarify the 44 inconsistent and evasive inter-
rogatories was inadequate.

In some instances not only do [the supplemental
answers] fail to clarify previous answers, they
create further confusion. In other instances they
either completely ignore the inconsistencies the Party
was directed to address or they introduce new in-
formation inconsistent with that already given in
this case and with information given under oath
by * * * Huey Newton, * * *

JA 1132. Finally, the court stated that the Party had
ignored that portion of the order which required its
officers to respond to a list of interrogatories,"

The court also found that Newton had failed to comply
with the August 6 order by continuing to claim a Fifth
Amendment privilege.' The court then stated that im-
position of the sanction of dismissal was appropriate
because the Party and Newton had displayed "conscious
disregard" for its order." It also stated that the Party
and Newton should pay the reasonable expenses incurred
by appellees in bringing their motion to dismiss. Under
Rule 37(b) the party failing to obey a discovery order
must pay expenses unless the court finds that the failure
to obey was "substantially justified or that other cir-
cumstances make an award of expenses unjust," "

" Id. at JA 1134.

ld. at JA 1133.

SId. st JA 1185.
71 Id. at JA 1136.

"Id. at JA 1137.



Although appellees' motion to dismiss referred only to
Newton and the Party, the court's January 25 order
and the supporting memorandum referred simply to
"plaintiffs." " Appellants therefore filed a motion for
clarification, in which they asked whether the order was
intended to dismiss the entire case against all plaintiffs,
including those individuals not covered by appellees' mo-
tion, or whether the order was restricted to Newton and
the Party." On February 13, 1980 the District Court
resolved this ambiguity by entering an amended order
in which it stated that all named plaintiffs were dis-
missed.'

II. STANDARDS GOVERNING IMPOSITION OF
THE SANCTION OF DIsMISsAL

We will begin by describing, in general terms, the
legal standards that govern imposition of the sanction
of dismissal under Rule 37(b) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure. The rule provides that if a party fails
to obey an order to provide discovery under Rule 37(a),
the court "may make such orders in regard to the failure
as are just * * *," A number of possible sanctions are
set forth, including orders that certain facts be taken
as established or evidence excluded "; orders that claims
or defenses be unopposed or pleadings struck u; orders
that reasonable expenses caused by the recalcitrant party
be paid "; and orders that the party be held in con-

See id. at JA 1136-1137, 1138.
* See Motion of Plaintiffs to Amend Judgment Pursuant to

Rule 59(e) or, Alternatively, to Direct Entry of Final Judg-
ment Pursuant to Rule 54(b), reprinted at JA 1139.

"See Amended Order and Final Judgment, reprinted at
JA 1144.

" FED, R. Civ. P. 37 (b) (2) (A) & (B).
T ED, R. Civ. P. 37 (b) (2) (B) & (C).
*FED. ,P Civ. P. 37(b) (2) (unlettered paragraph).

criminal to obtain immunity from prosecution as a result
of his bringing a civil suit for damages against the
officials charged with his prosecution. Such law would
breed many civil suits, And granting more limited im-
munity, considering the breadth of the alleged criminal

--activities, couldlead-to endless litigation.

As for allowing the statute of limitations to run, as
suggested above, that would be of doubtful practicality
inasmuch as they do not run for crimes of murder and
aiding and abetting murder, and these crimes may be
involved, For example, see S. Rep. No. 94-755, Book
III, 190 (1976). House Hearings, Committee on In-
ternal Security, 91st Cong., 2d Sess, 217, 229 (1970).
Also, the absence of a putative defendant from the juris-
diction tolls the running of the statute of limitations.
The federal statutes of limitations do not run while one
is a fugitive from justice. 18 U.S.C. § 3290." See JHirad
v. Ferradia, 486 F.2d 442 (2d Cir. 1973). For state
offenses, see 22 C.J.S. Criiisl Law I230. It is a
matter of general public knowledge that Newton was
outside the United States for a number of years. This
would extend the expiration of the time fixed by the
statute for a very considerable period of time and would
cause a further loss of testimony for all the reasons
that lapse of time causes an attrition in evidence, i.e,,
loss of memory, death, inability to locate witnesses, de-
struction and loss of documents, etc.

In sum, while filing a lawsuit may not automatically
waive one's privilege against self-incrimination, the plain-
tiff in a civil suit does not have an absolute privilege
for all time. In this case that time has passed since
defendants would be greatly prejudiced by further delay
in obtaining relevant testimony. The defendants have a
constitutional due process right to all relevant testimony

8118 U.S.C. §3290 provides: "No statute of limitations
shall extend to any person fleeing from justice."



applicable statutes of limitation to lapse without preju-
dice to the defendant. In Newton's case, as explained
elsewhere, further delay will prejudice defendants and
expiration of the statutes of limitations might never
occur. Even if the statute might run as to some offenses,
the defendant's absence from the relevant jurisdiction
might have tolled the running of the statute for such a
long period of time as to cause an unreasonable delay
in obtaining vital evidence.

The second case is Campbell v, Gerra, 592 F.2d 1054
(9th Cir. 1979) where a Fifth Amendment claim of
privilege was upheld against "highly questionable" in-
terrogatories which were considered to be harassing and
as not going to the heart of the defense. The interroga-
tories here go to the very heart of the defendants' de-
fenses and do not constitute harassment.

Finally, the Sixth Circuit in United States v. U.S.
Currency, 626 F.2d 11, 14-15 (6th Cir. 1980), suggested
that the district court should consider three alternatives:
(1) rely on alternative sources for the information that
a litigant seeks to protect with his claim of Fifth Amend-
ment privilege; (2) grant the litigant immunity as to his
testimony; (3) stay the proceedings until criminal pro-
ceedings and statutes of limitation have run their course.
It is not practicable in this case to apply any of these
alternatives. Newton and the other officers have exclusive
knowledge of some of the facts because they were in-
volved personally. As to the second suggestion, it would
be unthinkable to grant plaintiffs immunity from prose-
cution on the crimes alleged against them in the congres-
sional hearings. See, H. Rep. No. 92-470, 92d Cong., lst
Sess. (1971). The magnitude and number of the alleged
offenses compel prosecution, not immunity, particularly
with respect to Newton and he is the principal subject
that we are considering here. It would be a gross mis-
carriage of the judicial process to permit an alleged

tempt.' The most extreme sanction listed in Rule 37(b)
is dismissal,

In interat' Union, UAW v. National Right to Work
Legal Defense & Education Founetion, Inc. (National
Right to Work), 590 F,2d 1139, 1152 (D.C. Cir, 1979),
we stated: "The validity of the sanctions imposed under
(Rule 37(b) 1 depends, in the first instance, on the valid-
ity of the discovery orders on which they were based."
See also Smith v. Schlesinger, 513 F.2d 462, 467 (D.C.
Cir. 1975).82 That is, sanctions can be imposed for fail-
ure to obey an order compelling discovery under Rule
37(a) only if that order was justified. Thus, in this
case, the validity of the District Court's order imposing
the sanction of dismissal depends on the validity of the
August 6 order compelling further responses.

Even when the underlying discovery order is valid,
the District Courts should exercise their discretion to
impose the extreme sanction of dismissal in rare cir-
cumstances. Ordinarily that sanction is appropriate only
when a party has displayed callous disregard 'for its
discovery obligations, or when it has exhibited extreme
bad faith. See, e.g., National Hockey League v, Metro-

" FED. R. CIv.P.37(b) (2) (D),

* FED. R. CIv. P. 37 (b) (2) (C),

a National Right to Work involved a motion under sub-
division (2) (A) of Rule 37(b), which authorizes the court
to enter orders stating that certain facts will be taken as
established. See Internat'l Union, UATW v. National Right
to Work Legal Defense & Education Foundation, Inc. (Na-
tional Right to Work), 590 F.2d 1139, 1152 (D.C. Cir. 1979).
However, the logic of that decision clearly applies to motions
under subdivision (2) (D), which authorizes the court to
dismiss. See Smith v. Schlesinger, 513 F.2d 462, 467 (D.C.
Cir. 1975); 8 C. WRIGHT & A. MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE
AND PROCEDURE § 2289 (1970).



politan Hockey Club, 427 U.S. 639 (1976)." The extent
to which the other party's preparation for trial has been
prejudiced is a relevant consideration. If less drastic
sanctions will be equally effective, they should be em-
.ployed;4dismissal should be.used as a last resort. See
Marshall v. Segona, 621 F.2d 763, 768 (5th Cir1980)
It is instructive to consider the facts of Morton v.
Harris, 628 F.2d 438 (5th Cir. 1980), a case cited by
defendants, in which a District Court decision imposing
the sanction of dismissal was approved. Morton refused
to provide his income tax returns even after the court
ordered him to do so. He implied first that he had the
documents, then asserted that he had lost them, and
finally produced copies of a few of the documents that
had been in his possession throughout. The District
Court displayed a remarkable degree of patience; before
the final dismissal, it dismissed Morton once without
prejudice, and then reinstated him so that he would have
another opportunity to pursue his claims,"

" See also Marshall v. Segona, 621 F.2d 763, 768-769 (5th
Cir. 180) ; LaClede Gas Co. v. G. W. Warnecke Corp., 604
F.2d 561 (8th Cir. 1977) ; Wilson v. Volkswagen of America,
Inc., 561 F.2d 494 (4th Cir.), cert, denied, 434 U.S. 1020
(1977); Kropp v. Ziebarth, 557 F.2d 142, 146-147 (8th Cir.
1977) ; Bon Air Hotel, Inc. v. Time, Inc., 376 F.2d 118, 121
(5th Cir. 1967), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 859 (1968); Gill v.
Stolow, 240 F.2d 660, 670 (2d Cir. 1957) ; Szilvassy v, United
States, 82 F.R.D. 752, 755 (S.D. N.Y. 1979).

84 See also National Hockey League v. Metropolitan Hockey
Club, 427 U.S. 639 (1976) (dismissal appropriate where
plaintiffs failed to answer interrogatories on time despite
numerous extensions, and where answers finally provided
were grossly inadequate) ; Margales v, Johns, 587 F,2d 885
(7th Cir. 1978) (dismissal affirmed where plaintiff failed to

comply with District Court order requiring production of rel-
evant documents despite substantial time lapse) ; Jones v.
Louisiana State Bar Ass'n, 602 F.2d 94 (5th Cir. 1979)
(dismissal affirmed in view of plaintiff's deliberately obstruc-

tive conduct in refusing to comply with valid discovery
orders).

to answer the questions involved. Plaintiffs thus
seek to utilize the privilege not only as a shield, but
also as a sword. This they cannot do. A plaintiff
in a civil action who exercises his privilege against
self-incrimination to refuse to answer questions
pertinent to the issues involved will have his com-
plaint dismissed upon timely motion; See Stockhan
v. Stoclkham, 168 So.2d 320, 4 A.L.R.3d 539 (Fla.
1964) ; Lund v. Lund, 161 So.2d 873 (Fla.App.1964);
Levine v. Borstein, 13 Misc.2d 161, 174 N.Y.S.2d
574 (S.Ct., Kings Co. 1958) ; aff'd 7 A.D.2d 995, 183
N.Y.S. 2d 868 (2d Dept.), aff'd 6 N.Y.2d 892, 190
NY.S.2d 702, 160 NE2d 921 (1959) ; Franklin v,
Franklin, 365 Mo. 442, 283 S.W.2d 483 (1955);
Annot, 4 A.L.R.3d 545. Cf. Zaczek v. Zaczek, 20
A.D.2d 902, 249 N.Y.S.2d 490 (2d Dept. 1964)

290 F. Supp at 149.10

In an analogous situation the Supreme Court in a
denaturalization proceeding ruled that when the subject
of the action took the stand and testified in her own be-
half she waived the right to invoke on cross examination
the privilege against self-incrimination regarding mat-
ters made relevant by her testimony on direct examina-
tion. Brown v. United States, 357 U.S. 148, 154-56
(1958).

Three recent cases discuss other factors. The Fifth
Circuit in Welding v. CBS, 608 F.2d 1084 (5th Cir.
1979), ruled that plaintiffs during discovery should have
been allowed temporarily to claim the Fifth Amendment
privilege without suffering immediate dismissal of their
action, It based such decision on the conclusion that the
dismissal was unwarranted absent an inquiry as to
whether deferring the plaintiffs' action would allow the

,'Foss v. Gerstein, 58 F.R.D. 627 (S.D. Fla, 1973); and
Alioto v. Holtzman, 320 F. Supp. 256 (E.D. Wis. 1970),
which are frequently cited as being contra, are substantially
distinguishable on their facts,



Id, at 276, 277, quoted in Bramble v; Kleindienst, 357
F. Supp. 1028 (D. Colo. 1973),

The opinion in Christenson v, Christenson, 281 Minn.
507, 162 N.W.2d 194 (1968) by Justice Nelson aptly
poses the question and supplies the answer,

The question is rather whether plaintiff should be
permitted to withhold information [under a claim
of self-incrimination] which must relieve defendant
of liability and at the same time be permitted to
prosecute her claim. The risk that plaintiff might
thereby succeed in an unmeritorious claim would
seem to be so substantial that she must either di-
vulge the information or abandon her claim.

162 N.W2d at 202.

The New York Court of Appeals in Laverne v. Iborp.
Village of Laurel Hollow, 18 N.Y.2d 635, 272 N.Y.S.2d
780, 219 N.E.2d 294 (1966), also relied upon this
rationale.

The privilege against self-incrimination was in-
tended to be used solely as a shield, and thus a plain-
tiff cannot use it as a sword to harass a defendant
and to effectively thwart any attempt by defendant
as a pretrial discovery proceeding to obtain informa-
tion relevant to the cause of action alleged, and pos-
sible defenses thereto. (See, also, Franklin v. Frank-
lin, 365 Mo. 442, 283 S.W.2d 483; Hazlett v. Bullis,
12 A.D.2d 784, 209 N.Y.S.2d 601 [2 Dept 1961]).

Judge Doyle in the Western District of Wisconsin rea-
soned similarly in Kisting v. Westchester Fire Ins. Co.,
290 F. Supp. 141-49 (W.D. Wis. 1968). This was a
civil action on a fire insurance policy where the in-
surance company alleged arson by the insured as an
affirmative defense.

Plaintiff's next contention is that the privilege
against self-incrimination justifies Kisting's refusal

The Supreme Court has indicated that the extreme
sanction of dismissal may be used not just to penalize
litigants who have acted in bad faith, but also to deter
parties to other lawsuits from disregarding their dis-
covery obligations. See National Hockey League v, Metro-
politan Hockey Club, supra, 427 U.S. at 643.1 In the
absence of a valid underlying discovery order, however,
or where the litigant on whom the sanction will be im-
posed has not displayed unusual intransigence, dismissal
is not proper. The deterrence goal, by itself, will not
support such a harsh result."

III. DISMISSAL OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Having outlined the standards governing imposition
of the sanction of dismissal, we can proceed to consider
the reasons supplied by the District Court for its actions
in this case. As we have already explained, the District
Court based its decision to dismiss the Party on three
grounds: (1) the Party's failure to obey that portion
of the August 6 order which required all officers to
respond individually to a list of 107 interrogatories
served on the Party; (2) the Party's failure to clarify
answers the court believed to be inconsistent or evasive;
and (3) the Party's failure to obey that portion of the
August 6 order which required it to disclose the identities

a See also Dellums v. Powell, 566 F.2d 231, 235-286 (D.C.
Cir. 1977) ; Cine Forty-Second Street Theatre Corp. v. Allied
Artists Pictures Corp., 602 F.2d 1062, 1066-1067 (2d Cir.
1979) ; see generally Note, The Emerging Deterrence Orienta-
tion in the Imposition of Discovery Sanctions, 91 HAv. L,
REV. 1033 (1978).

"See National Hockey League v. Metropolitan Hockey
Club, supra note 84, 427 U.S. at 235; Cine Forty-Second Street
Theatre Corp. v. Allied Artists Pictures Corp., supra note 85,
602 F.2d at 1066-1069; see also Note, supra note 85, 91 HARv.
L. REV. at 1043-1055 (noting possible constitutional
problems).



of Party members whose names were not known to the
public,

As we explain below, we conclude that the three
reasons supplied by the District. Court do not support
the decision to dismiss the Party. 7 (1) That portion of
the August 6 order which required each of the Party's
officers to respond to 107 interrogatories was not valid.
Thus under National Right to Work, supra, the Party's
failure to obey this requirement does not justify imposi-
tion of sanctions. (2) That portion of the August 6
order which required the Party to explain allegedly in-
consistent or evasive answers probably was valid. We
find, however, that the Party's supplemental responses
adequately explained any apparent inconsistencies or
evasiveness. The District Court's decision to impose the
sanction of dismissal cannot be justified on this ground.
(3) We cannot determine on the basis of the record as
it now stands whether that portion of the August 6 order
which required the Party to divulge the identities of
members not known to the public was valid. If it was
not, then the Party's failure to comply could not justify
imposition of sanctions.

We set forth the legal principles that the District
Court should have applied in determining whether the
claim of privilege was proper, and remand so that it may
reconsider this question. On remand, if the District
Court concludes that the claim of privilege should have
been upheld, then the Party should be reinstated and
given another opportunity to pursue its claims. If the
court concludes that the claim of privilege was properly
denied, it may enter a new order compelling the Party

1 Courts ordinarily determine whether the sanction of dis-
missal should be imposed by examining the entire record.
See, e.g., National Hockey League v. Metropolitan Hockey
Club, supra note 85, 427 U.S. at 642. We follow this proce-
dure here,

arrest suit by plaintiffs who refused to answer any
deposition questions relating to any conversations or
conduct on the day of the arrest. Finding that the
answers to the questions could lead to the discovery of
relevant evidence of probable cause to make the arrests,
the court ruled that the plaintiffs must testify or suf-
fer their action to be dismissed. It is the prejudice to
the defendant that overrides the privilege,

An antitrust action in the Southern District of New
York reached the same conclusion, Therein the court
ruled that since the witness was the sole stockholder and
prime mover of the corporation plaintiffs, his refusal to
testify about his Communist Party connections, which tes-
timony was relevant and material to the specific defense
of the defendant, amounted to a refusal by the plaintiff
corporation and constituted a waiver of its privilege
to bring the action, Independent Productions, Inc, v,
Loew's, Inc., 22 F.R.D. 266, 277-78 (S.D.N.Y. 1958).

Several courts have also characterized their rulings
as prohibiting a plaintiff from using the privilege against
self-incrimination as both a sword and a shield:

Plain justice dictates the view that, regardless of
plaintiff's intention, plaintiffs must be deemed to
have waived their assumed privilege by bringing this
action. Moore, Federal Rules and Official Forms, 164
(1956).

This view strikes home. Plaintiffs in this civil action
have initiated the action and forced defendants into
court, If plaintiffs had not brought the action, they
would not have been called on to testify. Even now,
plaintiffs need not testify if they discontinue the
action. They have freedom and reasonable choice of
action, They cannot use this asserted privilege as
both a sword and a shield, Defendants ought not be
denied a possible defense because plaintiffs seek to
invoke an alleged privilege.
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Incrimination and thereby denies the civil defendant use
of the incriminating testimony. The rationale relied
upon by the courts in such cases has not been uniform.
In Lyon v. Johnson, 415 F.2d 540 (9th Cir, 1979) the
court after several preliminary comments ruled that in
any event the Fifth Amendment could not be used to
block all discovery. The court in Tomko v, Lees, 24 Fed.
R. Serv. 2d 407 (WD. Pa. 1977) denied a claim of self-
incrimination by a plaintiff who sued police under 42
U.S.C, (1985 for a threat to arrest him unless he turned
informer and then sought the Fifth Amendment privilege
against testifying to his involvement in the criminal ac-
tivity for which arrest was threatened, The court refused
to permit such claim, noting

It would be uneven justice to permit plaintiffs to
invoke the [court's] powers [to seek redress] and,
at the same time, permit plaintiffs to fend off ques-
tions, the answers to which may constitute a valid
defense or materially aid the defense.

(quoting independent Productions Corp. v. Loew's, Inc.,
22 F.R.D. at 276). In an earlier case in the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania involving a claim of privilege
against self-incrimination the court cited Lyons v. John-
son, supra, and reasoned that since the plaintiff was a
voluntary litigant he could not refuse to answer 50 ques-
tions. Penn Communications Specialists, Inc. v. Hess, 65
F.R.D. 510, 511 (E.D. Pa. 1975). Judge Neville's de-
cision in Brown v. Ames, 346 F. Supp. 1176-1178 (D.
Minn, 1972) was also relied upon. That was a false

process of law, . . " The privilege has been held to extend
to civil proceedings. McCarthy v. Amdstein, 266 U.S. 34
(1924) (examination of a petitioner in bankruptcy); and to
a non-criminal disciplinary hearing of a prison inmate. Bazter
v. Palmigiano, 425 U.S. 308, 316 (1976). However, the
privilege may be found in effect to have been waived where
the party answers some preliminary questions but desires to
stop at a certain point. Rogers v. United States, 840 U.S. 367
(1951); United States v, Monia, 317 U.S. 424 (1943).

25

to repond. If the Party then refuses to comply, the
court may consider imposing sanctions.

A. Requiring Each Party Oficer to Respond to
Interrogatories

In its August 6 order the District Court stated that
each Party officer should respond under oath to a list of
107 interrogatories originally served on the Party. In
our view, the District Court erred when it ruled that
each of the officers must respond. It lacked the power to
make such an order under the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure,

Under Rule 33(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
dure, an organization is entitled to designate the officer
or agent who will prepare responses to interrogatories"
The organization has broad discretion in making this
choice, See 8 C. WRIGHT & A. MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE
AND PROCEDURE 2171 at 530, I 2172 at 539 (1970);
Holland v. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 28
F.R.D. 595 (D. D.C. 1961) (party serving interrogatories
may not select officer or agent of adverse party)." When
the responses prepared by the designee are inadequate,
or when the designee improperly objects to the inter-
rogatories, the District Court may grant a motion to
compel further responses under Rule 37(a)." If this
order is not obeyed, the court may grant a motion for
sanctions under Rule 37(b), Which, as we have seen,
empowers it to "make such orders in regard to the fail-
ure as are just * * *." In situations where the organi-

"See note 64 supra (quoting Rule 33(a)).

" See also Straley v. Idaho Nuclear Corp., 500 P.2d 218,
224 (Idaho 1972) (corporation has right to select which of
its officers or agents shall answer interrogatories).

* See note 44 supra (quoting text of FED. R. Civ. P. 37 (a)).
"See text and notes at notes 77-81 supra (describing FED.

R. CIv. P. 37 (b)).



nation completely fails to respond to interrogatories, a
motion to compel discovery under Rule 37(a) is not
necessary. Instead, the party that served the interroga-

--tories .may immediately move for sanctions under Rule
37(d). This rule also gives the- court discretion -to
"make such orders in regard to the failure as are
just * *.

The District Court's August 6 order requiring each
of the Party's officers to respond was not consistent with
the scheme set forth in the Rules. The original responses
to the 107 interrogatories were prepared by Joan
Kelley." In many of her answers she stated that only
limited information could be provided because records
were not available." In other answers Kelley referred to
the Senate Report describing the FBI's counterintelligence
activities.' And in several others, where the government

eSee note37 supra (quoting text of FED. R. Civ. P.37(d)).

* For a list of the 107 interrogatories, see JA 854.

* For example, in one interrogatory appellees asked for
all documents describing the functions of the Party's Central
Committee. Kelley responded that there were no such docu-
ments. See Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Responses to
Interrogatories of the Federally Represented Defendants, JA
98 (response to Interrogatory 23). In another appellees asked
for a list of all offices of the Party newspaper that were
alleged to have been vandalized. Kelley responded that, be-
cause files on such actions were not kept, only a partial list
could be provided. See id, at JA 198.

In her afidavit Kelley denied that the Party had inten-
tionally destroyed any records. She conceded that some docu-
ments had been "inadvertently thrown away over time." Af-
fidavit of Joan Kelley, JA 731.

* For example, when asked to describe the basis for allega-
tions that the government had instigated the murder of
several Party members, she simply referred to several pages
of the Senate Report, supra note 19. See Plaintiff Black
Panther Party's Responses to Interrogatories of the Federally
Represented Defendants, JA 163-164,

On August 6, 1979 the district court ordered Newton
to answer 37 interrogatories over his claim that the
answers thereto would implicate his Fifth Amendment
privilege against self-incrimination. (JA 856-57.)' He
still claims this privilege with respect to 30 interroga-
tories. (JA 991.) For the future, it sliould belivited that"
Newton as an official of the Black Panther Party can-
not assert his personal privilege to resist production of
documents of the association in his custody which might
incriminate him personally. United States v. White, 322
U.S. 696, 699-700 (1944); Wilson v. United States, 221
U.S. 361, 384-385 (1911), Cf. George Campbell Paint-
img Corp. v. Reid, 392 U.S. 286 (1968). Thus Newton
might not be able to claim any personal privilege with
respect to those interrogatories that call for the produc-
tion of association documents. See Interrogatories Nos.
91, 92, 99, 101, 102, 103, 104.

In a great many instances, where the testimony is
relevant, courts at the pretrial discovery stage have dis-
missed civil lawsuits with prejudice when a plaintiff
claims the Fifth Amendment' privilege against self-

of a crime. [Transcript, page 82.] This testimony
concerned Robert Heard, one of the 'publicly-
disclosed' members of the Central Committee and
a prospective witness, who also is a fugitive. His
status as a fugitive and the existence of the Party's
policy obviously makes fruitless [the] suggestion
that defendants should attempt to interview such
members before receiving further answers,

(JA 815 & n.9).

7The designated interrogatories were: 11-15, 17-41, 43-45,
49, 51, 64, 74. (JA 857).

Interrogatories 17, 21, 26, 37, 51, 64 and 74 have been
answered (JA 991).

'The Fifth Amendment provides "no person , . . shall be
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against him-
self, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due



known which were deleted from the weekly reports
from Party affiliates which were provided to de-
fendants (interrogatory 61).

(JA at 874). As stated above the plaintiffs have no
First Amendment privilege to refuse to disclose the iden-
tity of Central Committee members or local leaders.
Whether the privilege extends to individual party mem-
bers will depend on the prominence of the Party mem-
ber, his authority and upon his Party activities. There
is no general right to compel responses from "individual
party members," but if a showing were made that in-
dividual members were in possession of relevant knowl-
edge they could be compelled to answer interrogatories or
to testify by deposition. It must not be forgotten that
the suit is brought for the members in the name of their
Party.

III. THE CLAIM OF A FIFTH AMENDMENT SELF-
INCRIMINATION PRIVILEGE BY PLAINTIFF HUEY
P. NEWTON

Plaintiff Huey P. Newton was co-founder of the Black
Panther Party. Throughout the early violent period in
the Party's activities he exercised a controlling position
in the activities of the Party and its members, and, ac-
cording to his testimony, controlled the disclosure of in-
formation concerning the Party, even if it concerned
a crime.'

I The Government Statement to Compel Responses to Inter-
rogatories (JA 77-816) recites a portion of Newton's testi-
mony as follows:

[I]t has been a Party policy since 1966 that '. . when
any conversation transpires between a Party member
and myself its already understood that nothing will be
told unless I give instruction,' even if it concerns a crime.
[Transcript, page 146.3

, Newton also testified it is against Party policy
to reveal the whereabouts of a Party member accused

had asked questions designed to obtain admissions from
the Party that it had engaged in unlawful activities,
she simply stated that it possessed no information" The
District Court was apparently concerned that this lack
of information would hinder preparation of the defend-
ants' case; it stated that an order requiring all officers
to respond was appropriate because records were unavail-
able and witnesses were scattered, and because many of
the events complained of had occurred several years in
the past. 7

Nothing in the Rules, however, gave the District Court
discretion to order all officers to respond simply because
it believed that the original responses prepared by the
Party's designee did not contain sufficient information.
Rule 37(a) states that when a designee's original re-
sponses are inadequate, the court may enter an order
requiring supplemental responses. It does not give the
court power to override an organization's choice of repre-
sentative under Rule 33(a)." It may be true that Kel-

"For example, when asked to describe Party participation
in the torture or torture-murder of Party members, Kelley
stated that the Party had no information concerning any
such events. See id. at JA 171 (responses to Interrogatories
154 and 155).

"See Opinion and Order of August 6, 1979, JA 854. Else-
where in its August 6, 1979 opinion the District Court noted:

The posture of this case at this point in discovery is
unusual in several respects. First, plaintiffs have either
lost or destroyed virtually all of the relevant documents.
Secondly, plaintiffs waited several years after the alleged
actions complained of began taking place to file this law-
suit. Third, plaintiffs are asking for injunctive relief
from officials presently in office, but are requesting dam-
ages from past officials.

JA 851.

" Even if Rule 37(a) can be interpreted as giving the court
authority, not only to order new responses, but also to over-
ride the Party's choice of representative, such action was



ley's original search for information could have been
more vigorous; the fact that JoNina Abron was able to
uncover additional information when she prepared the
supplemental responses to the 107 interrogatories sup-
ports this conclusion. Under the circumstances, however,
the District Court should have simply entered an order
requiring the Party and its representative to conduct a
more complete search for information. Then, if it con-
cluded that the representative's response to this order
was inadequate, it might have had power under Rule
37(b) to require all Party oficers to respond to the 107
interrogatories; that rule, unlike Rule 37(a), does give
the courts broad discretion to fashion appropriate or-
ders

inappropriate here. At the very least, Rule 33(a) establishes
a strong presumption in favor of the organization's desig-
nated agent. In the absence of evidence suggesting that the
agent has acted in bad faith, or some other unusual circum-
stance, this presumption should prevail. Here the District
Court expressly found that the Party had "made a good faith
effort to provide full and complete answers to the interroga-
tories in question" JA 854, It did note that the case was
unusual because of "the scarcity of records," "the time lapse
between the alleged occurrences and the present,' "unavail-
ability of many witnesses," id., and the fact that appellants
were seeking damages from past officials. JA 851, see note 97
supra. But none of these circumstances can be attributed to
misbehavior on the part of appellants. There is no suggestion,
for example, that the Party intentionally delayed filing suit;
in its complaint the Party states that it learned of many of
the events complained of only after the Senate Report was
published in 1976. Nor is there any evidence suggesting that
the Party intentionally destroyed records. See note 94 supra.
And although these "unusual" circumstances may demon.
strate a need for information, they do not support a decision
to override the Party's choice of representative. We note
that appellees will have an opportunity to depose other Party
oiicers at a later stage of discovery.

"Appellants suggest that, even under Rule 37(b), the
District Court could not require Party officers to respond

that the district court had acted prematurely in order-
ing the Right to Work Foundation to disclose the names
of its contributors, but the identity of the companies
whose officers or employees were members of the Foun-
dation's Right to Work Advisory Council had already
been publicly disclosed 590 F.2d at -1145-. Those council
members are the equivalent of the officers and spokesmen
of the Black Panther Party. Right to Work thus recog-
nized no First Amendment right in concealing the iden-
tity of an organization's officers and spokesmen. More-
over, we recognized in Right to Work that

At some point, the additional burden on a litigant
in seeking out alternative sources of discovery may
justify compelling disclosure of essential information
from one asserting a constitutional privilege.

Id. at 1153. The government's evident prejudice from
yet further delay justifies disclosure now. Thus, in my
view, Right to Work, far from justifying continuing con-
cealment, is additional authority for compelled disclosure.

The Black Panther Party filed a further response on
October 2, 1979, to 107 interrogatories as ordered by the
Court on August 6, 1979. However, the Party still con-
tinued to claim that it had a First Amendment privilege
to refuse to disclose the identities of certain Central
Committee members, local leaders and certain individual
party members who were not already publicly known.
The Party stated its position as follows:

The Party, and its officers, continue to object to
the disclosure of information for which the Party
has claimed a First Amendment privilege. Specifi-
cally, the Party continues to refuse to disclose the
identities of Central Committee members whose
names have not been previously disclosed (inter-
rogatory 21) the identities of local leaders of the
Party's affiliates (interrogatory 33) ; and the names
of individual party members not already publicly



Plaintiffs also contend that Carey v. Hume, 492 F,2d
631 (D.C. Cir.), petition for cert. dismissed, 417 U.S.
938 (1974), supports their claim of a First Amendment
privilege to withhold the names of secret officers and
spokesmen. However, as we noted in International Union
v. National Right to Work, 590 F.2d 1139 (D.C. Cir.
1978), our ruling in Carey v. Hume recognized that the
First Amendment interests implicated by compelled dis-
closure of the confidential source of a newsman may
sometimes be outweighed by a civil litigant's need for in-
formation in a lawsuit. The Party's First Amendment
claim is similarly outweighed here.

The preconditions for compelling disclosure established
in Carey were simply that the party seeking disclosure
has made reasonable attempts to obtain the information
elsewhere, and that the information sought goes to the
heart of the lawsuit, 492 F,2d at 636-39 and cases cited.
These requirements have been satisfied here. The attempts
to obtain the information from the Party itself were un-
availing, justifying direct recourse to the Party's officers
and authorized spokesmen. It is also clear that the inter-
rogatories seek information that is critical to defendants'
apparent contention that their conduct was justified by the
nature of the Black Panther Party as an unlawful con-
spiracy engaged in numerous violations of federal law. At
this late stage in the pre-trial proceedings, since the vital
information concerning the Party's activities has been
withheld or claimed to be unavailable, the time is ripe
to require the Party's officers and authorized spokesmen,
including those not publicly known, to respond to defend-
ant's interrogatories. In fact, the dicers and authorized
spokesmen who have not been publicly disclosed might
well be the persons best able to reveal the facts of the op-
eration of the alleged conspiracy.

Nor does our Right to Work decision, supra, support
the Party's insistence on secrecy. In that case we held

Appellees suggest that the District Court's order was
authorized by Rule 37 (d), which, as we stated above,
confers power to make such orders as are just when a
party completely fails to respond to interrogatories. They
argue, in effect, that Kelley's original answers to the
107 interrogatories were so inadequate as to constitute
a total failure to respond. But Rule 37 (d) has not been
interpreted to apply when a party has actually served
answers, unless the responses provided are so incomplete
as to be grossly inadequate, or unless there is evidence
of evasiveness. See 8 C. WRIGHT & A. MILLER, supra,
§ 2291,11 We do not feel that the original responses
could be characterized as grossly inadequate. After all,
they totalled more than 100 pages. Indeed, the District
Court expressly found that the Party had conducted a
"good faith search" for information,'

to interrogatories. They argue that under Rule 33(a) inter-
rogatories may not be served on persons who are not named
parties. They then point out that the Party officers are not
named parties to this action. But Rule 33(a) refers only
to the initial service of interrogatories. In our view, the
court's authority under Rule 37(b) "to make such orders as
are just" would encompass, in some circumstances, the power
to require individuals other than an organization's original
representative to respond to interrogatories. We believe such
circumstances would be rare, however. Cf. note 98 supra.

'n See also Airtex Corp. v. Shelley Radiant Ceiling Co., 536
F.2d 145 (7th Gir. 1976); Alliance to End Repression v. Rock-
ford, 75 F.R.D. 438 (N.D. Ill. 1976); Southard v. Pennsyl-
vania R. Co., 24 F.R.D. 456 (E.D. Pa 1959).

" See Opinion and Order of August 6, 1979, JA 854. This
argument is also inconsistent with the fact that appellees'
motion was a motion to compel under Rule 37 (a), not a mo-
tion for immediate sanctions under Rule 37(d). And it fails
to recognize that at an earlier stage in the proceedings the
District Court found that a motion for immediate sanctions
under Rule 37(d) was inappropriate, and that appellees must
proceed under Rules 37(a) and 37(b). As we explained



Because we do not believe the District Court properly
ordered the Party's officers to respond to the 107 inter-
rogatories, the Party's failure to obey this order cannot
support imposition of the sanction of dismissal. But even
if the underlying discovery order was valid, we would
not be able to find that the failure to obey supports
dismissal. The Party did not refuse to provide any more
information. Its new representative, JoNina Abron, sub-
mitted a comprehensive set of supplemental responses
totalling more than 50 pages. Moreover, appellants' re-
fusal to comply with the court's order was based on a
colorable legal claim, The Party's behavior could not be
said to constitute the sort of inexcusable intransigence
that would justify imposing the extreme sanction of
dismissal, Cf. Morton v. Harris, supra."' It is also
relevant to note that appellees are not prejudiced by the
Party's failure to comply with the terms of the August 6
order, See Marshall v. Segona, supra. Again, JoNina
Abron's supplemental responses are quite detailed. More-
over, appellees would have had an opportunity to depose
Party officers during later stages of discovery. Indeed,
because the Party refused to comply, a potentially con-
fusing situation was avoided. The purpose of serving
interrogatories on the Party was to obtain admissions.
But if each of the officers had responded, it would have
been unclear whether they were speaking for themselves
or their organization.'

earlier, see text and notes at notes 47-48 supra, appellees
moved for dismissal shortly after the Party filed its original
responses to the interrogatories. The Party objected, arguing
that appellees must first file a motion to compel under Rule
37(a). The District Court apparently agreed.

' See generally Part II supra.

M Moreover, to the extent the District Court was concerned
about possible inconsistencies in the responses, requiring each

sue their lawful private interests." 357 U.S. at 465, 466
(emphasis added).

According to the allegations, this case is much closer to
Zimmerman than to NAACP. Plaintiffs' pleadings contend

--that the-Black Panther Party was at all times practically
an eleemosynary organization devoted to good works
among the poor and needy and was greatly wronged by
the acts of defendants. On the other hand, the defendants,
judging from their interrogatories and statutory respon-
sibilities, are contending that the Black Panther Party,
during the years in question, was engaged, among other
crimes, in a conspiracy to cause civil disorder in violation
of 18 U.S.C. 231(a), 18 U.S.C. I 371, by unlawful in-
timidation, force, violence, terrorist activities and induce-
ments to kidnapping, murder and interference with law
enforcement officers in the lawful performance of their
official duties. For example, see Interrogatories 80 (storing
guns and military equipment); 81 (encouraging mutiny
in armed forces and killing of Army officers); 89 (killing
police officers ; 91 (killing president and ex-president);
101 (acquiring and stealing dynamite, bombing of public
buildings, etc.); 102 (using explosives) ; 103 (hijacking
airplanes) ; 104 (ambushing police officers . These and
other interrogatories indicate it is part of the defendants'
defense that, in accordance with their statutory duties to
enforce federal laws and to prevent crimes against the
United States, they were engaged in a legitimate effort
to investigate the Black Panther Party to discover those
violating the laws of the United States, to destroy the un-
lawful conspiracy, and to prevent such illegal activities
in the future.'

'Defendants have not specified the crimes they were in-
vestigating. 18 U.S.C. § 231 (a) and § 371 seem obviously
involved, however, from the information sought by the
interrogatories.



Amendment right of the NAACP to refuse to disclose the
names of its general rank and file members in Alabama
to state authorities who were resisting the civil rights
campaign by the NAACP in that state, And the civil
rights campaign was legal. What is critical in the Ala-
bama decision to this case is that while the NAACP
withheld the names, it fturmished the "total number" of its
ordinary members in Alabama. It also furnished "the
names of all its directors and oftcers." 357 U.S. 465.
NAACP is thus not authority for the Black Panthers
withholding names of the Party's officers and authorized
spokesmen.

Moreover, the names of the NAACP's ordinary mem-
bers had little or no relevance to the lawsuit brought by
Alabama against the NAACP; that suit was brought
merely because the NAACP had failed to register as a
foreign corporation. The NAACP furnished evidence of
its finances in the.state and admitted that it had many
members in the state. Discovering the names of the or-
dinary members would not have added to the proof that
the NAACP was doing business in the state. Justice
Harlan's opinion, in distinguishing the case of Bryant v.
Zimmerman, 278 U.S. 61 (1928), implicitly acknowledged
that the names of persons in an organization may some-
times be highly relevant to a lawsuit. In Zimmerman the
Supreme Court upheld a New York statute that required
the Ku Klux Klan in that state to produce its "roster of
membership and list of officers for the current year." The
New York statute applied to unincorporated associations
that required an oath as a condition of membership. In
NAACP, the Court distinguished Zimmerman, indicating
that the New York statute was evidently meant to regu-
late an organization notorious for its "acts of unlawful
intimidation and violence" (emphasis added), whereas
the discovery of names sought by the state under the
Alabama statute at issue in NAACP would infringe
deeply upon the right of NAACP members freely to "pur-

of the officers to respond would probably have magnified the
problem,

The dissenting opinion levels a broad attack against the
analysis employed in Part 111-A, arguing that, although the
scheme set forth in the Rules governs the actions of the par-
ties, it does not circumscribe the power of the District Court.
According to the dissent, the District Court has inherent
authority to supervise the discovery process. This authority
would include the power to enter any orders it believes are
reasonable under the circumstances, Thus, in this case, be-
cause the order requiring each of the Party's officers to re-
spond to a list of interrogatories constituted reasonable in-
tervention, it should be affirmed. Dissenting opinion, Part I.
We disagree. In our view, the court does not have the power
to depart from the Rules and intervene in the discovery proc-
ess at will. Such power would be inconsistent with one of
the general policies underlying the Rules-that the conduct of
discovery is to be left to the parties themselves, except when
they ask for the assistance of the court. Moreover, if the
court did possess such broad authority, the scheme set forth
in the Rules, which carefully delineates the actions available
to the parties and the court in specific instances during dis-
covery, would be rendered superfluous,

In fact, the Supreme Court has criticized reliance on "in-
herent power" as a basis for imposing sanctions during the
discovery process. In Societe Internationale v. Rogers, 357
U.S. 197, 207 (1958), the Court disapproved a lower court's
attempt to predicate dismissal of a complaint on its inherent
power.

In our opinion, whether a court has power to dismiss
a complaint because of noncompliance with a production
order depends exclusively upon Rule 37, which addresses
itself with particularity to the consequences of a failure
to make discovery by listing a variety of remedies which
a court may employ as well as by authorizing any order
which is "just." * * * Reliance upon : * * "inherent
power []" can only obscure analysis of the problem be-
fore us.*

See also Independent Productions Corp. v. Loew's Incor-
porated, 283 F.2d 730 (2d Cir. 1960) (court erred in dis-
missing action with prejudice on basis of its inherent power;
complete adherence to the clearly delineated procedures of
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B. Inconsistent and Evasive Responses

Another reason supplied by the District Court to
justify dismissal is its finding that the Party failed
adequately to clarify 44 responses to interrogatries that--
the court considered to be inconsistent or evasive. We
are unable to conclude that the portion of the August
6 order requiring clarification or additional information
was invalid.' We find, however, that the District Court
erred when it ruled that the supplemental responses did
not provide sufficient clarification, In our view, the ex-
planation provided by the Party was adequate. Dis-
missal could not be justified on the ground that the Party
failed to comply with this portion of the August 6 order.

As the Party points out in its brief, the interrogatories
to which further responses were directed on the ground
that the original answers were inconsistent or evasive
can actually be divided into five categories."' First, there
were interrogatories with respect to which the Party had

Rule 37 is required). Societe Internationale and Independent
Productions Corp. strongly support our conclusion that the
District Court's actions here were inappropriate,

IM With respect to some of the interrogatories, however, we
believe the order for clarification or supplementation was
unwarranted. For example, the District Court included in the
list of 44 interrogatories those questions with respect to
which the Party claimed a First Amendment privilege. See
text and notes at notes 106, 111 infra. This portion of the
order has not been adequately justified. See Part 111-D infrv.
But we do not dispute the District Court's conclusion that,
because of apparent factual inconsistencies, clarification of
certain other interrogatories was required. See text at note
115 infra.

A5 To a certain extent, these categories are overlapping.
Compare notes 106-110 infra. The District Court did not
rely on these categories,

authorized spokesmen are in a different category. As to
these undisclosed individuals, the defendants' need for
the information in their possession outweighs the Party's
claim of constitutional privilege. The district court bal-
anced the appropriate factors, albeit not as explicitly as
some might desire, -and arrived at the correct result.
Its order to compel responses was in this respect valid,
even if dismissal was too severe a sanction for flouting it.

As the majority relates, determining whether discovery
can be compelled over a claim of constitutional privilege
requires an assessment of the substantiality of the claim
of privilege, the relevance of the information sought, and
the availability of alternative sources, I question, at the
outset, whether the district court's order compelling dis-
covery should not be upheld simply on the basis that the
Party failed to make a substantial showing of privilege.
In fact, the Party made no showing at all. It "claims
that [its associational] freedoms [under the First Amend-
ment] might be endangered if the names of its leaders
. . . not known to the public are disclosed," Maj. op. at
note 153, and "alleges that its members have been har-
assed before, and suggests this harassment may continue."
Id. (emphasis added). Of course, if they are breaking
the law, some legitimate acts of law enforcement that they
characterize as "harassment" may be justified. Yet, de-
spite its opportunities to do so, the Party has made no
evidentiary showing to rebut the defendants' explanation
that investigation of the Party ceased years ago. This
case is thus a far cry from NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S.
449 (1958), in which an "uncontroverted showing" of
past reprisals against persons disclosed to be affiliated with
the NAACP permitted the Supreme Court to conclude
that compelled disclosure of the NAACP's membership in
Alabama would have unwarranted adverse consequences
for the individuals involved. Id, at 462-63,

NAACP v. Alabama is also distinguishable on other
grounds. Justice Harlan's opinion upheld the First



ity undoubtedly have firsthand knowledge f such acts, if
they did take place. As the district court noted, records
were scarce, much time had elapsed since the alleged oc-
currences, witnesses were scattered, and "defendants
[were] forced to rely on memories." App. 852. More-
over, Kelley reported that some people she contacted in
preparing her responses would not "talk about their
former connection with the Party." App. 731.

An explanation for this reticence may be found in the
testimony of Party co-founder and officer Huey Newton
(also a plaintiff herein), who revealed that "when any
conversation transpires between a Party member and
myself it's already understood that nothing will be told
unless I give instruction." App. 815. Newton also testi-
fied that it is against Party policy to disclose the where-
abouts of a Party member accused of a crime. Id. In
light of all these circumstances it is clear that the district
court reasonably determined that the full factual dis-
closure contemplated by the rules of discovery would come
about expeditiously only if all the former Party officers
and authorized representatives were required to respond
individually to the specified interrogatories. See generdty
Fed. R. Civ. P. 1 ("These rules ... shall be construed to
secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of
every action,")

II. THE CLAIM OF FIRST AMENDMENT PRIVILEGE AS TO

INFORMATION CONCERNING UNDISCLOSED PARTY OF-
FICERS AND AUTHORIZED SPOKESMEN

I also dissent to the extent that the majority holds that
the district court violated the Party's First Amendment
privileges in ordering disclosure of the names of all un-
disclosed Party officers and local party leaders. I agree
that the names of ordinary members need not be disclosed,
absent a showing of a special need with respect to the
knowledge of particular individuals, but Party officers and

claimed a First Amendment privilege.'" Second, there
were interrogatories that the Party objected to on
grounds of burdensomeness.07 Third, there were inter-
rogatories to which the Party responded by referring
appellees to its newspaper,"' Fourth, there were inter-
rogatories which sought further information concerning
allegations in the Party's complaint, and to which the
Party responded that it would be relying on discovery
received from appellees?' Finally, there were interroga-
tories the responses to which appellees disputed as a
matter of fact because they believed them to be incon-
sistent with other evidence."' Thus the court's description
of each of the 44 responses as "inconsistent or evasive"
may be somewhat broad.

The Party's responses to the interrogatories that fall
within the first four categories clearly do not support
dismissal at this stage. As we have already seen, the
responses involving a claim of First Amendment privilege
were not only included in the list of 44 inconsistent and
evasive answers, but were also made the subject of a
separate portion of the August 6 order; we show infra
that it is unclear on the basis of the record as it now
stands whether the claim of privilege was properly
denied, Dismissal cannot be justified on the ground that

" See Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Responses to Inter-
rogatories of the Federally Represented Defendants at JA
95-97, 108-109, 121 (responses to Interrogatories 21, 33, 61).

"0 See id. at JA 99, 108-109, 121, 201 (responses to Inter-
rogatories 25, 33, 61, 223),

10 See id. at JA 116, 153, 155-159, 175-176 (responses to
Interrogatories 49, 114, 115, 120, 121, 123, 163, 164, 223, 224).

"0 See id. at JA 111-112, 154-159, 164 (responses to Inter-
rogatories 40, 41, 114, 115, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 131, 132).
nI See id. at JA 91, 93-94, 98, 107, 108, 110, 120, 124, 129,
168-169, 183, 193 (responses to Interrogatories 16, 18, 22, 27,
32, 36, 58, 59, 72, 73, 75, 90, 91, 98, 144, 184, 203).



the Party has refused to disclose its membership list
until after the District Court has reconsidered the privi-
lege question"' As for the interrogatories that the Party
objected to on grounds of burdensomeness, we note that
supplemental responses were prvided after theDistrict
Court entered its August 6 order. Review of these new
responses convinces us that the Party has fulfilled its
obligations."? With respect to those interrogatories that
the Party answered by referring to its newspaper, we
point out that in its August 6 order the court explicitly
ruled that the Party must prepare supplemental re-
sponses after conducting a full search of the publication.
The Party did conduct this search." In the opinion
accompanying its order dismissing appellants the court
noted that the Party had supplemented its responses on
the basis of information drawn from The Blck Pan-
ther."4 As for the interrogatories which asked for fur-
ther information regarding the Party's claims, and
which the Party responded to by stating that it hoped
to rely on further discovery from appellees, we have
seen no evidence suggesting that the Party made these

"See Part III-D infra.

* See Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Supplemental Re-
sponses to Interrogatories of the Federally Represented De-
fendants at JA 741, 761 (responses to Interrogatories 25,
223); Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Further Supplemental
Responses to 107 Interrogatories as Ordered by This Court
on August 6, 1979 at JA 879, 885, 908 (responses to Inter-
rogatories 25, 61, 223) ; Plaintiff Black Panther Party's
Further Supplemental Responses Based Upon a Search of
"The Black Panther" Newspaper From 1967 Through 1970
as Ordered by This Court on August 6, 1979 at JA 934-936,
953-956, 987 (responses to Interrogatories 33, 61, 223).

us See id, at JA 928, 995, 1072.

na JA 1134-1135. The court did not expressly state that
the Party had complied with its August 6 order, Our own
review, however, convinces us that the Party's search was
complete.

37 rather than subsection (b) that speaks to orders com-
pelling answers, and it does not restrict the district court's
discretion in placing such conditions in its order to compel
an answer as will make that order effective. That includes

- the directionthat association officers answcr-the interroga-
. tories individually. Rule 33(a), as noted, does not restrict

the district court's discretion in that regard, either, for
Rule 33(a) gives the association the right to select its
representative only at the outset, against the attempt of
the opposing party to insist on making that selection in-
itially. If the court properly finds that the first set of
responses were inadequate, and further properly finds that
individual responses are necessary to remedy the de-
ficiency, a Rule 37(a) order to compel individual responses
to interrogatories is perfectly valid.

It remains, then, to inquire into the specific circum-
stances that led the district court to compel individual re-
sponses in this case. First, it is obvious from the record
and the responses that were made to the defendant's initial
interrogatories by Joan Kelley, the Party's designated
surrogate for that purpose, that she was unable to fur-
nish much of the information called for by the interroga-
tories. She did not have first hand knowledge of much of
the information concerning the Party that she was re-
quested and selected to furnish. She did not join the Party
until 1969, after it had allegedly engaged in 1967 in many
of the violent acts of the kind which caused the formation
of COINTELPRO, and she did not become a member of
the Party's Central Committee until 1971 (JA 730-732).
The inadequacy of Kelley as a surrogate for the Party
was also made plain by her disingenuous responses to
some of the critical interrogatories inquiring about illegal
acts: she responded that the Party has no record of any
such activity, See Responses to Interrogatories 79, 80,
88, 89, 91, 161, 102, 103, 104 in the Appendix to this
opinion. Law breakers rarely go out of their way to docu-
ment their crimes, but Party officers and others in author-



tive submitted woefully inadequate responses, acted well
within its discretion, and in accordance with the Federal
Rules.

The majority is correct in stating that Rule 33 entitles
an associational litigant at a certain stage to select an
agent to prepare responses to interrogatories, To the
extent Rule 33 confers this right, however, it is a right
only against the adverse party, not against the court.
That is, even if the opposing party may not insist upon
responses from specific officers or agents, Hoand v.
Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co., 28 F.R.D. 595
(D.D.C. 1961), the court, under the appropriate circum-
stances, may so order.

Rule 37 (a) provides that if a party fails to answer an
interrogatory submitted under Rule 33, the party seeking
discovery may move for an order compelling an answer.
The rule does not limit what the order may provide. The
common sense of the matter is that if the designated rep-
resentative of a litigating party proves unable to produce
information from the association's officers and records,
the court's order may compel officers, or other knowledg-
able individuals, to answer individually, if the circum-
stances warrant.

In my view the majority errs when it maintains, Maj.
op. at 21-22, that the district court has power to order in-
dividual responses, if at all, only under Rule 37(b). Sub-
section (b) of Rule 37 has nothing to do with the district
court's power to compel an answer. Rule 37(b) specifies
the sanctions available to the court if a Rule 37(a) order
compelling an answer is disobeyed. It is with regard to
sanctions that Rule 37(b) recognizes the district court's
power to "make such orders as are just," Cf. IVaj. Op. at
22 n.99. Requiring responses from designated individuals
is not a sanction; it is simply one means of effectuating
an order to compel answers. It is subsection (a) of Rule

claims as part of a conscious effort to conceal relevant
information. A decision to dismiss could not be justified
on this ground.

The category of interrogatories to which appellees
objected on the ground that the original responses were
inconsistent with other evidence requires only slightly
more attention, Having examined the Party's responses
to each of the interrogatories that fall within this cate-
gory, we cannot conclude that the portion of the District
Court's August 6 order requiring clarification constituted
an abuse of discretion; although many of the contradic-
tions pointed to by appellees involve relatively insignifi-
cant issues, we believe that such an order was warranted,
We do conclude, however, that the Party adequately ex-
plained the apparent inconsistencies in its supplemental
responses and in the memoranda supporting its opposi-
tion to appellees' motions,"' The District Court's finding

16 The Party's allegedly inconsistent responses, as well
as its explanations, are contained in the Joint Appendix:
for Interrogatory 16, regarding Party rules, see JA 91, 542,
694-695, 738, 885; for Interrogatory 18, regarding the num-
ber and responsibilities of Party officers, see JA 93, 544, 695-
696, 740, 835-836; for Interrogatory 22, also regarding the
number and responsibilities of Party officers, see JA 97-98,
544, 697-699, 836; for Interrogatory 27, regarding the cor-
porate status of Party affiliates, see JA 107, 690-700; for
Interrogatory 32, regarding staff positions in Party affiliates,
see JA 108, 700, 837; for Interrogatory 36, regarding the
duties of regional Party chapters, see JA 110, 544-545, 701-
702, 741-748, 837; for Interrogatories 58-59, regarding spon-
sorship of the Conference on the Black Panther Party's Right
to Exist, see JA 119-120, 547, 703-705, 750-751, 838-839; for
Interrogatories 72-73, regarding the Party's receipt of stolen
goods, see JA 124, 547, 705-706, 839; for Interrogatory 75,
regarding the Party's rules on carrying firearms, see JA 124,
547-548, 706, 751, 840; for Interrogatories 89-92, regarding
the Party's advocacy of murder of government officials, see
JA 128-130, 549, 556-562, 709-710, 840, 888; for Interroga-
tory 98, regarding the nexus between the Party and Strong-



to the contrary is clearly erroneous. Appellees may con-
tinue to dispute the accuracy of the Party's responses.
But dissatisfaction with an opposing party's responses to
discovery requests is not unusual in complex cases. These
disputes may be resolved at trial. Certainly, the Party-
has not displayed the sort of conscious disregard for
its discovery obligations that would justify imposition
of the sanction of dismissal.

We will not discuss each of the disputed answers here.
Instead, we will simply describe several responses that
seemed to present particularly troublesome contradic-
tions. One example concerns allegedly inconsistent state-
ments made regarding the size and composition of the
Party's governing body, the Central Committee. In one
of its original responses to appellees' interrogatories the
Party stated that "the Party is and always has been
governed by a fifteen-member body known as the Central
Committee." " The Party also listed the names of 22
past and present Committee members whose identities

hold Consolidated Products, Inc., see JA 131-136, 549, 710-711,
846; for Interrogatory 144, regarding the Party's participa-
tion in the torture-murder of a Party member, see JA 169,
550-551, 717-718, 756-757, 841; for Interrogatory 184, regard-
ing an inflammatory comic book allegedly distributed by the
Party, see JA 183, 551-552, 720-721, 758, 842; for Inter-
rogatory 203, regarding diversion of funds donated to the
Party, see JA 193, 723, 841. See also Statement of Plaintiffs
Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton Why Motion of
Defendants Civiletti, et al., For the Sanction of Dismissal
Should Be Denied, R 230 at 10-13. We note that in their
Renewed Motion for Sanctions appellees continued to con-
test only nine of these interrogatories: Interrogatories 16,
18, 58, 59, 72, 73, 75, 98, 144. See appellants' brief at 40.
They were apparently satisfied with the Party's explanation
of its other responses,

"I Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Responses to Interroga-
tories of the Federally Represented Defendants at JA 93
(response to Interrogatory 18),

training the requested information, or that the information
had been lost or destroyed,

In my view the district court has an inherent power to
supervise the discovery process and need not justify every
exercise of its supervisory power by resort to some spe-
cific provision of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
The question instead should be whether the court acted
reasonably under the circumstances and not contrary to
some specific provision of the Rules., The district court
here, in ordering Party officers to answer defendants'
interrogatories individually after the Party's representa-

See generally Appendix at end of this opinion,

As the majority notes in response, the Federal Rules in
some instances provide clearly delineated procedures ad-
dressed to particular matters in the discovery process, Maj.
op. at note 103. It is true that with respect to these matters
the Rule in question preempts any inherent authority and
analysis of the court's power to act depends exclusively on
interpretation of the Rule. Societe Internationale v. Rogers,
357 U.S. 197, 207 (1958) (court's authority to dismiss com-
plaint for failure to comply with production order depends
exclusively on interpretation of Rule 37(b) (2), which speci-
fies the steps a district court may take if any party refuses
to obey a production order). The rationale of Societe Inter-
nationale, however, is inapposite here, for, as explained in
text, none of the rules cited by the majority speaks with any
particularity to the court's power to fashion an order com-
pelling discovery. Independent Productions Corp. v. Loew's
Incorlp., 283 F.2d 780, 732-33 (2d Cir. 1960), also involving
Rule 37, is distinguishable for the same reason. Moreover, in
Loew's the Second Circuit held the district court ignored
specific provisions of Rule 37(a) and (b) by dismissing the
suit in advance of a failure to obey a Rule 37(a) order.

Obviously the district court lacks power to act contrary
to the rules, What I maintain is simply that absent specific
guidance the district court has power to act reasonably. This
does not render the rules "superfluous"; it merely recognizes
that in some areas the Rules do not provide specific guidance
and that in these areas the district court has power to advance
the Rules' general policies favoring fairness and expedition.



sight. Neither is full disclosure, The district court was
understandably concerned about accelerating the speed of
full discovery in this case, but I agree with the majority
that dismissal, at the present stage of the case, was too
harsh a sanction for the Party's initial refusal to com-
ply with the discovery orders. I thus concur in the
remand and the court's order, but only to the extent
that it directs both sides to answer interrogatories im-
mediately. I dissent from the half-hearted approval of the
Party's refusal to supply certain critical information and
from any implication that the district court may not now
.order all past officers of the Black Panther Party to
answer all interrogatories to the full extent of their
knowledge,' Thus, while I concur in the remand, I would
not permit further delay in discovery on the grounds
claimed by the Party.

I. REQUIRING PARTY OFFICERS TO RESPOND INDIVIDUALLY

My principal disagreement with the majority opinion
is over its decision that past and present individual Party
officers can not now be ordered to respond to interroga-
tories, particularly about acts in which they might have
personally participated and have personal knowledge. In
my judgment the district court did not abuse its discretion
when it ordered these individuals to respond under oath to
certain interrogatories-particularly those that the desig-
nated representative of the Party had refused to fairly
or fully answer on the grounds that she lacked the in-
formation, that she did not know where the information
could be obtained, that she was not aware of any such
information, that she did not know of any documents con-

Although the district court ordered only Party ofcers
to respond individually, it would also be reasonable, in my
view, to require individual responses from authorized Party
spokesmen,

were known to the public."' The government challenged
the accuracy of these statements. It pointed to responses
to interrogatories made by Huey Newton in which
Newton confirmed that the Central Committee was a 15-
member body but named only eight past and present
members whose identities were publicly known."' It also
noted that in an unrelated criminal trial Newton testified
that when he left the United States in 1974 the Central
Committee consisted of himself and Elaine Brown, and
that when he returned to this country in 1977 Elaine
Brown left the Party and the Committee dissolved."'
Finally, the government notes that in an unrelated civil
case Elaine Brown responded to interrogatories by identi-
fying a total of 10 Committee members. Brown did not
explain whether she intended to identify all members of
the Committee or only the past and present members
whose names were publicly known."'

The Party's explanation is complex, but fully coherent.
In one set of supplemental responses it clarified its first
answer by stating that

"' See id, at JA 96-97 (response to Interrogatory 21) (list-
ing 20 names); Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Supplemental
Responses to Interrogatories of the Federally Represented
Defendants at JA 738 (listing one additional name); Affidavit
of JoNina Abron at JA 872 (stating that JoNina Abron is a
Central Committee member).

"' Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Answers to Defendant
George C. Moore's Interrogatories (made by Huey P. New-
ton), reprinted at JA 72.

I" See Partial Transcript of People v. Newton, Superior
Court of California, County of Alameda No. 65474, reprinted
at JA 819, 826, 828; see also Statement of Defendants Bell, et
al., [of] Interrogatories Sought to Be Compelled, reprinted at
JA 775, 813-814.

1' See Response of Plaintiff Black Panther Party to De-
fendants' First Interrogatories in Dellinger v. Mitchell, D.
D.C. Civil Action No. 1768-69, reprinted at JA 677-685 (re-
sponses prepared by Elaine Brown).



the Central Committee has always consisted of ap-
proximately fifteen members. This number has
fluctuated slightly. At times, there have been more
than fifteen people on the Central Committee, and
at. other .times there have been fewer than fifteen
people. At present, for example, there are twelve
members of the Central CommitteeJ11

As for the testimony of Newton in the unrelated criminal
trial, the Party explained that when he said the Central
Committee consisted only of him and Elaine Brown in
1974, and that it subsequently dissolved, he intended to
refer to a central core within the Committee, According
to the Party, this core consisted of the Committee mem-
bers with whom Newton, as Party leader, was most
likely to confer before making major decisions,' 2 This
explanation is plausible: the Party suggested that such
a central core existed in its original responses."' The
Party also stated that when Elaine Brown identified 10
Committee members she probably intended to identify
only those past and present members whose names were
already known to the public. It further explained that
the Party identified 22 past and present members, where-
as Newton and Brown identified only eight and 10 re-
spectively, because it realized that, over time, more names
had become public"

"2 Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Further Supplemental
Response to 107 Interrogatories as Ordered by This Court on
August 6, 1979 at JA 876.

"I See Statement of Plaintiffs Black Panther Party and
Huey P. Newton Why Motion of Defendants Civiletti, et al.,
For the Sanction of Dismissal Should Be Denied, R 230 at 12.

m See id.; Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Responses to
Interrogatories of the Federally Represented Defendants at
JA 93 (response to Interrogatory 18).

2 See Plaintiff Black Panther Party Memorandum of
Points and Authorities in Support of Motion to Compel Dis-
covery at JA 696,

MACKINNON, Circuit Jge (concurring in part and
dissenting in part).

The Black Panther Party and its co-plaintiffs seek $100
million in compensatory and punitive damages from a
number if former andpresent United States officials and
employees who, beginning in 1967, allegedly participated
in a covert action program (code named COINTELPRO)
designed to destroy the Black Panther Party. COINTEL-
PRO was started in the wake of the "long hot summer of
1967," when internal violence in the United States reached
epidemic proportions and law enforcement agencies and
national guard units throughout the nation were severely
taxed to combat mass violence, arson, wholesale looting
and constant threats to law and order-particularly in
the large cities. At that time the Director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation labelled the Black Panther Party
"the greatest threat" to the internal security of the
United States. S. Rep. No. 755, 94th Cong., 2d Sess.,
Book III, 187 (1976).

Following an investigation, by a Select Committee, Sen-
ator Church, Chairman, the Committee Report in 1976
revealed the details of several COINTELPRO programs,
including one that was directed at the Black Panther
Party and that allegedly violated the constitutional rights
of the Party and its members. Id. at 187-223. The report
does not constitute evidence.

Following the release of the Committee Report, this
lawsuit was started on December 1, 1976.1 Since that
date, the parties have engaged in a series of extensive dis-
covery efforts that have brought the case to its present
procedural status as described in Judge Wright's opinion.
In sum, the discovery efforts on both sides have been con-
tinuing for over three years and the end is not yet in

1 An Amended Complaint was filed March 31, 1977. At-
torney General Levi filed an Answer on June 21, 1977.



Another dispute involves an effort by appellees to ob-
tain evidence establishing that the Party was committed
to violence.25 In its interrogatory the government asked
the Party to provide a list of its rules and by-laws. The
Party provided a list,"' but appellees claimed that the
response was evasive because it failed to include two
items known as the "8 Points of Attention" and the "3
Main Rules of Discipline," which had been included in
Party publications."' According to the government, these
two items contained rules suggesting that the Party was
a violent organization."' The Party explained that the

"'Appellees hoped to defend their actions on the ground
that the Party was engaged in violent activities.

"I See Plaintif Black Panther Party's Responses to Inter-
rogatories of the Federally Represented Defendants at JA 91
(response to Interrogatory 16).

2 See Statement of Defendants Bell, et al.: Interrogatories
Sought to be Compelled at JA 778-779; see also Reply Memo-
randum to Opposition to Motion of Defendants Bell, et al. to
Compel Discovery of Plaintiff Newton, R 214.

** The "8 Points of Attention" are:

1. Speak politely.
2. Pay fairly for what you buy.
3. Return everything you borrow,
4. Pay for anything you damage.
5. Do not hit or swear at people.
6. Do not damage property or crops of the poor, op-

pressed masses.
7. Do not take liberties with women.
8. If we ever have to take captives, do not ill treat them.

The "3 Main Rules of Discipline" are:
1. Obey orders in all your actions.
2. Do not take a single needle or piece of thread from

the "poor and oppressed" masses.
3. Turn in everything captured from the attacking

enemy.
JA 705-706.



"8 Points of Attention" and the " Main Rules of Dis-
cipline" were provided merely as examples of the rules
of another revolutionary organization. It conceded that
a Party press release implied that the rules applied to
Party members, It claimed, however, that the press
release was based on an article in The Black Panther,
and that this article supported the Party's position 12'
We think this explanation is adequate.

A third example also involves an effort to obtain an
admission that the Party was a violent organization.
Appellees asked whether Party members were required
or encouraged to carry firearms, The Party responded
by stating, "Within the limits of the law and the Con-
stitution, the right to bear arms and defend one's home
and property was not discouraged." "I Appellees argued
that this answer was evasive. The Party supplemented
its response by stating that, although Party members
were not required to carry or train with firearms, "the
atmosphere of harassment by law enforcement officers
was such that members were encouraged to carry fire-
arms." It also noted that under Party rules members
were forbidden to carry weapons while intoxicated, or
to use weapons unnecessarily."' We find that this an-
swer is sufficiently responsive.

A final example involves two interrogatories in which
appellees asked whether Party members were encouraged
to give the Party a portion of the proceeds whenever

19See Plaintiff Black Panther Party Memorandum of
Points and Authorities in Support of Motion to Compel Dis-
covery at JA 694-695; see also appellants' brief at 41,

See Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Responses to Inter-
rogatories of the Federally Represented Defendants at JA
124 (response to Interrogatory 75),

1See Plaintiff Black Panther Party Memorandum of
Points and Authorities in Support of Motion to Compel Dis-
covery at JA 706.

to file for class action certification. The individual ap-
pellants may not press claims on behalf of the classes
described in their complaint.

Although we believe this action should go forward,
we admonish all parties to do their utmost to ensure that
this suit proceeds expeditiously. We hope that, particu-
larly when the parties seek further discovery, there will
be more cooperation and less acrimony. No reason ap-
pears why this case, given a good faith effort by all
parties, cannot proceed to a responsible conclusion.

Afirmed in part, reversed in part,
and remanded with instractions.



further responses to interrogatories and to dismiss with-
out considering appellees' misbehavior, Appellants sug-
gest that, particularly where the court was deciding
whether dismissal of their case was appropriate, the
conduct of appellees was relevant. Appellees respond by
arguing that the District Court has broad discretion to
manage the timing of discovery. Because we reverse the
dismissal and remand for further proceedings, we need
not resolve this dispute. We believe, however, that there
is some merit in appellants' position. When a court is
deciding whether to impose sanctions on one party, the
behavior of the other party deserves some consideration.
On remand, if the District Court is confronted with new
motions for sanctions by appellees, it should examine
their conduct before making its decision.

VII. CONCLUSION

We reverse the District Court's order dismissing the
Black Panther Party and Huey Newton. The case is
remanded so that the court may reconsider its decision
to deny their claims of constitutional privilege in light
of the legal principles outlined in this opinion. If the
court decides that the claims of privilege should have
been upheld, both the Party and Newton should be re-
instated. We also reverse the dismissal of the other
named plaintiffs. Regardless of the court's decision re-
garding the Party and Newton, these individuals should
be reinstated and given another opportunity to pursue
their claims, We reverse the decision to award expenses
to appellees: because we conclude that the dismissals
were inappropriate, the basis for that award has evap-
orated. And we reverse the District Court's decision to
award summary judgment in favor of the individual ap-
pellees who held office after 1973, since we do not find
that appellants have had sufficient opportunity to take
discovery. We affirm the District Court's decision to
deny appellants' motion for an extension of time in which

goods were "taken without an exchange of considera-
tion." 1' The Party denied this allegation, Appellees
argued that this answer was inconsistent with informa-
tion contained in a House Committee on Internal Secu-
rity Report, Gum-Barrel Politics: The Black Panther
Party 1966-1971, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 55 (1971), as well
as with the "8 Points of Attention" and the " Main
Rules of Discipline." 13 The Party responded by pointing
out that the House Committee Report discounted the
reliability of the source on which the allegation was
based; it also noted that other statements by the Party
and the "8 Points" and the "3 Main Rules" themselves
supported the Party's denial.' Again, we believe the
response, as supplemented, is adequate.

C. Claim of First Amendment Privilege: A Balancing
Test

We have already held that the Party justifiably refused
to obey the portion of the August 6 order requiring
each of its officers to respond to 107 interrogatories,
and that it adequately complied with the portion of the
order requiring it to clarify 44 of its original responses.
Thus the only reason supplied by the District Court to
support dismissal that remains for our consideration is
its finding that the Party unjustifiably claimed a First
Amendment privilege.

2 See Plaintiff Black Panther Party's Responses to Inter-
rogatories of the Federally Represented Defendants at JA
124 (Interrogatories 72 and 73).

" See Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support
of Motion of Defendants Bell, et al., to Compel Plaintiff Black
Panther Party to Respond to Discovery, R 207 at 39. See also
text and notes at notes 127-128 supra (discussing "8 Points"
and "3 Main Rules").

"I See Plaintiff Black Panther Party Memorandum of
Points and Authorities in Support of Motion to Compel Dis-
covery at JA 705.



In the three interrogatories with respect to which the
Party continues to claim a First Amendment privilege
appellees requested the names of all Party officers, the
names of the leaders of local Party afiliates, and any
documents-reflecting- he belief that appellees had. con-
spired to destroy the Party.'3' The Party responded in
part, providing the names of 59 Party oficers13 and
68 publicly known local leaders."' It also provided the
requested documents. Although it deleted from these
materials all names of members not publicly known, it
listed the names of 600 members whose identities were
public,"

The Party claims that the identities of its leaders and
members who are not known to the public are privileged
under the First Amendment; it suggests that if the names
of these individuals are released, they will be harassed
and their rights of expression and association will be
infringed. The Party goes on to contend that because
of this privilege the August 6 discovery order requiring
it to disclose the names could not be justified. Thus its
failure to obey provides no support for the decision to
dismiss. The Party is clearly correct when it states that
District Courts may not order disclosure of privileged
information. Rule 26 expressly provides that parties may
not obtain discovery of matters that are privileged.333

"I' See Federal Defendants' First Interrogatories to Plain-
tiff Black Panther Party, R 105 (Interrogatories 21, 33, 61).

133 See JA 95-96, 877, 932-933, 999.

'1 See id, at JA 934-936, 1000. The Party also noted that
100 local leaders were identified in a report prepared by the
House Committee on Internal Security, Gun Barrel Politics:
The Black Panther Party 1966-1971, 92d Cong., 1st Sess.
(1971).

' See appellants' brief at Appendix A.

"I Rule 26 (b) (1), FED. R. Civ. P., states: "Parties may
obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, which
is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending
action * * *." (Emphasis added.)

ond, appellants argue that a motion was not yet ap-
propriate because the complaint had not yet been served
on appellees, and because the government had received
an extension of time in which to respond to the com-

-plaint. -But this excuse is unavailing. It -is instrue-
tive to compare Coffin v. Sec'y of Health, Educ., and
Welfare, 400 F.Supp. 953 (D. D.C. 1975) (three-judge
court), where class action certification was denied for
failure to comply with Local Rule 1-13 (b). In that case
the court rejected a claim that plaintiff should not be
held to the 90-day limit because defendants had filed
motions to dismiss, to dissolve the three-judge court, and
to transfer the case, and the class action certification
issue could not be resolved until those motions were
decided. We also point out that strict enforcement of
Local Rule 1-13 (b) implements the policy of Rule 23
(c) (1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which
states that the status of class actions should be deter-
mined quickly. Moreover, this was not a situation where
appellants had failed to "beat the clock" by a few
hours.,,,

C. Decision to Delay
Motion to Compel
Appellees

Consideration of Appellants'
Production of Documents by

Appellants claim that the District Court abused its
discretion when it decided to postpone consideration of
their motion to compel production of documents by ap-
pellees. As a result of this postponement, appellants
argue, the District Court decided the motions to compel

20t Id.

" See Order of May 26, 1976 in Gutmann v. Middendorf,
D.C. Civil Action No. 75-1883 (attachment to Federal Defend-
ants' Points and Authorities in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Mo-
tion for Enlargement of Time in Which to Move for Class
Action Certiication, R 12).



B. Motion for Extension of Time in Whieh to File
for Class Certification

On March 11, 1977 appellants filed a motion for an
extension of time in which to move for class certifica-
tion."' Appellees opposed that motion on the ground
that under Local Rule 1-13(b) of the Rules of the Dis-
trict Court for the District of Columbia motions for
class action certification must be filed within 90 days
of the time the complaint is filed,"" Here, the complaint
was filed on December 1, 1977. Thus the time for moving
to certify a class had expired 11 days prior. Accord-
ing to appellees, since the time for moving to certify
a class had expired, motions for extensions of time in
which to file for certification were also precluded. The
District Court agreed, and refused to grant an exten-
sion."' We affirm.

Appellants failed to ofer any compelling reasons why
the local rule should not be followed. In their motion
appellants argued, first, that "[research into the facts
which will determine the extent of the alleged class is
extremely time-consuming and is still underway." But
ongoing research need not have precluded a timely mo-
tion for class certification. At least as a preliminary
matter, the definition of the proposed class that was
provided in the complaint would have been suficient for
purposes of a motion for class action certification. Sec-

" See Motion for Enlargement of Time in Which to Move
for Class Action Certification, R 11,

r See Federal Defendants' Points and Authorities in Oppo-
sition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Enlargement of Time in Which
to Move for Class Action Certification, R 12. See abLo note 28
supra (quoting text of Local Rule 1-13 (b)).

' See Order of May 26, 1977 at JA 56.

' See Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support
of Plaintiffs' Motion for Enlargement of Time in Which to
Move for Class Action Certification, R 11.

It is far more difficult to determine whether, under the
circumstances presented.by this case, the Party has made
a valid claim of privilege.

Membership lists of groups engaged in political ex-
pression clearly deserve some First Amendment protec-
tion. The Supreme Court recognized this need in NAACP
v. Alahan, 357 U.S. 449 (1958), which held that Ala-
bama could not force the NAACP to reveal its member-
ship list, The Court stated, "It is hardly a novel per-
ception that compelled disclosure of affiliation with groups
engaged in advocacy may constitute [an] elective * * *
restraint on freedom of association * * *." Id. at 462.140
Privacy is particularly important where the group's cause
is unpopular; once the participants lose their anonymity,
intimidation and suppression may follow. And privacy
is important where the government itself is being crit-
icized, for in this circumstance it has a special incentive
to suppress opposition. First National Bank of Boston v.
Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 777 n.11 (1978).

Appellees suggest that even if the Party's membership
list would ordinarily-be entitled to some First Amend-
ment protection, it automatically waived whatever con-
stitutional rights it possessed when it filed this lawsuit.
The logic behind this automatic waiver rule may, at
first glance, seem appealing After all, plaintiffs are
"voluntary" litigants; they have created the situation
that threatens their constitutional rights. This reasoning
has led at least one court to adopt a waiver rule. See
Independent Productions Corp. v, Loew's, Incorporated,

"'See also Bates v. City of Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516, 527
(1960) (protecting membership list); National Right to
Work, supra note 82, 590 F.2d 1139 (same); Familis Unidas
v. Briscoe, 544 F.2d 182, 192 (5th Cir. 1976) (same);
Hastings v. North East Independent School District, 615 F.2d
628 (5th Cir, 1980) (same); Doe v. Martin, 404 F.Supp. 753
(D. D.C. 1975) (same).



22 F.R.D, 266 (S.D. N.Y. 1958).1" But in our view, the
appeal of this logic is superficial only. Ordinarily, plain-
tiffs file suits because they believe the courts provide the
best, if not the only, means to protect their rights. To say

14 In Independent Productions Corp. v. Loess, Incorpo-
rated, 2 F.R.D. 266, 176 (S.D. N.Y. 1958), the court stated
that "there is no testimonial privilege of silence based on the
First Amendment." It went on to say that, even if there
were such a privilege, it would not apply where the person
wishing to assert the privilege was the plaintiff, since:

It would be uneven justice to permit plaintiffs to in-
voke the powers of this court for the purpose of seeking
redress and, at the same time, to permit plaintiffs to
fend off questions, the answers to which may constitute
a valid defense or materially aid the defense.

Id. See also note 161 infra (listing cases that uphold, waiver
rule with respect to claim of Fifth Amendment privilege).
But see generally Part II supra (rejecting waiver in Fifth
Amendment context).

On the surface, Anderson v. Nixon, 444 F.Supp. 1195
(D. D.C. 1978), which was cited by the Distreit Court, see
JA 853, 1134, appears to adopt an automatic waiver rule. In
that case a plaintiff newspaper columnist refused to reveal
confidential sources to the defendant, claiming a First Amend-
ment privilege, The court ordered disclosure after stating
that a balancing approach was "unrealistic" when the person
claiming the privilege had initiated the lawsuit. Id. at 1199.
Despite this language, it appears that the court did in fact
balance the plaintiff's First Amendment rights against the
defendant's need for disclosure. It ordered disclosure only
after finding that extensive discovery had already taken place,
that alternative sources had been exhausted, and that the
information sought went to the heart of the case.

Moore's Federal Practice, also cited by the District Court,
see JA 1134, might also be interpreted as advocating a waiver
rule; in discussing whether parties may claim a constitutional
privilege during discovery it uses the terminology of waiver.
In fact, however, Moore would find "waiver" only where the
information with respect to which a privilege has been as-
serted is basic to the case. See 4 J. MOORE, FEDERAL PRACTICE

26.60[6 at 252 (1979).

States, 552 F.2d 560 (3d Cir. 1977),1' Here, appellants
have repeatedly stated their intent to rely on materials
provided by the government through discovery to prove
their claims of conspiracy.

- Although we conclude -that appellants should he given
an opportunity to take further discovery, we are not
convinced, on the basis of the record as it now stands,
that they will be able to uncover any evidence implicat-
ing the post-1973 appellees. Almost all of the activities
described in the complaint were alleged to have oc-
curred before 1974. In fact, the FBI's operations under
COINTELPRO were disbanded in 1971. The complaint
does refer to two recent events: it alleges that the FBI
continues to take the license plate numbers of all persons
who visit Elaine Brown, and it states that in 1976 the
government allocated fuhds "to pay off informants and
provacateurs [sic]."m But these actions are not neces-
sarily unlawful, It is also true that former Attorney
General Edward Levi, former Postmaster General Ben-
jamin Bailar, and former Acting IRS Commissioner Wil-
liam Williams concede that they participated in investi-
gations of the Party."' There is no indication that their
conduct was illegal, however. Under the circumstances,
the District Court might consider establishing an ex-
pedited discovery schedule with respect to the claims
against the post-1973 government officials. By expedit-
ing discovery the court could ensure that these indi-
viduals will avoid any unnecessary involvement in fur-
ther litigation.

M See generally 10 C. WRIGHT & A. MILLER, FEDERAL
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 2741 (1973) (discussing sufficiency
of reasons for not presenting affidavits).

'"See Amended Complaint at JA 34, 37.

" See note 187 supra (describing contents of afidavits).



had ample opportunity to take * discovery and have
taken discovery * "."18

We reverse on the ground that appellants had not yet
been given sufficient time to take discovery. When the
motion was granted, discovery was still in the first
"wave." In fact, appellants had received appellees' first
response to their request for documents only three months
earlier. The materials they received were highly dis-
organized."' Moreover, only three days before the order
granting summary judgment was entered, appellants re-
ceived an entirely new batch of documents."' Because
appellants believed appellees' response was inadequate,
they later decided to file a motion to compel discovery.02

Under the circumstances, the District Court should have
denied or at least postponed its decision on the motion
for summary judgment. A central purpose of Rule 56
(f) is to insure that diligent parties are given a reason-
able opportunity to complete discovery and prepare their
cases. Committee for Nuclear Responsibility, Inc. v
Seaborg, 463 F.2d 783 (D.C. Cir. 1971). See also Quinn
v. Syracuse Model Neighborhood Corp., 613 F.2d 438
(2d Cir. 1980). Sufficient time for discovery is par-
ticularly important where crucial facts are in the con-
trol of the opposing party. Washing*o v, Cameron, 411
F.2d 705 (D.C. Cir, 1969), See also Costlow v. United

18 Order of July 27, 1978 at JA 253.

1% See text and note at note 44 supra (describing appel-
lants' motion to compel production of documents by federal
appellees).

"I See appellants' brief at 61; Memorandum of Points and
Authorities in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Dis-
covery by Federal Defendants at JA 261.

m Appellants' motion to compel was filed September 21,
1978, after the District Court granted the motion for sum-
mary judgment in favor of the post-1973 appellees. See
Docket of Proceedings at JA 14-15.

they must waive those rights when they come into court
would make any judicial protection meaningless." Here,
for example, the Party is suing the government in part
because it believes the government has infringed its
First Amendment rights of expression and association,
An automatic waiver rule would frustrate this purpose.
Indeed, requiring plaintiffs to choose between waiver of
their constitutional rights and dismissal raises serious
due process questions; if plaintiffs have a right to a day
in court, that right is seriously infringed?'

In our view, a balancing inquiry should be conducted
to determine whether a claim of privilege should be up-
held. Before granting a motion to.compel discovery and

a See Wehling v. Columbia Broadcasting System, 608 F.2d
1084, 1089 n.10 (5th Cir. 1979) (rejecting voluntary/
involuntary distinction in Fifth Amendment context); see
also Note, Plaintiff as Deponent: Invoking the Fifth Amend-
ment, 48 U. CIII. L, REv. 158, 162-164 (1981) (criticizing
distinction) ; Note, Toward a Rational Treatment of Plain-
tiffs Who Invoke the Privilege Against Self-Incrimination
During Discovery, 66 IowA L. REv. 575, 584-587 (1981)
(same). The defendant, as much as the plaintiff, may be
responsible for the decision to file a lawsuit; presumably, the
plaintiff seeks to challenge some action taken by the defendant.

' Several Supreme Court decisions have discussed the re-
lationship between dismissal for failure to comply with court
orders and the due process clause. See Societe Internationae
v. Rogers, supra note 103, 357 U.S. at 212 (under due proc-
ess clause, party who failed to obey discovery order could not
be dismissed where failure was "due to inability, and not
to willfulness, bad faith, or any fault of petitioner"); Ham-
mond Packing Co. v. Arkansas, 212 U.S. 322 (1909) (due
process not denied when defendant's failure to comply with
statute requiring production of material evidence leads to
striking of answer and default) ; Hovey v. Elliott, 167 U.S.
409 (1897) (due process was denied to party who was dis-
missed as punishment for failure to comply with court order
'requiring deposit of money). See also Note, supra note 85,
91 HARV. L. REV. at 1041-1044; note 160 infra.



forcing a plaintiff to choose between disclosure and sanc-
tions, the plaintiff's First Amendment claim should be
measured against the defendant's need for the infor-
mation sought. If the former outweighs the latter, then

--- the -claim of privilege should- be. upheld, In this way.
the interests of both parties can be protected. Use of
balancing tests to determine whether compelled disclosure
is necessary is well established in the First Amendment
context, In NAACP v. Alabama, upra, 357 U.S. at 463,
the Supreme Court stated that disclosure of membership
lists by the defendant NAACP and the accompanying
abridgement of its freedom of association would be ap-
propriate only if the state could demonstrate a compel-
ling interest in disclosure. A balancing test was also
used by this court in National Right to Work, supra,
where we held that the defendant, the National Right
to Work Legal Defense and Educational Fund, could be
forced to disclose its contributors only after a detailed
inquiry Into the other party's need for the information.,"

'" Balancing tests have also been used in other member-
ship list cases. See, e.g., Bates v. City of Little Rock, supra
note 140, 361 U.S. at 527; Doe v. Martin, supra note 140;
Familis Unidas v. Briscoe, supra note 140, 544 F.2d at 192;
Hastings v. North East Independent School District, supra
note 140. Families Unidas and Hastings, in which plaintiffs
claimed a First Amendment privilege, are discussed in more
detail below, see text and notes at notes 147-148 infra. Cf.
Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 71-75 (1976) (minor political
parties likely to be harassed need not comply with statutory
disclosure requirements). In Buckley v. Valeo the Supreme
Court stated:

We have long recognized that significant encroach-
ments on First Amendment rights of the sort that com-
pelled disclosure imposes cannot be justified by a mere
showing of some legitimate governmental interest. Since
NAACP v. Alabama we have required that the subor-
dinating interests of the State must survive exacting
scrutiny. We have also insisted that there be a "relevant
correlation" or "substantial relation" between the gov-

noted that their complaint alleged a continuing con-
spiracy, and described several overt acts occurring after
January 1974,11 In July 1978 the District Court granted
the motion. It stated that the post-1973 appellees' af-
fidavits-ovidenced a lackeof-involvement in. the acts al-
leged, and that the affidavits were substantiated by the
recency of the terms of office. Moreover, appellants had
failed to respond with evidentiary submissions of their
own, The court recognized that appellants had filed an
affidavit of counsel pursuant to Rule 56(f), but found
that since that affidavit was submitted "plaintiffs have

by a Postal Service employee for the purpose of determining
an address to which the letter can be delivered. The af-
fidavit does not state whether the Postal Service had search
warrants or whether the mail was opened to ascertain delivery
addresses. The aidavit also concedes that Black Panther
Party publications were misclassified by the Postal Service,
and that, as a result, the Party was charged excessive postage.
There is no explanation as to why this occurred, See id.
(Bailar Affidavit). Former Acting Commissioner of the IRS
William Williams concedes in his affidavit that he participated
in a meeting at which the status of Newton's tax investiga-
tion was discussed. He also stated that he discussed the
Black Panther Party and individual members and supporters
with former IRS Commissioner Donald Alexander. Id. (Wil-
liams Affidavit),

19 See Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposi-
tion to Motion of Certain Defendants for Summary Judg-
ment, R 71 at 11-12. See also Amended Complaint at JA 34,
37 (government allocated funds in 1976 "to pay off inform-
ants and provacateurs [sic]") (FBI surveillance of Elaine
Brown), Appellants also noted that, although COINTELPRO
actions formally terminated in 1971, the Senate Report found
that "COINTELPRO existed for years on an 'ad hoc' basis
before the formal programs were instituted, and more sig-
nificantly, COINTELPRO-type activities may continue today
under the rubric of 'investigation.'" Senate Report, supra
note 19, Book III at 12; see id. at 13-14.



A. Sammry Judgment in Favor of Individal De-
fendants Who Held Oficc After 1973

In July 1977 each of the individual appellees who
took office after January 1974 moved for summary judg-
ment on the ground that they were not in office at the
times of the acts alleged. They filed affidavits setting
forth the dates on which they assumed office and dis-
claiming any knowledge of or participation in a con-
spiracy against the appellants"' Appellants responded
with an afidavit of counsel under Rule 56(f), stating
that they needed further discovery before they could
respond to appellees' motion for summary judgment."'
They also claimed that the affidavits of three of the
appellees, Postmaster General Benjamin Bailar, Attorney
General Levi, and Internal Revenue Service Commis-
sioner William Williams, raised new -issues of material
fact, since they seemed to concede involvement in in-
vestigations of Party activities.' Finally, appellants

185 See Motion of Certain Defendants [Griffin Bell, W. Mi-
chael Blumenthal, Clifford Alexander, Stansield Turner, Ben-
jamin Bailar, Edward Levi, George Bush, William Simon,
and William Williams] for Summary Judgment, July 14, 1977,
R 56.

1 See appellants' Memorandum of Points and Authorities
in Opposition to Motion of Certain Defendants for Summary
Judgment, September 1, 1977, R 71 affidavitt of Bruce
Terris).

I", See id. at 15-17. In his affidavit former Attorney Gen-

eral Levi acknowledges receiving information concerning the
ongoing "domestic security investigation" of the Party and
COINTELPRO operations. He goes on to state that he de-
cided to terminate the investigation of the Party shortly
after he took office. See Motion of Certain Defendants for
Summary Judgment, IR 56 (Levi Affidavit). Former Post.
master General Benjamin Bailar acknowledges that mail
addressed to the Black Panther Party "may have been op-
ened" under authority granted by federal statutes that per-
mit opening of mail either pursuant to a search warrant or

Balancing tests are also used to determine whether
reporters must disclose their confidential sources to civil
litigants. See, e.g., Zerilli v. Smith, - F.2d -

(D.C. Cir. No. 79-2466, decided April 13, 1981); Carey
v. Hume, 492 F,2d 631 (D.C. Cir.), cert, dismissed, 417
U.S. 938 (1974)." To be sure, these cases do not in-
volve attempts by plaintiffs to claim a First Amendment
privilege, But nothing in the language of the opinions
suggests that the proper approach varies depending on
whether the plaintiff or the defendant is seeking con-
stitutional protection."6

In fact, a balancing approach has been adopted in
cases very similar to this one, where the plaintiff has
asserted a First Amendment privilege and refused to
make discovery. In Families Unidas v. Briscoe, 544 F.2d
182 (5th Cir. 1976), the plaintiff, an association formed
to advance the educational and social status of lMexican-
Americans, challenged the constitutionality of a state
educational code provision that would have required it to

ernmental interests and the information required to be
disclosed. ***

424 U.S. at 64 (footnotes omitted).

'I See also Riley v. City of Chester, 612 F.2d 708, 715-716
(3d Cir. 1976); Silkwood v. Kerr-ieGee Corp., 563 F.2d
433, 436438 (10th Cir. 1978) ; Baker v. F & F Investment,
470 F.2d 778, 783 (2d Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 411 U.S. 966
(1973) ; Cervantes v. Time, Inc., 464 F.2d 986 (8th Cir.
1972); Miller v. Tramamerica Press, Inc., 621 F.2d 721, 725
(5th Cir. 1980),

"'It is true that in Anderson v. Nixon, supra note 141,
a reporter's privilege case, the court stated that balancing
was unrealistic where the plaintiff claimed First Amendment
protection. As we noted earlier, however, the facts of that
case reveal that the court refused to uphold the plaintiff's
assertion of a privilege only after concluding that the defend-
ant's need for the information sought was substantial. See
note 141 supra.



disclose its membership. The association refused to an-
swer three interrogatories from the school board that
asked for the names of its members. The District Court,
which adopted an automatic waiver theory, ordered dis-

-closure and--then-dismissed when the association refused
to comply with the order. The Fifth Circuit reversed,
stating:

To require them to forfeit that which they seek to
protect in order that they might receive federal as-
surance that they were indeed entitled to it initially
would be an abdication by the federal court of not
only its federal stature, but its judicial robes as well.

The language of N.A.A.C.P. v. Alabama, supra,
is much too strong to permit this result. * * *
[W]e cannot agree with the trial court's distinction

of that case on the basis that the N.A.A.C.P. was
the defendant there. *

Id. at 192. The court then balanced the plaintiff's inter-
est in protecting the names of the association's members
against the state's need for the information and ruled
against disclosure.'" Similarly, in Hastings v. North

1" Appellees suggest that Familias Unidas v. Briscoe, supra
note 140, can be distinguished on the ground that the position
of the Mexican-American organization was more analogous
to that of a defendant than a plaintiff; it filed a suit chal-
lenging the constitutionality of the statute in order to fore-
stall a criminal prosecution under the statute. The Fifth
Circuit apparently did not believe this factor was important.
In Hastings v. North East Iulependent School District, supra
note 140, it upheld the plaintiff's claim of privilege, even
though plaintiff's position was not clearly analogous to that
of a defendant, See description of Hastings in text and
note at note 148 infra. We also are unpersuaded by this dis-
tinction. To rule that a plaintiff's claim of privilege should be
upheld only when the plaintiff can be viewed as a quasi-
defendant would be to give credence to the notion that the
plaintiff, as a voluntary litigant, deserves less constitutional
protection. But we have already rejected this view, See text
and notes at notes 141-142 supra. In any event, a rule that

court has held that "when an appealable final judgment
is entered, appeal brings up the entire record for re-
view, including interlocutory orders." Taylor T. Wash-
imgton Termind Co., 409 F.2d 145, 147 (I.C. Cir.),
cert; denied, 396 U.S 835- (1969). if-appellees would
be prejudiced by a decision to consider issues not spe-
cifically included in the notice of appeal, our conclusion
might be different. See Gunther v. E. 1. DuPont de
Nemours & Co., 255 F.2d 710, 717 (4th Cir. 1958) ("ap-
peal should not be dismissed for mistakes which do not
mislead or prejudice the appellee"). They have not made
such a showing, however. We note that the Joint Ap-
pendix includes all of the orders which appellants wish
to challenge,"

"I See JA 253, 629. Appellees also argue that these issues
are not reviewable because appellants' counsel, in a letter to
appellees' counsel dated April 25, 1980, provided a list of
issues appellants intended to present on appeal, but did not
include on this list the decision to grant summary judgment
or the decision to defer consideration of the motion to compel.
See addendum to appellees' brief (copy of letter). Appellees
suggest that this letter should be treated as a designation
of issues pursuant to Rule 30(b), FE. R. APP. P., which
provides, in pertinent part:

The parties are encouraged to agree as to the contents
of the appendix. In the absence of agreement, the ap-
pellant shall, not later than 10 days after the date on
which the record is filed, serve on the appellee a designa-
tion of the parts of the record which he intends to in-
clude in the appendix and a statement of the issues which
he intends to present for review. * * *

We do not find, however, that the letter can be treated as a
formal designation of issues pursuant to Rule 30(b). Even
if the letter was so interpreted, we would review the issues
not listed. Appellees have not shown how they are prejudiced;
also, as we have stated, the Joint Appendix does contain the
order granting summary judgment and the order deferring
consideration of the motion to compel.



Under the circumstances, any possible basis for an award
of expenses under Rule 37(b) has evaporated.'

VI. OTHER IssuEs

Appellants raise several other issues not directly re-
lated to the decision to dismiss and award costs. In
particular, they challenge the District Court's decisions
to: (1) grant partial summary judgment in favor of all
individual defendants who held orfce after 1973; (2)
deny appellants' motion for an extension of time in
which to file for class certification; and (3) postpone
consideration of appellants' motion to compel discovery
until after consideration of appellees' motion to compel.
Appellees contend that we may not reach these issues
since the notice of appeal filed by appellants pursuant to
Rule 3 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure only
referred to the orders granting dismissal and awarding
expenses. Rule 3 provides that notice of appeal "shall
designate the judgment, order or part thereof appealed
from * **" Rule 3(c), Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure. We are not persuaded by this argument.

The Supreme Court has rejected a strict construction
of Rule 3. In Foan v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178, 181-182
(1962), it held that an appeal should not be dismissed
simply because the appellant failed to list all orders
appealed from in its Rule 3 notice. In addition, this

I Cf. Stillman v. Edmund Scientific Co., 522 F.2d 798
(4th Cir. 1975) (rule limits sanctions to fees and expenses
flowing from an abuse of the discovery process); Vollert v.
Summa Corp., 389 F.Supp. 1348 (I). Hawaii 1975) (award
for costs and attorney fees incurred in obtaining order com-
pelling answers to interrogatories was not justified where
defendant had not acted in bad faith and objections had some
foundation); Johnson v. W. H. Stewart Co., 75 F.R.D. 541

(D. 01da. 1976) (request for attorney fees and costs in con-
nection with motion to compel is denied where there was
some merit to defendant's objection to interrogatories).

East ndepedent School District, 615 F.2d 628 (5th
Cir. 1980), the Fifth Circuit reversed a District Court
order dismissing a plaintiff teachers organization when
it refused to release the names of its members who were
not publicly known. The court stated that on remand
the District Court should weigh the defendant's need for
the names of the members against the plaintiff's con-
stitutional interests before ordering disclosure or impos-
ing additional sanctions,

Balancing one party's First Amendment interests
against another party's need for disclosure to determine
whether a claim of privilege should be upheld or whether
discovery should be ordered requires a detailed and pains-
taking analysis. The need for First Amendment pro-
tection should be carefully scrutinized. See NAACP v,
Alabama, supra, 357 U.S, at 460-462; National Right to
Work, supra, 590 F.2d at 1152. The argument in favor
of upholding the claim of privilege will ordinarily grow
stronger as the danger to rights of expression and asso-
ciation increases. We emphasize, however, that the liti-
gant seeking protection need not prove to a certainty
that its First Amendment rights will be chilled by dis-
closure. It need only show that there is some probability
that disclosure will lead to reprisal or harassment,"

would require us to determine whether a plaintiff's position
could be analogized to that of a defendant would be extremely
difficult to apply.

"I See Hastings v. North East dependent School District,
supra note 140, 615 F.2d at 632 (First Amendment interests
recognized as deserving substantial protection where com-
plaint alleges that members of teachers organization had been
harassed); NAACP v, Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 462 (1958)
("Petitioner has made an uncontroverted showing that on
past occasions revelation of the identity of its rank-and-file
members has exposed these members to economic reprisal,
loss of employment, threat of physical coercion, and other
manifestations of physical hostility.").

In Buckley v. Valeo, supra note 144, 424 U.S. at 72-73,
the Supreme Court discussed the circumstances under which



The interest in disclosure should also be carefully ex-
amined. Several factors are relevant in conducting this
examination. First, courts must consider the relevance of
the information sought. The interest in disclosure will be
relatively weak unle s the informationgso "th
heart of the matter," that is, unless it is crucial to the
party's case. See Zerilli v. Smith, supra, - F,2d at
-, slip opinion at 17; National Right to Work, supra,
590 F.2d at 1153; Carey v. Humse, supra, 492 F,2d at
636.1' Mere speculation that information might be use-
ful will not suffice; litigants seeking to compel discovery
must describe the information they hope to obtain and
its importance to their case with a reasonable degree of
specificity. See Cervantes v. Time, Inc., 464 F.2d 986,
994 (8th Cir. 1972). Second, courts must determine
whether the litigants seeking disclosure have pursued
alternative sources. Even when the information sought
is crucial to a litigant's case, disclosure should be com-
pelled only after the litigant has shown that he has

a minor party could avoid a statutory requirement that it
disclose its membership list. Recognizing that strict require-
ments of proof of harassment would impose a heavy burden,
it stated:

Minor parties must be allowed sufficient flexibility in the
proof of injury to assure a fair consideration of their
claim. The evidence offered need show only a reasonable
probability that the compelled disclosure of a party's con-
tributors' names will subject them to threats, harass-
ment, or reprisals from either Government oicials or
private parties. * * *

Id. at 74,

"' See also, e.g., Hastings v. North East Independent School
District, supra note 140, 615 F.2d at 632 (emphasizing fact
that defendants' need for membership list had evaporated
once plaintiffs withdrew class action); Familias Unidas v.
Briscoe, supra note 140, 554 F.2d at 192 (same); Baker v.
F & F Investment, supra note 145, 470 F.2d at 783 (upholding
reporter's privilege in part because information sought was
not important).

District Court never ruled on appellants' motion to com-
pel production of documents by appellees.

B. Award of Attorney Fees anu Costs

In addition to dismissing all appellants, the Ditfict
Court, acting pursuant to Rule 37(b) of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, ordered the Party and Newton
to pay the reasonable expenses incurred by appellees in
bringing their motion to dismiss under Rule 37 (b), in-
cluding costs and attorney fees. We reverse. Appellants
need not pay appellees' expenses.

Rule 37(b) states that the court shall require a party
failing to obey a discovery order made under Rule 37(a)
to pay the reasonable expenses caused by the failure,
"unless the court finds that the failure was substantially
justified or that other circumstances make an award of
expenses unjust." "I In this opinion we have already
ruled that the Party complied with that portion of the
August 6 discovery order which required it to clarify
apparently inconsistent or evasive responses. Thus there
was no "failure to obey" that would trigger the expenses
provision of Rule 37(b). We have also ruled that the
portion of the order requiring all Party officers to re-.
spond to a list of 107 interrogatories was not valid. Thus,
although the Party did fail to obey this ruling, the
failure was clearly "substantially justified." In addition,
we have held that the District Court should reconsider
those portions of the August 6 discovery order which
require the Party and Newton to choose between asser-
tion of a constitutional privilege and dismissal. At this
stage we cannot find that their refusal to release the
withheld information was not substantially justified,

1I See also text and notes at notes 77-81 supra (describing
Rule 37 (b) in detail).



stating that their complaint did allege the possibility of
continuing harm, and by filing an affidavit of counsel
pursuant to Rule 56(f) in which they asked that con-
sideration of the motion be deferred until they had an
opportunity to take further discovery,'" Under Rule
56(f) the District Court may either deny a motion for
summary judgment or postpone its decision when it con-
cludes that additional discovery is necessary.' We do
not agree with appellees that the District Court's amended
order can be interpreted as granting their motion for
summary judgment. The District Court nowhere refers
to Rule 56 or to the motion. We will not affirm the
District Court's dismissal on this basis.

Because appellees' efforts to salvage the amended order
are unavailing, the other plaintiffs should be reinstated.
They should be given an opportunity to pursue their
claims even if the court determines on remand that the
Party and Newton were properly dismissed. If we have
misinterpreted the order, that is, if the court did in fact
intend to grant the motion for summary judgment, it
may simply enter a new order explicitly stating that the
motion is granted. We would point out, however, that
summary judgment may be premature. There appears
to be considerable merit to appellants' argument that a
continuance is appropriate under Rule 56 (f); at this
stage of the litigation appellants have not had sufficient
opportunity to uncover evidence supporting their claim
of continuing harm.? We note, for example, that the

1" See Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Points and Authorities
in Opposition to Federally Represented Defendants' Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment or in the Alternative for
Sanctions, October 30, 1978, R 193A.

'8 See note 33 supra (quoting text of Rule 56(f), FED. R.

181 See also text and notes at notes 188-195 infra (discussing
need for further discovery on question whether summary
judgment should be granted in favor of certain individual
defendants).

exhausted every reasonable alternative source of infor-
mation, Natioal Right to Work, supra, 590 F.2d at
1153."' Because of the preferred position of First
Amendment rights, "compelled disclosure * * * [is]
normally the end, and not the beginning, of the inquiry."
Zerilli v. Smith, supra, - F.2d at -, slip opinion
at 18 (quoting Carey v. Hume, supra, 492 F.2d at 638).
Infringement of First Amendment interests must be kept
to a minimum,

On the basis of our review of the record, we cannot
conclude that the District Court properly applied these
principles in deciding that the claim of privilege should
be denied and that disclosure should be ordered, In its
August 6 order it stated: "Plaintiff cannot assert this
privilege and at the same time proceed with this lawsuit,
withholding information vital to the defense of the par-
ties sued.""' Later, in its order dismissing the Party,
it stated: "These may well be the individuals able to
provide defendants with the information necessary for
their defense-even to the point of telling them what
exactly they are accused of doing." 152

These statements might be interpreted as suggesting
that the District Court intended to apply a balancing
approach. Clearly, however, they do not reflect the care-

10 See asio Zerilli v. Smith, - F.2d - , - (D.C. Cir.
No. 79-2466, decided April 13, 1981) (slip op. at 18); Carey
v. Hume, 492 F,2d 631, 639 (D.C. Cir,), cert. dismissed, 417
U.S. 938 (1974); Riley v. City of Chester, supra note 145,
612 F.2d at 717-718; Silkwood v. Kerr-McGee Corp., supra
note 145, 563 F.2d at 430; Baker v. F & F Investment, supra
note 145, 470 F.2d at 784; Miller v. Tranamerica Press, I1c.,
supra note 145, 621 F.2d at 726. In Carey we suggested that
an alternative requiring the taking of as many as 60 deposi-
tions might be a reasonable prerequisite to compelled dis-
closure. Carey v. Hime, supra, 492 F.2d at 639.

"I Opinion and Order of August 6, 1979 at JA 853.
m12 Memorandum and Order of January 25, 1980 at JA 1134.



ful analysis that is necessary before an order compelling
disclosure should be made, The court never specifically
addressed the question whether the Party's fears of
harassment and interference with First Amendment
rights were substantial.,4 -As-for -the -other side of the
balance, the court simply accepted appellees' claims that
the undisclosed names were crucial, even though appel-
lees had never stated precisely what information they
hoped the unnamed individuals would provide.54 The

10 The record as it now stands does suggest that the Party
deserves some First Amendment protection. The general im-
portance of associational freedoms was stressed by the Su-
preme Court in NAACP v. Alabama, supra note 148. The
Party claims that these freedoms might be endangered if
the names of its leaders and members not known to the
public are disclosed. It alleges that its members have been
harassed before, and suggests that this harassment may con-
tinue. The complaint states, for example, that FBI agents
still take down the names and license numbers of persons
who visit the home of Elaine Brown. Amended Complaint at
JA 37. Appellees respond by stating that, even if they took
steps to suppress the Party in the past, these efforts have been
discontinued and there is no current threat. We will not
resolve this dispute here; the District Court should further
explore these issues before reaching its decision on the priv-
ilege question. We note, however, that the Party has made
serious allegations, and there is some evidence supporting its
claims. We also emphasize that protection should not be de-
nied simply because the Party cannot prove to a certainty
that intimidation will follow. See text and note at note 148
supra,

"I Appellees have never suggested that the undisclosed
identities are themselves linked to a specific issue in the case.
Cf. National Right to Work, supra note 82, 590 F.2d at
1152-1153 (identity of right-to-work organization supporters
sought because union hoped to show that they were interested
employers).

Appellees do contend that they need the information in or-
der to find out "what exactly they are accused of doing." See
Memorandum and Order of January 25, 1980 at JA 1134. But

action are hereby dismissed * * *." 7 We reverse the
dismissal of the other plaintiffs.

The District Court failed to set forth any findings of
fact or law supporting its determination that the other
-plaintiffs should be dismissed. However, appellees have
offered two theories that they believe support this deter-
mination. First, they suggest that the claims of the
other plaintiffs were contingent upon the claims of the
Party and Newton. Thus, when the Party and Newton
were dismissed, dismissal of the remaining plaintiffs was
appropriate. But the other plaintiffs' claims are not con-
tingent upon the claims of the Party and Newton, The
complaint alleges that the defendants engaged in a con-
tinuing conspiracy against the Party, its members, and
its supporters."1' There is no reason why the other plain-
tiffs, as Party members and supporters, could not con-
tinue to litigate this claim, even though the Party and
Newton are out of the case,

The second theory offered by appellees is that, al-
though the District Court used the word "dismissal," it
actually intended to grant a motion for summary judg-
ment against all the other plaintiffs that appellees had
filed roughly one year earlier. In this motion appellees
claimed that summary judgment was appropriate because
the other plaintiffs, unlike the Party and Newton, had
only requested declaratory and injunctive relief. Ap-
pellees argued that there was no evidence showing any
continuing harm, and that therefore equitable relief was
unwarranted. Appellants responded to this motion by

', Amended Order and Final Judgment, February 13, 1980,
JA 1144. The individual plaintiffs affected by this order were
Donald Freed, Berton Schneider, Thomas and Flora Gladwin,
John George, and Father Earl Neil, all of whom were Party
supporters. Also affected were John and Elizabeth Huggins,
who were suing on behalf of their deceased son, John Huggins,
a former Party member. See note 9 supra.

us See, e.g., Amended Complaint at JA 37.



appellees need the information in question immediately,
complete dismissal should be a last resort; the court
might consider, for example, dismissing only that portion
of Newton's suit that relates to the withheld informa-
tion.",'

V. DISMISSAL OF OTHER INDIVIDUAL PLAINTIFFS
AND AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES

Appellants also challenge two District Court orders
closely related to the decisions to dismiss the Party and
Newton: (1) the order dismissing all other plaintiffs,
and (2) the order requiring the Party and Newton to
pay the expenses incurred by appellees in bringing their
motion for sanctions,

A, Dismissal of Other Individual Plaintifls

In their motion for sanctions appellees did not seek
dismissal of any of the plaintiffs other than the Party
and Newton. In its order granting the motion the Dis-
trict Court referred only to "plaintiffs." "I Thus, as we
explained above, plaintiffs filed a motion for clarification,
asking whether the court intended to dismiss only the
Party and Newton, or whether it also intended to dis-
miss the other individual plaintiffs.' The court re-
sponded by filing an amended order and final judgment
in which it stated that "defendants' motion to dismiss is
hereby granted" and that "all named plaintiffs to this

17 For example, the court could simply dismiss any claims
that depend on the allegations contained in subparagraphs
57(d) and 57(e) of the Amended Complaint.

"' See Memorandum and Order of January 25, 1980 at JA
1138.

,' See Motion of Plaintiffs to Amend Judgment Pursuant
to Rule 59(e) or, Alternatively, to Direct Entry of Final
Judgment Pursuant to Rule 54 (b) at JA 1139.

court also failed to consider the possibility that alterna-
tive sources might be able to provide the information
sought."' In particular, it failed to recognize that ap-
pellees might be able to obtain the information they
needed from the individuals that the Party had already
named. If appellees really were uncertain about what

it is unclear why this need would justify overriding the Par-
ty's First Amendment interests. It may be true that appel-
lants do not describe their claims with perfect specificity. But
they have repeatedly stated that they hope to develop their
claims after an opportunity to take discovery. Appellants
have provided enough information in their complaint and
responses to interrogatories to enable appellees to proceed
with preparation of their defense. With respect to the al-
legation that the government conducted unlawful armed
raids, for example, appellants have provided a great deal
of specific information: they have listed 39 raids, five incidents
of arson or bombing of Party offices, violent deaths of 15 Party
members, five injuries, and 105 arrests. See JA 156-158,
895, 963, 965-967, 1047-1049, 1112. See also appellants' brief
at Appendix A (detailing specific information provided by
Party that substantiates allegations made in complaint).

To further support their claim of need appellees also sug-
gest that unidentified Party officers could "provide testimony
with respect to the Party's alleged political and social pur-
poses" and "with respect to whether there really was any
'immediacy and reality' to plaintiffs' claim of threatened harm
so as to justify imposition of equitable relief * * *." Ap-
pellees' brief at 45 n.65. But they fail to explain why this
information could not be obtained from the Party officers
who have already been named. See lso text and note at note
156 inf ra.

I Cf. National Right to Work, supra note 82, 590 F.2d
at 1152-1153 (disclosure order reversed, even though right-
to-work foundation's membership list was of central relevance,
because plaintiff unions failed to show that they had been
unable to obtain information from alternative sources);
Zerili v. Smith, supra note 150, - F.2d at -, slip op.
at 20-21 (District Court order refusing to require disclosure
upheld even though the identity of reporter's source is crucial,
because plaintiff failed to pursue alternatives).



they were accused of doing, for example, it seems likely
that they could have obtained helpful information from
the Party members whose identities had been disclosed."'

We remand so that the District Court may reconsider
its decision to order disclosure in lighfof the principles
we have outlined above, If, appellees cannot show that
their need for the undisclosed identities is substantial,
and the court concludes that the claim of privilege should
have been upheld, the Party should be reinstated. If, on
the other hand, the court decides that the claim of priv-
ilege was properly denied, then it may enter a new
order requiring the Party to respond. If the Party fails
to comply with this order, sanctions may be appropriate.
We point out, however, that sanctions should be care-
fully tailored to preserve to the greatest extent possible
the First Amendment values at stake. Again, dismissal
should be used only as a last resort.

IV. DismissAL OF IUEY NEWTON:
THE FIFTH AMENDMENT PRIVILEGE

Huey Newton claimed the Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incrimination and refused to answer a num-
ber of interrogatories that would have required him to

6 As appellants point out, see appellants' brief at 31 n.1,
22 members of the Central Committee were identified. See
JA 95-96, 877, 932-933, 999, All but five of these individuals
joined the Party before 1971, JA 863, and thus were mem-
bers during the period that appellees consider to be most
important to their defense. In fact, most of these individuals
were Central Committee members during the period 1966-
1971. JA 863. We think it likely that appellees could obtain
the information they seek by deposing these individuals. In-
deed, the individuals whose identities have not been disclosed
may be far less valuable sources of information, The Party
asserts that the four present Central Committee members
whose names were withheld were not Central Committee mem-
bers before 1973.

edies would seem to be available. The court apparently
never considered the possibility of delaying Newton's
obligation to respond until the criminal prosecutions and
investigations ar terminated or until the relevant stat-
utes of limitations have expired. Newton has repeatedly
stated that he would be willing to answer the interroga-,
tories once the danger of prosecution has passed,'7 In
the meantime, appellees could proceed with discovery on
other issues. It is instructive to compare the facts of
Welling v. Colmbia Broadcasting System, supra, in
which the Fifth Circuit stayed the plaintiff's obligation
to respond for three years, even though the information
sought by the defendants went to the heart of their
case,73

We remand so that the District Court may reconsider
its decision to deny the claim of Fifth Amendment privi-
lege and to force Newton to choose between disclosure
and dismissal in light of the balancing test we have
just described. In conducting this balancing inquiry the
court should consider whether an order delaying Newton's
obligation to respond until the danger of criminal prose-
cution has passed would unduly prejudice appellees. If
it finds that such an order would be appropriate, then
Newton should be reinstated and given another oppor-
tunity to pursue his claims. Even if the court finds that

'n See, e.g., Plaintiff Huey P. Newton's Memorandum of
Points and Authorities in Support of Motion to Compel Dis-
covery, R 207A at 21, 26; Plaintiff Huey P. Newton's Further
Supplemental Responses to Interrogatories as Ordered by
This Court on August 6, 1979 at JA 991. In fact, when one
of the crimifial prosecutions ended in acquittal Newton did
provide answers to two more interrogatories. See id, at JA
991-992 (responses to Interrogatories 43 and 44).

17 The information sought here does not seem to go to the
heart of the lawsuit. Thus the defendants in this case will
be far less hampered in preparing their case than the de-
fendants in Wehling.



Finally, appellees claim that Newton hai already waived
his privilege because he testified about many of these
issues in an unrelated criminal trial. However, a waiver
of the privilege against self-incrimination is effective
only in the proceedings at which the accused testifies.
See, e.g., United States v. Miranti, 253 F.2d 135 (2d Cir.
1958); Marcello v, United States, 196 F.2d 437, 444-445
(5th Cir, 1952) ; see generally C. MCCoMIcK, LAW OF

EVIDENCE 132 at 281 (1972).

On the other side of the balance, appellees have not
made the detailed showing of need that would justify an
order forcing a party to choose between disclosure and
dismissal. Appellees have contended that the information
is crucial "to the point of telling them what exactly they
are accused of doing." "" But the record does not now
provide much support for this contention. In fact, as
appellants emphasize, the Fifth Amendment claims seem
to relate only to a small portion of the lawsuit; the
interrogatories Newton refused to answer pertained pri-
marily to allegations contained in three subparagraphs
of the complaint." It may be true that if appellees are
never able to obtain the withheld information they will
be prejudiced. This does not necessarily mean, however,
that at this stage of the litigation an order forcing im-
mediate disclosure is appropriate. Far less drastic rem-

"' See Opinion and Order of August 6, 1979 at JA 856,

"'See note 157 supra. These subparagraphs are 57(d)
("Fox Lounge incident"), 57(e) (tax investigations initiated

to harass Newton), and 59(c) ("Richmond incident" and
Newton's claim that he advocated violent action only where
necessary for self-defense). See Amended Complaint at JA
38, 43, The District Court expressly found that the inter-
rogatories inquire about more than the subjects of "several
subparagraphs of the complaint." Memorandum and Order
of January 25, 1980 at JA 1135. It may have intended to
refer to Interrogatories 46, 47, and 48, which ask for in-
formation regarding the shooting of Nelson Malloy and the
Party status of Flores Forbes. See JA 248-249,

disclose information relating to matters that were the
subject of pending criminal prosecutions or pending crim-
inal and civil investigations."' In its August 6 order the

1 Newton refused to answer Interrogatories 11-15 and 49,
which sought information about the "Fox Lounge incident"
in July 1974. Allegations regarding events at the Fox Lounge
are made at subparagraph 57(d) of the Amended Complaint,
see JA 38. According to Newton, these events are currently
the subject of a criminal prosecution against him. Objections
of Plaintiff Huey Newton to First Interrogatories of Fed-
erally Represented Defendants at JA 240. Newton refused to
answer Interrogatories 18-36 and 8-41, which sought in-
formation regarding his tax dealings. He objected on the
ground that he was under investigation for possible civil and
criminal violations of the federal tax laws. See id, at JA 241.
Subparagraph 57(e) of the Amended Complaint suggests
that these investigations were undertaken for the purpose of
harassing Newton. Amended Complaint at JA 38. Newton
also refused to answer Interrogatory 45, which asked him
to describe his involvement in the "Richmond incident" of
October 1977 where three men, including two Black Panther
Party members, broke into a house where a prosecution wit-
ness was staying and fired guns. He stated that this matter
was the subject of a pending criminal investigation. Ap-
pellees suggest that this interrogatory relates to subpara-
graph 59(c) of the Amended Complaint, which states that
Newton opposed violence except in self-defense. See State-
ment of Defendants Bell, et al., Interrogatories Sought to
be Compelled at JA 808; Amended Complaint at JA 43.
Finally, Newton refused to answer Interrogatories 46, 47,
and 48, which sought information regarding the shooting of
Nelson Malloy and the Party status of Flores Forbes. See
JA 248-249.

Newton also objected to Interrogatories 43 and 44, which
asked him to describe his participation in the shooting of
Kathleen Smith and the beating of Preston Collins. Newton
asserted the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-
incrimination on the ground that this incident was the sub-
ject of a pending criminal prosecution against him. He later
answered these interrogatories when the charges against him
were dismissed. See Plaintiff Huey P, Newton's Further Sup-
plemental Responses to Interrogatories as Ordered by This
Court on August 6,1979 at JA 991-992.



District Court ruled that Newton must either answer
the interrogatories with respect to which he had asserted
the Fifth Amendment privilege or face dismissal. When
Newton. continued to rely on the privilege, he was dis-
missed, We cannot determine on the basis of the record
as it now stands whether the District Court's August 6
decision denying Newton's claim of privilege and com-
pelling disclosure was valid. We remand so that the
District Court may reconsider its decision to order dis-
closure in light of the legal principles we set forth below,

Just as appellees argued that an automatic waiver rule
should be applied in the First Amendment context, so
also they contend that such a rule should be applied in
the Fifth Amendment context, Again, we disagree. In
Griffi v. California, 380 U.S. 609 (1965), the Supreme
Court recognized that penalizing assertion of the Fifth
Amendment privilege effectively destroys the privilege.
Thus it held that the judiciary may not impose sanctions
that make assertion of the privilege "costly." See also
Spevacek v. Klein, 885 U.S. 511 (1967); Garrity v. New
Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967)."' Requiring a plaintiff to
choose between proceeding with his lawsuit and claiming
the privilege cleaIy imposes a substantial cost, This cost
cannot be justified on the sole ground that the plaintiff
chose to initiate the suit and thus can be characterized
as a voluntary litigant. Again, an individual "volun-
tarily" becomes a plaintiff only because he believes the
courts provide the best means of protecting his rights.'

"I The fact that the privilege was asserted in a civil setting
does not justify a waiver rule. It is well established that the
privilege may be claimed whenever there is a danger of crim-
inal prosecution. See, e.g., McCarthy v. Arndstein, 266 U.S.
34,40 (1924).

"I See text and notes at notes 141-142 supra; see also Note,
Plaintif as Depoent: Invoking the Filth Amendment, supra
note 142, 48 U. CHi. L. REV. at 162-164 (criticizing volun-
tary/involuntary distinction); Note, Toward a Rational Treat-

did not undertake the careful analysis that is necessary
before a claim of privilege can be denied.

First, the court never considered whether there was a
serious threat to Newton's Fifth Amendment rights. The
record as it now stands strongly suggests th wton
properly invoked the privilege against self-incrimination.
Although appellees make several arguments in an at-
tempt to show that Newton's invocation of the Fifth
Amendment should not be respected, these arguments
lack merit."1  Appellees contend, first, that Newton's
claims involve no more than "imaginary hazards of in-
crimination." I" But Newton declined to answer the
interrogatories in question precisely because they would
have required him to disclose information about incidents
that are the subject of pending criminal prosecutions or
pending criminal and civil investigations."' Newton con-
cedes that the civil investigation has now been com-
pleted. However, that investigation did not terminate
until after appellees had filed their motion for sanctions
and Newton had filed his original and supplemental re-
sponses."' Second, appellees suggest that Newton refused
to answer several interrogatories that would have re-
quired him to identify participants in events that are the
subject of criminal prosecutions in part because he
wished to protect those individuals; they argue that this
is not a proper claim of privilege. But as appellants
correctly point out, identification of potential witnesses
is within the scope of the Fifth Amendment privilege.

" 'It is relevant to note that the District Court never sug-
gested that Newton's claim of Fifth Amendment privilege
was not substantial.

167 Appellees' brief at 37-38.

"I See note 157 supra.

"See appellants' reply brief at 31 n,1. The tax investi-
* gation was not settled until November 29, 1979. See ap-

pendix to appellees' brief (decision of Tax Court).
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automatic dismissal. It stated that "a divil plaintiff has
no absolute right to both his silence and his lawsuit.
Neither, however, does the civil defendant have an ab-
solute right to have the action dismissed anytime a plain-
tiff invokes his constitutional privilege." 608 F.2d at
1088, It went on to hold that by measuring the relative
weights of the competing interests the courts could afford
better protection to both parties. The court emphasized
that in conducting this balance dismissal should be the
last rather than the first step.

When plaintiff's silence is constitutionally guaran-
teed, dismissal is appropriate only where other, less
burdensome, remedies would be an ineffective means
of preventing unfairness to defendant,

Id. The Fifth Circuit then applied the balancing test to
the facts before it, It recognized that the information
sought by the defendants went to the heart of their case.
But it decided that the balance tipped toward the plain-
tiff, and that all discovery should be stayed for three
years until the statute of limitations on the potential
criminal prosecutions had run,

On the basis of our review of the record, we cannot
determine whether the District Court properly applied
these legal principles when it entered an order requiring
Newton to choose between disclosure and dismissal. In
reviewing Newton's claim of privilege the court made
statements virtually identical to those it made in dis-
missing the Party. It observed that appellees had con-
tended that the information withheld by Newton "is
vital to their defense, many times to the point of telling
them what exactly they are accused of doing."' This
language might be interpreted as showing that the court
intended to apply a balancing test. Even if this inter-
pretation is correct, however, it is clear that the court

a Opinion and Order of August 6, 1979 at JA 856.

57

Indeed, as we noted in the First Amendment context,
an automatic waiver rule raises serious due process
questions; the plaintiff is in effect deprived of his day
in court,' Our conclusion that a per se waiver rule
cannot be justified is supported by decisions in other
circuits, See Campbell v. Gerrans, 592 F.2d 1054 (9th
Cir, 1979) (proper exercise of Fifth Amendment rights
by plaintiff in discovery stage of civil case can never
justify automatic dismissal) ; Wehling v. Columbia
Broadcasting System, 608 F.2d 1084 (5th Cir. 1979)
(same); Thomas v, United States, 531 F.2d 746 (5th
Cir. 1976) (there are "constitutional limitations upon
the power of courts, even in aid of their own valid proc-

ment of Plaintiffs Who Invoke the Privilege Against Self-
Incrimination During Discovery, supra note 142, 66 IowA
L. REy. at 584-587 (same).

160 See text and note at note 193 infra. See also Wehling
v. Columbia Broadcasting System, supra note 142, 608 F.2d
at 1088 (automatic dismissal for assertion of Fifth Amend-
ment privilege would be unconstitutional because due process
requires judicial determination of plaintiff's civil action);
Thomas v. United States, 531 F.2d 746, 749 (5th Cir. 1976).
If an automatic waiver rule were applied, the civil rights

of any individuals vulnerable to criminal prosecution would
be routinely denied.

For example, no one would be able to bring suit for police
brutality if on deposition he were required to elect be-
tween incriminating himself with regard to the incident
out of which the claims arose, and suffering dismissal.

Note, Plaintiff as Deponent: Invoking the Fifth Amendment,
supra note 142, 48 U. CHI, L, REy. at 163-164 (footnote
omitted), A similar problem could arise with respect to
gambling tax refund actions. If dismissal were automatic,
the government could routinely abuse its power to assess by
"filing interrogatories framed to oblige the taxpayer to in-
criminate himself or forego his lawsuit. * * * [D]ismissal of
every suit for wagering tax refund by every taxpayer who
invokes his Fifth Amendment right may be akin to for-
feiture." Thomas v. United States, supra, 581 F.2d at 749,



esses, to dismiss an action without affording a party the
opportunity for a hearing on the merits of his cause") ."'

In our view, a balancing approach is clearly preferable,
since it gives- far greater protection to plaintiffs' Fifth
Amendment rights. Under this approach the claim of
privilege should be upheld unless the defendant can show
that his need for the information in question is sub-
stantial. Even in circumstances where the defendant has
demonstrated a strong interest in disclosure, an order
requiring the plaintiff to choose between his Fifth Amend-
ment rights and dismissal will not be proper, except
where other, less drastic, remedies are not available.'

1 But see Penn Communications Specialities, Inc. v. Hess,
65 FR.D. 510 (E.D., Pa. 1975) (automatic dismissal);
Bramble v. Kleindeinst, 857 F.Supp. 1028, 1036 (D. Colo.
1973), af'd, 498 F.2d 968 (10th Cir.), cert. denied, 419 U.S.
1069 (1974) (same); Brown v. Ames, 346 F.Supp. 1176
(D. Minn. 1972) (same); see also Franklin v. Franklin, 365
Mo. 442, 283 S.W.2d 483 (1955) (party's refusal to answer
questions justifies striking pleadings in divorce action),

Several of the above cited opinions relied on Lyons v. John-
son, 415 F.2d 540 (9th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S.
1027 (1970). In that case the Ninth Circuit approved dis-
missal of a plaintiff who invoked the Fifth Amendment in
response to questions asked at a deposition. It stated that the
"scales of justice would hardly remain equal * * * if a party
can assert a claim against another and then be able to block
all discovery attempts against him by asserting a Fifth
Amendment privilege to any interrogation whatsoever upon
his claim." Id. at 542. When it decided Campbell v. Gerrans,
however, the Ninth Circuit expressly limited the holding of
Lyons v. Johnson to situations in which the Fifth Amendment
had not been properly invoked. Campbell v. Gerrans, 592
F.2d 1054, 1057 (9th Cir. 1979). In Johnson v. Lyon the
court had suggested that there was no real danger of self-
incrimination.

'See Note, Toward a Rational Treatment of Plaintifs
Who Invoke the Privilege Against Self-Incrimination During
Discovery, supra note 142, 66 IOWA L. REV. at 594-602 (ad-
vocating adoption of balancing test).

Use of a balancing test is not unprecedented in the
Fifth Amendment context.' In fact, in Wehling v.
Columbia Broadcasting System, supra, the Fifth Circuit
explicitly adopted a balancing analysis to determine
whether a plahitiff could invoke the Fifth Amendment
and refuse to answer interrogatories."' In that case
the plaintiff brought a libel action after the defendant
had broadcast a radio program in which it was alleged
that the plaintiff had abused federal loan programs. The
plaintiff invoked the Fifth Amendment at a deposition
in response to questions about the loans. The lower court
dismissed. The Fifth Circuit reversed, holding that the
plaintiff's assertion of the privilege could not justify

10 In California v. Byers, 402 U.S. 424 (1971), it was
claimed that a California statute requiring a driver involved
in an accident to stop and identify himself violated the Fifth
Amendment. Chief Justice Burger, writing for the plurality,
suggested that the Fifth Amendment claim could be decided
by balancing the constitutional right against the interest in
truth finding. Id. at 427. The plurality eventually upheld the
statute on another ground. But Justice Harlan, who con-
curred, found that the strong state interest in identifying
those involved outweighed what he argued was a minor in-
fringement of the privilege. Implicit balancing may under-
lie the evolution of the "required records" doctrine. Compare,
e.g., Shapiro v. United States, 335 U.S. 1 (1948) (rejecting
claim that individual could not be required to keep possibly
incriminating records under Emergency Price Act of 1942),
with Marchetti v. United States, 390 U.S. 99 (1968) (invali-
dating special filing for a tax on gamblers on the ground
that it violated the privilege against self-incrimination).
These decisions might be explained on the ground that the
Court was balancing the government's need for information
against the potential harm to the individual if the informa-
tion was produced.

1In its earlier decision discussing the privilege, Thomas
v. United States, supra note 160, the Fifth Circuit did not
explicitly adopt a balancing test. Although the Ninth Circuit
rejected the automatic waiver rule in Campbell v. Gerrans,
supra note 161, it did not explicitly adopt a balancing test
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1980
Mar 12 ORDER deferring the adjudication of the amount of defts'. attorney's fees is

deferred pending ruling on pitfs. appeal. (N) (signed 03-11-80)
SMITH, J.

Mar 14 NOTICE of Appeal by pltffs. from orders of Jan. 25; 1980 and
Feb. 13, 1980; $5.00 filing fee and $65.00 USCA docketing
fee paid and credited to the U.S.; copy sent to Joseph E.
Casey, Larry Gregg and William L. Stauffer, Jr.

Mar 17 COPY of notice of appeal and docket entries sent to USCA:
USCA # 80-1302

Apr. 10 RECORD on apTeal delivered to USCA; Receipt ack.

May 28 TRANSCRIPT of proceedings of May 29, 1979 ; pages 1-41; (Rep: Dawn T.
Copeland); court copy

May 28 TRANSCRIPT of proceedings of May 25, 1977; pages 1-37; (Rep: Dawn T.
Copeland); court copy

May 30 SUPPLEMAL record on appeal delivered to USCA; ack receipt 80-1302.

June- 6 STIPULATION to correct the record on appeal in U.S.Court of
A 1 -Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit Civil No.
80-1302; attachments(5), approved. SMITH, J. (signed 5-14-80)

June 6 SUPPLEMENTAL RECORD on appeal delivered to USCA; Receipt ack.

1981

Aug 7 APPEARANCE of Brian P. Gettings as counsel for deft #7 and
WITHDRAWAL of William L. Stauffer, Jr. as counsel for deft #7.
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Assistant Attorney Ceneral
Civil Division
Attention: Larry L. Cregg, Esq.

Assistant Dirertor - Legal Counsel
Federal Burea' of Investigation

BLACK PANT11E . pfRTY, et al., v.
WILLIAM FRENiCH:MITH, et al.
(U.S.D.C., D.C.)

COURT OF APPIAS IO. 60-1302

October 5, 1981
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reference is made to the telephone conversation
between Department of Justice (DOJ) Attorney Larry L. Gregg
and SAf on Septerber 14, 1981.

Pursuant to the referenced telephone call, your
office requested comments regarding whether Certiorari
should be sought by the Government in this matter in view
of the refusal of the Court to grant the Government's Motion
for Rehearina En Banc.

BACKGROUND

The Black Panther Party (BPP) and several of its
members filed suit in the United States District Court for
the District of Columbia on December 2, 1976, against 20
present and former Government officials, in their individual
and official capacities, representing six Government agencies.
The suit charged the defendants with conspiring to destroy
the BP? and harass its members and in the process defendants
had violated various Constitutional rights of the plaintiffs
as well as several statutory proscriptions.

SEE NOTE - PAGE FOUR
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Assistant Attorney General
Civil Division

Lengthy discovery has been conducted by both sides
th this action. The plaintiffs have served 48 interrogatories
on the Government and made four requests for documents
resulting in their receiving 40 volumes of expurgated docu-
ments. The Government took a very aggressive posture,
serving 244 interrogatories on the BPP and 82 on plaintiff
Huey Newton. The failure by plaintiffs to adequately answer
the interrogatories served on them resulted in a Court Order
dated August 6, 1979, requiring clarification of many of
their previous responses and further demanding answers to
questions not previously answered due to plaintiffs' claims
of Constitutional privilege under the First and Fifth Amend-
ments. Plaintiffs' refusal to comply fully with that Order
led the Government to request sanctions against the plain-
tiffs. On January 25, 1980, United States District Judge
John Lewis Smith, Jr., dismissed the case based upon plain-
tiffs' noncompliance with his August 6, 1979, Order.

The District Court found that the BPP's supplemental
responses to the Government's interrogatories were fatally
defective, that some interrogatories should have been answered
by the BPP's individual officers and not an agent named by
the BPP, that the BPP could not refuse to produce the names
of party members not publicly known and that plaintiff Huey
Newton could not claim the Fifth Amendment privilege and
still maintain this action, all in violation of its Order
of August 6, 1979. The Court found that in view of the
conscious disregard of its August 6, 1979, Order the sanction
of dismissal was appropriate and further that plaintiffs were
not substantially justified in failing to comply with its
Order and should pay reasonable expenses including attorney's
fees, incurred by the defendants in bringing this motion.

-2-
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Assistant Attorney General
Civil Division

In its Opinion dated July 8, 1981, the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
in its decision in this case styled The Black Panther Party,
et al. v. William French Smith, Attorney General of the
United States, et al., (D.C. Cir.), Court of Appeals No.
80-1302, reversed or remanded with instructions, virtually
every decision made by the District Court, except that pre-
venting the BPP from converting this suit to a class action
suit due to their failure to file that motion in a timely
fashion. It should be noted that one of the three judges
on the panel dissented strongly in a 20-page Opinion which
concurred in part and dissented in part. The Government's
Motion for Rehearing En Banc was denied.

To date 40 volumes of material, consisting of
several thousand pages, have been turned over to plaintiffs
during discovery. This is only a small portion of the
approximately 1,448,240 pages of FBI documents within the
scope of discovery. In addition to this, should the case
be remanded under the existing opinion there is the possi-
bility of additional voluminous discovery taking place on
both sides in the form of numerous interrogatories and
depositions. Should the BPP be successful in its discovery
attempts and the final decision in this suit the Government
defendants would not only have been put through an extraor-
dinary expenditure of manpower and effort in defending this
suit but would also be exposed to plaintiffs' request for
punitive and compensatory damages in excess of $200,000.
We are of the opinion that the actions and decisions of the
FBI can be successfully defended, but are fully aware of the
possibility of the Court throwing the plaintiffs a "bone"
in such matters.

As a result of the referenced telephone conversation
and the self-evident legal research expended during the four-
and-one-half-years of submitting motions and memoranda to the
Court, no discussion of the legal issues involved is being
included herein, but will be provided at the request of DOJ
Attorney Gregg, if needed.

-3-
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Assistant Attorney General
Civil Division

RECOMMENDATION OF THE FBI

Pursuant to the reference telen! versation 6
between DOJ Attorney Gregg and SA the FBI b7c
is in concurrence with the decision of DOJ Attorney Gregg
to seek Certiorari. As pointed out in the dissent to the
Court's decision, there is a lack of uniformity of opinion
as to the legal questions at issue and the proceeding does
involve a question of exceptional importance. Primarily
at issue are the matters of the power of a Federal District
Court Judge to control discovery taking place before him
when steps toward that end are not prohibited by the Ped-
eral Rules of Civil Procedure, and precise guidelines for
the District Court to follow in ordering a party to comply
with discovery in spite of a claimed privilege when the
sanction for not doing so would possibly be dismissal.
Also at issue is the District Court's discretion to grant
summary judgment on the record before it for present and
former Government officials who only recently assumed office
and who were not in office during the relevant time period
or who had no part in the acts in question.

NOTE: Civil Division has advised that it is preparing for
and would seek Certiorari and requested that the agencies
involved supply it with recommendations to that effect to
support its request to the Solicitor General for authority
to file for Certiorari. Mr. Gregg advised that this support
was urgently needed because the Solicitor General's Office
is against such action at the present time.

APPROVED: Adm. Serve. Laboratory
Crim. Inv. ____ Leg, _ __ _

Direcicr

Exec. AD-Am. .
Exec. AD-inv. nspectron- _ _ _ Tch.
Exec. AD-LES intel_. Trading
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTENTION: LEGAL COUNSEL DIVISION)

FROM: SAC, WFO (197-57) (P)

'BLACK PANTHER PARTY vs.
v EDWARD LEVI, ETAL

(U.S.C.A.)
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 80-1302

/

Enclosed for the Bureau is one (1) copy of the docket
showing the latest entries for captioned litigation obtained
from the United States Court of Appeals (U.S.C.A.), District
of Columbia, by Special Clerk (SC) on
2/2/82.

WFO will continue to follow and report.

(/7' // I

2 Bureau (Enc. 1)
WFO
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(3)
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GENERAL DOCK

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
FP-MI- -2.76.F 5925

DATE FILINGS-PROCEEDIN4. Z\-

:T)09-15-80

C)-9-30-80

4-Appellee's (Moore) motion to adopt the brief of the federal appellees (m-15)
Clerk's order granting appellee's (Moore) motion to adopt the brief of federally-
represented appellees

(C)10-02-80 15-Appellants' reply brief (m-2)
(T)02-05-81 15-Appellees' (except Moore and Sullivan) supplemental brief (m-6)

B)02-11-81

(B)02-13-81
(T)03-26-81

B)04-06-81

T)04-24-81

(V)06-03-81

(V)06-22-81

(R)7-8-81
(R) 7-8-81
(R) 7-8-81

(V)07-15-81

(V)07-20-81

KT)07-21-81

1(1)7-22-81
(B)07-30-81

V)08-07-81

(V)08-21-81

(V)08-21-81
iC)09-14-81

C)09-14-81

V)09-18-81
(V)09-21-81

Clerk's order, sua sponte, that the .following times are allotted for the oral argu-
ment of this case: Appellants - 20 minutes: Appellees - 20 minutes.

Argued before Wright, MacKinnon and Ginsburg*, CJ's
4-Letter from counsel for all appellees except Moore and Sullivan advising of
additional authorities pursuant to Rule 28(j), FRAP (m-20)

Clerk's order, sua sponte, that pursuant to Rule 43 of the F.R.A.P., the Clerk is
directed to delete the names of Edward Levi and Benjamin Civiletti as party
appellees' and to substitute therefore the name of William French Smith

4-Letter from counsel for appellees (Except Moore and Sullivan) advising of
additional authorities pursuant to Rule 28(j), FRAP (m-22)

4-Letter from counsel for Black Panther Party, et al. advising of additional author-
ities pursuant to FRAP 28(j) (m-1)

4-Letter from counsel for Black Panther Party, et al. advising of additional author-
ities pursuant to FRAP 28(j) (m-19)

Opinion for the Court filed by Circuit Judge Wright
Opinion concurring in part and dissenting in part filed by Circuit Judge MacKINNON
Judgment affirming in part; reversing in part and the case is remanded with instructi
in accordance with the opinion of this Court filed herein this date

4-Appellees' (except Moore and Sullivan) motion to extend time to file petition for
rehearing to August 21, 1981 (m-15)

Letter dated 07/15/81 from counsel for appellee Sullivan advising of change of
address

4-Appellee's (Moore) motion to extend time to file petition for rehearing to
August 21, 1981 (m-20)

1-Appellants' bill of costs (m-22)
Per Curiam order that appelleet s motions to extend time to file petition for rehear-

ing are granted and the time for filing a petition for rehearing is extended to
and including August 21, 1981; Wright, MacKinnon and Ginsburg, CJ's

1-Appellee's (Moore) Praecipe

15-Appellees' (except Moore and Sullivan) petition for rehearing and suggestion for
rehearing en bane (m-21)

15-Appellee's (Moore) petition for rehearing (m-21)
Per Curiam order denying petitions for rehearing of all appellees except for Moore
and Sullivan and the petition for rehearing of George C. Moore; Wright, MacKinnon
(who would granted the petitions for rehearing) & Ginsburg, CJs

Per Curiam order, en bane, denying suggestion for rehearing en bane of all appellees
except Moore & Sullivan and the suggestion for rehearing en bane of George Moore
is denied; CJ Robinson; Wright, Tamm, MacKinnon, Wilkey, Robb (who did not par-
ticipate), Wald (who did not participate), Mikva, Edwards and Ginsburg, CJs

4-Appellees' motion for a 30-day stay of mandate (m-18)
4-Appellee's motion for stay of mandate pending pet o r certiorari (m- 2 1 )
(George C. Moore) -

.~ mm
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-~ GENERAL DOCKER

N ED STATES COURT OSAP
FOR THE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

FILINGS-PROCEEDINGS Filed

B) 10-08-81

(G)10-13-81

i(V)10-16-81
v)10-28-81

v)11-03-81

V)12-14-81

Per Curiam order that appellee's motionto stay mandate is granted and the Clerk is
directed not to issue the mandate herein prior to October 22, 1981; Wright, Mac-
Kinnon and Ginsburg, CJ's

Per Curiam order that appellee's motion for stay of mandate is granted and the Clerk
is directed not to issue the mandate herein prior to November 4, 1981; Wright,
MacKinnon, and Ginsburg; CJs

4-Appellees' motion for 30-day extension of stay of mandate to 11/20/81 (m-16)
Notification from Clerk, Supreme Court that petition for writ of certiorari was filE

on 10/22/81 in SC No. 81-774

Per Curiam order that appellees' (federal,)motion for stay of mandate is granted and
the Clerk is directed not to issue the mandate herein prior to November 23, 1981;
Wright, MacKinnon and Ginsburg, CJ's

Copy of letter from Clerk, Supreme Court dated 12/11/81 extending time to file peti-
tion for writ of certiorari to 02/11/82 in SC No. A-492

-. ~r~'-~--~'- - - - - - - -. - -
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145-12-3024

U.S. Departm Justice

TELEPHONE:
(202) 633-3441

Washington, D.C. 20530

CERTIFIED - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Mr. John A. Mintz
Assistant Director
Legal Counsel Division, Room 7427
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20235

Re: The-'black Panther Party, et al.
v. William French Smith, et al.
(D.C. Cir. No. 80-1302)

Dear Mr. Mintz:

We are enclosing for your information a copy of the petition
for a writ of certiorari that we have today filed with the
Supreme Court.

In our letter of January 7, 1982, we advised you that the
Solicitor General had not then decided whether to seek certiorari
on that portion of the court of appeals' decision which reversed
the dismissal of the Black Panther Party's and Netwon's claims,
for their failure to satisfy our discovery requests. You should /
note that the petition which has been filed does challenge the
court of appeals' ruling on this issue, as well as on the
propriety of awarding summary judgment to those defendants who
entered public service after January 1, 1974.

We shall advise you of the results when the Court acts upon
our petition. A/

If you have any question concerninQ this matter you shou'l0
contact| of my Appellate Staff.

Sincerely,

J. PAUL McGRATH
Assistant Attorney General

Civil Division
& -

Robert E. Kopp
Director, Alellate Staff

* -3\-w~rvb

* U, FC~J4=JQNOOAIM2W ~\

*~U~:L IF' 3 4'T0

A1PR 2o 1982
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Date 4/28Z8i
7 - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --I

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTENTION: LEGAL COUNSEL DIVISION)

SAC, WFO (197-57)(P)

BLACK PANTHER PARTY vs.
EDWARD LEVI, ETAL
(U.S.C.A.)
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 80-1302

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy of the docket
showing the latest entries for captioned litigation, obtained
from the United States Court of Anneals (U.S.C.A.) Dist ic-tof
Cclumbia by Special Clerk on 4/22/

WFO will continue to follow and repor /

- Bureau

PSD:sd
(3)

.23(Enc. 1)
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Approved: Transmitted Per
(Number) (Time)
* U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1980-305-750/5402
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- GE RAL DOCKET

UNITED STATES COURT OF A
FOR THE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
FP I-MI- S8-2 .7 6-1IN-592 5

FILINGS-PROCEEDINGS Filed

1 Per Curiam order that appellee's motion to stay mandate is granted and the Clerk is
directed not to issue the mandate herein prior to October 22, 1981; Wright, Mac-
Kinnon and Ginsburg, CJ's

1Per Curiam order that appellee's motion for stay of mandate is granted and the Clerk
is directed not to issue the mandate herein prior to November 4, 1981; Wright.
MacKinnon, and Ginsburg; CJs

A4-Appellees' motion for 30-day extension of stay of mandate to 11/20/81 (m-16)

1 Notification from Clerk, Supreme Court that petition for writ of certiorari was filed
er 10/22/81 in SC No. 81-774

Per Curiam order that appellees' (federal)motion for stay of mandate is granted and
t'e Clerk is directed not to issue the mandate herein prior to November 23, 1981;
Wright, MacKinnon and Ginsburg, CJ's

Copy of letter from Clerk, Supreme Court dated 12/11/81 extending time to file peti-
tion for writ of certiorari to 02/11/82 in SC No. A-492

Notification from Clerk, Supreme Court that petition for writ of rertiorari was file&
or r'2/11/82 in SC No. 81-1511
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